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SUMMARY
The Introduction gives a short biography of N.G. Gar in -
Hichajlovskij, surveys the historical and literary background
of his life and work, and introduces the term "rhetoric" -
defined as the author's means of communicating: with his readers -
and the rhetorical approach to the study and criticism of fiction.
Part I is concerned with Garin's shorter narrative works, and
with the "means of persuasion" by which the author's views are
conveyed through them.. The first chapter shows how the author
selects and arranges his material in order to control the re¬
sponse of his readers, the second how the device of the narrator
is variously adapted to the same purpose, while the third exam¬
ines the rhetorical effects of the devices of narration,
description and style. Chapter IV analyses the various means -
direct and indirect - by which the author gives expression to
his judgements, and Chapter V discusses how Garin uses his
fiction to set his publicistic views before the reader. Chapter
VT describes the various kinds of "communion" - direct, indirect
and secret - the author is able to achieve through these various
means of persuasion, and shows how he makes use of them all to
control the reader's response and influence his judgement.
Part II discusses Garin's tetralogy and the devices he employs
to give expression to the values and judgements embodied in it.
Chapter I considers the various purposes and concerns of the
writer and the role of autobiography in the fiction. The second
chapter examines the rhetorical function of the structure of the
plot, the third the effect of the narrative perspective in
determining our attitude to the hero, and the fourth the various
ways in which the secondary characters serve the expression of
the author's purpose. Chapter V analyses the special effects of
image, symbol and repetition and their contribution to the
rhetoric of the fiction. The final chapter seeks to discover the
effect to which all these devices of disclosure and persuasion
are directed, and to recover the judgement exemplified by the
tetralogy as a whole.
Tne Conclusion attempte to evaluate Garin's suxccess and achieve¬
ment as a writer, and to show how it depends upon his skill in
the rhetoric of fiction.
Appendix I gives details of the first publication of Garin's
works, and Appendix II takes note of the separate editions of
individual works published during the author's life. The
Bibliography includes a comprehensive list of critical writing
on Garin from 18^2 until the present day.
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NOTE PIT REFERENCE AND TRAdSLITERATIOil
The superscript numbers in the text refer to the notes
which follow each chapter and explain points and identify
quotations from secondary sources.
Quotations from Garin's works in the text are identified by
the references following them .in brackets; in most cases,
these refer to the 1957-58 edition of the Collected Works
(see Bibliography), and consist of the volume number(from
I-V) and a page number. Where the work is not included in
this edition, reference is to the Marks edition of the
Collected Works(1918), the volume being indicated by a
Roman numeral from I to VIII, preceded by the name Marks.
On occasion, specific reference is made to the first pub¬
lished version of the work in the periodic press; in such
cases, and in the notes, the abbreviation "RB" signifies
the journal "Russkoe bogatstvo".
The scheme of transliteration employed is that outlined in
Recommendation R9 of the International Organization for
Standardization, 1968( with the permitted modification of
ch forx ); exceptions have been made for certain geographical
names and common loan-words, which appear in their usual
English forms. As well as proper names, all titles and
some short quotations and individual words appearing in the
body of the text have been transliterated. All other quot¬
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Nikolaj Georgevid Michajlovskij"*" was born in St Petersburg on
February 8, 1852; his father was a general in the Uhlans, his mother
the daughter of a wealthy Kherson family, and at his christening,
Nicholas I himself stood sponsor. A few years later, General
2
Michajlovskij retired with his young family to Odessa , and here
Nikolaj received his education in the German school. In 1863} he
entered tne town's famous RiSelevskaja Gimnazija, completing his
course in 1871^, when he became a student at the University of
St Petersburg. After an unsuccessful year in the law faculty, he
transferred to the Institute of Transport and Communications
(Institut putej soobscenija). His studies were interrupted by
illness in 1874* when he went to live in Elizavetgrad^, and it was
only in I878 that he graduated as a qualified engineer.
His first post was as a communications engineer with the
Russian armies in Bessarabia, and after the war in 1879, he was
decorated for his services. He remained in the region as a railway
surveyor, and on May 5> 1879> became engaged to Nadezda Valerievna
V
Carykova, daughter of the Governor-General of Minsk and a family
friend. After their marriage (in August), the Michajlovskijs went
to live in the capital, and in the following year moved with their
infant daughter to Tiflis (Tbilisi), where Nikolaj Georgevic worked
on the construction of the Poti-Tii'lis railway. He resigned after/
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a disagreement with, a corrupt superior and retired to his wife's
estate in Samara in 1882. In 1883, he bought a larger property
nearby at Gundurovka, and here initiated at ambitious scheme of
agricultural improvements which ended in 1885, when a series of fires -
the work of some disaffected peasants - brought him to bankruptcy.
Michajlovskij now returned to his profession, working on the Ufa-
Zlatoust railway, and in his spare time wrote about his experiences
5
atGundurovka and his disagreements with his colleagues . A friend
took some of his manuscripts to Moscow, and at Easter, I89I,
Michajlovskij was visited by the writer Konstantin StanjukoviS^,
7
who brought from N.K. Michajlovskij an offer to publish the story
of Gundurovka in "Russkaja mysl'". During his visit, Stanjukovic
read the manuscript of Detstvo Temy, and selected for its author the
8
pseudonym "Garin" *
Later that year, Michajlovskij was persuaded by Aleksandr
9
IvanSint-Pisarev, a local journalist , to give the Populists financial
help in acquiring the journal "Russkoe bogatstvo""^. In the first
issue of the reorganized journal - of which Nadezda Valerievna was
the nominal publisher - the first chapters of Detstvo Temy appeared,
(January, I892). The new author, however, was able to enjoy the
warm reception given to his first works only on occasional visits
to the capital, for in April I89I, he had been appointed Chief
Construction Engineer of the Western Siberian section of the Trans-
Siberian Railway^. Despite the pressures of work, he continued his
writing, and 1893 saw the publication of Gjmnazisty and a volume of
stories. He also published in the popular press several articles
12
arguing his case for narrow-gauge railways which led to his
resignation from the Ministry. After a further period of retirement
at Gundurovka, he returned to government service as a construction
engineer in 1895*
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These years were among the most creative in his life. An array
of stories - Va I' nek-Va1' novski ,j, Ispoved1 otca, Revekka - written
in his hoars of relaxation, were published, in provincial papers.
Studenty appeared in "Russkoe bogatstvo" in 1895> and in the same year
Gimnazisty was revised and a second volume of stories published. In
1896, he became a shareholder in the newspaper "Samarskij vestnik",
enabling it to become the first legal organ for Marxist writers until
it was closed down by the Ministry of the Interior in 1897"'"^« Heart-
while, his relations with "Russkoe bogatstvo" had undergone a change.
His differences with U.K. Michajlovskij and his group were first of
all ideological: his experiences at Gundurovka had disillusioned him
of Populism, and his contact with the intellectuals of Samara had
introduced him to the writings of Struve and other Marxists"*"^; the
articles which appeared in "Russkoe bogatstvo" now seemed to him far
15
removed from the economic realities . When, in 1897» 2J.K. Michaj-
lovskij declined to publish his play Orchide.ja in the journal, his
break with it became final «
Thus, from the mid-nineties, it is possible to trace a change
in Garin's political and ideological sympathies which, as it developed,
had an increasing influence on his work. There were changes too in
his personal life: around 1896, he had formed a liaison with Vera
Sadovskaja, a millionairess estranged from her husband who lived
with him as his common^law wife and bore him three children. Separat¬
ing from Hade^da Vaierievna, Garin remained on excellent terms with
her, and the two families were often to be found under one roof"1"^.
In July, 1898, Michajlovskij joined a scientific expedition
to Korea, the purpose of which was to explore the northern water¬
ways of that country. He served both as surveyor and folklorist,
and his collection of folk-tales (published in 1899) remains one /
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of the most valuable single contributions to the study of Korea's
18
traditional literature . On his return to Russia, he resumed his
farming activities, and again ran into financial difficulties; he
had to sell Gundurovka in 1903* In 19^1» h-e signed a petition against
police action at a student demonstration, and as a result was not per-
19
mitted to live in a university town for two years . He continued his
writing, publishing stories in the Marxist journal "Zizn'" and Gor'kij's
20
"Znanie" • In 1903, he was appointed Chief Engineer of the Crimean
South-Coast Railway, and in the following year, when plans for the rail¬
way were shelved on the outbreak of the Japanese war, he left for the
21
front . He served as an engineer, drawing up plans for a railway
between MancUuria and Seoul, and also as the war-correspondent of the
Moscow newspaper "Novosti dnja". When military setbacks made his rail¬
way impracticable, he turned his attention to the problems of supply,
and undertook a government contract to provide hay for the cavalry.
Because of delays and poor harvests, he was unable to fulfil the con¬
tract, and a Commission of Inquiry kept him in Manchuria until I9O6.
Keenly interested in the events on the home front in 1905» he sent
22
money to help the Social Democrats , and in a letter home in December
of that year, he announced his election to the Harbin Committee of the
SD Party23.
On his return to St Petersburg in the autumn of I9O6, Michajlovskij
resumed his many-sided activities. He continued work on his Inzenery
(begun in Mancduria), revised his plans for the Crimean railway, and
devoted much time to assisting tde new Bolshevik journal "Vestnik
2izni". However, the anxieties of the past months and the exertions
of a lifetime had taken their toll, and at an editorial meeting of
"Vestnik zizni" on November 27, 19^6> he collapsed and died2^.
4 0 0
Michajlovskij's richly varied and full life no doubt had its
harmful effects on Garin's achievement as a writer. Hed he not also/
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"been an engineer, farmer, publicist, publisher and world traveller,
Garin would have had more time to develop his gifts to their full
potential, to see through to the end all the plans and schemes that
caught his creative imagination# Skitalec has suggested that he wrote
25
only a fraction of what he was capable of , and Gor'kij wrote sadly:
Bootime, H.T. ■ ohji pa3HocTopoHHe, no-pyccKH
flapoBJiT, h no-pyccKH se pa3(5pacBiBajiCH
BO BCe CTOpOHBI.26
We may regret with them that literary talents of such promise were not
more fully realised; but we must admire, as all his biographers have
done, the sheer diversity of Garin's life experience, and the vitality,
resilience, generosity and enthusiasm it reveals.
II
THE BACKGROUND: RUSSIA I852-I9O6
(i) The setting for Garin's rich and varied life was Russia at a time
of turbulent change and flux; in her history. Humiliating defeat in the
Crimean War brought home to all Russians the unpalatable fact of their
country's backwardness; for the next half-century, individuals and groups
of various persuasions struggled to overcome this backwardness, and to
transform Russian according to their various views of her future and
destiny. First of all, Alexander II tried to effect change "from above"
with the Emancipation Edict and the "velikie reformy" of the 'sixties;
but his measures were not enough to satisfy those who envisaged a more
radical transformation of Russian life and institutions. After Karakozov's
attempt on the tsar's life (1866), the repressive measures of Count
Murav'ev's police and Count Tolstoj's education system further alienated
the radical intelligentsia from the autocracy and confirmed them in their
desire to work for a new social and political order. In the early
'seventies, many of them were attracted to narodnicestvo and put their/
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faith, in the peasant and. the peasant commune, the uniquely Russian
institution that would serve as the basis for a new socialist society#
Their effort to "go to the people" in 1874 brought them into conflict
with a regime that would brook no opposition, and more than half the
participants in the "cho^denie v narod" were arrested"'".
The failure of peaceful Populism was a victory for those who
advocated a violent struggle with tsarism. A revolutionary Populist
organization, "Zemlja i volja", was active from 1876, and in 1879>
the terrorist faction of the movement (the "Rarodnaja volja") broke
2 , v .
away from the "party of permeation" (the "Cernyj peredel"; to con¬
tinue its campaign of violence^, which culminated in the assassination
of Alexander II in 1861. The conflict between an autocracy that would
not surrender its absolute power and an intelligentsia eager for social
reform ended in the "return to unrelieved reaction"^ that was the reign
of Alexander III; Count Tolstoj became Minister of the Interior, govern¬
ment controls over the courts, universities and zemstvos were tightened,
peasant affairs were placed under the supervision of "zemsfcie naSal'niki"
(1889) and racial minorities were subjected to repression# The government
devoted itself to the "maintenance of order, interpreted as the prevent
5
tion of movement" , but in doing so, it only strengthened the opposition
of those wno sought to impel the country along the path of policital
and social progress.
• ♦ ♦
The problem of Russia's economic backwardness loomed larger as
the years passed. The country's economy depended entirely on her grain
exports, and her agriculture was inefficient, ill-organized and unprofit¬
able. This was nowhere more evident than in the condition of the peasant,
wdo in most cases was only tied more closely to the land by the Emanci¬
pation. The nadel was generally smaller than the land he had farmed as/
a serf , and. the distribution of land and the redemption payments
usually favoured the landowner. The nadel and the responsibility for the
payments were vested in the commune, wbicb in most cases controlled tne
allocation of land to its members and exercised disciplinary powers over
tbem. It also determined the farming methods to be employed, and almost
always perpetuated wasteful traditional practices like tbe three-crop
rotation system and strip-cultivation. As a rule, therefore, the Russian
peasant was living off land insufficient for his needs, paying for it on
terms unfavourable to himself, and farming it by methods which decreased
its productivity. In addition, he had to pay the commune his share of
the redemption dues and the "soul tax", as well as various indirect taxes;
too often, therefore, his life was a "desparate struggle witb a desparate
7situation" . A few rich peasants bought more land through the Peasants'
Bank, but to improve their lot the poorer peasants could only turn to
the traditional craft industries (Kustari), sell their labour to large
landowners or seek employment in the factories of the cities; in 1897?
there were perhaps five million of these peasants living in Russia's
industrial slums . However, the majority of the peasants remained in
their villages, struggling on the level of bare subsistence, rising in
occasional protest against their condition; when famine came, as it did in
I89I, they had no reserves to fall back on, the thousands died of starva¬
tion and disease.
The poverty of the peasants and the resulting weakness of Russian
agriculture did not escape the government, which sought to relieve the
situation with piecemeal measures like the abolition of the "soul tax"
and the sponsoring of migration to Siberia, and tried to solve the
general economic problem by developing the other sectors of the economy.
In the early 'sixties, the Finance Minister Rejtern had told Alexander II:
(5e3 :icejie3Hi.ix sopor h nexaHHiecKOH npo-
MHmseHHOCTH, POCCHH He MOrsa CHMTaTBCH
BHe onacHocTii b co(5cTBeHH£ix ee rpaHHifax
h ee BJiHHHHe Ha cyflBCDH ocTanBHon EBponn
SOJH2HO nacTB Ha cTeneHB, HecorjiacHyio c
ee BHyTpeHHHM MOrymeCTBOM H HCTOpHHeCKHM
3HaqeHneM;9
"but it was only in the 'eighties that Russian industiy - the textile
mills of St Petersburg, the mines of the Urals, the oil-fields of
Baku - began to develop, and the railway network to expand . Industrial
expansion found i"Cs champion in the Finance Minister Vitte, who from
I892 until I9O3 encouraged Russian manufacturers by imposing high
tarrifs on cheaper imported goods. Between I887 and 1897> the produc¬
tion of Russian industry rose by almost 100^^, but the cost was borne
by the local consumer who paid the higher prices and higher taxes that
financed the government's huge foriegn loans. The same decade saw a
"boom" in railway construction'1''1", and by 1897 the state had acquired
1267$ of' the existing railways from the private companies . Although
the railways continued to be unprofitable, the government could pride
itself on the construction during the 'nineties of the Trans-Siberian
Railway, designed to open up trade links with the Far East.
The cost of all this modernization fell ultimately on the shoulders
of the peasants, whose plight deteriorated as much-needed grain was
sold abroad to discharge the national debt. Taxes on goods such as
kerosene and matches, a series of bad harvests, and low prices caused
by the competition of American grain made the position worse. The
redemption payments were hopelessly in arrears, and in 1899? the arrears
amounted to sixteen million roubles more than the dues collected"1"^.
Peasant unrest increased, and violent uprisings in Poltava and Kharkov
in 1902 caused the government to set up a Commission of Inquiry. The
added tax buraen of the Japanese War brought the peasants' discontent
to a head, and local uprisings became common throughout 1905 and I9O6./
At the same time two decades of discontent among the industrial
workers moved towards their climax. Industrial expansion had come to
a halt in the depression of I898-I9OI, and the costly and unpopular war
dealt the economy a further "blow. The labour force was small - it
represented less than 2$ of the population - but it was concentrated
in the industrial cities, and had long been the target of political
agitators who fanned the workers' discontent with the conditions in
which they lived and worked. Strikes became frequent after 1882, and
in I9O3 a major strike was organized in the South by the Social Demo¬
crats. As attempts to air economic grievances were crushed by the
government, general discontent with the regime grew, and the bloody
suppression of the Winter Palace demonstration in January 1905 sharp¬
ened this discontent into action. In the following months, strikes
became widespread, and in October a rail strike developed into a
crippling general strike, and Soviets of Workers' Deputies held sway
in Russia's cities.
Nicholas II had come to the throne determined to resist all
pressures for change, but the policies of his Finance Minister had
created conditions that made change inevitable; the Autocracy was now
faced with the opposition of a dissatisfied peasantry, a rebellious
proletariat and an intelligentsia influenced by various revolutionary
v
ideologies. From the exiled "Cernyj peredel" had emerged the first
Russian Marxists; their ideas gained ground after I89I when the famine
revealed the extent of the peasants' miseries, and the consequences of
industrial expansion seemed to support Marx's theories. Throughout the
'nineties, a debate raged between the Marxists, who saw in industrializ¬
ation and capitalism the means that would create a revolutionary prole¬
tariat and a socialist revolution, and the Populists, who denounced
industrialization and argued that the peasant commune could provide a/
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direct path, to socialism and. save Russia .from the evils of capitalism.
Marxism gained the ascendancy, and Marxist propaganda among the workers
produced the Moscow Working Man's Union (1894) and the St Petersburg
Union oi' Struggle for the Liberation of the Working Class (1895) as the
strike movement grew. The Russian Social Democratic and Workers' Party
was founded in I898, and despite various internal disputes (which cul¬
minated in the Bolshevik-Menshevik schizm of I9O3), played a leading
role in the events of 1905* Revolutionary Populism was revived in the
Social Revolutionary Party (19OO), which sought to incite peasant
uprisings, and organized a series of political assassinations; among
its victims were Pleve, Sipjagin and the Grand Duke Sergej AleksandroviS.
In the popular uprising of 19^5> "the revolutionaries of both camps
saw the means to their end. By now even moderate opinion was against
an Autocracy that had resisted change for too long: "Che former Marxist
Struve succeeded in uniting various Liberals and radicals to a Union
of Liberation (1905)> which added its voice to the clamour for reform.
In the face of universal opposition, Nicholas was persuaded to issue
his October Manifesto and make concessions to the general demand. The
first Duma sat for 72 days before it was dissolved in July I9O6; the
Stolypin solution to the agrarian problem was initiated by an act
which ended communal ownership of the land, and redemption payments were
abolished from 19^7• These measures satisfied few people, but they were
enough to split the opposition into more and less radical factions, and
as they struggled for supremacy amongst themselves, Autocracy was able
to reassert itself.
0 0 0
The dominant note that sounds throughout Russian history in the
years between Emancipation and Revolution is one of disharmony: dis¬
harmony between State and people, between tsar and intelligentsia,/
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between economic progress and. a system of government dedicated to
the "prevention of movement", disharmony between the poverty of the
multitude and the wealth of the few, between the "resources of the
State and its aspirations"1^. The- Autocracy sought to stifle the
sounds of discord and assimilate the essential modernization of the
country into its medieval forms of government. Its failure became
more and more manifest as the years passed; famine exposed the weak¬
ness of an agriculture based on peasant misery, strikes showed the
vulnerability of an industry maintained by the ill-paid labour of
its workers. The advances made only threw into relief the back¬
wardness that still remained, the disharmony between "the most
15
primitive beginnings and the latest European endings" . These
disharmonies rose in crescendo to the cacophony of 1917*
Garin-Michajlovskij relfects his age in many ways. He grew
up in the repressive atmosphere of the late 'sixties, he knew at
first hand the misery of Russia's peasants and the backwardness of
her agriculture, he played his part in the technological expansion
of the 'nineties, he was involved in the political life of the early
nineteen-hundreds; in his passion for progress and faith in the future,
he reifects the temperament of his generation. But it is his percep¬
tion of the disharmony of his age, the general disharmony between the
vision and the fact, between what might be and what is in all aspects
of Russian life - a perception reflected in all his works - that makes
him a chronicler of his time.
(ii) When Garin began his literary career at the beginning of the
'nineties, the new developments in the social, economic and political
life of Russia were finding their expression in a new intensity of
intellectual and cultural activity. Despite the repressions of the
"Pobedonoscev period"1^ and the disillusionment of the intelligentsia,
despite the pessimism of literary critics who lamented the decline /
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of Russian literature and denounced the false ideologies of the time -
17
Tolstoyism and "malye dela" - the eighteen^-nineties were not a period
of fin de sidcle twilight, "but rather a time of turmoil in Russian
thought, art and literature, during wtiich the traditions of the past
century were questioned, challenged and sometimes overthrown.
The causa of the upheaval in social and political thought was the
rise of Marxism and the polemical attacks launched against it by N.K.
Michajlovskij and the Populists. The debate was conducted not only on
the economic plane, by writers like Voroncov ("V.V.") and Daniel'son
("If-on") on the Populist side and Struve, Tugan-Baranovskij and lenin
("Tulin", "Ilin") on the Marxist side, but also on the philosophical
plane: Michajlovskij defended his "subjective method" - by which the
ideals and values of the individual were the basis of morality -
against Plechanov (Bel'tov), who preached the primacy of objective
economic laws over all human behaviour. To Marxism's materialism,
determinism and advocacy of capitalism, the new Populism thus opposed a
belief in human values, a faith in the special course of Russian social¬
ism, and a hostility towards the industrial society that was emerging
in Russia. The stability of the literary establishment was disrupted
as each side sought its organ of expression; the Populists acquired
and revitalised "Russkoe bogatstvo", while a series of Marxist journals
appeared on the scene - "Samarskij vestnik" (1896), "Novoe slovo" (1897),
"Na<5alo" (1897), "2izn"* (I899-I9OI).
The late 'nineties have been described as the period of the
18
"hegemony of Marxism" . The Populists, whose doctrines seemed to be
contradicted by the new economic realities, could not check the growth
of the movement, and the Social Democrats gained strength from their
successes among the working class. However, Russian Marxism was soon
split in two by the influence of German "revisionism" and the changing/
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attitudes of the "legal Marxists" (Struve and Baranovskij). By the
turn oi' the century, "orthodox" Marxism had to compete for the
support of the intelligentsia not only with "economic" Marxism, "but
also with a new revolutionary Populism (the SRs) and a reviving
Liberalism.
Although this great ideological debate found its reflection on
the literature of the time, it did not challenge those assumptions about
literature and its "civic duty" which critics and historians took for
granted. Marxists and Populists alike looked to literature for a criti¬
cism of society and an expression of some socio-political "message".
Ettore LoGatto has written:
La decline de la theorie 'populiste' a l'avantage d'autres
courants politico-r6volutionnaires, et en ■ particulier
du Marxisms, n*entraina point, on l'a vu, 1'elimination de
l'idee dominante de la litterature russe dans la deuxieme
moitie du XIX siecle: servir d'instrument aux revendications
sociales, et, de toute fagon, reproduire les conditions de
la vie et tous ses problemes. 19
However, in the 'nineties, new currents in art and literature arose to
question and reject these traditional views. Already in the 'eighties,
the poets of "pure art" - Majkov, Fet and Polons&ij - had turned away
from the Nekrasov school of "civic poetry" to lyricism and aestheticism;
they were followed by a young generation of poets who rejected the trad-
20
itions of what one of them called "napravlenceskij utilitarizm"
Thinkers like Vladimir Solov'ev (Religioznye osnovy zizni, 1894) and
later Rozanov and Berdjaev, challenged the philosophical materialism
and positivism underlying entrenched literary attitudes. European
influences - the ideas of Nietzsche, the writings of Rimbaud, Baudelaire
and Wilde - stimulated the general reaction against the traditional
views, and were denounced by the critics of the old school. In I693,
Dmitrij Merezkovskij1s 0 pricinach upadka i o novych tecenijach
sovremennoj russkoj literatury articulated the growing dissatisfaction/
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with traditional criticism and its criterion of "grazdanstvennost'", and
welcomed the new tendencies in Russian literature -
MiicTJiqecKoe coflepsaHHe, CHMBOJIH H
pacmnpeHHe xyfloscecTBeHHoS BneqaT-
JIIBTeJIBHOCTH.21
The quest for eternal values and an art to express them unites
the writers known variously as "Decadents", "Modernists" and "symbol¬
ists". Their first v/orks aroused universal hostility, hut the talents
of poets like Bal'mont and Brjusov and critics like Merezkovskij and
Volynskij gained them a place in the literary world. In St Petersburg,
the journal "Severnyj vestnik" became the centre of a Symbolist group,
and in Moscow Brjusov founded the publishing house "Skorpion" and the
journal "Vesy" (1904). In I898, Djagilev began the Modernist review
"Mir iskusstva", and in 19^3 > Percov organized the philosophical
journal "Rovyj put1". By 1905* the Symbolists were an established
part of the literary scene.
The idologicai debates between Marxists and Populists, and between
the various Marxist groups, and the artistic controversies between the
new tendencies and the guardians of the literary tradition all made the
'nineties a time of ferment, and had their influence on the literature
of the time.
• • •
The new literary currents were most strongly felt in poetry.
The poems of Brjusov, Zinaida G-ippius and other Symbolists won more
and more admirers, and by the turn of the century, Symbolism was the
vital force in Russian poetry. In the drama too, the new currents of
the nineties made themselves felt. The plays of Ibsen, Hauptmann and
Maeterlinck had their influence on public taste, and the foundation of
the Moscow Arts Theatre in 1898 marked a renaissance in the performing
arts. Evolving new methods and approaches, this company performed the/
plays
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of Cechov, and., despite their "impressionism" and unconventionality,
quickly established them as modern masterpieces.
In prose fiction, however, the tradition of the past-realism and
social purpose - remained dominant. Tolstoj was still a great moral
influence, but most of his creative energy went into his didactic pamph¬
lets (e.g. Choz.jain i rabotnik, 1895) and his only novel of these years,
Voskresen'e (I899) was a disappointment. Cechov was the greatest new
talent, and throughout the decade he produced a series of sombre povesti -
Sku6na,ia istori.ja (1889), Mufiki (1897), Ionyc (1698); but his refusal
to commit himself to any ideology or doctrine still led many critics
to condemn his bezyde.jnnost' and pessimism. Korolenko was closer to
their views of the writer's social duty, but his works of the 'nineties
were largely documentary studies of social evils (V golodny.j god, 1893)»
Among the younger generation, Maksim G-or'kij wan great popularity with his
romantic tales of social outcasts (6elka§, l895)» and Leonid Andreev shocked
many with his sensational stories of crime and violence. But for the most
part, the novelists and story-tellers of the 'nineties sought to depict
and comment on the realities of the society around themj in these b.ytop-
isateli - writers like Boborykin, Ertel, Veresaev, Mamin-Sibirjak - the
traditions of "critical realism" reasserted themselves.
The fiction of the time also reflected the developments in Russia's
political life. In his novels (e.g. Vas3a %eieznova+ I9O4), Gor'kij
emerged as the literary representative of Marxism. He became the leader
of the "Sreda" group of young writers - Telesov, Skitalec, Kuprin, Bunin
and others - many of whom shared his views. In I9OO, he organized with
them the publishing house "Znanie", and in the works of the "znan'evcy",
critics of the old school came to see the triumph of realism and the
22
"ideja grazdanskogo dolga" . At the same time, a new generation of
Symbolists emerged, and more opposed to the civic and realist traditions -
Vjaceslav Ivanov, Andrej Belyj (Zoloto v lazure, I9O4) and Aleksandr/
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Blok (Stichi o prekrasnoj dame, 1904)* In the aftermath of the
I905 revolution, the fundamental differences between the two tendencies
in literature and thought became more pronounced. In his Mat' (19O7),
Gor'kij reaffirmed his faith in revolution and the social purpose of"
literature, while Symbolism was confirmed in Its mysticism by a religious
revival which turned many members of'the intelligentsia (e.g. Bulgakov
and Berdjaev) against the nineteenth century traditions of atheism and
materialism.
0 0 0
This is the background of Garin's literary life. Although he spent
most of his time in the provinces, he was always in touch with the intel¬
lectual and literary life of the capitals, and his "idejnyj put'" was
perhaps typical of that of many of his contemporaries. Attracted to
21
Populism in the 'eighties by writers like A.N. Engel'gardt , he was
disillusioned by his own attempt to put its theories into practice.
Although he financed the purchase of "Russkoe bogatstvo", he was never
a disciple of Michajlovskij, and his Neskol'ko let v derevne was no
Populist tract. As he became acquainted with Marxism, and as his own
observations convinced him that Russia's social progress depended on
the development of her industry and technology, he was drawn into the
growing group of Marxist sympathisers. Although he joined the Social
Democratic Party towards the end of his life, it remains doubtful how
far Garin accepted or even understood all its policies - Gor'kij records
24that he rejected determinism , Sanin felt that he was opposed to Marx's
25
main teachings , and Onufriev argues that he had no conception of the
theory of revolution^.
Garin's literary outlook was determined by his temperament and
by his personal contacts. Practical, energetic and direct, he had no/
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affinity with, the Symbolists, aesthetes, or mystics. Associated
at the "beginning of his career with Michajlovskij and th9 Populists,
he remained distant from the coteries of the Symbolists. He befriended
Gor'kij in the early 'nineties, and was later a frequent visitor at the
meetings of the "Sreda" group. But he was not ignorant of Modernist
27
trends; he was acquainted with the poetry of Bal'mont at least , his
play Orchide.ja shows the influence of Cechov and Ibsen, and allegorical
stories like Hevekka and Filosof Ban illustrate his Use of Symbolist
techniques.
In mosx of his works , Garin is a convinced upholder of the
nineteenth-century tradition, a believer in the writer's civic duty
28
to depict the reality of the time and comment on its problems . Like
many of the writers of his age, he is concerned above all with the role
29
of the intelligent in contemporary society, and like many of them , he
sought to record his view of the problem in the fictional biography of
a representative hero. An astute observer of the Russian scene, he
formed definite views on it, on the shape and direction of the country's
future, and on the general problems of human life reflected in it; his
view of literature convinced him it was his duty to make these views
known in his works. In studying the rhetoric of his fiction, we seek
to discover how he achieved his objective, how he communicated his views
and concerns througn his writings.
Ill
In the seventy years since his death, critical interest in Garinr-
Michajlovskij has centred on the ideoligical content and significance
of his works. Early reviewers and critics usually judged his stories
according to their attitude towards the contemporary issues they saw
reflected in them1, and since 1917* Soviet critics have concentrated on
p
discovering from his works the political views of the author . Stories,/
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plays and. travel sketches have all "been praised for their exposure
of the tsarist social order and their faith in the future, and the
four nove±s of the Karta&ev cycle have been analysed by generations
of critics anxious to elucidate their socio-political "message".
In the •nineties, Nikolaev protested that thetetralogy painted too
black a picture of Russia's youth^, and he has since been echoed by
critics like Volkev and Vorob'eva who have taken Garin to task for his
failure to portray positive revolutionary types^. The question of
Garin1s Marxism has been a dominant theme in the most recent criti¬
cism, and the principle argument advanced by Judina in her definitive
study^ is that, despite the reservations voiced by earlier writers,
Garin can indeed be considered a Marxist.
Only a few of Garin*s critics have been at all concerned with
his methods as a writer as well as with the ideas expressed in his
works - L.V. Krasnova has made a valuable study of certain features
of his style and language^ - and the emphasis has been almost exclu¬
sively on fhe "content" rather than the "form" of his works. Garin
himself was no literary theoretician, and critics like Elpatievskij
and ftukovskij^ have stressed the instinctive, intuitive nature of his
art, suggesting that any speculation on the technical difficulties
of writing was foreign to him:
oh nueaji, KaK noeT nmna, kak naxhet
IJBeTOK.S
The study of Garin's works has suffered from the "ideological" bias
of his critics in two ways; it has too often been reduced to a search
for the expression of those views the critic is concerned to applaud
or condemn, and in most cases it has tended to neglect Garin's quali¬
ties - and failings - as a craftsman.
It is paradoxical that the critics who have sought to infer his
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ideas from his works have so consistently failed to ask how the
9
author has given expression to these ideas in his stories .
However, the question of how a fiction-writer might convey his "beliefs
to his readers did not evade Garin himself. In Studenty, he has Kornev
explain to KartaSev his views on the writer's duty:
Beflb 9to cTpanmo noflynaTb, qei,i BOjraeH <5htb
nwcaTejib...ecJiH oh He xoqeT 6htb, KOHeHHO,
dywaroMapaTejieM. Kan MHe npeflCTaBJineTCH
nHcaTejib-<5ejuieTpHCT... 3to qejioBeK, kotophh,
Tan cKa3aTb, pa30<5pajicH yse b cyMtfype
2CH3HH... OCMHCJIH3I ce6e Bee H CTaJI BBime TOJIIIH
.,3tok TOJine oh ocMHCJiHBaeT ee coGcTBeHHae
fleficTBHa b xyHODKecTBeHHBix o6pa3ax..0H
roBopxT, Bot bbi kto, h bot noqeMy.. .C11* 132).
Some ten years later, speaking in his own name and making an open
declaration of his personal political views, he returned to the
question;
Moh cneHxaxbHocTb - tfejijieTpucTHKa. Kax
H3BeCTHO, B 3TOH XyHOSsCeCTBeHHOM otfnacTH,
HCKyCCTBO B TOM, HT06bI rOBOpHTb oGpa3aMH,
h BCflKoe "ot cedn" hbjihstch tojibko ocna<5-
JieHHeM KapTHHBI...
(K sovremennym sobytijam, V, 671)
On the one hand, Garin "believes that the writer has a responsibility
to make known to his readers his view of the truth about their life,
to express his own views, not just on ideologies, but on men and
their morals in general, On the other hand, he knows it is the
condition of literature that these views be expressed obliquely, in
"images", through the work itself, without that direct communication
which would weaken the picture of reality presented in it. The pub¬
licist may speak ot seb.ja, but the "belletrist can speak only in images;
if he addresses the reader too directly, the artistic effect of his
work is impaired.
These two quotations lead us to one of the fundamental problems of
the art of fiction, and show us that Garin was aware of it: how to/
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communicate a meaning and a point of view through a fictional world.
The problem for the writer who wishes to set his opinions and beliefs
before the reader - and that is what all writers seek, consciously or
unconsciously, to do - is to find a set of "images" that will embody
and convey these opinions, engage the reader's interest and lead him
to perceive and accept the meaning thus expressed in the work. The aim
of this study is to examine Garin's solutions to this problem, to dis¬
cover how he communicates with his reader through his work; such an
examination will not only give us an insight into his techniques as a
writer, but also illumine one of the general problems of the craft of
fiction.
To define the area of our study, we turn to the traditional term
"rhetoric". For Aristotle, this was "the faculty of discovering in the
particular case what are the available means of persuasion""*"^, and it
is in this general sense that the term can be of use in literary crit¬
icism. Whatever its secondary meanings - oratory, ornate language or
empty bombast - "rhetoric" is "the art of using language to persuade
or influence others""'"''', and imaginative literature falls well within
12
its scope . A work: of fiction is something which has been composed
to convey the author's particular vision of life in such a way that
it will influence the reader's vision; its aim is persuasion in the
To
widest sense.- "persuasion to attitude", in the words of Kenneth Burke -
to persuade the reader of the values embodied in it.
The rhetoric of the fiction-writer is the manner in which he
organises his fiction to persuade his readers; the "means of persuasion"
available to him include the whole range of techniques by which he eli¬
cits and manipulates the reader's responses - plot, characters, setting,
narration, language, style. Every element in the work is an aspect of
the author's rhetoric, since it produces an effect on the reader and/
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shapes his attitude to the work. As Wayne C. Booth has shown, "the
art of communicating with readers - the rhetorical resources available
to the writer of epic, novel or short story as he tries, consciously or
unconsciously, to impose his fictional world upon the reader «... the
author's means of controlling the reader""^ are essential parts of any
work of fiction.
Rhetoric is concerned primarily, not with the author's intention
or the reader's response, hut rather with the complete act of literary
communication, the intention as it is embodied to influence the response,
the "idea" as it is expresed in the artistic image. The student of
rhetoric must study the work itself, and seek to discover all the tech¬
niques by which the author communicates his truth and convinces the
reader to accept it.
We have approached Garin's fiction, therefore, as an "artistically
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structured instrument for communication" ; by a close study of the
devices and effects he employs in his narrative works (his plays, in
which other means of persuasion are at work, must remain outside our
scope), we have sought to understand and analyse his "rhetoric" -
"primarily the architecture of communication, its structure and ordonr-
nance""1"^ - and to show in their operation the means by which he has worked
17
to win our "sympathetic agreement" for the judgement of experience he
has embodied. It has been our aim, not only to consider his methods as
artist and craftsman, but also to illumine the intentions, beliefs and
judgements he sought to express, and thus to give a truer picture of
his concerns and achievements as a writer than emerges from the accounts
of many of the "ideological" criticso
In our examination of Garin's shorter narrative works in the first
part of the thesis, we have tried to show how the various elements of
the stories function as the means of persuasion by which the autnor/
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controls his reader. Chapters on the selection and arrangement of
events, the narrator, the special devices of description, language and
style, and the means "by which the author communicates his general judge¬
ments and specific publicistic aims reveal the diversity of his rhetorical
devices, and a concluding chapter assesses these means of persuasion, and
the kinds of "communion'1 the author achieves througd them. In the second
part, we have been concerned witb the rhetoric of the tetralogy, and have
examined the various parts of the fiction as venicles for the author's
voice, contributing to the expression of the central purpose of the work.
The first chapter considers the various intentions and concerns informing
the work, and the second how the fictional events have been structured
to show forth i*us significance. Succeeding chapters discuss the role of
the hero, the narrator, the secondary characters and the devices of
image, symbol and repetition in disclosing the author's purpose to the
reader, while a final chapter surveys these devices as a whole to dis¬
cover the meaning that emerges from the entire work, the author's purpose;
it also evaluates the success of Garin's rhetoric in giving expression
to this purpose. The introduction is an attempt to set Garin's works in
the context of his life and of the history of his time; and the Conclusion
summarises the result of our investigations, and offers a general, and,




1. the most thorough account of Garin's life is to be found in Judina,
N.G.Garin-IvIicha,jlovski,i; £izn' i literatumo-obgcestvennaja de.jat-
el'nosf (1969; hereafter cited as Judina, 2izn'). Other important
sources are Bykov's Kritiko-biografi<*eski.j o6erk( 1916), Michaj-
lovskaja's memoir of her husband (published by Judina in her N.G.
Gayin-Micha.jlovski.i v vospominani.jach sovremennikov) and the
three published collections of Garin's letters(seeBibliography).
2. there were eventually seven children. General MIchajlovskij died
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while his eldest son was still at school.
5. Bjalyj(lstorija russkoj literatury, vol. 10, p. 514) suggests that
Garin started university in I869, while Mironov(Poet neterpelivogo
sozdani.ja) suggests 1870. There is nch reason, however, to doubt
Judina.
4. Judina makes no reference to this episode in Kichajlovskij's life-
which suggests a close parallel with the experiences of KartaSev
as outlined in the first versions of Studenty. It seems reason¬
able to accept the account of Rykov, apparently a personal friend
of the author.
5. these accounts were to become, respectively, Neskol'ko let v
derevne and Variant (which his wife salvaged from the waste-paper
basket - Miehajlovskaja, op.cit., p. 59)
6. Konstantin Michajlovic Stanjukovic (1845-1903) had already made
a name for himself with his sea stories, which appeared from the
mid-eighties. He was active in organizing Populist publishing
ventures, and had been exiled for his involvement in the journal
"Delo".
7. Hikolaj Konstantinovi6 Michajlovskij(1842-1904), philosopher,
critic and leader of the Populist intelligentsia.
8. it was derived from "Garja", the pet name of Michajlovskij's
third son, Georgij.
9. Aleksandr IvanoviS Ivan5in-Pisarev(l846-19l6), a Populist journal¬
ist and publisher, recently returned from exile for his activities
in the Narodnaja volja movement of the *70's. At this time he
was editor of the "Vol&skij vestnik", and from 1892 until 1912
was managing editor of "Russkoe bogatstvo".
10. already in debt, Michajlovskij took out a second mortgage on
Gundurovka. Accounts of the purchase of "Russkoe bogatstvo"
are to be found in Percov, Literatumye vospominanija and in
Grecnev's foreward to Garin's letters to Michajlovskij and
Ivancin(Literaturnyj archiv, 5, 9-H)♦ These letters reflect
Garin's changing attitude to the journal.
11. cf. J.1T. Westwood, History of Russian Railways, p.Ill:
Mikhailovskii, the builder of the Samaro-Zlatoust line and
designer ofthe Alexander Bridge accross the Volga, was chosen
as chief construction engineer of this line, which was started
in 1892 and provisionally opened in 1895*
In the course of his duties, Michajlovskij was responsible for
the founding of a new town, Novonikolaevsk, now Hovosibirsk.
12. for a list of these articles, see Appendix I, iv
13. the history of "Samarskij vestnik" is given in Sanin, Samarskij
vestnik v rukach marksistov (1954)« Garin published several
stories in the "Vestnik" between 1895 and 1897» including
Karandasom s natury. In 1897» Garin aided the Marxists in their
purchase of the StPetersburg journal "Novoe slovo".
14. on October 16, 1894, for example, he wrote to Ivancin on the
subject of Struve's Katideskie zametki k voprosu ob ekonomic-
eskom razvitii Rossii(1894)•
"He^npoiijteT h HecKOJi&Kiix jieT, Kan Teopun 3KOHOMnqecKaa
3ailMeT B POCCIIH - B CO 3HaHHH - HaCTOUBKO flOMHHHpyiOmee
nojioxeHxie, vto o pa3HHx "HyTpHKax", "cyOteKTHBiicTax",
HapoflHHKax-caMptfHTHHKax H Hapo,qHiiKax-3anaBHHKax H
petiH ne 6jp,eT." Biteraturnyj archiv, 5, p. 30.
15. on September 26, 1894, we find him protesting to Ivancin about
the naivete of Karysev's article Letnie vpecatlenija ("RB", 1894,
8), which lamented the growth of Russian capitalism. Literat-
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urny.j archiv, 5, 26-7.
Id. see Literaturnyj archiv, 5, PP* 42-7* Orchideja was first per¬
formed in StPetersburg in December 1897•
17o cf. Skitalec, Yospominanija^p. 409* It is perhaps understandable
that Michajlovskaja's memoir makes no mention of Sadovskaja.
Michajlovskij had seven children by his wife - Nadezda, Nikolaj,
Sergej, Georgij, Artemij, Aglaida and Olga - three by Sadov¬
skaja (who also had a daughter of her own), and in addition a
aumber of adopted children. His son Georgij(l890-1946) lived
in Germany and Czechoslovakia for a number of years, and was
the author of Poterjannaja i vozvrasSennaja rodina ; roman
iz zizni russkoj emigracii( Riga, 1931).
18. the most thorough account of the expedition is Zaj6ikov's
foreword to Iz dnevnikov krugosvetnogo puteSestvija( 1952).
19. the demonstration in Kazan Cathedral Square on March 4, 19°1
had ended in the arrest of many leading intellectuals. There
were many expressions of public protest, including the petition
signed by Garin and other writers.
20. Dvorec Pima was published in "Zizn"', 1900, No 1, Derevenska.ia
drama in the Znanie sboraik for I9O3.
21. during his brief stay in Yalta, he had become a friend of
Cechov.
22. according to Gor'kij (0 Garine, p.319) be donated 15 or 20
thousand roubles to the Marxists in 1905, and according to his
daughter (judina, £izn' p.204) he sent a further 25,000 from
Manchuria. It seems likely that the money was Sadovskaja's,
who had come east with him. His wife( who had initiated divorce
proceedings, apparently at his suggestion - see Pis'ma s Dal'nego
vostoka, p. 159) recalls that he also distributed Bolshevik
propaganda among the troops(op.cit., p. 71)
23. Pis'ma s Dal'nego vostoka, p. 157• In the local paper, "Novyj
kraj", on January 14, 19^6, be published K sovremennym sobyt-
i.-jam, an open letter setting forth his political beliefs.
24. on his death, his wife had to turn to the Literary Fund for
financial assistance.
25. Skitalec, op.;*eit. p. 411* Among Garin's unrealized literary
plans are two projected works described by Gor'kij(op. cit.,
p. 315), the novel Zajac and of course Inzenery, which was pub¬
lished by Gor'kij with his own flat' in I907.
26. Gor'kij, op. cit. pp 1-11.
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2. Mavor, Economic History of Russia, p. 108
3. the schism is described by Manja Kartaseva at the end of Inzenery.
4. Seton-Watson, Decline of Imperial Russia, p. 73
5. Williams, Russia of the Russians, pp. 60-1
6. the size ofthe nadel varied from region to region, but it was
usually smaller where the farming-land was good(i.e~., profitable
for the larger landowners); in the north of the Black Earth
zone, for example, the average size was 2*4 hectares(Kovalevsky,
La Russie a la fin du XIX siecle, p. 121). A contemporary stat¬
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part i
the shorter narrative works:
the means of persuasion.
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CHAPTER I
THE BASIS OP RHETORIC: SELECTION AND ARRANGEMENT
The aim ox the writer oi fiction, in the most general terms, is
"to embody certain truths of human life in a series of imagined
facts'1^. The "rhetoric of fiction" is the whole range of means by
which the author, in selecting, arranging and presenting his "facts"
communicates to the reader the "truths" he has perceived, and seeks
to convince him of them; it is the author's effort first to interest
and then to influence his reader.
Rhetoric begins when the author conceives of his "Idea", his
truths, as something to be communicated to others, and. at its basis
is his search for a "series of imagined facts" that will engage and
sustain the reader's interest, and at the same time convey to him
these truths. The first task of the writer is thus to find his
"facts" and arrange them into a series suitable for his purpose; as
one scholar ha3 observed, "the most elementary function of rhetoric
o
is, not to persuade, but to select and arrange" . Our first task as
students of rhetoric is to examine how the author has selected and
arranged the facts of his narrative.
• • •
For Garin as for all writers, the source of his "imagined facts"
is his own experience of life, and the range of facts encompassed in
his works reflects the scope of this experience. Kuprin remarked:
3tot ^ejiOBOK nposeji npKyio, necTpyio,
OrpOMHyK) 3KH3HB",
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and the breadth and diversity of Garin's experience as engineer,
landowner and traveller must surely impress ail who study his life.
He himself recognised the value of his various ventures and expedi¬
tions as a literary source, writing to his wife from Kazan in 1892:
KanoM GoraTwM MaTepwaji HaKonnneTCH y MeHH...
npennpMHHMaH oty cbokj noe3flKy no 3emjie
pyccKon..H 3anymbi ba10 b KaKOM-HHGyflb xterKOM
CTnjie, £>e3 bchkhx npeTeH3nS, ormcaTB co
BpeweHeM HOBoe noxoscneHiie ^nnHKOBa.^"
In describing what he calls Garin's "grandioznaja revizija" of the




3. 3anwcKM o ceMte n BOcniiTaHMH.
A brief classification of some of the more important shorter works
into these general groups will clarify for us the range and nature
of Garin's interests and concerns as a writer.
As "zapiski inzenera" we may group together those stories
that draw on the author's experience as a railwayman - not only
Variant and Dela, concerned respectively with problems of surveying
and the difficulties of lobbying for official approval, but also
Ha praktike, which recounts the experiences of a student engineer
working as a fireman, and a whole range of works like Ha chodu,
Karandasom s natury, Ha no^lege and Moi skitani.ja which record the
observations of a railway engineer working in various regions of
Russia. . The "zapiski chozjaina" include not only Heskol'ko let v
derevne and V sutoloke provincial'no.j zizni, which are quite liter¬
ally the notes of a gentleman farmer, but also ail those works which
chronicle various aspects of country life from the point of view of/
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an involved observer - Pod vecer and V usad'be pomes6icy Jarysevoj,
which depict the economic difficulties of the landowners, Derevenskie
panoramy, which portrays the poverty of the peasants, and Volk, which
exposes the evils of the commune. As "zapiski o sem'e i vospitanii"
we might regard those stories based on the experiences of the author
as husband and father and illustrating his interest in the life of
children. To this group we might assign Radosti zizni. describing a
blissful marriage, and Pravda, describing a wretched one; Istorija
odno.i skoly and Koroten'ka.ia zizn', describing two very different
schools and their very different pupils; Ispoved' otca. which argues
against the corporal punishment of children, and Dvorec Pima, which
shows the misery of the illegitimate child# To extend the scope of
the "grandioznaja revizija" even further, Po Koree, Man'czurii i
Ljaodunskomu poluostrovu and Dnevnik vo vrem.ja vo.jny explore an
abundance of new material about the customs of Korea and the fortunes
of the Russian army in the Japanese war.
Like every writer, therefore, Garin draws his material from his
own experience of life, and sets down in his works the "facts" obser¬
ved by him in the world around him. What distinguishes many of his
works from much narrative fiction is not only the diversity of the
material, but the specific nature of the narrative facts, their close
relation to the known facts of the author's life, and the frequency
with which they are presented as, fact. Through his use of the first-
person narrative form, the author seems in many works to insist that
the experiences recounted are his own, that the "facts" of his story
are real facts. An earlier student of Garin's works, F.D. BatjuSkov,
wrote:
JIwTepaTypa 6una bjih Hero he u;ejibk) b ceGe,
a CpeflCTBOM COOGliSlITB CBOM KH3HeHHBIH OIIBIT.^
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The "factual" nature of many of Garin's writings seems to support
such a view, and. lead to the assumption that we are dealing, not
with a writer of fiction, but with an autobiographer. Many critics
7
have made the assumption , and several writers have turned to the
g
stories as a source for the writer's biography . The question of
the "autobiographicality" of Garin's stories is clearly relevant to
our study of his rhetoric and our appreciation of his aims and
methods; an examination of the relationship between fact and fiction
in his writings will reveal whether they are merely documentary
records of his experiences, or whether they are works of literature,
selected, arranged and constructed to have an effect on the reader.
We may regard as "factual" only those works whose basis in
fact is attested by external evidence in letters, memoirs or other
sources affording direct access to the facts of the case. Many such
works are autobiographical, in that they relate real events from the
author's life in the traditional autobiographic form of the first-
person narrative. Such, for example, are the four "diaries" -
ITeskol'ko let v derevne, V sut.oloke provincial'no.i zizni. Po Koree...
and Dnevnjk vo vrem.ja vo.iny - whose accuracy as accounts of different
periods in Garin's life is well substantiated. We know from the remi-
9
niscences of his wife , for example, how closely Heskol'ko let corres¬
ponds to the author's actual experiences as a landowner in Samara from
1683 until 1886; his endeavours to improve the yield of the land and
the condition of the peasantry finally fail in the face of opposition
from a few wealthy peasants (led in fact as in the account by Ci6kov)
who instigate a series of fires that force the landowner to retire
defeated. Similarly, the reminiscences of Gor'kij and Vencel'^ speak
of Garin's activities as landowner and engineer in Samara from 1886 to
1896, and thus confirm as fact the incidents described in V sutoloke;
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in particular, Vencel' recalls the controversial innovations
introduced, "by Garin as chief engineer of the Samara-Krotov^'k line,
including the "court of honour" described in the diary. From the
memoirs of Michajlovskaja, Bykov and Gor'kij, and from the official
11
report of the expedition , we know that Garin did in fact make the
journey described in Po Koree... in 18985 and the letters to his
12
wife from Mukden and other Mancnurian towns in 1904 prove that he
was in the theatre of war during the period covered by the Dnevnik.
Furthermore, in the case of the travel notes and the war-diary, their
factuality is their raison d'etre: the impressions of a traveller in
a strange land and the despatches of a correspondent at the Front are
interesting because they are factual accounts of actual happenings.
On occasion, the narrator himself will vouch for the factuality of
his account:
GcHOBHan 3a,n;aua Moero Tpy.ua - floOpocoBecT-
Koe, 6e3 bchkkx npeflB3HTtix cootfpasceHHH,
OypCBajiBHoe 30cnp0K3Be,n;eHHe <5HBiuero,
writes the narrator of Neskol'ko let (111,7), while the war-diarist
declares at the outset his determination to be completely truthful
(Marks VI,3), Tumanjan has observed that the diary form enabled Garin
to extend the range of his observation,"*"^ and it is true that the
"autobiographer" in these works is in general more interested in
expressing his views on the realities around him than in analysing
the events of his inner life, the traditional concern of autobiography
proper. The same is true of the shorter autobiographical works we
might term "zapiski", in which the narrator, always a traveller and
usually an engineer, records his opinions on the various social
phenomena encountered in his travels. We know that Karanda^om s
natur.y contains Garin's impressions of Siberian life, gathered during/
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I89IJ that Ha chodu relates to his period as surveyor for the
Kazan-Malmy2 railway in I89I, that Kartinki Volyni was occasioned
by a surveying expedition to Volynia in 1894, and Ha noclege and
Moi skitani.ja by similar sojourns in Jaroslav and Kostroma in 1899.
Hon-autobiographicai factual stories are those with a verifi¬
able basis in fact which are not presented as autobiographies.
Some of them are based on specific incidents from the author's
life, like Variant, Dela and Dva mgnovenija. Variant tells of an
engineer, Kol'cov, who fights official red tape because he believes
his new plan for a railway line is in the national interest and
wishes to see it accepted. Michajlovskaja recalls how the story
was written after her husband's long campaign to have his plans
for the Ufa-Zlatoust railway accepted in 1886"^. Similar in many
ways, Dela is based on the author's lengthy efforts to win Ministry
approval for a narrow-gauge railway begun in Samara in 1894? corrob¬
orative evidence is provided in V sutoloke provincial'noj zizni.
which tells the same story in substantially the same words (VI, 473-
481, Chap. XXVI). Again according to Michajlovskaja's memoirs, Dva-
agnoveni.ia describes adventures that actually befell Garin near Batum
in 1880; on the first occasion he was almost drowned in a sudden sea
squall, and on the second, a few days later, he jumped into the sea
at the same place to rescue some Turks from a similar predicament^.
Other factual stories are based on characters the author met.
The model for the o^Ld Jew in Staryj evrej was, as Micha jlovska ja
recalls1 , M. Ju. Platkov, whom Garin met in 1882, and who suffered
the fate described in the story. The latter part of Pod vecer
describes the death of the peasant Fedor Elesin, and bears a strong
resemblance to Garin's account in a letter to his wife (in I891) of
the death of the Gundurovka peasant Fedor Elesin1^. The factual/
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basis of Ne ot mira se^o is suggested by the dedication of the story
to Ja. L. Liberman; Liberman, an idealistic young writer who seeks
the advice of a distinguished man of letters (Garin himself, we
infer), is the hero of the story. Liberman is again mentioned in
Zizn1 i smert', in part a eulogy of Dr Kolpin, the local doctor who
(according to V sutoloke) treated the author for cholera in 1892.
Some non-autobiographical factual stories can be traced to
characters and incidents described to the author by some third
party. Geni!. which tells of a poor Jew who discovers differential
equations, only to find they were discovered two centuries before,
is, according to the author's own note, based on a true occurrence
cooGmeHHHK aBTOpy M.fO. rojibfliuTewHOM.
3?aMKJiHH eBpen - IlacTepHaK. Abtop caM noM-
hht atoro eBpen. nohjihhhan pyKorracB ebpen
j koto-to b Oflecce. (^> 5^1)
In the final pages of V sutoloke, the examining magistrate Abram-
son tells of two peasant women who murdered their husbands to marry
their lovers; the incident forms the plot of Derevenska.ia drama.
Jakov Tejtel', a friend of Garin's and the prototype of Abramson,
confirms in his memoirs that this was an actual case be investigated
X8 v
in I896 . Lppotopnoe cudovigbe is perhaps an analogous case: here
the author recounts a tale about a sea monster told him by an old
sailor who believes he witnessed the events described.
No doubt many more of Garin's stories are directly based on
facts from his own life or facts reported to him by others; but where
there is no evidence, we may point only to the likelihood of some
factual source. Evre.jski.j pogrom describes a boy's experience of
anti-Semitic riots in Odessa, and may refer to an episode from Garin's
own childhood in that city; Veselye : Ijudi, describing the carefree
idleness of two student friends, may depict his own university days;/
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Na praktike, an engineer's reminiscences of his apprenticeship as a '
stoker, may as Judina suggesxs refer to Garin's experiences in
19
Bessarabia in 1876 7; Iz moege dnevnika, in which a man describes a
visit to an old friend, in the Crimea, may be based on a visit Garin
20
made in 1894 • Other stories may describe people actually known
to the author: Nemal'cev, the old soldier who looks back on his hard
life, may have been a real person; Va1'nek-Va11 novski,j may have a
prototype among the casual labourers encountered by the author in
his work, and Mamed, a dubious Tatar merchant, may indeed have been
an actual resident of Harbin during the Japanese war. But such
conjecture may continue indefinitely; we can only speculate, for
example, about the relationship between the peasants of Gundurovka
and the peasants of Derevenskie panoramy.
Similar speculation is invited by a small group of stories that
seem to have their origin in the more intimate side of the writer's
biography. It seems more than probable that Radosti sSizni, which was
published (on September 3, 1895) shortly after Garin's sixteenth
wedding anniversary (August 22), and in which a husband and wife look
back on the eve of their anniversary over sixteen years of happy and
fulfilling marriage, is autobiographical in content. Kartinka. which
describes little Garja's irrespressibie behaviour in church, may be a
portrait of Garin's third son; Veronika, a poetic evocation of a woman's
mood just before she gives birth to a daughter is likely to have some
connection with the birth of a daughter - also called Veronika - to
21
Vera Sadovskaja in 1897 ; Ispoved1 otca, which so moved its first
audience in Samara in I896, must surely relate to the early death of
22the author's first son Nikolaj . But here too, the pursuit of fact¬
ual parallels may be continued indefinitely - to Bvorec Pima, for
example, where the plight of the hero reminds us that Garin himself/
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was the father of four illegitimate children, or to Adocka, whose
heroine "bears the name of one of the writer's daughters. There is
no clear lin9 "between such uncertain "facts" and fiction, between
what the author has invented and what he has taken from his own
experience.
Similarly, it is no easy matter to identify stories which have
no basis in fact, which are purely fictional. A few works are fan¬
tasies or fables which can have no factual source - Kurocka Kud, the
tale of a farmyard hen who leaves home and marries a waterfowl, for
example, or the other Skazki dl.ja dete.j. Chudognik. in which an
artist creates the statue of a beautiful woman but destroys it in
his passion when the gods give it life, and Ilovye zvuki, in which a
prince finds new tunes for his violin only by discovering the suffer¬
ings of the people, are both so evidently allegorical that we look
for no grounding in fact. Fjlosof Dan, which describes the crimes of
an evil circus-owner, recalls the wildly improbable plots of cheap
fiction rather than actual events. But most of the fictional stories
conform to the patterns of realistic fiction in presenting events that
might have happened, and which may have happened in the author's exp¬
erience. One story tells of a father who founded a school and made
it a memorial to his dead son (Koroten'ka.ia £izn'), another of a
society lady whose life-long attempt to thwart a rival is defeated
when the latter attends her funeral (Ona pobeditel'nical). another of
a wealthy grandmother who seeks to save the family business by urging
her grandson's wife to turn elsewhere v/hen her husband fails to produce
an heir (BabuSka): all of these situations could have been observed
by Garin. Several stories have in common the theme of unhappy love:
Revekka, Kogda-to, Klotil'da, Stary.j cholost.jak might all have some




Fact, autobiography and. fiction are thus inextricably bound
together in many of Sarin's stories, and any attempt to separate
them must be artificial and schematic. The number of works with
a demonstrable basi3 in the facts of the author's life is perhaps
unusually high, but the term "autobiographical" should be used with
care. Judina has written:
... £>ojtbiupihctbo npoM3BefleHHH rapiraa...
OTpauscaiOT 6oraTBi2 3KH3HeHHbiH oiibit rracaTejin
- B 3 TOM CMBICJie MOSHO TOBOpHTB O 6 HX
aBTo6KorparoH3Me.^4
We must not assume that works based on facts of the writer's
biography and presented in autobiographical form are indeed
autobiographies or even "factual" records, or that "fictional"
stories have no relation to the author's own experiences. We may
attempt a broad distinction between "factual" and non^factual
stories:
FACTUAL STORIkS - a. "autobiographic facts"
i. autobiographical in form -
diaries - "zapiski"
ii. nonr-autobiographicai in form
b. based on real people
c. non-autobiographic facts
NOU-FACTUAL STORIhS
a. basis in fact probable
b. basis in fact possible
c. "pure" fiction - tales and fables.
Such an attempt, however, only demonstrates how difficult it is
to maintain the distinction satisfactorily. Because our knowledge
is limited, we must include as non-factual works many stories which
might be based on fact (groups II a.) and b.). Amongst the factual
stories we must distinguish between those based on autobiographical/
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facts (I a.), tiaose based on people known to the author (lb.) and
those based on what others have told him (I c.); and. among the
stories of autobiographic origin we must separate those that are
presented as autobiography (i a. i.) from those which are not (i a.-
ii.). When we remember that in some non-factual stories fiction is
presented as fact in the form of autobiography (e.g. Klotil'da,
Kogda-to), the boundaries become even more difficult to draw.
Thus, while it may be true to say, as Garin did, that:
BCe B3HT0 npHMO H3 3CH3HH,'-5
in the sense that his observation and experience of life lies at
the roof of ail his writing, and while we may discover factual
sources for a significant proportion of his works, it is imposs¬
ible to maintain any absolute distinction between fact and fiction
in these stories, or to assert that Garin is a "factual" or an
"autobiographic" writer. His works for the most part must be
regarded as syntheses of reality and invention, each one represent¬
ing a selection from and arrangement of his experience of life.
• • •
Even where his material is factual and his concern is with
actualities, as in the "diaries" and "zapiski", Garin's aim is
never simply to give us the facts of this or that case, or let the
facts speak for themselves. Rather, he seeks to incorporate the
facts into his rhetoric, to present tdem so that they will lead
the reader to conclusions about the truths he is concerned to
convey. H.G. Leggett has written: "Not experience itself, but
the author's judgement of his experience, is the essential material
of fiction; not what he observes, but his intuitions and specula-
26)
tions concerning it ". The very act of narration implies some
process of screening, sifting and selecting; the author chooses
to write about some facts rather than others because for him tney/
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have some special significance, some special contribution to make
towards the delineation of his thought, Against Garin's claim,
made in a letter to Ivanciiv-Pisarev, that (in Burlaki):
H flodpocoBecTHO nepenaji 3epKano HaraeS
HHTeamreHTHoii M3HH cpenH 3eMjieBJiaflejiB-
peB^'
we may set the observation made by the contemporary critic
He vedomskij in his review of the "Znanie" volume in wtiich
Derevenska.ia drama was published:
/xysoKecTBo/ ne naccHBHO OTpascaeT j^shct—
BHTenBHOCTB: cpaBneHwe c 3epKajioM MOaceT
Ghtb tojibko MeTamopoM; niiTepaTypa scerna
nOflBOflHT HTOTK M3HH, paCIIOJIOraeT HBJieHHH
7KH3HH B H3BeCTHOM yMHDIJieHHOH, BepHee
tiyBCTBOBaHHOM cncTeMe.28
The author's "imagined facts", in other words, the facts of his
narrative, can only be a selection from the facts of his experi¬
ence, made consciously or unconsciously according to his purpose.
"Factuality" can be only a relative term.
The diversity of "factual" material in Garin's writings
perhaps obscures the process of selection that is continually at
work. For all the ground he covers, Garin does not write about
everything, but only about what he is willing and able to write
about. Cukovskij's three general subject-headings indicate not
only a broadness of interest, but also a limitation of interest;
Garin writes about railways, farming, family life, peasant life,
life among the Jews (e.g. Icka i Davydka) or the Tatars (Burlaki),
but these are also whole areas of life he leaves unexamined - for
example, the lire of the clergy as it is chronicled by Leskov, or
the life of the petty cinovniki who figure in many of Cechov's
early stories, or of Boboykin's Moscow merchants or Mel'nikov's
Old Believers. Po Koree... gives us much interesting information/
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about Korea ana the lire or its people, "but it is in no sense a J
comprehensive study 01' that country? comparisons with contemporary
29\
accounts (e.g. that or the missionary Gale ) show that many aspects
or the Korean scene - the lire or the people or the south, for example,
or the circles of government in Seoul- find no reflection in Garin's
works. His range is wiae, but it is also limited, and his facts are
always selective.
Even factual "autobiographic" works do not give Us all the facts
or leave us with the facts alone. The narrator of Neskol'ko let,for
example,tells us briefly why he resigned his engineering post:
...tfpocMJi cnysctfy 3a nojmyio Hecnoco^HOCTB
CHfleTB Mercny HByMH cTyjiBHMn: c ohhom
CTopoHH, MHTepecH rocyHapcTBeHHBie, c
Bpyrow - JintiHBie xo3HMCKHe. (m, is)
This is a drastic summary of what actually happened; we are told
nothing about the details of the resignation, or about the ensuing
months spent on Michajlovskaja's estate. Similarly, V sutoloke
provincial'noj iizni purports to be a record of the author's life
between 1886 and 1896, but it passes the first five years of this
perioa over in a single sentence (IV,334) and makes no mention of
the publication of Detstvo Temy in I892 (the work is referred to
later in the text - IV,422) or of Garin's publishing ventures.
Tnevnitc vo vrem.ja vo.jn.y gives no account of the author's private
life - the financial worries reported in his letters home"^, -
nor is it a blow-by-blow account of the war. It is rather a record
of men, conversations and eye-witness accounts ending in October
1904 after the Battle of Liaoyang, a full year before the war came
to its close. Had the author intended to give a full factual
record of military movements and engagements, it is likely that/
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•the censorship would have hampered him; hut his intention was in
fact very different:
B KaacflOM H3 Hac, nan b KariJinx Bee Toro see
OKeaaa, OTpa3HTCH nepescHBaeMoe stkm OKeaHOM.
B cbok) oqepeflt, riepepaTB sto PHTaTeJiio,
flaTB ii euj noiyBCTBOBaTB to, ito nepe-
DKHBaeinB - pejiB 3Toro pHeBHHKa. (Marks VI,3)
The writer seeks to give his impressions, to give the feel of things;
selectivity and subjectivity are implicit in such a purpose, since
the author will select only the facts that have impressed him and
convey only his impression of them. In the travel sketches also,
the writer dwells only on facts that have caught his imagination, and
trie3 to reproduce this imaginative impact for the reader. At one
point, he feels it necessary to apologize for the preponderance of
subjective reflection over objective reportage:
Boo(5paixaK), c Kanmm pasHpaseHiieM ti He-
TepneHiieM KaKOM-HH^ypB TepnejiHBBiS reorpa<£
6ynet miTaTB mom pnebhiik, b Macce xjiawa
BBiyiKMBaH HyscHBi fljiH Hero CBepeHHH. (v,237)
In Vokrug sveta, the subjective element becomes dominant, and the
traveller describes Paris not by sketching the sights of the city,
but by recalling the depressing effect on his own spirits of
Parisian life under the Third Republic. And so, in these works the
author's imagination has selected from the observed facts what it
wishes to record and rejected what seems irrelevant. The writer does
not transcribe facts, but selects and arranges and re-creates them
imaginatively, and this is true of all the works with some basis in
fact; "factuality" is a rhetorical device, not an end in itself.
As V.A. Borisova has written:
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JTaneKO He bchkhh $aKT, nonaflaiomuM b none
3peHKH tapnha naxoflHJi OTpaseHHe b ero
npoM3Beri,eHKHx, flajieno He cnyuaHHa h rpynnn-
poBKa stux maKTOB. Bee ohm, KaaanocB 6u
B3HTBie Hayrafl, BBicTpanBaioTCH b cTpoMHyio
cncTeMy, ocBemawTCH raeHHO b TaKon no-
CJieflOBaTeJIBHOCTH H C TOM CTOpOHH, KOTOpBie
npespamaioT nyTesBie 3aweTKM, cjiynanHyio
anebhhkobyio 3anncb b xyfloxcectbehhoe
npoH3BefleHne, MfleSHO HacbinjeHHoe, coflnajiBHO
snannMoe, OTpaxcaiomee THmmecKxie CTopoHBi
pyCCKOH fleMCTBMTeJIBHOCTH. 31
The author's selection of his "imagined facts" amounts to a
falsification of the real facts; it involves adapting the raw
material of experience and remoulding it in the work. The facts
may of course he falsified outright, as when fictitious names are
used to conceal the identity of real people and places; thus in
Neskol'ko let we find Knjazevo for Gundurovka and fiehotaev for
Cemodurov, and in V sutoloke Ahramson for Tejtel' and Antonov
v 32
for Asesov . Such cases are rare, and confined to the "diaries" -
where we also find real characters appearing under their own names
(e.g. the merchant Ju^kov). Petr Percov in his memoirs offers an
insight into a more elusive, and perhaps more general method of
falsification. He recognises himself in the young landowner por¬
trayed in Na chodu, and the village described as his own village
of Chotnja; hut he notes too that the description is not always
faithful to the reality:
neM3axc ycaflB(5bi nepeflaH flojiera Bepno, ho
flOJieiO C K3pHflH0H npMMec&io cbaHTa3MH -
uepKOBB, HanpuMep, BOBce He noxosa Ha
nOpTHMK, OKpyXCeHHBIH KOpMHlgCKOM KOJIOHHaflOH .
To xce c ofeTaTejiHMH ycaflB^Bi... "JteflyiiiKa" -
mom flHflH IlJiaTOH IleTpOBMH llepflOB , fleHCTBH-
TeiiBHo BcerflaniHBiM xcnTejib flepeBHH, ho
kotopomy 6bijio torna he^flebhhocto jreT, a
jihiiib cembflecst fle.BHTB.33
In incorporating such facts into his work, Garin alters them to
suit his purpose, and with a "primes' fantazii" creates from them/
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a new version of reality*
The author's "adaptation" of the facts takes three main forms,
which we might designate omission, contraction and. rellocation.
Omission, as we have already seen, is the corollary of selection;
in choosing what to include in his work, the author also chooses
what to exclude. Facts.are omitted even from the diaries, and
omission is even more extensive in other stories of autobiographic
origin; the author may settle only on a few events - or even a
single event - and construct his story around them, jettisoning
everything else and isolating the chosen facts from their context.
Thus, if we compare Dva mgnoveni.ja with Michajlovskaja's account
of the same events, we see how Garin has lifted his incidents from
the surrounding events not relevant to his purpose. His purpose is
first of all to relate two exciting happenings, and so prologue and
epilogue are dispensed with and background information is condensed
into a single paragraph; the bulk of the narrative is thus devoted
to a short and succinct recital of events. Secondly, he seeks to
draw out the contrast between the first occasion, when the narrator
was afraid for his own life, and the second, when his concern for
others overcame this fear and gave him the courage to save them.
Thus the story ends immediately after the rescue of the Turks, with
the narrator experiencing again the elation of that moment:
0, ecjin 6u b takom mrhobehhh ywepetl! (XV,76)
In fact, the events had a sequal: the Turks came the next day to
thank Garin, and some weeks later his life was saved when a band
of Turkish robbers recognised him and remembered his action"^.
This coda contributes nothing to the author's purpose, and so is
omitted from the story; had it been his aim to show the rewards/
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of courage rather than its virtues, these later incidents might well f
have heen included.
We may observe the isolation of incidents from their context and
the omission of non-essentials in the various "zapiski inzenera" like
Na chodu, Kartinki Volyni and Moi skitani.ja, where each scene, charac¬
ter or incident has been separated from the general body of' the engirt-
eer's observations; his main concerns, the technical problems he must
solve, are at most only adumbrated in the written account. In Na
noclege, for example, the experiences of a single night spent in a
peasant izba have been removed from their context of months of work
and travel, and of the engineer's daily routine we are told nothing.
Thus, in stories like Dela, Ne ot mira sego and Staryj evre.1, we can
see how a single incident from the author's experience - a futile day
at the Ministry, an encounter in a train, a meeting with an old Jew -
has been isolated from the whole complex of surrounding facts and
become the "germ!1 of a story.
"Contraction" involves the adjustment of the time-scale of
actual events as they are transformed into a sequence of narrated
events. Irrelevant or insignificant facts are passed over or ignored
so that the bulk of narrative time is alloted to the events most essert-
tial to the unfolding of the author's purpose. Thus, the general chron¬
ology of events is altered, and incidents which are of only secondary
importance are relegated to passages of rapid summary, or even elimin-
ated altogether; the full weight of our attention is thus directed
towards those facts that seem important to the author. In describing
his Korean travels, the narrator offers a daily record of his experi¬
ences, yet singles out for "full" description only a few notable
scenes and episodes from each day's events; the facts are edited and
reduced. Contraction is more marked in Vokrug sveta. where weeks of/
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shipboard routine in the Pacific and the Atlantic are compressed
into a few pages, while only a few incidents - a conversation, a
story told by a fellow passenger - are singled out. The war
diarist too passes over in silence the routine events of life at
the front, and reports only the experiences that stand out from
this general background...
Rellocation is the process by which incidents which have been
isolated from their original contexts are placed with other events -
factual or fictional - into new contexts and new narrative structures.
We have seen, for example, how the last part of Pod ve&er. describing
the death of Pedor Elesin, follows closely a letter written by Garin
to his wife. If we analyse the story as a whole, we find that this
incident has been retold, not in isolation, but within a new context
created by the author.
Pod vecer
1. Pletnev, a landowner, his wife and sister, and Dr Lesovskij are
talking together. Lesovskij advocates modern farming methods
and criticises absentee landlords who neglect their responsibil¬
ities to land and peasants. Pletnev has no faith in new methods,
and awaits for the rain to help him out of his difficulties.
2. An old peasant woman arrives and announces that her husband,
Fedor Elesin, is dying.
3. Dr Lesovskij and Pletnev set out: for Elesin's, and on the way
4. they visit the peasant Kislin, who will not allow the doctor to
examine his dying daughter.
5. They arrive at Elesin's to find him in delirium. He utters one
word - "ozornicaet" - which disturbs Pletnev deeply.
6. As the barin and the doctor ride out of the village, they are
watched by a drunken peasant Fed'ka who shouts after them ran¬
dom phrases about land and horses, while Elesina's wailing ann¬
ounces Fedor's death.
By placing Elesin's death in this frame of other incidents - many of
them no doubt based on his observations at Gundurovka - Garin is able/
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to give full expression to the meaning he saw in it. This meaning
is set forth in the letter to his wife, where he ponders the signifi¬
cance of Fedor's last word "ozorni&ajut" (this fact, we notice, has
"been grammatically "adapted" in the story; the author glosses the
word as "izdevaetsja");
MMeHHO 03opHH^aeM! Ben Harna 3KH3H& :c sroHCT-
nOTpe6HOCTHMH, OTOpBaHHaH OT hhx,
ocTaBJieHHe hx Ha npon3BOji, h HanBHan yBepeH-
hoctb npn BceM tom, hto mil ,n;ejio HenaeM,
Hama cnoKOHHas coBecTB - HMeHHO Bee bto
030PCTB0 135
In other words, the incident has illustrated for the author the
sense of guilt and isolation felt by the Russian intelligent when
he is confronted by the misery of the peasant, and it is just this
sense that is embodied in the context that has been built round the
event. The first part of the story depicts a typical landowner and
his family, their domestic happiness clouded by financial worries;
Dr Lesovskij points to the futility of their traditional way of life
and their traditional methods of farming that bring no benefit to them
or the peasants. When Pletnev declares he would give up farming and
go to Paris if he had enough money (ill,215), we see that he too is
potentially one of the absentees the doctor has criticised. The
interval at Kislin's illustrates the stubborn ignorance of the pea¬
santry, in the face of which the intelligent feels isolated and
useless. Plefnev assures the doctor that Elesin is a different kind
of peasant, a man with whom one can feel affinity and discover common
ground; but when the dying man utters his strange word, the landowner
is made to realise that a great chasm stands between him and this
peasant:
Ok, bachjihw hwkojiaebhh, ctohjt nepen flpyrHM
nejioseKOM, $enopoM. Oh, cbitbih, aobojibhbim ,
otfjiaflaiomHH Bcew, ctohji nepefl 3Thm o(5e3-
SOJieHHBIM , 3aKaHHHBai0mHM cboio MHO TO TpyflHyiO
XCM3HB UeJIOBeKOM. (xn, 226)
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He thinks of the coming famine, of how he will go to the town and
leave the peasants to their fate, and realises he can share no
common ground with them in such circumstances. Finally, the inar¬
ticulate words of Fed'ka, expressing the peasant's deepest griev¬
ance against the barin, his lack ox land and livestock, contribute
further to our sense of the great divide between rich and poor,
master and man. Thus, a single isolated incident has been set in
a pattern of incidents which expresses the significance the author
has observed in it and creates the context in which this meaning
becomes clear to the reader.
Since we are seldom able to compare the factual source with
the author's pererabotka of it, it is difficult to point to similar
cases of rellocation, but the process operates wherever the author
has constructed a story from a few observed facts - in Geni.j, for
example, where a story has been fashioned from an anecdote, or in
Hvorec Pima, where (perhaps) the author's personal concern for his
own illegitimate children has been "objectified" in a series of
imagined events and rellocated in a fictional situation.
Selection and adaptation are inseparable from narration. The
writer can never "mirror" reality, or reproduce the facts, the
whole facts and nothing but the facts. He seeks to convey his
view of the meaning behind the facts, and to this end he selects
and arranges nis incidents. He omits what is irrelevant, contracts
his material so that what is important receives its due emphasis,
and reliocates isolated events in new contexts that will clarify
their significance. He imposes a structure on the facts of his/
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experience, and constructs from them the series of imagined facts
that is his story.
• • •
Unce the writer has selected and marshalled his facts, he must
select the form and. the manner in which they are to "be presented to
the reader, and arrange the structure of the narrative itself so
that the facts might convey his "truths" to the reader. To employ
the terms of Formalist criticism, he must organise the fabula - the
facts of the story - into the s.iuzet, the narrative sequence that
unfolds these facts to the reader. He must decide how to tell the
tale, how to conduct the narrative, how to select and control the
techniques and methods that will best suit his purpose. In future
chapters we will consider some of the particular problems he must
solve, and some of the particular solutions that Garin*s stories
offer; but here we will examine what is perhaps the most fundamenr-
tal choice the author must make as he contemplates the various ways
in which the story might be told: the selection of a structure for
his story.
In constructing his narratives, Garin organises his selected
facts according to one of two general structural patterns. The
first, which we will term the rasskaz form, is the conventional
pattern of fictional narrative in which the given events are
ordered in a plot that moves towards its final solution; each
event by virtue of its position in the series is related casually
and chronologically to other events and contributes towards this
resolution. It might be represented thus:
A -9- B -*■ C D -*■»... •->
where A is the initial situation, E the final situation and B,
c, D etc the intervening incidents which complicate and change/
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the initial situation and bring about the final outcome. The casual I
links between the events are represented by the connecting arrows,
while the single arrow extending from A to E indicates the logical
movement of the rasskaz from beginning to conclusion. The second
type oi' structural organization, on the other hand, might be repre¬
sented thus:
A-B-C-D- -E.
The elements oi* the story - which might be scenes or comments as
well as events - move in no logical progression to some outcome
and do not contribute to the unfolding of any single plot} they are
simply placed together in a continuous narrative strand (represented
by the connecting dashes) and held together by their relevance to
some general subject, and by the connective remarks of the narrator.
This is the structure oi" the zapiska, which has its origins in
journalism, and in the works of writers like Gleb Uspenskij (iz
derevenskogo dnevnika. 1877-1880) and Korolenko (V golodn.yj god,
1894) who, like Garin, sought in their works to combine literary
methods with the concerns oi* publicism.
Each of these types of strudture involves its own distinctive
rhetorical techniques. The author of the rasskaz exemplifies his
truths by depicting characters in action and involving the reader
in the plot unfolded. The zapiska form, always involving the use
of a first-person narrator, enables the author to lay before the
reader a wide range of diverse material wdich taken together will
convey his general view, and to comment through the narrator on
the social realities encompassed. Borisova has correctly remarked
that tnis genre
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. .OTKpHBaJi mnpoKKe bo3MOSCHOCTH hjih Henoc-
psHCTBeHHOro o^pameHHH nncaTejiH K HHTaTejiB-
ckoh ayflHTOpHH, fljih JIHpHHeCKHX M OCO^eHHO
ny^JumncTHqecKHX OTCTynjieHHK orient Bajmoro
fiJia TapiiHa, Bcerfla CTpeMHBmerocH otkjihk-
hjtbch Ha 3Jio(5y hhh, noflejiht&cn c iHTaTeneM
cbohmh coo^paxehhhmh h BHBOflaMH.
The "diaries" like Neskol'ko let and V sutoloke and those works
we have termed "zapisxi" are all examples oi' the zapiska form. In
them the author has strung together his observations and experiences
of the world as entries from a journal or traveller's log-book. The
rasskaz form is seen in all those works such as Icka i Dav.ydka,
Variant or Na stancii - which "tell a story" about characters involved
in a plot. The difference between the two forms is in the organisation
of the story's component elements, not in the nature of the material
described or the narrative technique employed. It is not to be con¬
fused with the difference between factual and non-factual stories or
that between autobiographic and nonr-autobiographic stories; many stories
of the rasskaz type draw on factual material (e.g. Stary.j evre.j) and
employ the first-person narrative (e.g. Klotjl'da. Stary.j cholost.iak).
Earandasom s natury, a record of the writer's impressions of a
journey through Western Siberia, is an example of the zapiska struc¬
ture. The first chapter describes a journey by train and boat from
Perm to Tomsk; the narrator comments on the places en route - the
factories of the Urals, the public amenities of Tobolsk and the gloom
of Tomsk - and records his conversations with other travellers, with
a local journalist, with an Ostjak tribesman. The second chapter
analyses the economic geography of the area around Tomsk and reports
a conversation with Ivan the coachman, who describes the set-backs of
Siberian life - the cold, the insects and the marauding bands of run¬
away convicts. The third chapter summarises a series of converations/
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with local peasants encountered by the narrator as he surveys the
17
banks of the River Tomi . These diverse scenes, characters,
incidents and opinions are connected by the figure of the recording
narrator, who in relaying his own, apparently disjointed, impressions
of his travels creates for us a general "impressionistic" picture of
life in Siberia. The rasskaz, by contrast, achieves its effect by
restricting our attention to a small group of characters in a limi¬
ted number of situations, and paints its picture of reality by show¬
ing how their actions result in a certain outcome. The short story
Brodjazki, which also draws on the author's Siberian experiences,
shows the rasskaz form in operation although it remains unfinished.
An introductory section describes how runaway convicts roam the
taiga, surviving by whatever means they can; then we are introduced
to such a convict, Ivan, whose story is unfolded. Resourceful and
courageous, he befriends a young man Petr and teaches him how to
cope with their impossible life. On day, Petr is wounded by a bear,
and when Ivan tries to revive him, he discovers his friend is a
woman. Whatever the future developments of the story, or the
author's purpose in telling it, we have been involved with the
characters in their situation, and it is by recording their changing
fates that the author must impart his truths to us: this is what the
form he has selected requires.
The two structural forms may be found in one work. For example,
in those works that take the form of diaries or travel-notss, the
narrator's comments and observations are set within the frame of
his continuing journey; throughout the work, we follow the changes
in his situation, the objectives he fulfils, the progress he makes,
and his whole account moves toward some goal. The zapiski of his
observations are set within ths rasskaz of his experiences. Thus
as the war diarist makes his daily records of what he sees, he/
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tells his own story also, and the Korean traveller as he records the
impressions of each new day marks a further stage in his progress
from Vladivostok to Port Arthur. In most works of this kind, the
rasskaz of the narrator and his experiences is simply the frame
and the occasion for his zapiski; hut sometimes the narrator's story
may have importance for its own sake also. In Neskol'ko let, for
example, we are drawn into the story of the landowner's changing
situation, of his efforts to implement his plans, his eventual
failure and its effect on him, while he sets down his notes on
peasant life, on agriculture or on his neighbours. Thus we respond
to the story both as rasskaz and as zapiska. The same is true in
V sutoloke, where the story of the narrator's changing experience
of and attitude towards the peasants of Knjazevo is continued.
Once this story reaches its conclusion, another rasskaz is unfolded -
that of the narrator's attempt to win approval for and build a
narrow-gauge railway. Again our interest is held, on two levels, by
the narrator's remarks on provincial life, and by the story of his
own activities and achievements#
Thus, the processes of selection and arrangement continue as
the author constructs a sequence of narrative from his chosen
sequence of facts. The narrative organization of a work involves
a series of choices dependent on and involving yet other choices.
A particular story will require a particular narrative structure,
which will require a particular narrative technique, which will
regulate the presentation of the events, characters and background
to the reader. As he fashions s.ju£et from fabula, and casts his
material in its final narrative form, the author must always
select from the alternatives before him, so that his tale as it
is unfolded will interest the reader, elicit the correct responses
from him and persuade him of the truths informing tde finished work.
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For example, he must select the right "beginning for his worie -
whether to plunge the reader in medias res or to provide a passage
of introduction and exposition. He may try to capture the reader's
interest "by rousing his curiosity, or he may prefer to equip him
with the facts "before beginning the story. Garin's works show a
range of variations on these two basic methods. Again, the author
must find the ending best suited to his story, since the final
impression is always important in shaping our response to the work
as a whole. The narrator of a rasskaz may end his account only when
the events have reached their conclusion - sad (as in Tvoreo Pima).
happy (as in Sdastlivyj den*) or ambivalent (as in Babuska Stepanida.
where the old woman's death takes place against a joyful background
of nature). The narrator of a zapiska may end his account where he
pleases, but his final scene will have the effect of summing up his
whole argument and attitude. The final view of the Pole£6uki scurry¬
ing off to the factory that ends Kartinki Volyni underlines the
conclusion implicit throughout the story: backwardness must give way
to civilization. An awareness of the importance of the end of a
story in forming the reader's response led Garin to change the end¬
ing of Dikij delovek, as a letter to Michajlovskij reveals:
TTpe:sc,n;e paccKE3 yrmpancH b cneflobatejin,
jiwpo BTopocTeneHHoe, a Tenep& TpyGtiT caM
BHKHM, h BneqaTHeHtie He ocnaGjineTCH
THKHM 05pa30M.
How the story ends with the words of Asimov himself, and our final
impression must be of his meanness, viciousness and brutality:
EyflBTe npoKJiHTH bbi, Gpioxn HeHacHTHBie...
HeT Ban Rener! (111,373)
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Again, the author must find "the most suitable order in which
to present his events to the reader. Chronology is not usually
important in a zapiska work, where the narrator records his impres¬
sions as they occur to him. But in a rasskaz, where events have
their place in a plot unfolding in time, the author must settle on
the appropriate narrative time structure. He may simply recount
events as they happen (as in Val'nek-Val'novski.i), or he may present
them in retrospect, through the memory of a narrator (e.g. Klotil'da).
He may reach "back to record events that took place before the story*s
starting point, as in Babuska he turns back to the past to describe
Fed'ka's love for Parasa; or he may withold events until some later
point in the narrative, and thus create mystery and suspense; thus,
again in Babuska, we do not know what happened to Parasa until
Fed'ka meets her again and discovers his grandmother removed her
from the scene.
And so, as he composes his facts into a narrative, the writer
is at every point seeking the best way to arrange his story, trying
to select the shape and structure that will have the right effect
on the reader and control his reactions.
0-0 0
The relationship between the author's raw materials and their
final shape in a narrative structure, between fabula and s.juzet,
and the manner in which this final shaping defines the significance
the story assumes for the reader may be illumined by a few further
examples.
The story Socel'nik v russko.j derevne describes how a traveller
enters an izba and discovers all its inhabitants suffering from
typhU3. The same seene is described in V sutoloke (Chapter VIII),
when the narrator visits the CuvaS village of Parasina. A textual/
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comparison shows the similarity of the author's treatment of the
events in both stories. In answer to his question, the narrator
receives the same poignant reply:
Kto b H36e? - cnpocmi, B Tnxejiow TOCKe
h, omynbibancb b tew- cnpocHJi h:
HOTe. - Kto 3«ecB?
- jlkflu, 6aTioniKa, jikbh, - JIjorh, CaTfonma,
OTBeTMJI BCTpenaHHBIK jiioah!
MyxcKOM rojioc.
- Socel'nik v russko.j - V sutoloke provincial'nc.j
derevne, 111,300"'. £izni, IV,350.
In their different structures and contexts, however, these similar
scenes have very different meanings and functions. Socel'nik tells of
a traveller who, returning to his home from St Petersburg on Christmas
Eve, is anxious to discover signs of rejoicing in the villages he
passes through. He is disappointed when the womenfolk in one izba he
visits seem preoccupied with their own and their neighbours' misfortunes.
In another village, where he hopes to find a more festive spirit, he is
confronted with scene after scene of human misery - a father eats horse¬
flesh as his children look on, a poor widow sits over the corpse of her
husband, a whole family lies ill with typhus. The sensitive traveller
is distressed, and seeks out the starec to ask how he might help; he
is moved by the old man's words of Christian submission: and finally
overcome when he hears an old woman tell her grandson as they sit
over the dead body of his mother of the great festival and of Christ who
will come again to save His people:
H XMJI OAKUM- qyBCTBOM C HeO^BHTHOM PJCCKOH
AepeBHefi; h BMecTe c /Hew gerxexxiBaji 3Ty
poxaectsehckyro ho^ib. v111'
Here the scene in the izba is one incident in the rasskaz of the
narrator's experiences as his hopes of discovering popular rejoicing/
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are dashed against an ever harsher reality of poverty and misery.
It is one step in the education sentimentale by which he is brought
at the end of the story to share the suffering of the people in a
truer spirit of Christmas, and marks a stage in his emotional and
moral development.
In V sutoloke, the scene has a different context. The narra¬
tor is accompanying an official on his tour of the surrounding region
V
during the famine of 1891* They arrive in the Cuvas village, enter
the first hut and discover the sad plight of its inmates. Sickened
and fearful, the narrator forces himself to visit all the other
huts in the village, only to find "odno-obraznye kartiny golodnogo
tifa" (IV,351). The narrator comments:
IIOTOM BBIHCHHJIOCB, HTO 3TO tfilJIO OflHa H3 Tex
sepeBeHB, KOToptie He nonuin na 3ananiKy,
H B OTHOmeHHH KOTOpBIX 3eMCTB0 MJOKeCTBeHHO
BBIflepiKHBaJIO CBOH yjIBTHMHTyM • (rv> 351)
Set thus within the zapiska structure of the work as a whole, this
scene and its emotional effect on the reader have been used to
express and enforce the narrator's argument about the zemstvo's
inefficient efforts at famine relief in general, and against its
decision to withhold aid from villages that will not accept communal
tillage in particular. Thus, by placing the same fact in different
narrative structures, the author has obtained different historical
effects.
The story Volk also has a companion piece in V sutoloke, in
an anecdote told to the narrator by the peasant Archipovi^ (IV,
388) about a foundling who was adopted into the commune and whose
later efforts to break away from it and enter the priesthood were
39 /resented and defeated by his fellow-villagers . A comparison of/
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story and anecdote reveals how the facts have been adapted (in Volk,
for example, the hero is not a foundling, and his father is as
anxious as the rest of the villagers to keep him in his place),
amplified (the hero's efforts to better himself are related in full)
and supplemented (in the story, after his defeat at the hands of the
mir, the hero tries unsuccessfully to expose the evils of the insti¬
tution in the press), and how the events have been organised into a
rasskaz that embodies in the fate of the heyo the idea inherent in
the anecdote - the evil of a communal system that can effectively
crush the efforts of a gifted individual to rise above his alloted
place.
Neskol'ko let v derevne, as we have seen, is based on the facts
of Garin's own experience; but these facts have been selected and
arranged into a structure that gives a specific direction and
rhetorical purpose to the work. For example, Michajlovskaja in her
memoirs gives a brief account of her husband's reactions when the
40
third disasterous fire breaks out • When this bare summary is set
against Garin's treatment of the incident, we see how the narrative
has transformed the facts:
nepBoS 3a6oTOM Moew <5hjio pacnopHHMTBCH
paccxaBaTt no KpHinan jnonen h TynraTB naE-
arannie hckpbi.,.11 tojibko otfecneniiB ycaflBGy,
h, HaKOHen, OTnpaBHJiCH k MecTy noscapa.
IIOMHW, Kan ckbo3b coh, Kyny rocTen, o ueu-
TO TOJIKOBaBIHHX H npil MOHM nOHBJieHHXf CMOJIK-
HyBnmx ii c KaKiiM—to coscaJieHneM ocMaTp-
nBaBnmx MeEH.. .noMHio 3Ty TOJiny MysciiKOB,
CnOKOHHO ctohbiiihx, ho Bflpyr3aBnneB MeHH ,
(5ecnojie3HO 3acyeTHBcinxcH. (IxI» 121)
Arranged as the memoirs of a narrator who relives his own experiences,
set within the story of his career as a landowner - in which it marks/
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the turning-point, - reflected through, tiie consciousness of the
narrator as these scenes make their impact on him and drive home to
him the anguish of his situation, the "facts1' spring to life, recon¬
stituted in a work of imaginative fiction which involves us with the
narrator and in his experiences.
• • •
We have "been concerned here with the genesis of Garin's works
and the origins of his creative processes; we have tried to discover
how a particular set of occurrences have given rise to a particular
set of fictional events, and how these events have "been arranged in
a story; and we have sought to outline the methods of selection and
arrangement by which the author first settles on his events and then
decides how to relate them.
In all his worts, Garin draws on his wide experience of life,
and in many of tiiem he makes use of specific incidents in his own
life. But he is always an imaginative writer, and always moved by
a rhetorical purpose. He does not reproduce reality, but re-creates
it, remoulding the facts to embody some judgement of life. The
"rhetoric of fiction" is always at work, selecting and arranging
what is necessary for its purpose, shaping the material to its
own ends, to persuade the reader of the author's truths.
Judina has written of Garin's works:
aBTo6Horpai)H3M onepKOB He' HBJineTCH caMO-
TTOBOJieroinHM: Ha tpaKTax co(5cTBeHHoS sch3hh,
TapHH cTpeMHJicH H3o6pa3HTB cospeMeHHyio
euiy hemctbhtejibhoctb bo Been ee nrapoTe h
MHoroo^pasHH.^1
- and it is true that in may of his works the author organises
the facts of his life in order to comment on the issues of the
day and discuss the problems of his time. But it is also true/
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that in his works in general, in rasskazy and zapiski alike, he
has arranged his material to embody more general truths. In
V sutoloke he presses home his arguments for agricultural reform,
o6o5maH KHH3eBCKM cpaKT Ha BCK) PocCHK)(lV> 352)
We might say that in all his writings, as he created his series
of imagined facts from the raw material of his observation and
experiences, he
o(5o£)inaeT rapuHCKHM ipaKT
and makes his stories vehicles for the expression of his views
on the whole range of hianan life#
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CHAPTER II
THE NARRATOR IN THE RHETORIC OP FICTION
In selecting and arranging his "facts", the author seeks first
to win the reader's interest for his events, and then to communicate
to him the truths they exemplify. As he constructs his story, he
will seek out the means of presentation that will hold the reader's
interest and persuade him of these truths. The chief means of com¬
munication available to him is the narrator, the consciousness whose
view of the story we share. He stands within the work as the link
between the author and the reader who remain outside it, and his
account is the medium for that "implied dialogue" by which the
"implied author""'' - the embodiment of the values inherent in the
work - makes his purpose known to the reader. The main task facing
the author as he moulds his materials into a story is thus to find
the right teller for his tale. Upon his solution to this problem,
as Clayton Hamilton has observed, will depend his solution to the
other problems of his craft: "Granted a given series of events to
be set forth, the structure of the plot, the means of character
delineation, the use of setting, the entire tone and tenor of the
narrative, are ail dependent directly on the answer to the question,
2
Who shall tell the story?" •
We turn now to consider the narrators created by Garin in
answer -coihis central question of the rhetoric of fiction.
I
"Who is the teller of the story? By what convention is he
possessed of the facts and empowered to narrate them. What may/
■}.
he tell and what may he not?" As this sequence of questions
suggests, the scope and substance of the narrator's account is
determined by his identity, by the position in which he stands
in relation to the facts he records. The first distinction to
be made is between the narrator who speaks as an "I", and so
declares his identity and makes his position clear, and the
narrator who delivers his account wholly in the third person
and leaves these matters unexplained. The narrator who
"dramatizes" or identifies himself as a specific personality in
a specific narrative situation - as a participant in or observer
of the events - commits himself to the knowledge and view of that
personality. The narrator who remains "undramatized", an unspeci¬
fied, disembodied consciousness, narrates from the traditional
narrative position of the story-teller, and does not confine his
knowledge or view of the events in any way. The identity of the
narrator will thus determine the reader's view of the story; it
will control the distance at which we feel ourselves from the
characters and actions described for us.
We have already observed how in many of Garin's shorter narra¬
tive works the zapiska structure is used in conjunction with the
first-person narrator; this is one of the author's characteristic
genres. The narrator in such stories is a traveller, his situation
that of a man recalling his observations and experiences after some
interval of time in order to share his impressions with others.
The extent of our knowledge about the narrator may differ from work
to work. In Pereprava Serez Volgu and Putesestvje na lunu. for
example, we know only that he is a traveller who has (respectively)
crossed the ice-bound Volga and journeyed by sleigh from one rail¬
way station to another; while in So&el'nik v russkoj derevne we /
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discover he is a native of the South on his way to spend Christmas
with his family. In several works, the narrator is identified as
a railway engineer: in Karandasom s natury and Kartinkj Volyni, he
refers to the difficulties of "building bridges accross rivers (ill,
496; iv,99ff), in Ha noolege he tells his peasant host that he is
surveying for a new line (lV,40), and in Moi skitani.ja, he begins:
Taw, r,n,e cruioniHtie neo^ospiiMBie neca 6e3
xckjibh yKpBijiM 3eMJiio h inyMHT b Henorony, ICaK
Mope b 6ypra; rue ptnuyT b hhx bojikh, pbich,
jiHCMpbi, 6apcyKH. ..rjte npoTenaeT Kepxcenea,
r#e chhjihcb ^yflHBie cKasKH Ile^epcKOMy -
Kopoue, b necax h He^pnx Koctpomckoh
rytJepHHH, h sejian; HegaBHO n3BicKaHiiH. • • (lv* 242)
In Ha chodu, the narrator is an engineer and landowner who has brought
peasants from his estate on his expedition. In Neskol'ko let v derevne,
he is an engineer who has resigned his post and become a farmer, while
in V sutoloke provincial'no.j zizni he is landowner, engineer and author
of Ueskol'ko let v derevne (IV,286). The author of Po Koree also iden¬
tifies himself as a farmer and engineer - he recalls his work on the
Siberian line as he passes through Tomsk (V,22) - and a writer: he out¬
lines to a fellow traveller the plot of his story Klotil'da (V,404)»
Our knowledge of the narrator's situation as he writes also
varies. Some of the works - the war diary and Korean sketches - are
written as diaries, as though the record was made as the events were
taking place and is being made public some time later. Works of the
"zapiski inzenera" type imply some editing process: the engineer has
selected passages from his log-book that will interest the general
reader, and polished them for presentation to him. Yet other works
have been written expressly and exclusively with the reader in view;
the narrator of ITeskol'ko let addresses his reader in his preface:/
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3Tl03HaK0MPIBHIHCB C M08H paGOTOH , BHTaTeJIB
yBHBMT, ito, npecjieflyn Ojiarne Ha.wepeHHH,
H HOBOJIBHO ^eCpepeMOHHO , ecnH MODKHO TaK
cnasaTB, noBepayji m3HB cBoeS nepeBHH...
(Ill, 17)
But whatever these minor differences, the works of this kind exemplify
one type of narrator in one type of narrative situation: the narrator
who chronicles his observations and opinions of what he has seen and
heard on his travels.
A narrator who in so many works resembles what we know of the
author himself, and who records the experiences of the author himself
might lead us again to the assumption that in such works Garin is
simply setting down his own impressions in propria persona, that the
narrator is in fact the author. However, it must be remembered that
even where he seems to be the author himself, the narrator is always
a narrative device, chosen from a range of possibilities by the author,
*
'
-s because the author has decided it should be so; the narrator can
only be a "selection and arrangement" of aspects of the author's self,
given an identity to serve his creator's purpose. Thus the distinc¬
tion between the "I" who tells the tale and the author who has con-
ee&yhd-it' is always necessary and valid. Nor is th9 first-person
narrator always an image of the author; in-femoego dnevnika. for
example, he is as much a diarist as the narrator of Dnevnik vo-
vrem.ia vo.iny. but he bears less circumstantial resemblance to the
author. One narrator has been cast in the author's likeness, the
other has not, but both are devices created to fulfil the same
function.
In fact, there are many first-person narratives in which the
narrator bears little or no resemblance to the author, and in which
the narrative situation is somewhat different. Many stories are
more truly "autobiographical" than the "zapiski"^n they tell
the story of the narrator's past, rather than recount his impressions/
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of the present. The narrator himself is variously characterised, but
the narrative situation is usually that of a man looking back over the
years at his younger self, seeking to draw the moral from his own story.
In Na praktike, for example, a railway engineer recalls his days as a
locomotive fireman: he remembers the exhausting work, the fellowship
of his workmates and the gruff friendship of Grigor'ev the driver.
In Vstreca, an ageing army doctor, dissatisfied with the routine of
his provincial life, describes a journey during which he met a friend
of his youth. In Isooved' otca, a father recalls and condemns his
efforts to discipline a son who has since died. In Byrejskij pogrom,
a middle-aged man looks back to his schooldays in the early 'seventies,
when he was witness to violent anti-Jewish riots. The narrator of
Veselye ljudi remembers his student days spent in pleasant idleness
with his friend Volod'ka; only after his graduation does he regret
the wasted time. Sablin, the narrator of Klotil'da, also looks back
to his youth:
H TOJIbKO UTO KOH1PIJI TOTfla H MOJIOfleHbKMM
canepHHM opwuepoM yexaji b apMMio. 3to
ghjio b nocJieflHiOK) Typepicyio ka.Mna.HHio• (iv, 182)
He unfolds the unhappy story of his love for Clothilde and considers
the lesson the intervening years have taught him about her purity
and sincerity. In Surnerki, another story of unfulfilled love, a
sculptor contemplates the grey winter's day and remembers his youth,
mis-
and the hesitations and/Imderstandings that prevented his happiness.
In all of these works, the narrator records his own experiences for
others years after the event, when he can look back on the past with
some detachment.
Kogda-to. another unhappy love story, is an exception to the
general rule; here the narrator's position and distance form tbe/
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events is obscured. He is a student who fell in love with the
lady in whose house he lodged. Despite his resolve, he is seduced
hy her, and thereafter remorse and compassion former dying husband
undermine his love for her. He moves to other lodgings, and tries
to postpone their marriage when she is at last widowed. They quarrel
over jewels sent her by another admirer, and when she returns to mate
peace with him he rebuffs her against his will. He collapses and
in a state of mental turmoil wanders the town for three nights hoping
to see her again. It is now that he refers to the record he has
made of these happenings;
...M TaK CB8TJIO , HTO M03KHO HHTaTB , H
npne BHCTynaioT HcnncaHHtie cTpaHMUBi nepe-
XKToro, h, npwrHyBinHC£, OflHHaKO h HMTaro
MX. (IV, 174)
This, then, is his situation as he makes his account of what :has
passed. But his story goes on,and the stance fromwhich he records
the subsequent events is never made clear. He goes to visit the
woman, but hearing the footsteps of another man in her room, he
makes a hasty retreat, and his story concludes in the present
tense:
...H H OCTOpOXHO, Ha HOCKaX, HTO^BI He
cKpHnHyji hoji, ToponnnBO npoxoicy b nepeHHwra,
Ha nnomafiKy, h qepe3 cTyneHBKii cnycKaro
no jiecTHHHe. (IV, 175)
We have no sense of distance between these events and the making
of the account, for the narrator seems to be telling his story as
it happens. Thus our own position in relation to the story is
confused and our view of the narrator's situation is blurred. By
introducing such confusion the author may seek to eliminate our
feeling of distance from his story or reflect the mental state of
the narrator-hero; but he violates the autobiographic convention/
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in which, the story has "been conceived.
The difference between the two types of first-person narratives
is not so much in the identity the narrator assumes as in his interests
and concerns, and reflects the difference between the zapiska and
rasskaz structure. The outward-looking narrator of the zapiska
chronicles his impressions of the world around him and records his
opinions of its problems and phenomena as a journalist might. The
autobiographer wbo unfolds the rasskaz of his own life, on the other
hand, is inward- and baclcward-looking, seeking to recreate and inter¬
pret his own actions and his relationships with others. The first-
person, dramatized narrator has special advantages for both purposes.
He gives the author the freedom to set forth his own observations and
opinions with the immediacy of a personal account, and he permits him
to penetrate the consciousness of the man who analyses himself and
tries to make sense of his past; the "I"-narrator can be expansive or
introspective in his view. Sometimes he may be both; in Neskol'ko let
and V sutoloke, we find both a narrator-journalist examining the scene
arond him and a narrator-autobiographer reconstructing and reconsidei>-
ing his past.
Not all the stories in which the narrator is an "I" conform to
the pattern implicit in both types of story - that of the man who
records his own experiences. In some, for example, the narrator
tells the story another person has confided to him. In Koroten1-
kaja zizn', the narrator has come on a business trip to visit a
country squire. Naturally curious, he is anxious to discover the
story behind the magnificent school his host maintains for the
village children, and attends closely when the man starts to tell
his tales
h qejioseK yBJieKawmHK, h b stj mhhyty,
utoCbi y3KaTB KaKyio-to TaMHCTBeHnyro
HCTopHio totob <5hji He to, uto cjiyinaTB
rbjuh. ymawH, ho m mhoto ot^att 3a sto. (HI, 510)
His host tells of a pet dog, first spoiled and then neglected, who
saved his life and convinced him of the importance of proper upbring¬
ing and education. Accordingly, he evolved for his son a system of
education founded on love, truth and reason, and at the hoy's sugges¬
tion built a school for the children of the village. His son is now
dead, but the man is comforted by the success of the school, which
lives on as a memorial to him. Vstreca is a similar case; within
the doctor's account of his journey is set the first-person narrative
V
of Cernotskij, the old acquaintance he meets on the boat. The intro¬
spective doctor, painfully aware of his physical shortcomings and
dissatisfied with his barren life, looks on with resentment and
jealousy as the successful barrister flirts with a lady passenger.
At night, in their common cabin, Cernotskij tells the story behind
the fagade he offers to the world. He recalls a tragic love affair
with a woman he met on such a journey; after a few days' happiness
they resolved to part for good, but went on meeting until her preg¬
nancy was discovered. Unwilling to leave his wife and suspicious of
his mistress, Cernotskij brought the affair to an end, and v/hen he
returned to see her some years later, he found the woman had died.
He describes his motives in disclosing all this to the doctor:
his narrative is a confession, an attempt to expose himself to that
condemnation he feels he deserves. The doctor listens patiently, inter¬
vening only to ask the occasional question or to remostrate when his
friend attempts to moralise about society's attitudes to women -
V
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h He BBiTepneji, h npoKamjiHBmHCb, dpocnji -
Kto nponoBeflyeT? (IV, 635)
Cernotskij ends his story, and the men go to sleep; in the morning
the doctor awakes to find his companion has gone. As he resumes
the story of his journey, the primary narrative situation - in
which the "I" makes his account directly to us - is restored.
Stary.j cholost.jak is another such narrative-within-a-narrative,
although at first sight it seems a simple autobiographic memoir.
An old bachelor recalls how fate twice intervened to destroy his
chance of happiness with the woman he loved. On the first occasion,
in his youth, he meant to propose to the lady, but found himself
proposing instead on behalf of his friend, who also loved her.
On the second occasion, only a year ago, when he again had the
chance to declare his love, he found himself unable to speak; and
now he can look back on the past without regrets. The old man is
telling his story, not to th9 reader, as at first appears, but to
some adumbrated listener he addresses from time to timej
. . .MoxceT Obitb, bbi nepesmin, a het, nepe-
khbete 3to nepBoe qyBCTso, norfia He
3Haenib, koto Oonbme JiioOpinib - ee pijim tot
cjiejr, KOTopBiM ocTaBJineT ee MaJieHBKan hoskt. .(-^>47)
...3 coxpaHiiji tot pyjiB, 6e3 KOToporo, kto
3HaeT, qyscTBOBaji obi h b ce6e Ty rap—
MOHPHO, O KOTOpOH bbi rOBOpHJIH. . . (IV, 5l)
It is this listener who is the "primary" narrator of the story, who
records for us what the secondary narrator has confided in him.
Dopotopnoe cudovisce is another secondary narrative, told to the
narrator by an old sailor, as is Dva mgnovenija;here however, the
man's story is relayed to us, not by another "I", but by the
undramatized narrator who begins the story:
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3amen pa3roBop o tom, cTpaniHO hjih neT
yMepeTb. ^enoBeK cpeflHnx JieT, c anepr-
HUHBIM JIHLJOM, yMHLIMH TJia3aMH, 3aroBopMJi. (IV, 73)
The short story Zjzn' i smert* differs from other first-person works
in the narrative situation it implies. It is not an album of travel¬
ler's impressions nor an autobiographic recit, but a sermon delivered
to an audience. The MI" is an orator, who speaks to the reader in the
here and now and seeks to unfold his argument to him.
The dramatized narrator as he appears in Garin's works^ is thus
always a limiting and a limited consciousness. He writes only of what
he himself has seen, heard, felt, known or thought - although in con¬
veying to us the narratives of others he may also make known their
thoughts and feelings. He always speaks as a witness - at first or
second hand - to the events he describes} he is always involved,
wither in the events themselves or with the secondary narrator who re¬
lates them. In chosing to confine himself to the vision of such a
narrator, the author gains a personal point of view within the story
itself, and tells it with the conviction and authority of one who
speaks from his own experience, or who reports what others have
confided in him. As he reads, the reader identifies with this
spectator of the events set before him.
II
The undramatized narrator is always unlimited in his knowledge
and vision, and empowered to know and tell all the facts of the case.
His narrative position is that of the author who creates the events
and people he sets before us} his authority is absolute. Uncharac—
terized ana uninvolved in the story, he is not tied down to the
retrospective view of the remembering "I", and can look down on his
characters witn the detached omniscience of a god.
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The aloof, impersonal and dispassionate narrator is to be found,
for example, in Ona pobedjtel'nicat He "begins his story with a long
view of the subject before him -
Oria yampajia. OHa tftuia CBeTCKan jfceHnjuHa
xopomero Tona, h TaKoS ocTanacB no KOHpa
(Harks VIII. 229);
and then embarks on a general discussion of the type here represented.
He describes the life-cycle of the society woman, her youth devoted to
social pleasures, her young married life spent in romantic adventures,
her middle years given to charitable works, her old age devoted to
the defence of her social position from all her rivals. Our attention
is then fixed on an example of the type, iULeksandxa, Petrovna Agisceva,
now in the last stage of her life and determined above all things to
thwart her rival Mme 3J. With calm objectivity the all-seeing narrator
chronicles Agisceva's illness and death:
qac ee npnmeji, npninjio sto HeH36excHoe
GTpaniHoe, h cpa3y BBipsajio H3 h3.ji8.2cshhom
o£>cTaHOBKM h BiiacTHO nocTasnjio nepejr
cofioS - h tojibko nepes 00601k - cboio
JicepTBy. (Marks VIII, 233)
The whole town assembles to pay homage to the dead woman, and the
absence of Mme H. is criticised. The tables are turned, however,
when she appears at the church, and everyone praises her tact in
paying her respects without visiting the house the dead woman denied
her entry to. One cynical young man, seeing that Mme H, has scored
the final victory, remarks: "Ona pobeditel'nical" We share his sar¬
donic view and laugh at the customs and codes of "society" as they
are reflected in the conduct of Agis^eva and her friends because we
look at the story from an objective and detached vantage-point.
The narrator holds us at a superior distance from the events, and/
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we can regard Agisceva's story as an ironic comment on social mores,
and Agisceva herself as a social type rather than as an individual,
as he regards them.
However, the omniscient narrator seldom maintains such an
objective and detached attitude towards his characters; it will
more often he his intention to involve the reader in the story and
its characters than to distance him from them, and to this end he
will find some other vantage-point from which to relate some of
the events. He will choose, on occasion, to exchange his omnisci¬
ent view for the limited view of one or other of the characters,
without sacrificing his ability to know everything. Because he is
omniscient, he is able to describe what any character is thinking
at any given moment, and whenever he does so, that character
becomes the seeing-eye or "reflector" whose vision of the event
becomes the reader's own. Thus, the narrative in Pod ve£er is in
general conducted from the detached, omniscient viewpoint of the
narrator who can with equal ease describe the conversation of
Pletnev and his family, the visit of Pletnev and Lesovskij to
Kislin and the drunken words of Ped'ka as the doctor and the
barin .rid&:away(see Chap.rj>. But at one point the narrator
abandons this commanding position and identifies his view with
that of Pletnev as he considers Elesin's deathbed words. It is
because the narrative is filtered through Pletnev's thoughts and
our own view identified with his that we come to recognize the
significance of these words for him. In most stories told by an
omniscient narrator we will find such "reflectors" used to define
our view of individual events and give us an "inside view" of the
story. The question we must always ask is thus "Is the narrator/
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writing at a given moment with the attention on the incidents of
his tale, or is he regarding primarily the form and colour they
5
assume in somebody's thought?" .
The omniscient narrator may use one or several reflectors,
and make varying use of the potential mobility of his narrative
perspective. In Val'nek-Val'novski.j, for example, he creates
comedy by shifting between his omniscient view and the view of
Val'nek himself# From the beginning of the story, we are aware
of Val'nek as he is - a shabby, seedy character fallen on hard
times - and of Val'nek as he sees himself, an ill-used victim of
fate reduced to having to work for his living. The discrepancy
between the two views is always kept before us; lazy and penniless,
Val'nek assumes a lordly air and tries to pass himself off as a
senior engineer; ignorant of and caring nothing for his trade, he
tries to convince his Superiors of his skill and so receive more
money. From Val'nek's point of view, we regard his vicissitudes
as the trials of one whose sole reasonable desire is to maintain
a certain standard of life; from the narrator's point of view, we
must condemn his idleness, deceitfulness, profligacy and pretension.
It is because he is able to convey this dual vision to us that the
narrator can express the final irony and tragedy of Val1nek's
situation. As he sleeps on the steamer taking him back; to town,
dreaming of the hungry children waiting for him at home and of
their joy when he returns to them with his earnings, a fellow
traveller, impressed by his airs and graces, steals his purse
from around his neck. We can thus contrast the dream with the
reality, and set Val'nek's rosy vision of the future with what
actually awaits him when he wakes up.
Often the narrator will reflect different parts of his tale
through the minds of several characters in order to expand our
knowledge of events and people# In Na standi, we look at the
story at different times through the eyes of Kobrjan, the officious
young stationmaster, the telegrafistka who eventually marries him,
his father, who planned a grandermatch for his son, and the tele¬
graph clerk, who envies Kobrjan's goodfortune and happiness. First
we watch from Kobrjan's point of view as he strives to assert his
new authority and reprimands the disobedient telegrafistika; we vew
this scene also with old Kobrjan, who approves of such firmness.
7/e follow Kobrjan's thoughts as the picture of the tearful girl
haunts him for the rest of the day; and then we enter the mind of
the clerk as he sits in the moonlight and ponders his own financial
problems, and wonders at Kobrjan's behaviour. Now the girl becomes
our angle of vision as she thinks angrily of Kobrjan and looks up
to find he has come to her. Finally, we are back with the clerk,
as he looks back on the Kobrjans' wedding day and considers how he
might eke out his inadequate salary. As our perspective is widened,
so our response to the story is expanded, and our knowledge of each
of the characters deepened. Thus, too, Burlaki is at different
times narrated from different points of view - those of the detached
narrator, the hero Gamid, his wife Mjalmure and his father Old Amzja.
Through Gamid's eyes we learn of his love for Mjalmure and of his
despair when he is tricked into selling the labour of his friends to
the wily FinogeniX; through Mjalmure's eyes we learn of her unhappiness
in marriage and her love for the young barin; through the thoughts of
Old Amzja we learn of his modest ambitions and his unhappiness when he
learns of his son's murder; and as he lies dying, we see with him all
the tribulations of his life. The omniscient narrator unfolds the/
events and. describes the scene; by adopting tlie views of these
reflectors from time to time he highlights the action and brings
their experience of it to the fore. So too in Babugka, where we
share the view now of the old woman, now of her grandson and now
of the actor Sil'vin, each inside view, set within the account of
the ubiquitous narrator, focusses our attention on the character
who is our reflector and shapes our attitude towards him. Where-
ever we are made aware, however briefly, of what one of the charac¬
ters is thinking, we look with his eyes, and the "frm and colour"
the scene assumes in his thought influences our reaction to the
story as a whole.
In V usad'be pomescicy Jarysevo.j, all of the main characters
function as reflectors. The story begins with, a sweeping survey
of a southern bazaar, but our attention is soon fixed on the steward
Kirill ArchipoviS, unable to pay the price asked by the Tatar reapers.
Following his thoughts, we learn of the financial worries facing his
employer JarySeva, and of the bargain he strikes with the elder of
a neighbouring village to find reapers for her harvest. The second
part of the story also begins with an omniscient coup d* oeil which
describes for us the estate and homestead and introduces the old
lady, her grand-daughter, her grandson and his nurse at their various
activities. We look on from the narrator's vantage-point as the old
lady interviews her steward and enterains local officials at her
birthday party; as Kirill ArchipovicS and the eider, hearing that
the Tatars' prices have been forced down, persuade the villagers
to do the reaping for nothing; as Jaryseva, accompanied by her
grand-daughter rides out to thank them. From this point, much of
the narrative is filtered through the thoughts of various characters/
in turn. We share in the contemplations of the grand-daughter as
she pours over her "books and wonders how she might learn to work
for the common good.; of the old lady herself as she lies in "bed
pondering her immediate financial problems - and the larger,
eternal problems her thoughts turn to; of the governess, who,
having put Pet'ka to bed, remembers the shame of her past - her
seduction by a former employer; and of Kirill Archipovi^ again,
as he writes to his wayward son in the city. At the end of the
story, we are looking quite literally through Kirill's eyes:
Kohhhji, hakoheii, h Khphjiji apxunoshh CBoe
rmcbMO, h cmotput Tyno, jhhjio noBepx
cbokx rporviaflHBix ohkob b okho, b nycTofi
oxbauehhhh chom paccbeta, henoflbhxchbik
BBop ycaflb^Bi cTapow nOMenjHpBi HpBimeBOK.. .(III»551)
Thus, the shape and colour of the characters* thoughts become as
important as the events described, and the story of Jaryseva's
estate becomes the story of the thoughts and feelings of the
people who live there.
In many stories the narrative perspective is shared between
the narrator's omniscience and the limited consciousness of a
single character who is the chief protagonist in the events
described and with whom it is the author's concern to identify
the reader. Sometimes, the narrator will step between us and
the hero to distance us from him, as when in Variant he comments
ironically on Kol'gov's dreams of having his views on railways
officially accepted:
ropHnaa opaHTa3MH KojibiTOBa yHecna ero b
TaB'yK) 3ao6jiayHyio sajiB, wo HaM c BaMH.
uxTaTenB, cneflOBaTB 3a HUM He CTOHT. (IH» ^o)
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Much of Dvoreo Pima is seen from the child1s-eye view of Dim.
himself, who cannot understand why his father pretends to be
his uncle or why he cannot play with his brothers and sisters.
In the first fragment of Zajac, the schoolboy Petja's thoughts
on his squalid, home environment colour our view of the events
related.; while in the second fragment our vision is entirely
confined to that of Lieutenant Gernysev (apparently the grown¬
up Petja) who in his Mancnurian mess-room overhears the conver¬
sation of his rebellious soldiers and considers the corruptness
of his seniors and his own unfitness for his job. Nemal*cev
begins with a panoramic view of a country estate at night, but
our view is soon focussed on the old watchman whose memories of
the past form the bulk of the work. With him we remember his
experiences as a soldier, recruited on his wedding-day to fight
at Sevastopol, sent to fight in Poland and discharged only
twenty-five years later to find his wife has died. Only once
do we look with eyes other than his, when the narrator describes
for us the thoughts of Denial'cev's sergeant, left to die on the
field of battle:
. ..h tjihhht CTenan neTposMU 3CJie,n
TOBapmnaMH; He cnnxaTB ys: hx. . .tojibko
TeMHaa hohb, irocneflHHH, CTpanraaH hohb
ero Ha 3er.-t.j1e, cmotpht Ha Hero otobewfly (111^565)
In Star.yj evrej, once the narrator has set the scene, the narrative
is given over entirely to the thoughts of the old Jew as he surveys
the bleak fields and reviews his troubled life. In Veronika, we
listen to the music the heroine plays and through it enter her
thoughts as she contemplates her coming confinement and the eternal
life-renewing process of nature.
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In a few stories, the narrator hands over the narrative itself
to the hero, so that he becomes not only a reflector, but a secondary
narrator in his own right. In Revekka, for example, the heroine's
letter to her friend Lija summarises the five years that have passed
since her marriage to Antonij:
h noTepnjia chhbi, tojioc, Mjnsa (IV, 103)
and expresses the lesson these years have taught her:
0 JI5IH, KaK THKeJIO C03HaBaTB, UQM MOrjia
6b\ 6BITB 2CH3HB, II KaK HHU.TOKHO OHa npO-
xoflHT y jnoneii (IV, 104)
Pravda begins with an objective narrator's description of an event -
the suicide of a young woman in a city park - then shifts the perspec¬
tive to an "inside view" of the husband as he hears the news and finally
enters the thoughts of the woman herself, set out in the letter she has
left for her husband: thus we see from her own point of view the misery
and despair that drove her to shoot herself. In Dva mgnovenija, as we
have seen, an omniscient, impersonal narrator gives the floor to a
middle—aged man who tells his own story in his own words.
Thus we find that the omniscient narrator, the objective and aloof
chronicler of the events he sets before us, seeks voluntarily to efface
the impression of his objectivity and aloofness. Realizing that the
god-like mode of narration, the bird's-eye view of the narrator out¬
side the story, calls attention to his detachment from it and imposes
a distance between the reader and the characters, he will seek to
modify his detachment by finding an angle of vision within the story,
a reflector who is involved in it. Sometimes he may try to eliminate
himself altogether; thus in V oblasti billionov i trjllionov, Radosti
£izni and Mamed he simply records the words of characters in conversation,
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intervening only to set the scene - to tell us, ior example, that the
conversation in Mamed takes place in the main street of Harbin*' or to
insert a stage direction, as for example in V oblasti...:
CotfeceBHHK npeHefipexiiTejiBHO MaxHyji pyicoM(in» 471)
But in most stories he will alternate Between the two views, the
omniscient and the limited, the detached and tne involved, narrating
from his all-seeing height but taking advantage of his omniscience
to look at the events with one of the heroes, manipulating the dis¬
tance at which the reader feels himself from the story, standing
back from time to time to give the reader the sense of being a direct
witness to the events.
The author may therefore cnoose between tne dramatized narrator=
ana the undramatized narrator, between a subjective and limited angle
of vision and an impersonal but unlimited one. Perhaps in the Dereven-
skie panoramy cycle, however, Garin has found a third alternative that
combines unrestricted knowledge with a personal, involved and involv¬
ing viewpoint. Here the various scenes and characters from village
life are chronicled by a recording consciousness who possesses full
knowledge of them and is always in full control of the narrative.
Within inaividual tales, he makes use of reflectors as internal angles
of vision, revealing their inmost thoughts to us. For example, when
Akulina (in the story of that name) is forced to sell her horse, we
witness the effect of this on her state of mind:
Bee mhcjih ee pacnon3JiHCB vs3 tojiobbi, Bee
hktk cbohx cootfpaaceHHH pacTepnJia OHa vs
TenepB Kan b KaKOM-TO TyMaHe, b KaKoH-TO
tfecKOHeuHOH nycTHne cuflena vs HMero He
MorJia cooGpa3HTB (IH» 543)
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When the blacksmith Vokodav (in Matreniny den'gi) poisons Alena,
believing her to be a witch, we see the superstitious terror that
fills his mind. When Andrjusa courts Parasa in the same story,
we catch a glimpse of the secret hopes and thoughts of the young
girl who dreams of another way of life and another suitor (III,
435)» Other reflectors include the good church-elder Michajlo
Filippy'6 in Na sele, whose religious contemplations are described
in the last part of that story, old Asimov in Djki.j &elovek,
through whose memories of the past we learn of the affection he
once had for his sons, the examining magistrate who looks on as
Asimov is led away to prison, and even the horse Burko in Akulina,
who seems to understand and share the thoughts of his mistress
(III, 322).
Because the stories are "panoramic" in their scope - Na sele
depicts village life at its two extremes of wealth and poverty,
while Matreniny den'gi traces the repercussions of the loss of the
money for several households and individuals - the narrator has a
wideness of knowledge and point of view beyond the reach of any
single character. In Diki.j Selovek, he can describe the thoughts
of Asimov as he realizes he has killed his son, and the thoughts
of the magistrate as he watches the villagers plead with Asimov to
reveal where his money is hidden; in Matreniny den'gi he can des¬
cribe what is happening all over the village as fire sweeps through
it; in Akulina he can penetrate the secret feelings of Akulina and
those of her stepson with equal ease. From time to time, however,
this omniscient consciousness speaks directly to us, not as some
distant story-teller, nor as a detached observer of peasant life
(as the narrator of Neskol'ko let is), but as one who knows the
life he describes at first hand. InDiki.j 5elovek. for example,/
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in the manner of one recalling a personal acquaintance, he tells of one
village worthy who once met his death in the pond where Pin^ka's body
was found:
Hhbh Bnac, nokohhhh, Becejitm Gbiji myxciik,
no bop;kh xabhbim, jiaKan ee, GbiBaiio, c yTpa
bo seuepa, a neno Ben h jkhji 6bi, ecjix 6bi
ne ona s:e 3aBena ero b npyae (HI, 365)
In the opening section of Na sele, he speaks as though he too is one
of the villagers, and has shared in all their hardships:
ITpnexaji tyt ob^h rocnoBHH - OTnero rinoxo
}XMBeTe? Mbi ewy, Kan nyTHOMy, no nanBpaM
nepecHHTajiH ... n rpex h cwex...M£i, to,
MyjiCHKH, m to pa3oGpajixcb, th yn: yneHBin,
mo3rpi tboh npn Te(5e... (ill, 375)
In such cases the narrator assumes an identifiable but unidentified
personality, that of a peasant viewing peasant life. This "implied
narrator", both omniscient and involved, undramatized but personal¬
ized, opens to the author a new perspective on events: he may reflect
their shape and colour through a mind whose knowledge of them is
unlimited, and find a vantage-point within the story that imposes
no restriction on his view, It is then perhaps that Garin comes
nearest to achieving the aim enjoined on the hero of Ne ot mira sego
by the writer he meets:
IlHiiieTe Tax, btoGbi h He florajjaroicb, po
3 to bbi, 06pa30BaHHbIH HBTOp, nHffleTe,(nl> 6°5)
III
The narrator, of whatever type, has been created by the author
to perform the function of narration: to tell the story to us and
make it carry conviction for us. His narrative situation, his position/
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within the story as an "I" or outside it as some omniscient being,
tbe scope of knowledge and vision he commands will all determine the
character and qualities of his account.
The primary task of the narrator is to set forth the events of the
story in language; he must put the narrative structure into a structure
of words and sentences. The devices available to the narrator are
always the same, for it is part of the convention of the narrator that
he can always find the right words for his story. The first-person
narrator is as able as his undramatized counterpart to choose words
and images and construct sentences, for the author will ensure he is
equal to the task assigned him. As he narrates, the narrator will
always emphasise those parts of the tale that seem important to him,
and diminish the significance of those whioh are less so, dramatizing
certain scenes and summarising others, adjusting the pace of the
narrative so that it reflects the relative significance of the events.
While his identity and situation will determine the content of his
tale and the breadth of his vision, therefore, they will not affect
the narrator's methods and abilities qua narrator. His view of the
event will always be the reader's, and his effort to convey his view
will give the narrative its style, and set the tone and tenor that
will determine the reader's response.
A secondary function of the narrator is to describe the back¬
ground against which the events take place, to convey necessary
information about the physical and natural surroundings. The r,I"
who narrates Kartinki Volyni or Moi skitani.ia and the omniscient
story-teller of V usad'be pomes 6 icy Jarysevoj both describe the
natural setting. The dramatized narrator who recalls particular
scenes he has known may add an expressive dimension to his descrip¬
tions by conveying their effect on his senses; thus, in Ha chodu,
the traveller remembers the calm and stillness evoked by a sleepy/
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Tatar village:
Ha hxctox jiyxaxke menetb, pa3<5xToe ctekjio
B BBICOKOM OKHe MeieTH, CTpOXHBIX UMHapeT
c tohkxm ocTpiieM m nojiyMecHpew HaBepxy.
Bee 3acTBiJio x ciiht b henobbhkhom b03,n;yxe,
x can He to cnxmb, He to 3aMepx omynjaeiiib
npeflCTOHnryio HenofiBHJKHOCTb bghhoctx. (ih» 246)
The undramatized narrator may achieve the same effect by reflecting
his description of a scene through the consciousness of a character
who observes it; a moonlit night moved Kol'cov to philosophy and
fantasy (Variant), while the spectacle of a garden at sunset evokes
in the heroine of Veronika a special mood of tranquility and expec¬
tancy, Because of his position outside and, as it were, above the
story, the omniscient narrator can offer wide panoramic views of the
landscapes around his characters, and in a number of stories (Nemal*cevt
V usad'be pomegcicy Jary&evo.j, S&astlivyj den* ) he moves from a general
description of the wider scene to fix our attention on that one aspect
of it - the old porter, the thoughtful steward, the sad old couple -
which is his subject. However, the first-person narrator who looks
back on what he has seen may also talce a panoramic view, and the nar—
ators of Moi skitani.ja and Kartinki Volyni both attempt a wide survey
of tne countryside around them. Because he is aloof and omniscient,
the undramatized narrator may contrast and compare his characters and
their settings, and so make his background serve a symbolic as well
as a decorative function. Thus, in Veronika, when the child is born
as the sun rises, or in Ona pobeditel*nica'., where the old woman dies
as the sun sets, our view of the event is influenced by our view of
the scene around it. But the dramatized narrator too is able to note
illuminating parallels between the people he describes and their
natural surroundings; in Zizn' i smart* and Na chodu, for example/
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our view of Dr Kolpin and the old. Moslem woman is defined "by the
narrator's description of' the scene around them (see "below, Chapter
IV).
The difference between the two kinds of narrator becomes evident,
however, in the third function they must both perform: the presentation
of character. The all-knowing narrator and the narrator who has been
an involved witness of his events can both describe the outward aspect
of their characters equally well, and both can record their words and
report their conversations - although the "I" narrator may report only
what he has heard or been told. But where it is necessary to record
the inner lives of the characters, their thoughts and feelings, only
the omniscience of the undramatized narrator is equal to the task.
He may examine the minds and hearts of his characters at will, but a
dramatized limited "I" is restricted to "realistic vision and inference"
about the unspoken thoughts of other characters (unless, like 5ernotskij
in VstreSa, they choose to confide in him); he may know only what it is
feasible for a single consciousness to know. And so, the narrator of
Neskol'ko let may describe anything about his neighbours - their
appearance, history and character - except their thoughts, while the
narrator of Derevenskie panoramy is privy to the most secret thoughts
of the peasants, The first-person narrator may offer a profound in-
sight into his own mental and emotional state - as does the doctor
in Vstreca or the old man in Stary.i cholosta.iak - but he can never
lead us into the other experiencing minds of the story, or make us see
it with eyes other than his own.
By penetrating the thoughts of his characters and revealing their
minds to us, the omniscient narrator can achieve a number of important
effects. He can evoke moods and emotions, as in Veronika. where the
heroine's thoughts mingle with the music whe is playing and the natural/
beauty around, her in a sense of the "grust' prochodjascej zizni"
(IV,565), or in V usad'be pomescioy Jarysevoj, where t!a:e thoughts of
each character in turn contribute to the evocation of the mood of the
whole piece. He can create comedy, as in Icka i Dav.ydka, when we see
that despite his fawning and self-debasing words to the Police Chief,
Davydka is in fact cursing the gentile who has just dined on pork -
JlaBbiflKa BcnoMHMJi okopok m: b ero ronoBe
npoHecJiac& mbicjib: xaS Teoe c tbohm ctojiom.
(Ill, 206)■
7
He can also achieve the "paradoksal'nyj junior" of Babujka, where we
see the unspoken understanding that exists between Sil(vin and the
old lady beneath his fine words and her direct questions: she is
looking for a sire to produce an heir, he is looking for money, and
in their apparently innocent conversation the bargain is struck, (IV,
602ff). Both the dramatized and undramatized narrator offer the
author depth of narrative perspective in allowing him to penetrate
the thoughts of a character involved in the action, but only the
disembodied, omniscient narrator can afford him an insight into
several minds at once, and make such effects possible.
Finally, the narrator's duty, as well as telling his story,
describing the scene and presenting the characters, is to comment
on what he narrates. As he presents incidents and characters, he
expresses his opinion of them - both implicitly in the words he
uses to describe them, and explicitly, in passages of analysts and
evaluation. All narrators comment, and their commentary is one of
the chief means by which the reader's judgement is formed. The
difference between the two kinds of narrator here is in the authoiv
ity their comments can command. The first person narrator comments
only on the basis of his opinion as a limited being, whereas the/
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omniscient narrator may pass judgement with, the authority of a god.
For example, when the narrator of V sutoloke remarks of his fellow-
passengers on the surhurhan trains
we accept this only as his personal opinion. When the omniscient
narrator of Dela describes the passengers of the same train in the
effect, however, is the same: we accept the view expressed as our
own.
In all the functions he has been created to fulfil, the narrator's
purpose is rhetorical; he must win and hold the reader's interest, he
must communicate the matter of the tale and guide the reader's response
to it. His range and his abilities will depend upon his identity and
his position, but his purpose will always be the same, and he will
always be the chief means of persuasion by which the author induces us
"to follow imaginatively a tale, or undergo sympathetically an experi-
,.8ence" .
0 0 0
In his effort to engage and hold the reader's interest, therefore,
Garin created a variety of personae to present his stories to us. In
many works, he turns to a common figure in Populist publicistic fiction,
the intelligent narrator-diarist who records his observations and impre¬
ssions of the world around him. In him, he can dramatize himself and
his own experiences, and present his own view directly to the reader.
But like any device, this narrator has his limitations: he restricts
the author to the zaoiska form and the witness's view. The other drama¬
tized narrator used by Garipj the autobiographer, offers an intimate/
same words (lV,78-9), we accept it as a statement of fact. The
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personal inside view into the story, hut again restricts the author
to a single and confining view. In order to overcome these limita¬
tions, the author tells many of his stories through an undramatized
and impersonaiized narrator who gives him unrestricted knowledge and
vision, hut also the ability to change his view, the freedom to res¬
trict himself. "The narrator sparingly omniscient, telling us only
what we must know, letting, as far as possible, speech and action
g
reveal the thoughts and relations of his characters" , conducting the
narrative at times through the consciousnesses of these characters -
even (in lerevenskie panoramy) assuming their identity - can view the
events both objectively and subjectively, can distance us from them
and involve us in them as it suits his purpose, can vary and manipu¬
late our response.
The first duty of the narrator is to make the story carry
conviction for us. The dramatized narrator convinces us because he
writes as a witness, the undramatized narrator because he is omni-
cient; both of them are the means of persuasion by which the author
convinces us of his work, It is through the narrator, the principal
device and chief medium of rhetoric, that the author employs and
manipulates the other "means of persuasion" that shape and determine
the reader's response, and to which we now turn our attention.
NOTES
1. the terms are Booth's: The Rhetoric of Fiction, p. 155
2. Hamilton, Materials and Methods of Fiction p. 117
5. Grabo, Techniques of the Hovel, p. 53
4. this is not to suggest, of course, that Garin exhausted all
the possibilities of the "I"-narrator.
5. Lubbock, The Graft of Fiction, p.71
6. Booth, op.cit., p. 160
7. Lunacarskij, Kriti'deskie et.iucjy.(1925)> p. 379
8. Clark, Defence of Rhetoric, p. 78
9. Grabo, op.cite, p. 48.
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CHAPTER III
TECHNIQUES OP NARRATION, DESCRIPTION AND STYLE
The fiction is a "means of interaction "between the author and.
his audience""''; it is the version of experience through which the author
seeks to communicate his judgement of experience. His aim is to convince
us of his truths "by involving us imaginatively in the fictional world he
presents; and thus, as he unfolds his story in the words of his narrator,
he will employ the special techniques of narration, description and style
in order that it might have its due impact and effect on us, and engage
our interest, involvement and understanding.
I
As he puts his story into the words of his narrator, the author
makes his choice from the various alternative modes of conducting the
narrative. His aim is always to control the reader's view as he reads,
and to this end he selects the ways of telling the story. Like any
writer, Garin arranges not only the events of his tale, but their
manner of narration, in order to direct the response of the reader.
Part of the narrator's function, as we have already suggested, is
to convey the significance of the events he records by dramatizing
some and summarizing others. By the disposition of the narrative
between the two narrative modes of scene and summary, he will order
the emphasis on the happenings he records and shape our response to
them. "Scene" dramatizes an incident, singles it out from the course
of the narrative, and, as one critic has observed "gives the reader a
feeling of participating in the action very intensely, for he is/
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hearing about it contemporaneously, exactly as it occurs and. at the
2
moment it has occurred" . "Summary", on the other hand, incorporates
the event into the narrative, tells it in oratio obljqua after it has
happened and reduces it to precis; it imposes a retrospective view on
the reader. All narrative alternates between the two modes, varying
the pace of the account and the immediacy of its impact on the reader.
Thus, where the narrator describes exciting events, he can have
the reader share the excitment by painting a scene. In Iva mgnoveni.ja,
for example, the narrator-hero recalls his adventures as scenes, drama¬
tizing his actions and thoughts so that we relive the incidents with
him. In Pereprava cerez Volgu, the traveller dramatizes the river-
crossing so that we share the excitment of the moment as his craft
mates its way through the ice:
H ciiscy b csoeM rpoMaflHoS nij6e h nepe-
xchbaio tpe303khoe vl ctpahhoe onrymehme;
3Ta SHMHafl KapTHKa, JTOflKa H HBaflpaTB
nnTB rpanycoB Mopo3a, m STa nna, mto
njiBiBeT TenepB npniio Ha Hac c KaKHM—to
bhthhythm, y3khm xo(5otom! CKopefi, cKopew!
riOKa He 3aropojTnjio npoxon;, a to 3aTpeT
Hac tjKoKI Cn±» 555-6)
On the other hand, where he wishes to inform the reader of events with¬
out involving him in them, he employs summary; so the narrator of
Weskol'ko let reduces his earlier history to a few lines.
In general, the use of scene or summary emphasises or diminishes
the significance the event assumes for us. In a story of the rasskaz
type, the most important incidents in the development of the plot and
the characters are presented as scenes, while lesser events, descrip¬
tions and the passage of time are all summarised. Thus, we might ana-
lyse Babuska rougbly into passages of summary and scene:
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Babuska
SUMMARY
1. Introduction: the grandmother
seeks an heir.
3. Fed'ka's early love for Parana
5# the wedding; followed "by three
years of childless marriage
7. description of the Volga
steamer and its passengers
9. the voyage
12. night passes
14. months pass; Fed'ka and
Matrena return. Months pass
16. twelve years pass
SCENE
2. she describes to the old
nurse the bride she has
found for Fed'ka
4. the lovers' last meeting;
Fed'ka's letters
6. the grandmother confides
her secret to Matrena and
shows her where her duty
lies
8. conversation between grand¬
mother and Sil'vin
10. Fed'ka meets Parana
11. the party at Sapozkov's;
Sil'vin pays court to
Matrena
13. Sil'vin and his companion
leave
15. a son is born
17. the death of the old woman
18. Matrena's discovery.
In a story of the zapiska type, the scenas are usually dramatized
conversations, highlighted because they illustrate some memorable or
significant aspect of the narrator's experience; the rest of the
narrative looks back and reflects on events, people and plaoes as a
whole. Kartinki Volyni, for example, consists of dramatized conver¬
sations set within the framework of the narrator's observations:
Kartinki Yolyni
OBSERVATIONS CONVERSATIONS
1. description of Volynian estates 2. conversation with a working
nobleman
3. thoughts on the nobleman




6. conversations with villagers
7. conversation with an old. pea¬
sant woman
8. thoughts on technical problems
10. account ox progress at the
SluS
11. description of the inn and
its inhabitants
13. reflections on Vladek
15. reflections on the Poles6uki
9. conversation with a peasant
who acts as a guide
12. the drunken soldier's conver¬
sation
14- Vladek1s conversation
Scene and summary are intermingled in all narrative, and the
transitions from one mode to the other subtly influence our reactions
as we read. In Po Koree, for example, the dramatized scenes of con¬
versation sharpen our vision and heighten our interest in the summar¬
ized account of the narrator's travels. In Ona pobeditel'nica'., the
summarised account of Agisceva's life increases the detachment with
which we look on her; when her death is presented as a scene, we are
for the moment more closely involved in her fate. The war diarist
sustains our interest by punctuating his account with eye-witness
accounts (like that of the officer Kostylcev which ends the work)
which depict scenes of battle at first hand. In distributing his
narrative time unevenly among the parts of his story, the narrator
can organize the story according to his purpose. In Revekka, for
example, the five years of the heroine's marriage are summarized in
a single sentence in her letter to her friend. Our attention is
thus directed, not at these years of happiness, but at the contrast
between the heroine's past joy and present misery. In general, scene
highlights important events while summary fills in the background of
less significant events; the nature of narrative itself demands the/
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combination of the two modes and requires that the writer vary his
reader's perspective and response in this way.
The instrument of scenic presentation is dialogue, the recrea¬
tion of the characters' conversations. In some stories -Genij and
Chuaoznik, for example - the role of dialogue is minimal, while in
others (Mamed, Radosti zizni) it occupies almost the whole of the
narrative; in Koroten'ka.ia zizn* and VstreSa, the central part of
the narrative is in fact a conversation between the secondary narrator
and the primary narrator who records his story for us. In most of
Garin's stories, dialogue is one of the chief narrative means by which
the author sets his work before us. Through dialogue, he can present
his story dynamically and dramatically; by making dialogue as life¬
like as possible, he can increase our illusion of reality and con¬
vince us of the people he describes. An essential part of Garin's
effort to persuade us of his story and characters is thus his attempt
to reproduce those phonetic and lexical features which will convince
us his characters are real people in real situations. A schoolboy
will lisp:
TflTBKa MOM Tax TJiecHeT Te(3H (istorija. odnoj Skoly,
III, 233)
and a Jewish tailor will affect the self-deprecating third-person in
his effort to ingratiate himself with his client:
^TO JIaBBIflKa? 7 JtaBHflKH CBGT 3aKpBITBIH.
jtabbiska 3haet cbob flejio, nonaMecT 3a
Hora He noTamaT Ha KJiastfume.. . Clcka. i Davydka, III.
200)
Railway engineers will communicate in the jargon of their trade -
Bbi npoOiiBaeTe HaweHeHHyro no nnaHy jihhhio,
a h ceKuac Ha3Hany npoftmiH. . ..tbi oyfleiab
mx BaTepnacHTB. ,. (Variant, ill, 152)
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and. in general conversations will abound with the idioms, proverbs
and anacolutha that distinguish ordinary speech.
The most notable aspect of Garin's effort to give the speech of
his characters the ring of truth is perhaps his concern to reproduce
accurately the dialect of the peasants who people many of his stories.
The travelling narrator-chronicler is always attentive to the local
forms and usages he hears, noting (in Po Koree) that Siberian peasants
refer to their womenfolk as "zenskoe", or that in Vologoda and Kostroma
oGi-iTaTejiM KaK-TO MeHHiOT cJiOBa vi rosopHT:
nem-ca, BiiecTO neuna, xoTMTe, BMecro
XOTHTe, H.T.fl.. Cl.loi skitani.ja, IV", 248)
In other stories of peasant life too, particularly the Derevenskie-
panoramy, we find numerous colloquialisms and dialect words used to
give the speech of the characters colour and authenticity. The pea¬
sants, and occasionally the narrator als°> employ terms from the
specialised vocabulary of peasant life; in Akulina, for example, we
encounter a number of words relating to marriage customs: kladka
(111,329), the bride's dowry; smotriny (111,329), the pre-nuptial
inspection of the bride by her prospective family; poe%anin (ill,
331), one who attends the bride on her way to church. In Pod.
prazdnik, the narrator refers to mezduparka (IV, 526), apparently
the peasant word for the period immediately after the spring sowing
(cf. mezdupar'e in the Academy Dictionary). In Babu^ka Stepanida.
the verb obmirat'/obmeret' is used, not in its general meaning (to
faint), but in a special peasant meaning, to denote a kind of coma
during which the sufferer is privileged to visit the world to come
(111,3635 according to Dal' another name for the devil) na£igat'
(in the sense "to deceive", 111,69); and grammatical and morphologi¬
cal curiosities such as fhe genitive plural delov (111,136) and the/
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use of malen'ko as an adverb of quantity - "malen'ko sol'ju", III,
48). In the Panoramy we find a number of "corruptions" which in the
peasant dialict do service for words from a more sophisticated vocab¬
ulary - e.g. achter, dochtura and natomit' (ill, 3^2, 3^6, 365) for
akter, doktora ana anatomirovat' respectively. And the author repro¬
duces too the proverbs, pleonasms and phraseologisms which are such a
distinctive part of peasant speech, Among numerous aphorisms expres¬
sive of peasant wit and wisdom are the following:
JIOKTH BLIIIie rOJTOBH HG paCTyT 280
nonBiTKH He uiyTKH, cnpoc He 6e,n;a ■ 75
sceM (5bi npocT, fta jihchh xboct jjj 55
Mnp - bojik, hto b nacTB rionano,
to nponano 556
hoGpan cjiasa jiexcHT, a xy^an BnepeflH
Te£)H KaTilT 329
As L.V. Krasnova has suggested"^, many of Garin*s peasants create their
own proverbs, and several of their obiter dicta are marked by the
antithetical construction, the rhythm and assonance characteristic of
folk sayings. Thus, one peasant in Na chodu philosophises:
CeMHac, hto saroH, to 3anoh (m* 271)
and another in Ueskol'ko let:
Gapiray xyao - MyxcwKy xopomo (hi, 13)
After detailed consultation of the Opyt oblastonogo Velikorusskogo-
slovar.ja of 1852, Krasnova has concluded that most of Garin's dialectisms
come from the Povoloz'e region^ in Neskol'ko let, Derevenskie panoramy
and other stories of the peasant byt, Garin has drawn on the language of
the peasants he knew. He reproduces their traits of speech and employs
5
local variants of forms and meanings . Despite Nikolaev's condemnation
of the
BapBapCKMH, BHflyMaHHBIH H BBiyq eHHBIH H3BIK^
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of Diki.i Se'lovek, therefore, there Is every reason to "believe that
Garin has in his stories captured something of the language spoken
by peasants, and has thus enhanced the authenticity and "realism"
of the pictures he presents. By making the words of his characters
ring true for us, he convinces us of them; believing in them, we
are more closely involved in their story.
By presenting large parts of his narrative as dialogue, the .
author is able to give the reader the feeling of participating in
the action. Where he is able to present his story through the
thoughts of his characters, as internal monologue, the author may
achieve the same effect. The selectively omniscient narrator who
adopts the view of an involved character may reflect his narrative
through the shape and colour of his thoughts and tell the story as
though in his unspoken words. When the old Jew in Stary.j evre.j
contemplates his past, we hear the words he speaks to himself, and
our view is identified with his:
Ebijio xyflo - RjMan - he xyxce moscet Gbitb,
h cTajio coBceM xy,no. H noma cTano? Korua
Gpocixn naxe Ha ripoixeHTBi neHBrn naBaTB...
JleTH HacTOHJiH - yuentie flera - xo-xo! -
roBOpHT, 3to HejiOBKO. Hy, Kynmi 3eMJiio.. {17,507)
Witnesses to Asimov's thoughts (in Diki.j dfelovek) as he realises
he has murdered his son Pimka, we share his sense of horror and
panic:
Heyxejra 3a;n;yiiraji?! SanyiiiMJi! rocnonii, na
korfla ice?! Cepime OTBecTH tojibko xoTen,
ckan pyxamh, Ox, Goxice mom, hto ice 3to
GyjteT?! (HI, 357)
In such cases, as Krasnova has observed,
aBTopcKan noBecTBOBaTejiBHan penB
cnHBaeTCH c KHanoriwecKOti BHyTpeHHeS
pe^Bio repoeB.7
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The narrative not only adopts the language ol" the character concerned,
but even assumes the cast o±' his thought; our horizons are temporarily
limited to his so that we share more completely his experience. For
example, in Akulina, we find the scope of our vision restricted to the
narrow range of interests of the heroine as she considers how she will
arrange her affairs to make ends meet in the coming year (lll,32i).
In S&astlivy.i den' , the very similes seem a part of the mentality of
the old fisherman whose view we share; he is struck by the eyes of a
woman he meets on the road:
rjia3a, KaK pbi6kh Ha nojiy nptirawT, h
6BK)TCH H 3aMMpaioT B cTpaniHOM HCTOMe.(w> 148)
In Nemal'cev, we look back with the old soldier to his first days in
the army, and share his bewilderment when he finds himself on the
battlefield for the first time; objects he takes for jackdaws turn
out to be bombs, while what he thinks is a heap of sacks is in fact
the fortifications he is supposed to defend (ill, 562-3). By thus
confining us to the thoughts of the hero, the author leads us to
view things through his unaccustomed eyes - a device Viktor
8
Sklovskij has called "ostranenie" . In Derevenskie panoramy, our
sense of sharing in the misfortune of the peasants is deepened when
the narrator not only speaks, but seems to think as one of them.
(See Chapter IV, below).
The narrative techniques of scene, dialogue and interior mono¬
logue thus enable the author to dramatize his events - to dramatize
actions as they occur, to dramatize conversations as they take place,
to dramatize the reactions of the characters as events reverberate
in their thoughts. The narrative is arrested as the drama of the
moment acts itself out; the scene, the conversation, the train of/
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thought is singled, out, and its impact on the reader is assured.
The techniques used by Garin are those available to any writer; but
his application of them in each story is always distinctive, because
it is always dictated by his purpose in the given case.
II
One of the narrator's tasks, as we have seen, is to describe
characters and their background, and the impact of the work on the
reader will depend upon the vividness of the picture he presents*.
As he describes, the author will govern his narrator's use of a
variety of descriptive techniques,in order to achieve his effects.
The presentation of characters will always involve some account
of their physical appearance, since we relate only to characters we
have some visual image of. Garin creates this image for us in a
variety of ways. Very rarely, he will provide a lengthy and compre¬
hensive description of a particular character - for example, that of
Klotil'da in the story of that name:
3to GbiJia cpenHero pocTa, Mojiouan, Han-
HHaBmaH nyTB-nytb no jihotb seHinHna c
ocJieriHTejiBHO 6enuu Tenon: oGHaxceHHbie nnenn,
pyKH Tan h cBepKann CBefcecTBio, KpacoTon,
6eJIH3H0H. Tan fee Kpacwsoe, MOJionoe,
npaBHJi&Hoe jihd;o ee c Gojibiuhmh , jiackobhmh
n mflrkhmh, onehb kpachbhmh rjia3amk (iv, 519)
Sometimes the description becomes simply a list of attributes, with¬
out even the grammatical frame of a sentence. Thus, we read of a
journalist in Siberia:
JToGptie, ronyGbie rnasa, rojian men, no-
ptifcajlbie canorn, KeJiTOe jihiio (iCarandagom s natury,
Ill, 475)
.
or of Jaryseva's granddaughter:
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MOJiOfloe xyflomaBoe npHHTHoe ramo, bojiocbi
pycBie 3 ojjHy Kocy, rjia3a ceptie, OojiBinne
BeKO jieBoro ,rna3a cjierna onymeHO (jy ^2)
or of Volod'ka in Veselye l.judj:
tojictbih, 6ojibiiio8, nyxjioe, pyMHHOe ramo,
MajieHBKHH hoc Ksepxy, ry(5bi KpacHBie,
(5yTOHHHKOM, TJia3a TaKIie, todho SCflVT
qero-HH(5ynB BecejieHLKoro (IV, 121)
A few selected details of features, stature or colouring are thus
set together to give us an image of the character concerned. Of
all physical features, it is most often the eyes which attract
the attention of the narrator and figure in his description.
Among the epithets used to describe them, we find:
3bipa3HTSHBHBie Storo^enko, Variant, 111,182
yMHBie, BBipa3KxejiBHBie Ju&kov, Ne.skol'ko let, 111,85
npeKoacHbie, 3Bipa3MTeJlBHBie Alenka's son, Matreniny den' g i,'
111,422
KpaCHBBie Pavlov, V sutoloke, IV,311
KapBie Vojcech, Marks VIII,90
qepHBie, OojiBmxe Denisov, V sutoloke IV,307
rooiibie Kobrjan, Na standi, Marks -
VII,63
yrHSTOHHBiQ Asja, Hatasa, XV,524
floOpBie," xeHCKwe Abramson, V sutoloke, IV,313
OeccMBiCJieHHBie, MyTHBie father in Zajac I,IV,671
fCHBBie, ropHHiie, npocnmne Klotil'da, IV,186
By describing the characters' eyes, the narrator can convey to us
not only their appearance, But also of their qualities of mind and
spirit; physical description "becomes a means, not only of conveying
a visual image, "but of characterization.
Similarly, in describing the physical milieu of his characters,
the narrator most often constructs his image from a few chosen
details. Occasionally, he describes interiors like Jaryseva's drawl¬
ing room, with its scent of muchrooms and berries, or the squalid
dining room in the first part of Za.iac; but most often it is the
natural setting the narrator describes. The details he selects are
not normally those of specific places - the bay in Klotil'da, with/
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its view of' Burgas and the monastery is an exception (IV,189) -
but those of colours, sounds and smells. The image he creates is
that oi' earth and sky and air. Many stories, for example, depict
the greenness and fresaness of spring; Dva mgnoveni.ja and Kogda-to
both contain passages describing the young leaves, the fresh air and
the cloudless sky (lV,73,j IV,63), and in Kartinki Volyni the frag¬
rances, sounds and hues of the season are lyrically evoked:
BeTepoK jiacKaeT, w apoMaT cnpeHu, jiaHBBima
VL MKJIJIHOHOB HeH3B6CTHHX PBeTOB HS2KH0 meKO-
ueT H0 3flpH.. .MKOfrcecTBO nTHu; orjiamaioT
B0 3,nyx cbohm peSeTaHneM, nnpMKaHHeM, bckphk-
HBaHHeM...ApOMaT B03Byxa - HST B0 3M03-CH0CTH
nepenaTB: MJiewpHM, oh 6pocaeT b Jinpo to
HefCHtiS 3anax gjxajiOK, to TpaBBi, to noTHHeT
cochom, jiaHSBimeH... 3ji;ecb Bojibihh bo sceS
csoefi xpace, b BeHKe H3 waHCKHx pBeTOB -
KpacHBie, -scejiTBie, jranoBBie, (5enBie, pa3HO-
LTBeTHBiH KOBep (IV, 91~2 )
In other stories, it is the sights and sounds of dawn and dusk
that the narrator seeks to evoke. In Karandasom s natury, for
example, he describes the colour of the sky and the scent of the air
at sunrise:
Bot Hanano Bocxofla.. .Mbi njiBiBewi tohho b
cafly, ckbo3b peflKHe pepeBa cjiobho 3a-
flBiMHnacb Bona, cjierxa po30Ban, npospatman,
bot-bot roTOBan BcnBiXHyTB nojfapoM boc-
xo,n;a. CTapo CejiBix Jie^eflew BcnopxHyjio b
3tom po30BOM ipoHe paccBeTa, cpeftii apoMaTa
nepeMyxa (HI, 482-3;
In Klotil*da he describes the sounds and scenes of sunset:
B ypeiibHx no cxajiaM Jiec, n b Jiecy mho-
secTBO cepH, $a3aHOB, ahkhx xatfaHOB, ho
^OJiBine maKajiOB. Ohm yxce HanimaioT cbom
HOHHOM KOHpepT..,0t KaKHX pseTOB 3T0T
apowaT nenepepaBaeMO HexcHBin, kotopbih
neceT c co(5oh npoxjiapa hohk? (iv, 191)
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In Vstre6a and Babuska, almost exactly the same words are used to
describe twilight on the river, with the dying daylight giving way
to the dark velvet of the night sky (lV,6l8; 607).
The aim of such descriptions is to paint not so much a picture
as an impression of a picture; from the details of colour and scent
and contour the reader can form his own mental picture of the scene
and respond imaginatively to it. It is in particular by using details
of colour that the narrator leads us to this response. The following
descriptions of sunset from Po Koree are sufficient to illustrate the
narrator's effort to pin down and convey the most elusive tones of
Tor#a CHefcnan jiajiB OTJiHBaeT BceMH UBSTaMH
paflym: TaM OHa HescHO—jiHJiOBan, 3HecB 3ejieH-
OBaTan, rue BBicTynaeT jKHHBa - OKpacKa 3Qji-
OTa. K cesepy noTHHyjincB xojioflHiie rojiytfo-
saTHe tohbi n CTajiBHHMH nepejiMBaMM na ropn-
30HTe HanoMHHaiOT yjjce (5e3£Jpe:!KHyio riOBepxHOCTB
kakoro-to ojienehebmero wopn. k 3anany eiije
<5orane KpacKH, enie npqe nouuepKHBarcT xpa-
coTy ne6a k 3eMJiH. He6o KajfceTCH BBime,
h BecB Kynoji ero, bbijihtbih H3 Jia3ypn, Ha-
nojiHeH MCKopKaMH npKoro cBeTa - 30jiot-
KCTHMH, (5wpi03OBHMH, HejfCHO—IipO 3paHHBIMM (jt 14)
...OxpacKa rop- BOJiniefiHaH naHopaMa scex
iTBeTos. B 3tom • noBopoTe (5apxaTHan jiajiB
OTJiHBaeT npKHMH nypnypoM, TaM BejiHKO-
jieriHHH (5>HOneTOBBiS HajieT, a Ha 3anajie, b
(JjieflHoS no3onoTe He6a, Kan B03flyniHHe,
ctoht H33y6peHHHe rpynnti rop... (V, 179)
Frequently, the narrator will try to suggest subtle and unusual
nuances of colour by using compound adjectives, each element of




TeMHO—THOjieTOBaH /ty^a/ (ill, 215)
3ejieHOBaTO-6Kpi03OBoe (IV, 576)
and to plants:
KejITO—30JI0TMCTBie JIMCTBH (IV, 28l)
H3yMpynHO-cepBie, TeMHO—KpacHBie, HesHO-





HeJiCHO—MaJIHHOBBIH LJBeT (HI, 482)
TeMHO—CK3BIH C $MOJieTOBHM OTJIHBOM (III, 485)




$HOJieTOBO-30JIOTHCTOM flblMKOK (V, 512)
CHHe-orHeHHO-flHMtiaTaH cTena (V, 112)
and even to a mountain:
npo3patiHO-6ejio-3ejieHOBaTo-MOJiouHbiM (v, 200)
There are dangers in such a technique, however, for it may give way
to repetitive and merely gratuitous decoration. In the last example,
the inclusion of prozra£no-belo and molocnyj in the one compound is
tautological, and contributes little to the definition of the colour
the author seeks to convey. It does not therefore serve the general
purpose of all of these special devices of description: to enhance
our perception of the author's image.
In his effort to describe convincingly and stimulate the reader's
imaginative response, Garin also makes uae of the devices of simile and
metaphor, creating his images by comparisons. The novelty of a compari¬
son, the dissimilarity of the objects compared may impress the author's
perception of his subject on us; thus, a forest is compared to a miser's
larder (IV,243> the reference is to its untapped natural resources), a
star to a dew-drop (IV,172), hills to the zig-zag traced by a pencil on
paper (Marks VI,104), a train to convicts lumbering along in their chains
(ibid 198); desolate fields look as frail and sickly as a man with a
high fever (V, 8), and wild flowers are like:
(JajiOBaHHBie fleTH HesHoii, JIIO£>HMOM MaTepn,,
b oCjbhthhx oceHHoro hhh (Maxks VIII, 296)
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When Kol'cov in Variant speaks of the old. railway line as a witch,
and. thinks of the new:
h pa3hckaji mok) kpacabhpy b 3toh (5e3fiHe..
BBipsan ee y npupoflBi, KaK PycjiaH BBipBan
y ^ephomopa cbokj JIioflMHJiJiy (ill, 174)
his image evokes not only the magical gleam of the rails in the moon¬
light, but also the fantasy and. idealism that characterize his atti¬
tude to his work. Sometimes, a simile draws our attention to soma
similarity between a character and the scene around him, and defines
our view of both. Elaldin in Burlaki frowns like the clouds creeping
over the sun above him (lll,580), while Klotil'da is as beautiful,
dark and uncertain as the southern night (lV,198).
Garin*s similes, however, do not always have the impact of
novelty. Many of his comparisons are common in literature - a stormy
sea is likened to a boiling cauldron (lV,225)> a river's roar to a
shot from a cannon (lV,535)» spring foliage to a spider's web (see
above), a long train to a winding snake (Marks VI, 198). Frequently
he resorts to the stock comparisons of the spoken language, using
such similes as:
<5ejiHM, KaK caBaH V sutoloke, IV, 334, 352
xejiTHK, HaK bock Akulina III, 338
THxan, KaK rpo6, KOMHaTa Akulina III, 337
3flopos, KaK 6uk Na chodu III. 250
H6M, KaK piltfa Icka i Davydka III. 194
tiepHBie, KaK yrojiB, rxta3a Natasa IV, 552
TOJicTan, KaK 6o^Ka, 6a6a Volk iv, 540
pOBKaa, KaK JiaflOHB, moot— Dnevnik vo vremja vojny, Marks
koctb YI, 17; Po Koree V, 11; Kar-
cjrejiaKHaH qeHa MOJiHuew npo- v°7yui IV, 92
Hecnacb no (5a3apy Burlaki III, 595
KaK iviacjio b otohb jimjihcb Bee
3tpi peqn b flymy BoJiKOHasa Matreniny den'gi III, 424
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Such comparisons often have the virtue of economy - the reader will
absorb them almost without noticing - and occasionally they are in
keeping with the colloquial tone of the narrative, especially in
those stories which describe peasant life; but their banality often
fails to convey any vivid picture, and thus defeats the purpose of
simile.
When a comparison is sustained or compounded, it becomes a meta¬
phor, and its ability to describe and define is expanded. As he
surveys his burning barn, the narrator of Neskol'ko let feels his
ties with the peasants have broken "like a rotten string" (ill,122);
when his mood changes, his new faith in them is underlined by the
continued analogy:
TO, UTO npeflCTaBJIHJIOCB THHJIHM K3.H8.T0M
noi-ca3ajiocB nne TenepB cTaji&io (III, 123)
The contrast between the joy of youth and. the sorrow of war observed
by the war-diarist in the face of a young officer is highlighted by an
extended natural comparison:
TaK BecHOK HHorna <5opioTCH eme BecejiBie jiyxiH
c haflbhrakmrmra tyqamh, ho hobbie k hobbio
pHflBI ex bbiiio JI3aK)T H3-3a ropH30HTa, h TeMHas
chhhh 6e3flBia TaM yxce 3aKpBina paflocTHyio
flaJIB (Marks VT, 291)
The spring countryside of Volynia is likened to a "temple of nature",
and the comparison is continued:
HfleT 3flecB TopscecTBeHHan cjiysctfa (1V> 92)
An emaciated coachman has the appearance of a corpse, and his deathly
aspect is reflected in the devastated fields around him; thU3 the
desolation of famine is conveyed in Na chodu (111,283).
A special kind of metaphor, by which phenomena of the natural
world are described in terms usually applied to human beings is one/
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of the ways in which Garin gives life to his scenic descriptions.
Many examples in the stories are commonplaces of literature -
clouds run across the sky (ill,437)> the wind chases the clouds
(IV,647), a forest weeps in the rain (lV,226), the day goes to its
rest tired out hy hard work (lV,190). Occasionally, however, the
image created is more original. The sun's rays are seen to do
"battle with the clouds:
Bot vl cojiHij;e, to vl tjmi, vl 6opeTCH
C HHUH COJIHIXe (IV, 6)
or with shadows (111,583); the sun caresses the earth (lV,92) and
a wave leaps up to look into a "boat (lV,6; IV,74). Often, natural
objects are seen to be talking:
.HoscflB Ji&eT vl JiteT, paccKa3HBaa 3Jiyio ^
CKa3KJ X0 3HeBaM Bcex 3THX CKHflp (TV, 586)
/flOXCUB/ JToOpin MOHOTOHHO , KaK GynTO
roBopnji: JIbk) vl Gysy jihtb, nona He cmoio
Bee 3JIO 33eniHHX MeCT (Marks VI, 242)
Thxhh oceHHH neHB cjiobho nienneT /6vl3qjlvl/
BOJiaieOHBie 0Ka3Kii OTJieTeBmero JieTa C111* 369)
IL'enqeT KpacaBuma 3eMnn CBoeMy B0 3Jiio(5jieH-
HOMJ cojiHHy, coOnpaiomeMycH najieKO-flajieKO
yHTH ot cBoeS mhjxoM. Bee mojiht ero thxo,
noKOpHo: OcTaHBCH! (TV, 209)
Metaphors and similes not only describe, but also interpret
and evaluate objects and persons for us. The narrator of Koroten'-
ka.ja zizn* employs a variety of comparisons to convey his own
thoughts and feelings about what he describes. A new acquaintance
is like a new book, which is to be studied with care (111,505); the
friendly but distant smile of his host reminds him of an autumn
landscape glimpsed through the window of speeding train (111,505-6),
and their relationship seems likely to remain at this level of fleet¬
ing superficiality. The man's manner as he conducts him around his
school recalls the nervousness of a young author who has been asked
to read his work aloud (lll,50b); and when he observes how his
questions have distressed his host, he feels like an unskilled/
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musician who has plucked a wrong string on a delicately-tuned
instrument (111,509) 517)» In Dela, the faces of the commuters are
likened to thread-bare overcoats (lV,77)> ancl- "the comparison implies
the author's judgement of their lives. By his use of imagery, there¬
fore, the author may not only define our visual image of his subject,
but lead us to judge it, and convey his impression of its quality and
significance.
Ill
The narrator's medium is the arrangement of words in sentences,
and in his constant effort to communicate with the reader he is con¬
fined to words, to the grammatical and syntactical structures of the
language. In general, the language of Garin's stories conforms to the
norms of the literary language, and more particularly, as Krasnova has
suggested, to the pattern of
xoponiHH ny6jiHn;HCTHqecKMH ctkjib.9
Simple sentence constructions, free from inversions of word order and
elaborate parentheses - "cetkaja struktura", as Krasnova calls it -
characterize these works. But because the prevailing pattern is such,
the author may achieve special emphasis and effect by departing from
"good publicistic style". Sometimes, of course, he violates its
norms in error, and one tortuous sentence in Variant, where misrelated
dependent clauses proliferate to obscure the meaning, shows the syn-
tactical confusion that can result:
ToponiiTBCH HaflO Gbijio hjih Toro, hto6h
ycrieTB npoBecTH h yTBepuHTB BapnaHT no
TOprOB, VL 3THM BIIOCJieflCTBHeM M3(5aBITTBCH
ot npeTeH3hh noEpHflHHKOB Ha TeMy, hto hx
nOflBeJIH, hto OHM nOHeCJIH ytfHTKH BCJiefl-
CTBiie yweHBffleHHH paGoT, m pe3yji&TaTOM
TaKHX npeTeHshh 6ima. Cm HeH3GexcHaH npw-
nnaTa nonpHflmiKaM Ka3HM BBaflpaTB nponeHTOB
cGepexteHHoM npoTHB noflpnsoB cyMMH vin» 144;
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- although it should "be remembered that Garin destroyed the draft
of this story. But departures from usual patterns of words and
sentences and prevalent syntactic and stylistic norms may "be
intentional and calculated for some special effect. Thus, when in
his descriptions of nature the narrator dwells on details of colour
and tries to paint word-pictures, his straightforward "publicistic"
style is infused witn lyricism. Where he attempts "fine writing"
in order to describe emotional scenes in suitably emotive language,
he aspires to the language of poetry; thus he describes the effect
on Antonij of Revekka's beautiful arias
TeaTp 33iMep, octinaHHBm cTpacTHBiw KacKaflOM
cepe(5pHHHBix nenepeflaBaeMBix 3bjkob cTpaji;—
aHHM, b rpyjTB AHTOHHH npOHHKJIH TOHKie
KpBOHBH 3THX CTpaflaHHH H pBaJIH IvtytiHTeJIbHO
h cjiajTKO ero cepflpe (iv, 58)
The search for "poetic" language, however, sometimes leads Garin no
further than the cliches of romantic fiction:
c bonjiem tockh h otianhhh pbahyncn
ah tohum k khhjfcajiy (iv, 61)
/oh/ ocBinaJi ee cTpacthbimh nopejiyHMH (iv, 65)
ana ocBinana Moe jihho notrenyHMH (iv, 229)
Sometimes, departures from the literary norms of vocabulary and
syntax in the direction of the spoken language give the narrative
a conversational, colloquial tone. In the vocabulary of various
narrators, for example, we find colloquialisms like nadryvat1 s.ia
(ill,444; IV,3O3), gevyrjat'sja (111,306,355), zaraportovat'sla
(lll,150), nasobacit'sja and pridirit'sja (both items from student
slang in Veaelye ljudi. (IV,130,133); and such idioms as
b floury, kak b memcy (iii, 96)
He othjiaflbiban fleno b hojithh hiijhk (iv, 547)
It is often part of the narrator's technique, as we have seen, to
cast his narrative in the thoughts and in the language of his/
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characters, and so in many o±' the stories of peasant life the
narrative itself abounds in idioms and expressions reminiscent of
peasant speech - rhyming phrases like
nnjin, ejiii, nejiH (IH> 332)
axajiM vl oxara, ho fiejiy He homotjih (hi, 528)
or proverbs like
He pOflHCB OoraTBIM, He pOflHCB KpaCHBBIM, a
pOflHCB CHaCTJIKBHM (HI, 59I)
Very often, departure from the normal patterns of word order
and sentence-structure takes the form of repitition. The repitition
of individual words and phrases can create emphasis:
rpOMaflHan pyccKan Tejiera, rpoManHan
jiomauB, rpoMaflHBiH XOSHHH (ill, 497)
or suggest monotony:
Ho CToponaM nojiH, nojin 11 nojih (ill, 473)
Eji hjiji, cnan copok JieT, en,nun, cnan
IiHTfleCHTB JieT (IV, 623)
The repetition of sounds produces various acoustic effects. Occas-
sionalfy vowel and consonant sounds are repeated to produce rhyme:
see Te 3Ke ropncTBie, nopncTBie Jieca (y, 45)
IlycTB 6y.neT xonon, nycTB 6ynot ronon.• (hi, 377)




hskhos Hedo, HeccH co CTenH 3anax
CBexcero ceHa (ill, 576)
..HHHHO BXOHHBIUHX, HMHHO KpeCTHBIUMXCH,
KJiaHHBlUMXCH h paccaxcHBaBninxcH no
JiaBKaM CTapHKOB (III, 325)
The succession of £6, £, c and z sounds in the first example causes
us to dwell on the tranquility of the scene, while the series of/
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genitive plurals in -v^ich(s.ja) in the third example produces a
comic effect. Thus the very sounds of the words are used to
contribute to our response, to enrich the expressive power of the
narrative.
Repetition also creates rhythm. The repetition of a single
word may suggest the rhythm of peasant speech:
3Hopo3a AKynMHa, 3flopoBa h b paOoTe (ill, 311)
OTflblxaJIH JIKJflH, CKOT OTflBIxaJl (IV, 526)
or the rhythm of poetry:
6e:kmt b apojiaTe homchh, b apowiaTe
Krynnx BOcnoMHHaHHH (II, 515)
The repetition of the same sentence - or phrase-patterns in successive
sentences can produce a rhythm that underlines the meaning of the sen¬
tence. Thus the repeated adjective + i + adjective pattern in the
following sentences throws emphasis onto the adjectives and the quali¬
ties they describe:
cTapMH eBpew - thdiCSIIBIM h (JOJIBIUOM,
TPH3HHH H CTapHH (IV, 506)
ee ai3Hb, 0flH00^pa3HaH h HecTOKaa, He-
BKycHan h cyxan, 6bina. noxosca Ha ee canoe
(III, 503)
The repetition of a sentence pattern may underline a contrast -
Mpxa 6hji neniKOBaT 11 HeyKinoK, a JlasbiflKa
6biji nposopeH h cnoxiceH 0e3yKopH3HeHHO (ill, 197)
establish a pattern of events -
6mji OoraT - noiTH HHHero He ocTajiocb.
Mneji sceHy...h ee yxe noxopoHiui (ill, 285-6)
or enforce the narrator's point -
Ito nejiaioT c jhohbmk, nax tvieHHKT ux
<5jiaropoHHbiH Tpyn, HCTUHHan nejiB (Marks VI, 240)
- here two inverted (verb-complement-subject) and parallel constructions
express parallel and mutually-enforcing meanings. Of such application
of rhythmic repetitions to the expression of the author's meaning, /
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Krasnova has written:
^toObi 3aneuaTJieT£ b neuaTHOM cjiOBe
MejiOfli'iK) ycTHOK peuH, TapxiH CTpeMiijicn bbi-
paOoxaTb ocoOyio apxii t sk t oh piky npefljiosceHHH,
rue uenocTKOCTB mbicjipi coteTajiacB Obi c
pHTMHUeCKOM 3aK0HHeHHOCTBK) BBipa^CeHHH.
A characteristic feature of Garin's "architectonics", of his
effort to interrelate rhythm and. meaning in the construction of
his sentences is the phenomenon Krasnova has called
THrOTGHHe K TpOMCTBeHHOMy nOBTOpSHPIK)
onpeflejieHMH, CTonmux b KOHire npenno^eHMH
h 3aMBiKaioiHHX ero yeTKiiw bbibohom, KcmxceH-
CTByromHM OCTaTBCfi B naMHTH tlHTaTeJIH.H
Among the many examples of this technique in operation are the
following
nojiMHa. . .npHTuxmafi, HenonBPDmaH k npospauHan 111,432
jtHpa picnbiTBie, xyflBie, xsejiTBie 111,587
hoib Tuxan, CBipan h ryjiKan -V,43
rjia3 otkpbitbih, Henoy.weBaionjHM, cohhbih 'MarksVI,
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Such, adjectival sequences are also found preceding the nouns
they qualify, and following the verb-copula:
THxaa, KescKaa, JierxaH My3HKa 111,212
rpyOciit^ rhkhM k cyeBepno TpycjiMBBiS BojiKonaB 111,422
BBICOKHK, HIXpOKOnJieuHH, xopouio CJIOXCeHHBIH XOXOJT IV, 188
neTOM nepee3fl.. Obiji Obi Obictp, nptiHTeH h Hemes 111,45°
Obijio ppiHHqHO, rpyOo m OTBpaTHTeHBHO IV, 183
Such repetitions may sometimes seem tautological:
pacc^eTJiMBa, axoHOMHa, OepepKJiPiBa (in, 529)
and occasionally, where more than one sequence occurs in one sent¬
ence, tdeir use may seem excessive:
pi b rjia3ax BecenBix, HeOojiLinHX, ronyObix
CBeTKTCH h OTJiPiBaeT Ha mmo, Ha ry°Bi,
HeOojibffliie, icpacHBie, coHHBie... (m* 311)
The principle of threefold repetition for emphasis and expres¬
siveness is also applied to other parts of speech - for example to
adverbs:
nacKOBO, HenppiHyxxneHHo h npKBeTnpiEO
CMOTpena Ha iieHH ^375)
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and. to verba in tbe future, present and past tenses, in infinitive
and gerundal forms:
h 6jpj; nepeacHBaTt hx TaM, BoenpHHrnaTB,
qyBCTBOBaTb Marks VT,iii
BeTep BoeT, pBeT h tohmt III, 404
AxyjiMHa ero ysaxcana h GoHJiacB m jnotfmia HI, 311
ex xoTejiocb CMeaTBCH, roBopnTB, npBiraTB IV, 521
Triadic series of nouns are found as subject of tbe verb, object of
the verb, as complements of prepositions or nouns, or as the agent
in passive constructions:
SaBHCTb, HeyflOBJieTBopeHwe, oropueHne Ha
Bcex jixpax IH> 1°5
cosHaeniB bcio o5uaHwiBOCTB, bckj npxi3patiHOCTB,
Bee KOBapcTBO 3TOH oOcTaHOBKH Marks VI, 108
nopbiB k OpaTCTBy, jiwobh, cocTpanaHHio IV, 357
coBepnieHHO pa3ohtbih h ycTanocTBio, h
KOMapaMH H HpaBCTBeHHBIM IIOTpHCeHHeM iv, 30
Sometimes whole sentences seem to consist of threefold repetitions:
SSlapbH AneKcaHflpoBHa nponojixcana cMeHTBcn
Gojibiuhmh rna3amh,
KpaCHBBIMH, HCHBIMH, CnOXOMHBIMH
C TeM BBipaCXeHKeM MHTXOM CHJIBI II 6e3MHTeXCHOW
TXfflKHBI, KOTOpBie
Tan MaHHT k cede
tax he sametho btsarhbaiot b cgjepy
csoero ynoBJieTBopeHHH
Tax noOpoBonbHO noflHKHHioT ceOe
mhtxom chjioh jiioobh (ill, 21l)
Repetition in its various forms permits the author to exploit
the natural rhythms and means of emphasis of the language, to depart
from "normal" and neutral structures and make his words and sentences
not simply an adequate but passive medium, but an active vehicle for
the communication of meaning#
With all these variations and repetitions, the characteristic
manner of Garin's presentation remains direct and to the point; short
clauses and sentences, often elliptical constructions, the high fre¬
quency of brief sentences with a single verb-copula, the tendency to





A few random examples mU3t suffice to illustrate this distinctive
lakonicnost':
IIojiOBHHa nHToro. TewHO en?e. 3a najiaTKOii
y KOCTpa flsa CTopoKeBBie Kopewija pa3rosap-
HBaiOT. Ohm tobopht no odbiqaio rpoMKO,
SticTpo, c SKcnpeccneH, ho ronoca mhpho
HajiasenHtie. 0,n,hoo<5pa3HBiK, mhphbih rnyn bo^bi. V,149
IIocjienHHH BeHB no Bojire., 3aBTpa yTpoM yxce
Cawapa. Pexa nnipe. SejieHBraw ocTposaMH pac-
KHHyjiMCB no Bcewy ropn30HTy Jieca, poimi.
7wth0 npHIOTHJIHCB k hmm flo jihhkm , h hflhjtjimeh
seeT ot hkx. Harks vi, 5
Tenepn dBijia BHflHa ee xyso(5a. Ha nosyniKax
nexcajio ijto-to Teanoo, rpn3Hoe, waJieHBKoe,
crane nnTna, noflTera, pacnyxnine, bco b
panax ry(?KH, nepHBie KyjrpH 3axpBiTBix r;ia3. IV, 180
Such concise brevity sharpens the impression presented, enlivens
the narrative, and often suggests the "telegrafijnaja bystrota""'"^
at which the author wrote.
Through his terse, compressed style the author may draw the
reader closer to his storyj short sentences, exclamations and
questions may convey excitment and suspense. The Korean traveller,
for example, recreates his own fear and panic when Chinese robbers
attack by breaking into breathless exclamatory questions:
XyHxy3Bi?! Pfle pyxcBe?! Pfle xyHxy3Bi?! B
tpaH3e yxce nepepe3ajra Bcex, h tojibko h
noqemy-to eqe xcmb? Ctpojihwt b oymaxchbie
jiBeppi, ctoh nepen nara? (V, 256)
The narrator of Ne ot mira sego reflects the reeling thoughts of
his hero as he is seized by a consumptive fit in urgent, disjointed
phrases:
Toitna MeieTCH. .rse-TO b hbiphbom kapiiahe
nanBTO 3acTpnna nocjieBHHH TpexpyojreBKa..
neyxcejiH noTepnji? Ax, bot oHa! . . CtcopeS
CxjiJieT. . Ho HecTepniiiMBm cyaopoKHBiff npmiHB
KainJiH 3axBaTPiJi Tax KecToxo. .Kto-to rpyCo
TOJIKHyjI ..OHHTB TOJBKHyJIIl. . HeT , HaflO
npHcecTB.. (ill, 607)
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In such, cases, as Turaajan has observed, tne autnor's short, laconic
sentences create an emotional intensity which mirrors the characters'
state"^.
Thus the language or the narrative, the arrangement of its words
and sentences, the patterns of sound and rhythm they form, are all used
by the author to create immediacy and clarity of effect, to have the
reader respond more fully to the tale. This is the common end to
which all the devices of narration, description and style contribute.
The author arranges his story so that in the telling of it the events
are not merely described, but defined and dramatized; the reader is led
to participate as he reads, to follow imaginatively the tale, to undergo
sympathetically the experience, to contribute to the picture the narrator
has tried to convey.
• # •
What qualities result from these devices of narration, description
and style? Many critics have noted the general simplicity and sincerity
15
of tone in Garin's stories , the "immediacy and liveliness" of narra-
16 17
tive , the dynamism and pace resulting from the distinctive lakonicnost' ,
the poetry and lyricism of natural descriptions - and in general the
] Q v
freshness and immediacy of impact. Kornej Cukovskij wrote of Garin:
Oh 3amraeT, noTOMy hto ropHT ero Tsop-
necTBO SMonpiOHaJiBHO, cihxhhho, naiiBHO vr
HeTCKH-GeCXMTpOCTHO. . . "
>..Kaacflan ero BemB - khk HHeBHKK tojibko
ito npoHcineflinHx coGhthm - nase 3aGHsaeniB
nonyMaTB, KaKHMH jiMTepaTypHHMH cpeBCTBawti
HOCTuraeTCH oto BOJiHeHne.20
Freshness, vigour, vividness, poetry, warmth are all qualities which
distinguish Garin's work, and which, taken together, give his writing
the most important quality of all: the ability to convince the reader
of the story and involve him in it.
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The characteristic feature underlying ail of Garin's techniques
21
is perhaps what some writers have called his "impressionism" . For
a few early critics, this was nothing more than a convenient label
with which to condemn the author's imagined indifference to contem¬
porary controversies -
3to HMnpeccHOHHCT tiHCTeiimen bohh. Ebijio
Gbi HanpacHo PicKaTB y Hero nannx-jinGo
onpefleneHHBix oGiijmx npxHHHnnoB.22
But for others it was an attempt to characterize his methods of
narration and description:
He ocTaHaBJiHBaHCb Ha hohpoGhocthx, He
oTnejiBiBan MenoqeS, HByMH—tp©mh hpkhmh
pe3khmh , Kan 6bi HeGpescHO GpomeHHHMH
HTpxxaMix, r.TapHH oqepqHBaeT Kasfloe jihho..23
One of Garin's most recent critics, V.M. Kolos, has also noted this
yuemie MBonacaTB h mnpoKHMM e>pocKHMH
MaaKaMH, OTOpacBiBan Bee BTopocTeneHHoe.24-
25
"To depict the exact visual impression of a moment - that is the
end to wdich all of Garin's techniques are ultimately directed. He
dramatises his narrative as scene, dialogueor monologue in order
that we might feel ourselves witnesses to the moment; he constructs
his descriptions of people and places from a few selected details, and
illumines his descriptions with comparisons and similes that we might
share the "exact visual impression" - and the exact mental impression -
he seeks to convey; he manipulates words, sentences and rhythms in
order that the impression of the moment might be more fully depicted.
Garin's tecdniques are the techniques of any writer of prose fiction;
what distinguishes him in the "impressionistic" effect to which together
they contribute; as the author himself observed:
Moh nanepa rnicaxB Ma3KaMn: wa3KH h Cuihkh
aar-OT KapTHHy,26
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Huch has "been made by critics like Elpatievskij and Sukovskij
of the instinctive, spontaneous nature of Garin'a art, and of the
hurried, impulsive nature of his composition. And it is true that
his writing is sometimes marked by the faults as well as the virtues
of spontaneity - carelessness, superficiality, the tendency to repro¬
duce convenient cliches or to overwork favourite devices?^ However,
the critic "A.B." pointed out in 1895 that what may seem to be care-
28
lessness is often the distinctive method of an original artist
Whatever his faults, Garin remains an artist, seeking to arrange
the methods and materials of his craft to convey to his reader his
vision of experience, to convince him that the vision is reality,
and that the judgement of it is truth; his aim is always to produce
the right effect on the reader:
CTHJiHCTi'iyecKHe npneMBi TapxiHa Bcer^a Ha-
npaBJieHBi k socTHseHHio ejiHHOM pejixi- Karc
mojkho Gojiee nojiHOMy paicpBiTHto coflepxaHUH,
aKireHTprpoBaHroo b neM Han6ojiee BaxcHoro c
TO^IKH 3peHHH nucaTejiH. 29
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CHAPTER IV
TECHNIQUES OF CONVEYING JUDGEMENT
The author communicates his judgement of life "by leading the
reader to make judgements about the version of experience he presents.
The means of persuasion by which he influences the reader's attitude
towards the people and events of his story are therefore an essential
part of Garin's rhetoric, and of his effort to disclose his truths to
the reader.
I
The author's desire to control our attitudes to his story finds
its expression in his efforts to colour our judgement of the charac¬
ters he presents. He may communicate his own view of them - and seek
to impose this on us - in several ways. Most explicitly and directly,
he may speak through the commentary of the narrator. Different narra¬
tors, as we have seen, command different degrees of authority. An
undramatized and omniscient story-teller comments with absolute
authority, judging the protagonists with impartial omniscience; thus
the narrator of Dela describes the passengers of the train (see above),
and thus the narrator of Icka 1 Davydka analyses and evaluates his two
heroes and their relationship:
Mnna <5nji TBepHO yoexcuoH, *ito <5e3 HaBHUKH
oh <5h coBceu nonaji, xoth H3 cTpaxa bo3MOsc-
Horo 3JioynoTpe(5jieHHH h cKp&iBaji xmaTenbHo
ot npyra 3to ytfeacfleHHe nop; HenpoHLiiiaeMHM
noxpoBOM CBoero MOJiqaHiiH. Ho flaBHflKa h <5e3
Mhkh noHHwan 3HadeHiie CBoeM HpyxtfH vl He-
peflKO 3anycKaji tfecpepeMOHHyro pyxy to b
I'IpKMHy TaUaxepKy, to b Hhkiih KapwaH 3a BByMH
KoneHKaiiii 3a CBedKy. . .. (IH> 194).
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A dramatized narrator who is recalling events in which he himself
was involved may speak with the authority of personal knowledge and
experience, basing his remarks on his own impressions of the charac¬
ter, often the result of long periods of observation. Thus the nar¬
rator of Na chodu reveals in his description of the peasants who
accompany him that he has given much thought to their personalities:
Avdej has the air of a poet (ill,249)> while Filipp is "prose personi¬
fied" (lll,250) and Timofej, striking a balance between the two, has
the outlook of an historian (111,250). So too the narrator of
Neskol'ko let comments on his neighbours; Belov is like a man buried
alive (lll,5l), Sinicyn is unbalanced and unpleasant, but pitiful in
his loneliness (111,57), Leroi, shrewd and dishonest, leads an
"impossible way of life" (ill,55), and the honourable fiebotaev is
marked by his aversion to any kind of risk (ill,59)• The narrator
who looks back on personal acquaintances can sometimes compare and
modify his own views of them as his knowledge of them deepens.
Sablin in Klotil'da revises his opinion of Bortov as time reveals
to him the integrity and kindness that lie beneath the disturbing
manner and cynicism of his superior. The narrator of Iz moege
anevnika, on the other hand, is able to compare his earlier opinion
of his friend with his impressions on this present counter, and see
it confirmed -
0!..mom cTpax, uto a to tfyKBoeflCTBO cflejiaeT
CBoe yBiacHoe flejio b mo en Korna-TO mhjiom
MHe 3aKOHHHKe, 0Ka3ajjCH Tan yrcacHO
OCHOBaTSJIBHBIM (IV> 10)*
In his comments, the narrator may condemn or admire; in Burlaki
he intervenes to declare that Ajla is a rogue (111,589), while in
Pod ve6er his remarks on Pletneva's cheerful goodwill are warmly
approving (IV,212). In Ona pobeditel1nical he evaluates the heroine/
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as a representative of a social type (see above). In Val'nek-Val'-
novski.j his comment softens any hasty judgement of the engineer v/ho
dismisses the hero by offering some excuse for his conduct:
3/lHxceHep He 6hh nejiobekom 3JIHM. 3to <5bijio
npocTO bjik)6jieHHtra b ce<5e, b cbok aKKypaT-
hoctb, b cbok) tohhoctb hejiobek, bhhhiuhh
TOJIBKO cedn, OHeHB HyTKHH K BCeMy TOMy,
tiTO modio ocKop(5nTb hjih 3afleTB ero
HeHacbiTHoe "H". (iv, 22).
In Burlaki, his comment modifies any admiration we may feel for the
young barin who lends Gamid the money to get married; we are reminded
that two hundred roubles - which will moreover be paid back in full -
are nothing at all to the rich man (IV,582). Whatever the tenor of
his remarks or the authority behind them, the narrator in his commen¬
tary is continually passing judgement on the characters, and communi¬
cating this judgement to us.
Less directly, the author may give voice to his judgement of
characters through, the conversations of other characters, relayed
to us by the narrator. To show that these remarks represent his
own view, the author will usually substantiate them in a variety of
ways. Sometimes the narrator himself may endorse the opinion expressed
by one of the characters; in Wa_chodu, for example, the coachman
remarks of a local landowner:
fla, aTaKoM oh - tohho He b c6ope,
pa3BaJIBHHH KaKOH -TO (ill, 261).
He is later echoed by the narrator when he meets this amiable but
ineffectual young man -
h CMOTpio b ero rjia3a, h b hhx, KaK b
3epKajie, Bec& oh, HecotfpaHHHH (ill, 263).
Sometimes the judgement of one character finds support in that
expressed by another; in Filosof Dan, the acrobat Jacques and /
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Luzina agree in their opinion of their employer; for one he is an
egoist, for the other a tyrannical madman (Marks 111,272,277)•
Most often, the events of the story will provide justification for
the character's remarks; thus, Dan's subsequent actions show him to
"be an unbalanced tyrant. In Val'nek-Val'novski.j, the young engineer's
comment that Val'nek is incompetent and irresponsible is borne out by
the hero's own conduct; In Burlaki, the old steward's condemnation of
PinogeniS is endorsed by our own when the latter tries to bribe Gamid
into betraying the interests of his own people (lll,59l)» Occasionally,
the events of the story will not support the characters in their judge¬
ments, and thus we will be led to reject them. In Istorija odnoj gkoly,
the factory manager and the new schoolmaster are agreed that the dead
teacher was a hopeless idealist (IV,236)? but because we have witnessed
the selfless dedication of this idealist, we cannot share this condes¬
cending verdict.
There are other, less explicit ways in which the author may comr-
municate his view of his characters to us. Individual adjectives and
adverbs may point to his judgements; thus in Na chodu a Polish workman
and a parish priest are described as "simpati&nye11 (ill,254,270), while
in V usad'be pomes6jcy Jarysevoj, the continued application of the
adverb "lenivo" to the daughter's actions suggest a less favourable
authorial judgement:
orjiHHyjia jieHHBO ctoji. ... jieHHBO noTHHyjiacB
h noiiejiosana noflomeflinyio 6a6jmKj ...b
OKiiflaHHK KocSe npucena h JieHtiBO nepejincTHBajia
KaKyro-TO KHury (ill, 532-3).
Descriptions, comparisons and images may evaluate characters as they
depict them for us. When Val'nek's past is likened to a heap of
rubbish (lV,13), or when Ped'ka (in Babu^ka) is said to be
JiCeJITHM, KaK TeCTO, H TaECOH 2Ce cnpoK
tiejiOBeK (iv, 592),
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the comparison determines our attitude to these characters. A
cheerful crowd pillaging the Jewish quarter of Odessa is described
by the narrator of ^vre.jskij pogrom in reptilian terms that arouse
our horror and disgust for this monstrous outburst of prejudice:
To^ho noji3 Kanon-To OTBpaTHTeji&HBiH, TBicntte-
ronoBHK raa, cKptiBan TaM rue-To C3afln CBoe
TyjiOBHine. M TaK npoTHBHO BceMy ecTecTBy
Obijio 3to uyjuoBHme, TaK Harjio oho Obijio c
HajniTciuH rjia3aMH, otkpbitoh nacTtio, H3
KOTopoH neccH boh, CTpamHBiH boh anoKpnro-
HtiecKoro 3Bepn, nopBaBinero cbow pent h
no^yHBmero ysce kpobb (IV> 642).
In Pravda, the comparison of the dead heroine to a small child
deprived of a favourite toy (IV,511-2) stirs our compassion for
her and our condemnation for her tormentors. In Kogda-to, the
narrator repeatedly employs images of death to describe his mis¬
tress's husband; he imagines his long fingernails laid across his
breast in the grave (IV,153)> seeing himself, the wife and the
husband reflected in the mirror, he is struck by the contrast
between the lovers and the cuckold, between life and death (IV,
155)* When the lovers return after spending their first night
together, he is there to meet them:
KaK 6jjiro oh yse H3 mothjibi npHineji *ito6bi
npHBeTCTBOBaTB Hac, HOBOtfpaqHBIX (IV, 167).
The effect of this sustained deathly parallel is to win our sym¬
pathy for the husband thus forced to endure the mortifications of
jealousy, but also to remind us of the image in the mirror; the
husband is identified with death, and we must sympathise with life,
and with the young lovers, Sernotskij in VstreSa likens himself
to a corpse, conveying his sense of his emotional sterility; the
doctor in whom he confides underlines this impression by comparing
his voice to the notes of an old broken piano (lV,639).
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The tone ox the narrative as weii as its metaphors and. similes
may influence our opinion of the characters. When we laugh at the
foolish pretensions of Val'nek-Val'novskij or the idleness of the young
student in Veselye l.judi, we are sharing the narrators ironic attitude
towards them. Our view of Sil'vin in Babuska is coloured "by the mocking
attitude implicit in the terms used to describe his conduct. Anxious
to ingratiate himself with the rich old woman, he strikes up a conver¬
sation,
ceB Ha Kpecno, Kan aKTepBi chhht Ha cpeHe,
Korfla H3o6pascaioT BOcniiTaHHHx M3 odmecTBa
jiwfleK (IV, 601).
In the presence of her gradson's wife he declaims and assumes elegant
poses to impress her (lV,608). This undercurrent of irony also deter¬
mines our judgement of Sil'vin and the grandmother when they reach
their unspoken agreement; aware of this, we can appreciate the ironic
aptness of his compliment to her:
OTKpoBeHHO Baw cxa^cy, vto b nepBHM pa3
BHsy TaKOH thii ..a., a TaKoS Tun nejiOBeica
CTapHX ycToeB (IV, 604);
her actions to ensure the future of her family are indeed governed
by a primitive morality.
The words of the narrative, its similes, metaphors and tone
thus constitute a sustained, indirect - though not always subtle -
commentary on the persons of the story and express for us the
judgements of the implied author. "The very adjectives and adverbs,
1
the very nouns betray him" • Directly or indirectly, in the words
of the narrator or the other characters or in the style of the narra¬
tive, the author colours our view of his characters; and the dis¬
covery of his judgements is always part of our response as we read.
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The judgement communicated "by the author in his work is more
than a set of opinions about individual characters; it is a judge¬
ment of life, an evaluation of some aspect of human experience,
expressed in the attitude of the implied author - the abstract
embodiment of the author's norms - to the imagined events. The
reader is led to interpret and judge the story, and so to discover
the views and values implicit in it; in guiding the reader's judge¬
ment, the author gives expression to his own.
In making his views on the story known to us, as in conveying
his opinions of the characters, the author may be direct or indi¬
rect, explicit or implicit. The commentary of the narrator is
again his most explicit and direct means of communication with
the reader; in it, he may state in so many words the issue concern¬
ing him or the conclusion he has reached. In Moi skitanija.
the narrator, in describing the remote villages of Kostroma, out¬
lines for us the subject he wishes to discuss:
/hepebhh7 Ohjih noiicTsiHe b iifleajibhhx
yCJIOBXHX OnpOmeHHH, H HJIH HCCJIGflOBaTejIH
KamiTajibHoro Bonpoca Hamux SHew: *ito <5ojiBme
pa3BpamaeT qenoBeiecTBO, xcyjiBTypa vims. He-
KynBTypa, npeflOCTaBJiHira (5oraT&iM MaTepna^ ^
in Ne ot mira sego. he addresses the reader at the end of the
story to state his moral support for the hero:
Xphctoc Bocxpec! mhjihh tixxatejib, tx fla
3,n;paBCTByeT cBHToe flexo, KOTopoMy cjiyjsjui
£0 nocneflHero wrHOBeHHH tfonpHM, KejiaBiiraM
TOJIBKO JIJ0<5k[TB h patfOTaTB fljih Bcex Hkob
JIbbobhi JIntfepMaH! (hi, 608).
Where the narrator is an "I", or where - as in Ne ot mira sego -
direct address establishes some personal relationship between him
and the reader, he is able to lay the author's judgements directly/
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before him, as his own judgements. All diaries and zapiska works
feature such a narrator, always ready and able to sbare his opinion
on any topic with the reader, and thus always able to serve as spokes¬
man for the author's views. The danger with so direct a device is that
it may be discovered; it may become transparent, and v/e may see through
the narrator to the author speaking through him - and, in Garin's words,
BCHKoe "ot ceGn" hb jihstch tojibko
ocjiadnehhem k&ptiihbi (V, 671).
Thus the author will often attempt to disguise himself, to give the
narrator a personality and experience of his own that give him credibil¬
ity and persuade us that his comments are more than the ill-disguised
interpolations of the author himself.
The character of the railway surveyor assumed by the narrator in
stories like Moi skitanija and Na noclege thus adds weight to the
commentary he offers, for we accept him as a practical, intelligent
man whose views merit serious attention. In Koroten* ka.ia Mizn'. we
respect the opinion of the narrator because he shows himself to be a
man of feeling and conscience: he is moved by the story told by his
host, and shares his view that the educated class has a duty to
educate those less fortunate than themselves (ill,51b). Thus we
accept his view of the worth of the school that has become a memorial
to the short life of the man's son. If Garin's frequent use of the
zapiska form and xhe first person narrator points to his desire to
communicate his views as directly as possible, it often bears witness
too to his concern to avoid the unconcealed authorial statement; for
in creating an identity and a personality for his narrator, and in
employing a form that creates intimacy between narrator and reader,
he is often able to conceal himself in the narrator's account and
speak through his commentary without "weakening the picture".
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The autobiographer-narrator is another aspect ol' the author's
attempt to conceal himself, to dramatize his own judgements in the
comments of narrating persona. The aim of the autobiographer is to
discover the lesson of his own past and pass judgement on it -
although, he may sometimes deny such an aim, like the narrator of
Heskol'ko let:
IlycTB cyflHT flpyrne (hi, 17).
Looking back over the years, he seeks to interpret and evaluate his
own conduct to himself, and his comments carry the weight of personal
conviction for us. Thus the old man in Staryj cholostak, now recon¬
ciled to his lot, looks back on the strange force that prevented him
from declaring his love for his friend's wife, and wishes that in the
same circumstances, he might again act
KaK noMHMO MeHH nocrynnjia moh HaTypa(lV, 52).
- he sees in his involuntary action the triumph of conscience over
will. The man who remembers the events described in Dva mgnoveni.ia
realizes now that they were the finest moments of his life, when
courage triumphed over self and he became the equal of heroes.
In several stories, the autobiographer is concerned with an
unhappy love affair, and seeks to probe his soul, analyse his feel¬
ings and rediscover the woman he loved. In Kogda-to, he tries to
pin down the elusive character of his mistress and his strangely
contradictory feelings for her. At first he worships her in secret,
lest his passion be defiled by aryphysical relationship; she seems
distant and enigmatic, like an elusive vision (IV,153). Torn between
his passion and his desire to suppress all carnal thoughts, he suffers
agonies of temptation and doubt, fearing when he ties her shoe-lace,
or blushes at her mention of the word "love" (IV,1^8) that she will/
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discover him; "but she remains impassive. She confides in him that
she no longer loves her husband, and that she has already had a
lover; he thinks her cold and. unfeeling, "but is more attracted to
her than ever. He begins to think of her as two separate person¬
alities :
heshan, jiackoban, scxiboe jikiio: hjih xonoflhan,
caMa He 3HawmaH, ^ero oHa xoqeT, roTOBan,
nan nepqaTKH, ueHHTB Tex, koto jho<5ht. A,
MOseT 6bitb, npocTO nycTan, jierKOMBicjieHHan
h flaxe nopo^hah(lv, 161).
His doubts increase after she has seduced him. Disturbed by her
frequent references to her former lover (e.g. IV,l67), and tormented
by the knowledge of his own false position, he moves to ne?/ lodgings,
and feels a distance grow between them (lV,169). When her husband
dies, he insists on a decent interval before their marriage; and when
she refuses to return the jewels sent her by another admirer, he ends
the affair. At a later meeting, although he knows he loves her and
means to apologize, he rejects her offer of reconciliation; and when
he tries to return to her, he finds another has taken his place.
9
Thus he is left in misery, the victim of an enigmatic personality,
and of the emotional conflict that divides his soul.
The narrator of Klotil'da also looks back on a past love and
tries to explain it to himself. He is at once attracted by the
beautiful Clothilde, but repelled by the life she leads in the seedy
surroundings of the caf6-chantant. She seems to him a
pa3BpaTHan zceHniima, c wacKoS b to se
spetiH qncTOTBi h HeBHHHocra 187);
but is drawn to her more than he admits, and his first action on
arriving at his new work-camp is to seek out her hotel with his
binoculars (lV,ltS9). The double vision of Clothilde soon dominates
his thoughts, and he decides that although the fallen woman m.ust
always be beneath him, he will devote himself to the vision of
Clothilde as she might have been, the ideal being who will go with/
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him through life, the Beatrice to his Dante (IV,198). Drunk and.
excited, he makes a public declaration of his love for her, but then
brutally rejects her invitation:
C TaKoS...He noiifly (IV, 221).
The next morning, he goes to apologise, but finds her engaged with
a cavalry officer; the sordid reality eclipses, the vision, and he
determines to forget her. But this is beyond his power, and when she
crosses the stormy sea to visit him, he greets her rapturously:
h .qepsaji b cbohx o(5bhthhx moio knothjibfly,
flhbhhk o<5pa3 woefi hyihh (iv, 227);
ideal and reality seem one at last, and they become lovers. But as
she tells him more and more of her past, she only reminds him that
she is not the ideal he adores, and he realizes this prostitute can
never be his wife. She returns to town, and he imagines her returning
to her singing and her officers; he concludes she is incapable of true
feeling, faithless as the night she resembles (lV,23l). He is relieved
when she leaves the town, and presents her with a purseful of money in
farewell. When she rejects this, he wonders whether he has been mis¬
taken, whether she really does love him (IV,233)« Soon he is convinced
of her love, and writes her a letter of proposal; she refuses, seeing
that her past would prevent their happiness. And so, only when it is
too late does Sablin see the folly of his double vision, and realises
that the saloon-girl and the saintly creature of his dreams are one and
the same; as he looks back over the years, the "pure image" of Clothilde
burns ever more brightly before him. (lV,24l)»
In exploring their past and searching out the causes of their
unhappiness, such narrators subject themselves, their actions and
the people they knew to a continuous assessment. Sharing in their
experiences and their emotions as they recreate them, we share their
judgement, and the author thus gives expression to his view of the
story through them, without obtruding into xhe story.
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Lesa directly, but still explicitly, the author may use the
words of his characters to give expression to his judgement oi' tne
story. Very rarely, one of the characters is able to take stock
or events as the autobiographer does, and to reflect on their signi¬
ficance. In Revekka, for instance, the heroine as she lies dying can
review the events leading up to her situation and blame her unhappiness
on the weakness that led her to marry Antonij (lV,63-4)» In Pravda,
the heroine reviews her life from beyond the grave in her suicide
note, in which she condemns the hypocrisy and tyranny of the husband
who has reduced her to this desperate act. We share her judgement
all the more because we observe his reactions as he reads the letter,
and see he is indeed an unfeeling, self-deluding tyrant.
But most often, the characters are not sufficiently detached
from events to offer a considered judgement of them, and give voice
to the author's view of the story in their immediate thoughts and
reactions. Our own view of events i3 thus enlarged to include theirs,
and our judgement is influenced by -Che shape and colour of the thoughts
thus revealed to us. In Kogda-to, we become aware of the heroine's
view for the first time when she rejects her lover's demand that she
return the jewels she has been sent. She condemns his priggishness
and his idealistic notion of love, blaming them for their unhappiness:
FjiynaH--., rnycHaa seqaan jiioOobb! M3-3a Hee
mo2cho ocKoptDHTb 6e3HaKa3aHHO, npespaiyaTB
b an HacToamee h caMOiiy npeBpaTHTBCH b
KOHIje kohiiob b OTBpaTHTeJIBHyK) KyKJiy h3
'My3en c OaOyniKHHoS nponncBio b pynax:
Mto cKascyT. (IV, 171) ♦
Our final judgement of the story must now take into account the view
she has expressed, and thus the author has used her words, as well
as those of the narrator, to influence the conclusion we draw.
Even chance remarks from inconsequential characters may be used
by the author as vehicles of communication. The apparently incompre-/
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hensible "ozorniSaet" of Pedor Elesin assumes unexpected significance
in the story of Pletnev when it is seen to overturn his assumptions
and reveal to him the realities of social injustice and his own hypoc¬
risy. The random words of the peasant woman in Na chodu -
CyeTa tfecKopBicTHan bch Hama pac5oTa(lY, 144)»
echoed, it seems, by the antique loom she works at, expresses for the
narrator (and for us) the hopelessness of her position, and her resig¬
nation to it. In Eyre,jski.j pogrom, the horror and irony of the riots
find their expression in the words of an old peasant woman overheard
by the narrator:
Bot h Ilacxa: h3 khaob nyx, a h3 pyccKnx
Byx(lV, 645)*
In Pod prazdnik, the author communicates his meaning almost entirely
through the apparently meaningless remarks of the "holy fool" Ilju&ka.
He cringes at the word "barin", he rails against the priest for his
excessive fees, he rejects the merchant's money, delcaring it to be
stolen. These seem like the disconnected thoughts of a feeble mind
until we perceive the vein of reason in the madness; in his denuncia¬
tion of barin, priest and merchant, IljuSka becomes the spokesman for
the author's social views, the mouthpiece through, which he criticises
those who weigh most heavily on the poor, oppressed peasants.
The words uttered by his narrator and his characters thus offer
the author a variety of possibilities for communicating his views to
the reader directly and in so many words, without necessarily reveal¬
ing himself in the narrative. The discovery of convincing intermediaries
and spokesmen is a prominent aspect of his effort to convey his judge¬
ment to the reader.
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The author need, not only seek; the means to make his judgements
explicit in the narrative; he may find les3 direct modes of communi¬
cation, and make his judgements implicit in his text. One recent
student of rhetoric has observed that, as he writes, the author has
at his disposal "a host of stylistic, rhetorical and structural
elements which can be summed up in the phrase 'devices of disclosure'".2
These devices disclose to the reader, obliquely, as he reads, the
■«
conclusions the author would have him draw; acting on these clues to
the author's judgement, the reader discovers it for himself, and
makes his own contribution to its expression.
Any device of style, any technique of narration or description
may serve not only to define our view of the event in hand, but also to
shape our judgement of it and disclose the author's attitude. The
natural background in a story, for example, may be used to draw out
by contrast or similarity the significance of its incidents. In £izn'
i smert1, Dr Kolpin dies just when the air around him seems full of the
life and joy of spring:
Oh ymhpaji, a hafl ero okhom c bhepmes
BecHBi Becejio, o3a<5otieHHO medeTajin BopotfbH,
tmpMKana JiacTOHKa, Kamaa-TO nTiiaica 3bohko
H HeiKHO, Kan BHpaseHne gjxaseHCTBa, B TOH
Bceny,jpaKyioineMy, orjianiaji B0 3flyic cBoew
KOpOTKOH, CTpaCTHOH TpejIBH) (IV, 69).
Set against this joyful natural background, the man's death loses any
suggestion of despondency or despair; the story stresses, not death,
but the value of such lives as Kolpin's, dedicated to the service of
humanity. In Ona pobedjtel'nical, the contrast between death and
nature moves us to quite another conclusion. Agi&6eva dies as the
last ray of the setting sun dances gaily accross her face (Marks VEII,
233); nature is indifferent to her passing, and her life of self-
indulgence is seen to be insignificant. More than once the war/
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diarist contrasts the "beautiful serenity of nature with the ugliness
and brutality of battle in order to underline his condemnation of war
(e.g. Marks VT,38). In Veronika, the birth of the child coincides
with the dawning of the first day of spring, and this harmony between
man and nature makes the child a symbol for the new life the season
brings.
Comparisons and images may also disclose the author's judgement
of parts of his story. Just as our attitude to a character will be
influenced by the similes applied to him, so our view of some incident
or fact in the story may be similarly coloured. When the doctor in
Vstre^a likens his provincial life to a hook on which he has hung like
a smoked ham (IV,623), the pejorative nature of the comparison evaluates
for us his whole way of life, with its petty, materialist concerns.
Comparisons may be extended so that they not only judge happenings and
objects but also serve as images or symbols for the significance the
autdor sees in tbem. In Radosti zizni, the wife sums up the philosophy
that has guided her husband and herself in sixteen years of married life:
TOJIBKO co3HaHne, UTO KasflBiS jjeHB Hajio
IUIBITB xrajiBme H tannine, H C KafqjBiM jjHeM
3Ta jjajiB pa3BspTBiBaeT Bee HOBBie h HOBBie
rOpH 30HTH, BBIHCHHeT HOBBie TOHKH npHJlOH-
eHHH (IH> 612);
her words are echoed in the narrator's description of their steamer
as it sails through the night:
b hoihoif naHopaMe JiyHHOii hohh Bee HOBBie
h HOBBie 6epera BHflBurajiHCB HaBcrpeqy h
yxoflhjih thxo, (5e33syqho ha3aa (ti1* 612).
The boat thus becomes a symbol for their future life together, their
serene and confident progress towards the goals they have set them¬
selves.
The narrator of Iz moego dnevnika is fascinated by a group of
rocks in the sea, taking them at first for the sails of a flotilla/
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of yachts. According to legend, he learns, they are a fleet of
ships arrested in full sail "by the angry gods, and in this story
of progress frozen forever into immobility, the narrator sees a
symbol of the human predicament -
B 3TOM 6eCCHJIHM yHTH , B 3TOM UeCCHJIHH
B03BpaTHTBCH - BeCB TparKKOMH3M HaiHeM
sm3HH (r7, 9).
It is also the predicament of his friend, now imprisoned forever
by the futile concerns and petty cares of life, and as he sails
away, the traveller passes the rocks again, their immobility
emphasised by the lively sea around them, and thinks once again
of the le^ndary ships and his friend:
tot xe nopEiB BnepeH m yrponmaH iiokophoctb
MOmHOM CHJie (IV, 12).
At the end of Kogda-to, the heroine offers her lover a red rose
as a peace-offering -
HpKyio, KpacHjio po3y, Kan pyMHHeu; cBesero
HeKHoro Jiima Moeii HaTamw (iv, 173).
♦
Unable to control himself, he throws it out of the window, and when
he later recovers it, it is dried and withered. The flower thus
becomes a symbol for the love he has so finally rejected, and for
the woman herself - one of the conventional symbols of romantic
fiction. Earlier in the story, however, another rose appears with
another symbolic meaning. At the woman's insistance, her lover buys
her a red rose, although he knows the flower will die in the winter
frost. She promises to keep it warm, but later he observes that she
has let it die (lV,l63). Here the woman is associated, not with the
rose, but with the cold that kills it; her coldness is emphasised by
her cry of delight on touching the flower:
KaK ona xonoflHan! (iv, 162)
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- which, in turn echoes the narrator's own comment on her:
h flywaji: th xojio«Haa (IV, 160).
Thus the one symbol is used to express two contradictory concepts, the
woman's coldness and her love, and the image confuses rather than
clarifies the judgement the author seeks to convey.
Sometimes it is the mood or atmosphere the story evokes that
serves to express the author's view. In Veronika, all the elements
of the story - the heroine's pregnancy and delivery, the music she
plays (Grieg's romantic songs), the story she improvises from Grieg's
The Swan - in which two swans become symbols for eternal love - create
the atmosphere of beauty and love in which the birth of the child takes
on its poetic, symbolic significance. In the "poem in prose" Osen', a
few aspects of the scene - the rainswept fields, the forlorn sky, the
puppies sheltering by their mother's corpse - are set together to
convey not only a view of autumn, but to suggest the mood and tone of the
season. In the final pages of Vusad'be Tpomei&icy Jarysevoj. the author
evokes the mood of the estate. The plaintive song of the groom as he
thinks of his distant home (111,55°) sets the tone for the governess's
unhappy memories of the past; the mood is one of melancholy, of sorrow
underlying apparent serenity. The same mood is called up when JarySeva
ponders her imminent death, and when her granddaughter reveals the
self-doubts and dissatisfaction concealed by her languid surface.
The atmosphere thus evoked colours our judgement of the homestead
described for us; we recognise the uneasiness and unhappiness beneath
its calm and placid exterior. In Pod vecer, Pletnev is continually
tapping his barometer or examining the sky, waiting impatiently for
the rain that will ensure a good harvest. The mood of urgent expec¬
tancy - shared by the peasants at the end of the story - influences/
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our view of events; we toofeel the need for some impending change
in the atmosphere, and. look forward like Lesovskij to an inevitable
disruption of the order of things in the Russian countryside.
Isolated actions and remarks, in contributing to the mood of the
story function to disclose the meaning the author has made implicit
in it.
The author's use of these "devices of disclosure" is extensive
and variously successful; but his most common technique of conveying
his judgement remains - as it does for most fiction writers - the
"structural elements" in his story - the events themselves and the
sequence into which they are ordered. It is always by attending to
the happenings of a story that we discover the author's purpose,
whether the events are consecutive incidents in the unfolding plot
of a rasskaz or illustrative scenes within the general commentary
of the narrator of a zapiska work. In a story like Staryj cholostjak.
the structure of cause and effect leads us to draw our conclusion -
and the author's - from the story: the man acted correctly in reject¬
ing his chance of happiness because he can now respect himself for
the decision he took despite himself. In a discursive work like
Hoi skitanija. it is the structure of argument and example that
leads us to judgement: the narrator's implied argument that backward¬
ness corrupts people more than progress is illustrated by the behaviour
of his peasant host, who spares no effort to exploit his guests. The
structure of a story reveals its significance. In order to make the
significance plainer, or its impact more forceful, the author may
structure his story in a special way. Istorija odnoj skoly, for
example, is constructed on the broad plan: hypothesis - example -
conclusion, so that the thesis it presents might be more conclusively
proved. First of all, the narrative sets out the factory schoolteacher's
views on education:
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3a^aua aikojibi saTB npoH3BOflKTejibHoro pa<5oT-
HHKa...flaTB euj tot noflteM #yxa, npw
KOTOpOM HBHTCH y HeTO CO3HaTeJIBHHH HHTepeC
k npoh3bohhten&hos padote (ill, 231).
Then it presents the story of Van'ka Kain as a negative illustration
of this view. Van'ka is "brought up "by another schoolteacher who seeks
to discipline rather tban educate; his impulses for good are neglected -
he receives no praise for withstanding the temptations of truancy -
and his vices develop freely: he "becomes a thief and a murderer. The
conclusion is voiced "by a statistician who comes to the factory to
investigate the dishonesty of a generation of workmen trained in the
same school; he speaks of the need for another kind of school:
mKOJia TBopuecKan, co3n;n;aTeji&HaH, syMaioman
O TOM, *ITO (5e3 yMHHX TaJiaHTJIHBBIX patfOTHHKOB
- Reno CTaHeT...KaK oho h CTano...HpaBCTBeH- ^
Hoe pacTJieHHe HBnneTCH npeMHeH 3a CHCTewy (HI, 245)-
Natasa too is structured to set cause against effect, example against
conclusion. The first section of the story introduces us to the "bank
clerk Molotov, who describes his efforts to run a shelter for poor
children, and the lack of support his work receives even in a "town
of millionaires" (IV,320). In the second part of the story, we follow
one of these poor children, NataSa, home from Molotov's shelter. As
she sits sharing the crusts she has hoarded with her brothers and
sisters, word comes that her father has collapsed on the street and
failed to deliver a telegramme to a merchant, who has lost thousands
of roubles as a result. Eventually, the efforts of the mother and the
recovery of the father save the family from complete destitution, but
Natala dies from diphtheria. In the final part of the story, we return
to Molotov's shelter and see him continue his attempt to feed and clothe
an increasing number of children. The story of Natasa and her family
is thus seen to be an example of the poverty Molotov is fighting against
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an example too of the indifferences of the rich (the merchant) to
the misery of the poor that dooms his efforts to failure; it shows
how much is to be done, and how little Molotov can do.
In thus organizing his stories to prove his point, the author
again runs the risk of stating his meaning too clearly, of "weaken¬
ing the picture" by reducing his story too neatly to an illustrative
parable. In some stories, he avoids this danger by frankly adopting
the methods and materials of the allegorist, by renouncing any attempt
to depict reality and devoting himself to the fictional representation
in fantastic, fairy-tale events of some truth. Chudoznik, for example,
describes a sculptor who at last managed to embody his vision of the
ideal in the statue of a beautiful woman, but who was possessed by a
selfish, destructive passion for her when the gods gave it life.
They punish him by destroying the work, and he dies without ever being
able to recreate it. The moral of his story is expressed in the motto
inscribed by his friends on his tombstone:
M He ycTynnji <5bi nejiOBeic aHrenaM, h nepefi
CMepTBio he ckjiohhjich, ecnh 6u. he (5hjio y
Hero cjiatfan bojih (IV, 5^1).
Novye zvuki is a fable about the duty of the artist to share and reflect
the sufferings of humanity: the story describes a young prince who can¬
not will the love of a poor flowergirl because he cannot play on his
violin the only sounds she understands -
cjie3H, ctohbi, npe3peH&e, henabhctb,
npoKHHT&e (IV, 118).
He pursues her when she runs away from the palance, and wandering
through the city in search of her, discovers the realities of poverty
and misery he has never known. When he finds the girl, she dies, but
in his grief he learns to play the notes she wished to hear:
euj HaJIHCB 3TH HOBHe 3ByKH nOTOMy, HTO
caw oh MHoro BHCTpanaji, mhoto nepe-
^yBCTBOsaji (IV, 120)
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Several of the Skazki dl.ja dete.j are also fables designed to
inculcate simple moral messages: Knizka scast'.ja, for instance,
telling of a small boy who bravely sets out to rescue an enchanted
pricess from a wicked ogre and bring happiness to all the world,
speaks of the virtue of courage and self-sacrifice. However, the
author's fables are not always successful, and his events do not
always bear out the allegorical significance imposed on them.
Kuro6ka Kud tells of a hen who runs away from her sheltered farm¬
yard to find happiness in the wider world; the moral indicated is
that we must never accept our lot or limit our horizons - or as
Kud's husband says:
Bcersa jrajiBiae, Kjr (V, 593).
But Kud's story ends in disaster when, for simple biological reasons,
she is unable to fly south with her husband and dies in the winter
snow. The ending of the story - which illustrates the folly of try¬
ing to overcome one's limitations - stands as a contradiction to its
moral. Sometimes, the moral itself fails to convince us: Novye zvuki
offers a view of art that is at best one-sided, but which is presented
as the final truth. But on the whole, the author's use of fantasy and
fable to give us "a fictional example of the truth of a statement"^
meets with success, and his didactic purpose is achieved.
In other stories, however, Garin turns to a sequence of "realistic"
events to exemplify his truth, and seeks to combine allegory and ordin-
ar rasskaz, and in doing so he may confuse our view of the story as a
whole. Filosof Ban is at once an absurd melodrama and a philosophical
fable. The events are clearly organized to discredit Dan and the views
he represents - those of the self-styled superman who recognises no/
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law "but that of "blagorazumie" (p.276); he shrugs off his responsibility
for Betty's death and watches unperturbed as the mother of his child is
taken to be hanged for his crime, believing that the crowd must never
know the truth. The sensational nature of the events, the improbability
of the story's happenings and coincidences tend rather to obscure its
argument, and its philosophical statement is submerged in these irrele-
5
vancies of the plot.
I*1 Revekka and Vojcech, the author has used conventionally romantic
love stories as moral parables. Revekka refuses Antonij because she
cannot marry him without betraying her Jewish faith and losing her
self-respect. At last he changes her mind and she becomes his wife,
but she lives to regret it. After five unhappy years she writes to
her friend Lija, condemning the passion tliat led her to sacrifice her
self-respect (IV,64). Hep bitter experience has taught her that integ¬
rity and strength of purpose alone can bring happiness; and she echoes
the inscription of the artist in ChudoSnik, contemplating the sad dis¬
crepancy of what life could be, and what people make of it, (lV,64).
Vo.jcech deals with a similar theme. It is the old priest, pointing
out a shooting star to his young friend, who first directs the hero's
thoughts to the higher life accessible to him if he has the courage
to pursue it:
TaK BoMpex -..h sto Kyina qejiOBeuecKan,
HTO He XOHeT CBH3BIBaTBCH C TeM, UTO TJieHHO
Ha rpH3Ho: bbicoko noflHHMaeTCH h, xotb
ynafleT, xotb He flOJieTHT, fla cb6TOM cbohm
noTHHeT k ce6e poflHyio Hymy.. .^ejiOBSK, ecjin
He JI9THT, oh xy;te nepsgKa (Marka YIII- 2?5)_
But Vojcech^ is more interested in the beautiful Marianna, and at
length they elope to live together in the city. Marianna opens
up to her lover a new world of knowledge, and helps him to educate
himself; but their happiness is ended when he discovers her infi¬
delity. Parting from her, Vojcech tells Marianna that she has/
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enabled, him to reach for the higher life the old priest spoke of;
and he hopes that she too may one day discover the love for ail
mankind he found through loving her -
JIio6obb ko Bcew BBiine ouhom jijo(5bh
(Marks VIII, 302).
Both stories illustrate a moral judgement: Revekka shows how
passion can destroy the human spirit, Vojcech how the spirit may
rise above passion. Both are allegories and love stories, but
because they are allegories, they can never be convincing as love
stories, for their moral significance must always take precedence
over their portrayal of people and relationships. And because they
are inadequate as love stories, they can never be wholly convincing
as parables. They illustrate the danger facing the author as he
tries to organize his events to illustrate his judgements; where
the judgement is too plainly expressed in the structure, the events
lose their power to convince us of it.
And so, the author communicates with his readers not only
through the words uttered by the narrator or the characters, but in
the words of the narrative itself, in the shape and structure of
the events it relates. He seeks to embody his values in the work
as a whole and through all its parts, and the work as a whole is
always his chief means of disclosure. Although we may hear him
speaking in his own voice, or detect him through the screen of his
devices, his effort is to speak to us only in his images, and these
images, and the picture which together they compose, give expression
to his judgement.
IV
Throughout the fiction, the author seeks to control our view
of his characters. His explicit and implicit comments on them and
on the significance of their actions, his descriptions of them, his/
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manner of telling their story, all have the effect of involving
us with them, and, under his guidance, we respond to them as
people# In his sustained effort to bring the reader to perceive and
share his judgements, the author will finally make Use of this res¬
ponse; in controlling our sense of emotional involvement and sympathy
with his heroes, the author will lead us to judge them for ourselves,
so that our reactions to them will disclose his judgement.
Our response to the characters is based on the scale of values
we bring to the work. As Wayne C. Booth has observed, "Any charac¬
teristic, mental, physical or moral, which in real life will make
7
me love or hate other men will work the same effect in fiction."
Our reaction to a character, his personality, appearance or behaviour
will become a moral response of sympathy or judgement, since it will
narrow or widen the distance at which we feel ourselves from him;
O
and as we read our attitude will be guided by our "practical interest"
in seeing virtue rewarded and vice punished, our friends prosper and
their enemies confounded. Thus we naturally find ourselves on the
side of suffering children like Dim or Adocka or ITatasa, because their
situation stirs our compassion; and our sympathy for them will lead
us to condemn those responsible for their sufferings - the society
that refuses to care for Natasa, the social attitudes that cause
\/
Dim's misery. When Cernotskij's mistress in Vetreca tells him of
her past - she was forced to marry her mother's lover and forced by
him into virtual prostitution for his own ends - we are moved to
sympathise with this helpless victim, and to censure all those -
Cernotskij included - who have taken advantage of her. When the
hero of Volk tells his fellow villagers:
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JIjih noni>3H Barnen corjiaceH m cwepTB
npHHHTB (IV, 544),
he wins our approval for such noble self-sacrifice, and. we will
therefore blame the commune that defeats his efforts with system¬
atic hostility.
When a character is patently a villain or a victim, our natural
emotional response will give expression to the author's implied judge¬
ment. Thus our abhorrence of Dan's actions will lead us to judge him
as the immoral rogue he is, and our compassion for the hero of Stary.j
evrej will bring us to condemn the unjust laws that force him to
abandon his hard-earned prosperity. In both stories, the narrative
technique of interior monologue, giving us direct access to the hero's
thoughts, enables us to judge them at once, and we need no other devices
of disclosure to assist us.
But the author's judgement is not always one of outright sympathy
or condemnation, and he is not always content to express it only through
the reader's natural responses. Sometimes he will seek to modify this
response and lead the reader to some new judgement of the case. In Icka
. 1 Davydka, for example, our impulse to sympathise with the heros is
held in tension with our impulse to judge them. The two downtrodden
Jews exploited by the police official seem immediate candidates for our
compassion, but at the same time certain traits of character they exhibit
alienate our sympathy. Davydka is smug and self-satisfied, and takes
advantage of his friend; he is cuhning and hypocritical in his self-
abasement before his clients, and untruthful when he boasts to his
family of his meeting with the pristav (ill,208).
Throughout the story, Icka is spiritless and morose, convinced of
his own inferiority. Both of them are pusillanimous and cowardly, and
even Davydka cannot maintain his swagger in the face of the pristav's /
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dog (111,207). These failings, which show them in a critical light,
contrast with, the pathos of their situation as victims of racial
prejudice (apparent when Icka's son is almost blinded by a stone
thrown by a hostile stranger); our attitude towards them is ambivalent,
and thus the author avoids sentimentality. We view his heroes not only
as poor oppressed Jews, but as individuals with the foibles of universal
human types. In a similar way, the author leads us to an ambivalent view
of Val'nek-Val*novskij, tempering our condemnation of his pretension with
sympathy for him in his impossible situation.
Thus the author may arouse our sympathy and our judgement for his
characters, and fashion from our immediate response a wider view of them
and their actions. In V usad'be pomescicy Jarysevoj, we will condemn
the dishonesty of the steward when he lies to the village elder about
the price demanded by the Tatar labourers (111,525)• But as the narra¬
tive progresses - much of it passing through his thoughts - we come to
understand his own standards, and judge him by them. His aim is to serve
his employer's interests, to persuade the villagers to work for her at a
price lower than they would otherwise have done. Similarly, we become
aware of the motives governing the old lady's own conduct: her aim is
to pass on the estate intact to her grandson, and so she is unable to
help the peasants in their poverty, or build the school her granddaughter
wants. Our judgement of the steward and the old woman is thus suspended
while we learn of the code of values they obey; once we have gained this
knowledge, we are able to compare this code of self-interest with our
own values, and reach a more damning judgement not only of them, but of
the way of life they represent. In Babuska, we are presented again and
again with evidence of the old woman's immorality. She removes Pasa
and her family from the scene, and arranges Ped'ka's marriage to a
wealthy heiress; she obliquely urges Matrena to look outside the family/
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for the heir Fed'ka cannot produce; considering Sil'vin's potential
as a progenitor, sue contrives to make her wishes known to him, and
later sees he is rewarded. Nowhere does the author judge the matriarch
explicitly, for he can rely on the reader to judge her. But at the same
time, because we see much of the story through the eyes of the grand¬
mother herself, we come to feel sympathy with her; as she is dying, we
even identify with her, hoping that she will live to see her memorial
bell hung and rung. We see that she acts by her own code, in which
everything is sacrificed to the prosperity of the family, and that she
has no idea of any other morality. Because our condemnation is temp¬
ered by this understanding, and because we see she has no inkling of
the enormity of her actions, we are brought to a more thorough condem¬
nation of the code underlying her behaviour.
Sympathy and judgement may thus interact - and even conflict with
each other - to form our judgement of characters and story, and reveal
to us the scale of values the author would communicate. In Derevenskie
panoramy case after case of peasant superstition, greed and brutality
must lead us to condemn the characters presented to us. Old Stephanida
believes doctors to be poisoners, Vokodav kills Alena because he thinks
she is a witch, Asimov kills his son to protect his property, Ivan
Vasil'evic cheats the whole village for his own profit, Akulina's step¬
son beats his young wife. All this is proof enough of the conclusion
expressed in the epigraph to Matreniny den'gi:
B HeKJJIBTypHHX yCJIOBHHX OflHHaKO HHqaiOT:
h qejiOBex h sooTHoe h pacTeHHe (HI, 411).
Yet in the presentation of his narrative, the author moves us to pity
his characters as we condemn their chortcomings. Frequently the story
is reflected through the minds of the peasants and put in their words,
and we lose sight of any objective narrator, and any objective standard/
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or judgement. Sometimes the narrator himself seems to be a peasant;
his narrative, with its homely images and expressions, its sentence
rhythms and its natural parallels -
rithdili K OCeHII 3a MOpH h 3a ropn, a IIlIMKa
k otuy Ha napoBofi xneO (ill, 552) -
sounds like a folk-epic, and he himself seems to share the views of
the peasants, their narrow horizons -
<5e3 <5a<5H, koheiho, hsjib 3k no xo3hhctb7 (HI, 347) -
their superstitions -
Cjiobho b npoxonax nanux thxo h xcjtko,
toiho kto-to xoflHT 6e33by^ho no hum, nmet
Koro-To. flBHBon-TO xounT - IlHMKHHy flyiny
KineT (HI, 356) -
even their experience itself; in the first part of Ha sele, as we
have seen, he speaks as one who has known their, struggle for survival
at first hand. Again our view is identified with that of the peasants,
and we feel with them the weight of poverty and ignorance. Our judge¬
ment or them is thus turned to a judgement of the conditions which make
them as they are.
And so the author is able to disclose to the reader his conclusions
about the work by manipulating his responses to the characters; through
his sympathies and antipathies he is led to discover for himself the
meaning of the story and the worth of its characters. Dvorec Pima,
perhaps more than any other short story, shows us how Garin conveys
his views and values by controlling the emotional response of his reader,
and how the various elements of the tale are arranged to direct this
response and turn it into judgement. Dim, the sictc little boy, is
naturally a character with whom we will sympathise, and the poignancy
of his situation is underlined when he is compared to a bent old man
(IV,262), or when one of his seizures is described. Our sense of
identity with him is intensified when parts of the narrative are
filtered through his thoughts:
- !#• -
Ax, nan see xoponio. H Jiyqrne Bcero to, hto
HHUH c hum. Ax, KaKOii cexpeT 3HaeT JJhm.
Ho oh ero Hmcorfla He CKaxeT flHfle. Oh, KaK
CKpnra, npnqeT ero b CBoeS nyme. Erop euj
ero CKa3aji: oh noxos Ha rrrio. Heyxejin
noxox, h ^yaeT TaxoS xe, xax bhah, c rycTHMH
BOJIOCaMH, MaJieHBKOH 6opOflKOH, 60 JIBIUHMH
3aryMHii3BiMH rjiasaim? Kaxoe cqacT&e, hto oh
noxox nan pa3 na toto, koto doji&iiie Bcex
jik>6HT (IV, 264).
Without any authorial exposition, Dim's circumstances are thus made
clear to us: he is illegitimate. The sad consequences of ths fact,
which is of course quite beyohd his comprehension, are also seen
through Dim's eyes. He is delighted but puzzled when Egor tells him
his uncle is really his Papa, and that he has brothers and sisters,
and his childish logic draws its own conclusion from this situation:
if he cannot play with these brothers and sisters now, he will meet
them all when he is dead, in the palace in the sky he dreams of.
This view is confirmed when his friend Nata^a is forbidden by her
mother to play with him. Deprived of friends and siblings, Dim
looks forward to his death, and his dying wish reveals his faith in
the happiness that then awaits him:
liana, Korna h ywpy, nycTB npn,qyT nocMOTpeTB
Ha MeHH iiOH 6paTHKH H CeCTpHHKII, a TO He
y3HaioT MeHH ohh TaM b flsopije (TV, 284).
The story is saved from mere sentimentality because the reader
is constantly forced to compare his own view and knowledge of the
world with "Che world as it seems to Dim; he must recognise that Dim
suffers because of the laws and attitudes prevailing in the adult
world, and his compassion for the child lends him to condemn them.
Criticism of corrupt adult values is implicit not only in Dim's
interpretation of the world around him, but also in the behaviour
of Natasa, whose conversations reflect the attitudes of her parents;
she is scornful of peasant children (IV,267), and threatens to beat/
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her doll tor disobedience - just as her mother punishes her. These
unsympathetic aspects of her conduct lead us to condemn the upbring¬
ing responsible for them.
The author's judgement thus emerges from our reactions to Dim and
his friend, from the sympathy we feel for him. It is also revealed in
certain significant events and remarks which within the context of the
story disclose its meaning to us. In church with Egor, Dim stands
beside an ikon which depicts Christ with the children and bears the
lengend:
He MeinaeTe fleTHM npHxoflHTB ko irae (iv, 268).
9
This Biblical reference in a Christmas story^ is an oblique comment
on a hypocritical society that denies Dim the happiness of childhood.
Deprived of Natasa's company, Dim transfers his affection to an old
blackbird, ana is saddened when one day it disappears. Later he finds
it dead in the garden, and his reaction reflects his bitter experience
of the adult world:
HaBepHO, Bopona jnotfatiia ero, ho eS Tosce
He no3bojihjih HrpaTB c hhm, h ona CKynaxa
h ywepjia (iv, 281).
When Egor explains to him that the law is the reason he cannot play
with his brothers and sisters, the child asks:
3aKOH cTpamHEiH, Erop? (iv, 271);
his notion or the law as some terrible monster is ironically apt in
the context of his story.
The author has no spokesman for his views among the characters
of the story except Egor the servant. Lazy, drunken and insensitive
to the distress he causes Dim by his revelations, Egor is far from
being a paragon, yet he voices the values held in common by the reader
and the author. He contrasts the behaviour of Dim's father with the /
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devotion a dog shows its puppies (lV,284). At tae end of the story,
the narrator himself steps forward to elaborate this view, by quot¬
ing the inscription above the gates of Dim's imaginary palace:
otb-eflhte ot ceGn jiossb, h npaBua CBeTjian,
^HCTan, hctouhhk bames chjih npuBefleT Bac
ciofla. M HHse:; Ho He BoiiflyT h He npuKOc-
HJTCH K qHCTHM flyniaM fleTeH flBIXaHHH JI3KHBHX
h 3jio(5cTByJOIHHX, jihiiemepob H CyeTHBIX,
najiaqex, GyKBofi yqeHHH Kajieuamne, h
y^HBajonpie pjmvi raBHe (iv, 285).
Sentiment and irony, the narrative technique of the "child's eye
view", direct authorial address and the comments of authorial spokes¬
men are all used as devices of disclosure to engage our compassion
for Dim and our condemnation of the society that causes his unhappiness.
0 0 9
The means of persuasion by which Garin communicates his views on
his story and its characters to us thus range from the explicit to
the implicit, from the direct to the subtle. He uses intermediaries
to make his judgements explicit, and stylistic devices to imply them;
he uses the events of the story and the emotional reactions of the
reader to give expression to them. The act of communication is always
the result of the interaction of many different devices, and it is
ultimately the work taken as a whole which discloses the authors
judgement to us.
Garin himself saw that it must be the writer's aim to communicate
through his "artistic images", to embody and express his judgement in
the story and its different parts10. Prom time to time, he falls short
of this objective, and we catch sight of the author speaking ot sebja.
in the words of the narrator and the hero. But often too, the author
does contrive to communicate obliquely and secretly without "weakening the
picture", by persuading us to care about his characters and their fate,
and leading us to draw conclusions from their actions. Wherever the/
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author seeks to Imply his judgement rather than state it, he must
rely on the co-operation and understanding of the reader; it is he
who must discover the clues and recover the implied judgement. By
involving the reader in such an "implied dialogue", "by inviting him
to interpret the various "dvices of disclosure", or by using his
sympathies and values to lead him to the judgement embodied in the
work, the author can make him his partner in judgement, and convince
him more fully of his truths. As one writer has put it, "the more we
interpret, the greater our contributory effort, the more we share with
the author his view of life and in its expression"11.
NOTES
1. Bentlev, Observations on the Art of Narrative, p. JO.
2. Sacks, Fiction and the Shape of Belief, p. 65
3. the story and its argument are further discussed in Chap. V.
4. Sacks, op. cit. p.26
5. Karl Moor, which tells of a poor man dismissed from his work
for denouncing a rogue, is also a mixture of the fable and
the conventional rasskaz. The hero( who bears no relation to
the character of the same name in Schiller's Die Rauber) and
the villain, the sycophantic Adrian Gof, are too plainly
allegorical types, and the author's intention - to show that
honesty cannot thrive in a corrupt world - shows too clearly
through the story's events.
6* Vo.jcech is set in Volynia and bears some textual resemblance
to parts of Kartinki Volyni.
7. Booth, The Rhetoric of Fiction, p..*130
8. Ibid, p. 125
9. the story has the sub-title: -PoscHecTBeHCKHM pacCKa3 H3
SH3HH fleTeS.
10. see Introduction, iii. ,
11. Grabo, Technique of the Novel, p. xvii.
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CHAPTER V: PUBLICISM AND TECHNIQUES OP ARGUMENTATION
Sometimes it is the author's intention in setting his fiction
before the reader to disclose to him not only his judgement of human
experience in general, but also his judgements on more specific and
more immediate aspects of the human scene. An observer of men and
their affairs, he is concerned with the forms and the problems of
human society, and will form definite views on them: these views
he will seek to make known to the reader. In many of his writings"'",
in his articles on engineering or agriculture, Garin is a declared
publicist, setting his opinions immediately before the reader. In
many stories, his desire to publicise and argue his views is no
less strong; as Bykov remarked:
nytfjumncTHtiecKaH xnjiKa otfHapyxHBaeTCH y
Hero b KascflOM paccKa3e h onepKe.2
As we have seen, Garin himself acknowledged that the writer of fiction
should communicate with his readers not by speaking ot sebja, but
through the "artistio images" of the fiction"^. In considering Garin
as publicist, we must therefore examine the means of communication
and persuasion by which the author discloses his publicistic views
without disclosing himself also, and discover how this "vein of pub-
licism" finds its expression in the story and its images.
I
There are in the fiction three channels through which the
author-publicist may convey his arguments to his reader: the narrator,
the characters, and the events of the narrative itself. His ctoice of
devices of communication is more limited than that of the author who/
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seeks to convey more general judgements, and who can employ also
the devices of style and imagery to impart his views to the reader*
he must discover the means to present specific judgements on partic¬
ular issues.
The narrator who can address the reader directly and make
explicit his own views - the dramatized first-person narrator - will
clearly provide the author with his most direct means of access to
the reader, and give him the greatest freedom to discuss and argue
with him. The genre of the travel diary or the zapiska, so charac¬
teristic of Garin, gave him unparalleled copportunities, as Judina
has observed, to give expression to his views on the actualities
and problems of the age^. The narrating "I" who travels through
a world recognisably our own and sets his views of it before us
must inevitably discuss social actualities and issues. The Korean
traveller describes the landscapes and villages he sees, but aiso
discusses the institutions and conditions and problems he observes -
and not those of Korea alone. He comments on the Trans-Siberian
railway and the need for railway expansion, on the position of
Siberian peasants, on the untapped mineral wealth of Siberia, on the
situation of racial minorities within the Russian Empire, on the
decline of France after the Dreyfus case. In touching on these and many"
other subjects of topioal interest, the narrator must always express his
own opinions and judgements. Thus too, on a scale less wide, the narra¬
tor of V sutoloke, in discussing agriculture, engineering and provincial
politics reveals his own position in the controversies he reports: he
is for modern farming methods, for narrow-gauge railways, for the lib¬
eral and progressive elements in provincial society. In Kartinki
Vol.yni, the narrator considers the economy of the province as he descri¬
bes its natural beauties, in Moi skjtani.ja he examines the question of/
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progress as he retells his travel experiences, in Na Chodu, he
discusses the controversial topic of the peasant commune as he
reports the words of his peasant host. The "vein of publicism"
runs through all these works, and finds its expression above ail
in the comments of the narrator who surveys social phenomena, raises
controversial questions and advances his own conclusions. Aristotle
described three ways in which the rhetor might convince his audience:
through the impression created by his character, through the emotions
5
aroused by his speech, and through the cogency of his arguments .
These same means of persuasion are used by the author to convince us
of the validity of his narrator's opinions. Firstly, we will accept
the narrator's views when he is shown to be worthy of our confidence,
when he is seen to be a man of intelligence, good faith, experience
and sound judgement of the world around him. Because we know that the
narrator of V sutoloke, for example, is himself a farmer and an engin¬
eer, we accept his judgement when he advocates the modernisation of
agriculture or the expansion of the railways. Because we know that the
narrator of Na praktike is a professional engineer who has himself
worked as a railway fireman, we believe him when he speaks of the
hardships of such work (IV,587). When reference in Na chodu, Moi
skitanija or Kartinkj Volyni, our respect for his views is increased.
The war-diarist at once shows himself to be a sincere man when he
writes:
fl <5epy Ha ce6n tfoH&myio OTBeTCTBeHHOCTt nepefl
qnTaTejieMt <5htb npaBflHBHM (Marks. VI, 5)
when he goes on to show a genuine concern for the welfare of the troops
(even offering to collect donations for bathrooms and laundries; p«40),
a proper respect for the Commander-irt-Chief, and a loyal belief in
ultimate Russian victory, the reader accepts his comments as the views
of a true patriot.
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By giving the right impression of himself, "by displaying
evidence of his intelligence, frankness and experience, the narrator
is thus able to ingratiate himself with us, and win our acceptance
of his views.
Secondly, we may be moved to agree with the narrator's judgement
when he works on our emotions in unfolding his argument. Fereprava
&erez Volgu is a condemnation of the general inefficiency of Russia's
system of transport and communications. To prove his point, the
narrator recalls how he once had to cross the Volga in early spring
in a small boat because there was no railway bridge to the other side.
By making us share his anxiety and discomfort as huge ice-floes threat¬
ened the small craft from all sides, by recreating within us the sus¬
pense of the crossing, he brings us to share his conclusion:
HyscHH 3Kejie3Hbie HepBH pyccKoro uejiOBena, ero
2ceJie3Hoe 3flopoB&e, ero paBHOflynme nnkapn k
3KH3HH, HJ3KHH, HaKOHeil , VL IIOJIHaH XaJiaTHOCTB
pyccKoro qejiobeita h otcytctbhe bchkoh
OtfmeCTBeHHOM MHC.JIH, UTO<5h MKpHTBCH C TaKHMH
nepenpaBaMH (HI* 559) ... • • -
In Na ohodu, the narrator's description of a Tatar village turns into
a condemnation of the whole civilisation it represents, and he makes
his point largely by exploiting our emotional reaction to the children
of this village. They seem bright and happy - but, we are told, before
they have grown up, the girls will be mothers and the boys old men.
The oontrast between our view of childhood and the fate forced on these
children by a decrepit social order leads us to condemn Tatar society:
PetfeHOK TaTapHHa yace xpaHHT b ce<5e Tucnhe-
jieTHoro CTapuxa c ko3jihhom (5opoj];o2, cTapuna
pa3BpaTHoro, npeBpamaiomero nBeHawjaTHJieTHioK)
jjeBOtiKy b aceHy, mojiohoctb npeBpanjaiomero b
cTapocTb, qejioBena-aceHinHHy - b pa(5a (HI, 248)
The emotional force of the argument is summed up in the description
of one pretty little girl, and in the narrator's vision of the fate
awaiting her (111,249)? the sympathy we feel for her is turned to/
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Indignation at the civilisation that sacrifices her to its traditions.
In Na praktlke, the narrator mates another appeal to oar feelings of
sympathy, when he describes the hard lot of a train-drivers and firemen,
and the gruesome accidents that can maim and kill them, Our sympathy
rouses our conscience when we realise that our attitude to these men
is the same as that displayed by the passengers who look so disdain¬
fully on the sooty crew of workmen gathered to wish the narrator fare¬
well (IV,589)| thus we are convinced through out own feelings of the
need for a change in society's treatment of and attitude towards its
workers.
Ispoved' otoa is another example of how the reader's emotional
response may serve in the expression of the narrator's publicism.
The argument - concerning the emotive question of eduoation, and in
particular the issue of oorporal punishment of children - is exempli¬
fied in the intimate confession of a father who remembers his dead son
and his efforts to assert his paternal authority. We pity the father in
his constant self-recrimination as he remembers how he once struck the
child, and sought to discipline by arousing fear in him. The death
of the child - he contracts measles from his cousin - is described





M nTHUKa xo— (rv, 42)
The father's stunned grief gives way to guilt as he remembers and
condemns his attempts at disciplines
Komj hyacho Tenepb Moe ytfescflehne, hto euj xe
Ha nojib3y h flewcTBOBaJi? m r^e 3Ta noxib3a?!
3tot KpoiHKa npuxoflHJi cKwa Ha 3eMJiio qtotfu
cneTb cbok) MajieHBKyio, oneHb KopoTeH&Kyio
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neceHKy jiio(5bh. Th mot 3touy neBijy natb Bee
cuacTBe - oho ot retia 3aBHcejio. Th nan eMy? (rv, 42)
It ia his feelings that lead the father to hia conclusion: punishment
is an evil, the child must he educated in love alone; and it is through
our emotional involvement in the story that we are led to agree with
him. In the happier atory of the second son, who has never been punished,
and who looks on his father with the free affection of a friend, the
pleasure we take in the father's joy further convinces us of his argu¬
ment. The manipulation of the reader's emotions is thus an important
aspect of the rhetoric of the narrators-publicist.
Thirdly, the narrator may convince the reader by the soundness of
his arguments and the skill of this reasoning. In several stories the
narrator is anxious to justify his own conclusions, and to this end sets
before the reader the logic that convinced him. In Neskol'ko let, the
landowner carefully reconstructs for us the thinking behind his decision
to undertake his agricultural experiment. First, he sums up his general
aims, and asks how they might be achieved:
Ltejin, KOTopbie mh pemnjin npecjie^obatb b flepebhe,
cboflhjihcb k CHeflyromHM flsym: k 3a(5otam o jimuhom
CmarococTHHHH h k 3a6oTaM o tfjiarococTaHHZH
OKpyacaiomMx Hac KpecTbhh • KaKHM nyTeM flyMan
H CTpeMHTBCH K flOCTHSeHHK) 3THX UeJieS? (ill, 18)
His answer to this question is both theoretical and practical: he must
discover the means to educate the peasants to exploit their land to
the full, and he must help them out of their immediate financial diffi¬
culties, both by providing aid to individuals-and by raising the general
standard, of living in the village. With this latter end in view, he
decides to adopt three measures: l) he will permit the peasants to
clear his forest of brushwood, and provide them witd free fuel; 2) he
will lease them grazing land on favourable terms, and so encourage them
to raise livestock - and provide them with the manure with which they
might fertilise their fields; and 3) de will persuade them to revise/
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the system of land.-ownership and the annual partition of allotments,
in order to give the poor peasants the means to withstand the monop¬
oly of the kulaks.
B CHJiy Bcero cKa3aHHoro, Bonpoc hjih MeHH
ctahobhjich hchhm: phb;om c ynotfpehneiu,
npaBHJiBHOBo nanmeii h npoquMH HOBOBBeueHHHMH,
HeO(5xOflMMO (5hJIO B03BpaTHT£ KHH3eBLi;eB K HX
npeacHeiay odmHHHOMy (SnTy (ill, 27)
Aware of the importance of this decision, he turns once more to the
facts to verify it, quoting several examples from his own experience
to prove that it is the ignorance and routine of the peasants that
dooms them to failure and poverty. Thus convinced, he draws up a
programme for immediate action, including equal allotment of the land
among the households and unprecedented autumn ploughing - and presents
it to his tenants. Thus we follow step "by step with the narrator the
logical process of thought leading him from the theoretical formula¬
tion of his intentions to the enumeration of the practical measures
he will implement. His constant appeal to the facts of the case, to
his own experience of the peasants and their life, his effort to
marshal his argument into unumerated points and subdivided paragraphs,
his general progression from observation to conclusion, from the theor¬
etical to the practical, all give his arguments persuasive power, and
make them seem credible and convincing.
The desire to argue inductively, to work logically from the facts
of the case towards a conclusion is seen again in V sutoloke, where
the narrator attacks the system of communal tillage, the price exacted
by the local zemsivos from the peasants in return for famine relief.
Seeking to prove the iniquity of the system, ha turns to the facts:
Bot JiorwKa Bemeii (IV, 365)
First of all, the peasants' land is insufficient for their needs as it
is, and they can spare none for oommunal use. Secondly, the method of/
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strip-cultivation employed on communal land is wasteful of labour and
time, and offers the peasant no inducement to work. Thirdly, the work
on communal land is alioted to the households according to the number
of working members. Since this number is always changing, it frequently
happens that some families have more workers than land, while others
have not the manpower to work their share of the land. And finally, the
grain produced will be sold to those who can afford it, and who can
dictate their own price; thus a few wealthy merchants and. kulaks will
profit from the labour of whole villages. Thus contrasted with reality,
the theory of communal tillage is seen to be incapable of improving the
agrarian situation:
1 Cjiobom, otbpathtejitha 3ta 0<5mectbehhah
3anamKa bo Bcex OTHomeHunx: h KaK BCHKan
HaTypajibHan hobuhhoctb, h KaK KpyroBaa
nopyKa, h KaK pa3opnTejibHHH h b to ace
BpeMH HHKyfla He roflHHH najuinaTHB (rv, 367)
In general, the arguments used by the narrator to convince the
reader of his conclusions are backed up by facts and illustrated by
examples. Arguing against the present organisation of the grain trade,
the narrator of Neskol'ko let quotes facts and figures from his own
experience. Because the price is controlled by a few wealthy merchants,
he was forced to sell his grain at 2b Eopeks a pud instead of the 72
kopeks he had calculated; he does not make enough to cover the costs
of transport (ill,79)• Anxious to show that the cholera riots were
not the fault of the peasants alone, the narrator of V sutoloke gives
various examples of how the high-handedness of the zemskie na&al'niki
and their ignorance of peasant customs precipitated these disturbances
(lV,378). The narrator of Na no&lege, hearing his host complain about
the mir, remembers from his own experience actual cases of the injust¬
ices caused by the commune (IV,141-2). Arguments are thus grounded in/
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facta, proofs are drawn from actual experience, and ao the reader
is led to accept the conclusions of the narrator.
Because he is addressing the reader directly, the publicist-
narrator may convince his reader, not only by creating a favourable
impression of himself, or by appealing to his heart or his reason,
but also by arguing directly at him, by lecturing him, challenging
him, haranguing him. He may declaim, question and reason as the
orator does, and employ the rhetorical devices of language. Thus,
when the narrator of Kartinki Volyni discusses the Pole^cuki, a
previously "unspoiled" people forced after centuries of isolation
into the modern world, he makes his point in a mounting series of
ironic questions addressed to the readers
Ho KaK xe <5bitb? Kan bo3bp£lthtb nojiemyKy
ero yTepHHHHH paH?...HTO xe jjejiaTB? Othhtb
y HSMiieB 3eMJiio, yHHUtokhtb $a6pnKH, 3aBO,n;H,
He ctpohtb 2cene3HHe flopom? Hto nejiaTB? He
npn3HaBaTB BceS 3toh xhshh hjih npn3HaBaTB,
HTO XH3HB HfleT He HO TOMy HJIH HHOMy 2CeJiaHHK),
a no cbohm BeuHHM, HeyjiOBHMHM, Kan cawa
npnpofla, saKOHaM? Hto nenaTB? JnpnMO BepHTb
B CBOK) yTOnHK) H 3THM , BCTHB B npOTHBOpetIHe
CO Been 2CH3HBK), C CaMHM COtfOK), BHCSpOCHTB
ce<5n H 3 CTpOH 3CHBHX, HJIH 3aHHTBCH H3yneHHeM
3THX BeiHHX 33KOHOB HBH2CeHHH Bnepefl H, nO-
HHMan hx, pa(5oTaTB yxe He KaK reHHH-caMoyuKa,
a bo BceopyacHH BejiHKOH nocTHrHyTOH HayKH -
3aKOHOB HBH3KeHHH Bnepen qenoBenecKOH sch3hh?
(IV, 115)
The rhetorical crescendo of questions leads the reader unmistakeably
to the author's views the Polescuki, with their picturesque but impossible
way of life must give way to the general laws of human progress, to the
industrial society that is already encroaching on their sanctuary. The
devices of rhetoric in the traditional sense, the apostrophe, the
rhetorical question, the use of repetition and rhythm to enforce points,
are all available to the narrator who stands before the reader like a
public speaker, tp argue his case direct.
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The story Zizn1 i smert1 employs not only the techniques but
the forms of oratory? it is a sermon, preached, on a text from Amiel's
Journal^»
He THrOTHTBCH, He OCTHBaTB, 6HTB TepnejIHBHM,
OT3HBHHBHM, flO<5pOflymHHU , TOpOHHTBCH JHOtfUTB
B CO 3HaHHH, 1TO y2Ce CTOHDIB J nOpOra BeiHOCTH
- bot b qew flojir (rvt 68)
As an example of this precept translated into action, the narrator
cites the life of Kolpin, a country doctor wdo devoted his life to
caring for his patients. He infers the ideals of a better and more
just way of life that inspired Kolpin, and refutes the objection of
an imagined opponent that only generations and not individuals can
bring these ideals to reality:
OcTaBHM 3th cka3kh, VL IiyCTb xoth <5h
Kojmhh h JIntfepMaH, kotophx bh 3HaeTe h
OTpimaTb He MoaceTe, cjiyacaT BaM HaneacH&iM
flOKa3aTejibCTBOM npoTHBHoro (iv, 70)
The vision can be realised in such lives as Kolpin's, by oulture and
progress and that sense of service to the common good and that energy
for life which they alone can bring. The higher life of altruism is
beyond the reach of the characters depicted by Tolstoj in his Choz.jain
i rabotnik, but it is accessible to characters like Kolpin or Liberman
or DuLong - an American explorer who gave up his life to save his
friends. In the story of DuLong, which he tells at some length, the
narrator sees the way ahead for all mankind -
ha, Bnepen, ho He ha3an, he tyna, ky.ua
30BeT rpa$ JI.H. Tojictoh, kyua korjia-to
3Ban jnofleii Tax 3aMaHVHBO 5KaH-3KaK Pycco (iv, 72)
Employing all the common devices of the homily - the elevation of
exemplary lives as patterns for emulation, the summary and refutation
of opposing arguments, the use of the parable (for such DuLong's story
becomes), the final exhortation to follow the example held before us -/
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the narrator urges his audience to abjure false prophets like
Tolstoj, Rousseau and the other detractors of human progress, and
to take our lead from those who in their service to their fellow man
and their faith in a better future found a higher way of life.
The narrator will not always preach at his reader; sometimes
he may take advantage of his personal relationship with the reader
to communicate by sharing ironies with im, by concealing his real
point and leading the reader to discover it. At the end of Putesest-
vie na junu, for example, the narrator turns with heavy irony to question
the reader on the country he has been describings
Ho qTO ace 3TO 3a CTpaHa, h rue OHa? - cnpocHT
HeTepnejMBHH qnTaTejiB - rue Bee ycnoBHO, rue
jiomajtH (SeraioT, KaK noe3fla, a noe3na, KaK
jiomann.. .rue b nior;eH ctpbjihkjt, a hhkhx 3Bepefi
tfeperyT; rue 3BepnM 3thm jiynme acuBeTcn, qeu
jiiohhm b hx JioroBHmax;.. .rue KaxjjoMy npeao-
npefleneH cbom matfjiOH, h BHe ero HeT nyTeii...
rue nojiycBO<5oflHu2 Tpyn Tan xe He ynoBJieTBopneT
Ha3peBmHM noTpe<5HOCTHM, kslk KpenocTHOH b
CBoe BpeMn; rue BpeMH HHqero He cTOHT...rne
e3HHT <5e3 nopor, h Bcerna yBepeHH, ito norianyT
Kyua Haso?
CTpaHa 3Ta Ha nyHe, sto cbhtoihhh $aHTa3HH,
HHTaTent! (ill, 464-5)
The reader is undeceived by this declaration, and sees thatthe story
is not a fantasy, but rather an account of the fantastic absurdities
of the Russian reality.
Nor does the narrator always address his reader directly; some¬
times he may disguise his argument as conversation, and address it to
the characters he encounters. We hear his words at second hand, but
the effect is the same as if they were addressed to us; and the rhetorical
means he employs to convince his interlocutors are directed also at us.
Thus, when the narrator of Neskol'ko let expounds to the merchant JuSkov
the superiority of American agriculture over Russian, his reasoning, with
its facts and figures, persuades us also (ill,III). When in Na nociege.
the narrator calculates with a peasant woman the hours of labour she/
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could, have saved herself if she had invested in a shuttle-loom (IV,
144), his calculations have their effect on us also, and. we realise
the full hopelessness of her position. In V sutoloke, the narrator
quotes from his report to the zemstvo arguing for a local narrow-guage
line (lV,447), from an address to a meeting of engineers in which he
advocates a system of such "dorogi-izvozXiki" (lV,462), and from his
interviews with railway officials in which he defends these proposals
(lV,468). In each case, the means used to persuade the audience x
persuades the reader also} the narrator seeks to influence his hearers
by insisting on his qualifications and disinterestedness, by appealing
to their feelings - to support his scheme for railway expansion he
describes the starving peasant children who die every year because
doctors and supplies cannot get to them (lV,4bl), by presenting facts,
figures and logical deductions from them. The fact that his words
are addressed to an audience increases their impact on us, for his
ex cathedra sermons take on the aspect of conversation and dialogue,
and we are able to watch their effect on others.
The first-person narrator thus permits the author to influence
the reader in a wide variety of ways, to address him directly in the
narrator's comments or indirectly (if transparently) in the narrator's
conversations, to argue, demonstrate, harangue or cajole. Whatever
his strategy, he is the most, versatile channel for the author's
publicistic views, and the one most often employed. He is the most
direct and the most obvious means of authorial expression, the
"artistic image" through which it is often easy to discover the author
speaking ot seb.1a. the mask that does not always conceal the features




The characters of the story in their conversations with each
other - or even with themselves - are the second channel through
which the author may express his publicistic views. The words they
speak to each other are spoken to us also, the means they use to
persuade each other persuade us too. When, in the second fragment
of Zajac, Lieutenant fternysev tells himself that his senior officer
is a thief, he makes the comment to us also, and reveals to us the
n
extent of corruption in the army (IV,678) . 'When Nosilov in Tela
demonstrates to a Ministry official the inefficiency of his depart¬
ment by counting up the hours it wastes on each case (IV,845)» his
reasoning convinces us of the point he makes. Thus the author is able
to conceal his arguments in the apparently spontaneous words or thoughts
of characters, and avoid the element of preaching that it always present
where the narrator addresses the readerj arguments are dramatised in
the dialogue of the characters instead of being delivered in the
monologue of the narrator, and their persuasive power may thus be
increased.
For example, in Variant, the author's view of the task and duty of
the engineer - and his argument for cheaper railways to suit Russian
conditions - are expressed by Kol'cov; when he declares:
HeT BHie ciacTBH, KaK patfoTaTB Ha cnaBy
CBOeS OTUH3HH H CO 3HaBaTB, qto patfoToS
3TOH npuHOCunib He BOotfpaxaeMyio, a fleScTBHTejiB-
Hym nojib3y (ill, 175)
his words sound not as the pronouncement of some distant and disembodied
author, but as one man's personal affirmation of faith. The ideas he
voices become part of his inner life, and carry greater conviction for
us. The story V oblasti billionov i trillionov shows how arguments
may gain in impact when they are dramatised as conversation. The/
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author'3 views on cheaper railways are here presented as a dialogue
between two engineers, one of them the author's spokesman, the other
i
the representative of the opposition. By showing how the latter
cannot maintain his position against the forceful arguments of the
former, the author demonstrates not only the strength of his own case,
but the weakness of his enemies. Indeed, by having the opponent do the
calculations that prove the argument, he shows his antagonists have no
position at all. Thus the two men discuss the question of linesmen's
huts
Hama tfyflKa - 1000 pytfjie2. Ecjih <5h mh ctpohm
H3<5y b 200 py<5jie2, nojiymuiCH ocTaTOK
800 pytfjieK. Ha 15 tbichi cymecTByiomux 6ynok
3TO COCT&BHT?
- 12 MHJIJIHOHOB.






-Ha 3TH 8 MHJinnapflOB 6yp,et coaepscaTBCH 75
THCH^ ceMeScTB Hen3MepnMO Jiyume ocTanBHoro
HaceJIBHHH.(lUt 467)
We are convinced not only by the argument itself, with its barrage of
statistics, but also by its dramatisation; seeing the second speaker
unable to produce any counterarguments, we accept the conclusions
offered by the first.
The author who seeks to convey his publicistic views will frequently
search among his characters for a spokesman to put forth his arguments
and represent his position. He may use a mere mouthpiece - a character
whose sole and patent purpose is to speak for his views - or he may use
one who is involved in the events described and fulfils some other func¬
tion in the story. In Garin's works, there are few mouthpieces who are
mouthpieces alone; the two engineers in V oblasti ..., each representing a
different point of view, are examples of arguments personified, and the/
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imaginary American gentleman who distrubs the dreams of the narrator '
of Putesestvie na lunu is another. At first sight, this illusory-
stranger is a crudely transparent spokesman for the author's views on
technology and civilization. He compares the efficiency of American
railways and the benefits they bring to farmers with the complete
inefficiency of Russian transport, the high productivity of American
agriculture with the bankruptcy of Russian farming, the general pros¬
perity of America with the general poverty of Russia. He concludes:
Ha, fla, b Bameii CTpaHe ecTb MHoroe, ^to
He TaK (HI, 459)
The narrator attempts to defend his country by means of various
excuses and explanations -
H3bo3hhh npoMHCJi, neneqy h, y Hac b oco6hx
ycnoBHHX (III, 459)
7 Hac npHHiiurm HeoTqyjfcflaeMOCTH opyflHH npo-
H3BOflCTBa (ill, 460)
7 Hac HeT npojieTapHH (III, 460)
and, when all else fails,
Ja, pyccKHe - bjih pyccKHx! (ill, 460)
The American remains unconvinced and unimpressed by Vqe alleged
samobytnost* of Russia, commenting sardonically on "fashionable"
nationalism (lll,460). He is convinced of the superiority of the
"kul'tura zapada" (460), and believes that Russia .must imitate the
technology and industry of the West. The transparency of this
mouthpiece, however, - and the transparency of the narrator, a
\
mouthpiece for the opposing view - makes him more subtle as a device}
the author means us to see through him, and to recognise as a mouth¬
piece. The dialogue between the American and the narrator is thus a
piece of irony, a satire of the lame arguments employed by those who
seek to divert Russia from the path of industrial progress. The
ironic playfulness of the author is apparent when the narrator wakes/
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up at the mention of the word "censor" (ill,4.61), fearing the American
has overstepped Russian standards of free speech. Here the obviousness
of the mouthpiece is part of the irony that marks the author's relation¬
ship with his reader and contributes to a secret understanding between
them.
Most often, however, Garin selects as his spokesmen characters who
are credible as characters, who are personalities rather than abstrac¬
tions and with whom we may feel ourselves involved. Their character
and situation, and our response to them may thus be used to influence
our attitude towards the views they express; the author will lead us to
J
accept their opinions by having us sympathise with and trust them. If
the author's spokesman is the principal protagonist in the story, the
sense of identity we will naturally feel with him, and the knowledge of
his inner life usually accorded us will predispose us in his favour, and
we will agree with his judgements. Because Nosilov is the hero of Dela.
because we see much of the story through his eyes and are so often aware
of his thoughts and feelings, we come to experience with him his sense
of futility before the vast bureaucratic machine that controls Russian
life and agree with his condemnation of it, and of the railway administra¬
tion in particular. The hero will frequently display qualities which we
admire and recount experiences he has lived through; he will then speak
with the added authority of one who commands our respect or who speaks
from his own knowledge of life. Because Kol'cov is so patently dedicated
to his work and his country, we believe him when he tries to persuade
B2ezovskij of the need for economic railway construction, or argues with
Zaleskij about the failure of the Ministry to encourage inventiveness and
initiative among its engineers (Variant III,190ff).
Where the spokesman is not the principal character, the author will
ensure that he makes the right impression on us, and so is seen to be a
reliable representative of his views. Evidence of his intelligence and/
knowlaige of life will always commend him to us. Dr Lesovskij in
Pod vecer enjoys our respect because of his professional standing; we
recognize him as a man of practical experience whose judgement of the
rural scene and condemnation of absentee landowners may be accepted on
be
trust. In Kuro<5ka Kud. the crane is seen to/ a sage observer of animal
affairs when he comments to his admiring wife on the lack of impartial¬
ity in the world (V,575)* Thus, when he denounces man, the two-legged
predator who disrupts the life of the lakeside, his words carry weight
for us (V,575)•
The words of a spokesman who speaks from his personal knowledge or
experience must always be heard with respect. Thus the opinions of
officers, diplomatic attaches and army doctors relayed to us by the war
diarist have the authority of the first-hand expert view. In V sutoloke
the agronomist Lichuiin convinces us of the benefits of the seven-crop
rotation system by his evident scientific grasp of the facts (lV,400ff).
Many stories which describe the hardships of peasant life make their
point by calling as witnesses the peasants themselves. In such works as
Kartjnki Volyni. Karandasom s natury. Na noclege and Na chodu. it is
the peasants encountered and questioned by the narrator who reveal
the extent of poverty and hunger and misery, and we must accept their
account as fact. In Nata&a. the telegramme-boy who speaks of his poor
wages and conditions of work makes his own plea for a more just recogni¬
tion of those who serve Society in this way (IV,523). Wherever we hear
such comments, the situation of the spokesman as the victim of the
injustice he describes must convince us of the truth of his view.
The author's spokesmen convince us by producing the right impression
on us, by showing us that their remarks are justified. Characters who
speak for the views the author wishes the reader to refute will not
produce the right effect on us, and so will not convince us; by having/
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us regard them critically, he reveals their unreliability. For
example, several characters in V sutoloke function as spokesmen for
various ideologies; Denisov is a democratic idealist, believing in
some distant transformation of society, Sazin is a Marxist and
Gennady6 is a Populist. The author expresses his judgement of these
_ ideologies not by any explicit argument, but by having the narrator
pass judgement on the spokesmen: Denisov is unbalanced and dissatis¬
fied with himself (IV,309), Sazin is cold (IV,4.08), and even the
sympathetic Gennadyc has his limitations:
CepeflHHH y Hero HHKorfla He tfHBajio: hjih
JHOtfHTb, hjih HeHaBHfleTb(lV, 408)
Aware of their shortcomings, we cannot accept any of their views as
truth unqualified; we can trust only the narrator, and it is he who
will ultimately speak for the author's views.
Sometimes the author will discredit characters who speak for
views he does not share by demonstrating their ignorance of the
matters they discuss. In Na chodu. the narrator encounters a young
zemski.i naSal'nik who boasts of his knowledge of the Russian peasant
and declares his preference for those "patriarchal" methods of govern¬
ment the peasant understands (111,268). To prove his point, he turns
to the peasant Aleksej and asks whether he prefers corporal punishment
to imprisonment; Aleksej takes fright and disappeares. The young man's
inability to win his confidence or communicate with him belies his
professed understanding of the peasant mind and casts ironic aspersions
on the views he expresses. Views of a similarly Populist character are
held by the editor to whom the hero of Volk takes his denunciation of
the peasant commune. Here it is the hero who speaks for the author's
view, and his bitter comments on the mir are substantiated by his own
experience of it: it has ruthlessly thwarted all his attempts to rise/
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above his alloted station in life. The editor, on the other hand,
quotes the stock arguments of the Narodniki in favour of the commune;
and we refute them, not only because they are disproved by the reality,
but because his refusal to accept the reality re-veals his ignorance of
the true situation. The simplistic language in which he frames his
arguments - _
KpeCTBHHHH, rOBOpHTe bh, patfotaet fljifl
npyrux, h bto no (5oacecKOMy 3akohy tax
nojixho <5htb, a npyrne cocjiobhh pa<5oTaioT
ujih cetfn, H 3TO He 603keckhh 3aKOH. TaK
bot h haflo, tito(5h h flpyrne cocjiobhh
xhjih nO-(SoaceCKH . (XV, 555)
contrasts ironically with the articulateness of the hero and points to
the condecension- implicit in the Populist view of the muzik: with the
author we judge him and reject the opinions he represents.
Thus, the author is able to expound his aguments through his
characters and make his judgements explicit in their words. He may
also use them to convince us in less direct ways; by dramatising argu¬
ments in their conversations, by creating for them opportunities to'
reason their views to each other, he may convey his own views to us
without speaking in his own name. And by making characters the spokes¬
men for his views, he may convince us by controlling our attitude to
them, as much as by the arguments he has them present. Thus the author
is able to argue through the "images" of his story, and reveal his opin¬
ions without revealing himself.
Ill
Finally, the author may give expression to his views through the
events of his story; he may imply them in the shape these events assume,
and dramatise them in the actions he relates. He may so structure the
story that it becomes a fable and exemplifies his argument. Thus, as/
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we have seen, Istorija odnoi skoly is structured to prove that the
teacher's views of education are right, and the opposing views of the
factory manager wrong, to show forth in the story of Van'ka, Amplij
and VarjuSa the conclusion voiced by the statistician at the end of the
story:
HpaBCTBeHHoe pacTJieHne HBJineTCH eme
npeMneii 3a cucTeMy (ill, 245)
Because the story is organised as an expository fable, everything in
it is subordinate to the author's desire to make his point. His
interest in his characters and their actions extends only so far as they
demonstrate the argument; his portrayal of the heroes is thus limited,
and we know nothing of their inner lives, or of the years between
schooldays and maturity, because these matters are not judged relevant
to the author's purpose. As a story, it is therefore seriously flawed;
its characters are reduced to mouthpieces or paragons, its events become
schematic. The author's desire to argue through his story is finally
damaging to the argument itself; because we know little of Van'ka's
inner life, we cannot believe in him or in his story; and in neglecting
this dimension of his hero, the author leaves open a possibility that
undermines the conclusions he seeks to prove. It ia the schoolteacher
who remarks of another of his pupils:
mKOJia He MOsceT nepenejiaTt TeianepaMeHTa (ill, 231).
Perhaps Van'ka's temperament was as much to blame for his fate as his
schooling, and education alone does not make the man, as the fable
tries to suggest.
It is not easy to combine fiction and thesis, to answer at once
the requirements of story and fable, and it is more usual for Garin to
convey his arguments in stories rather than fables. Natalia. Ispoved'
otca and Volk. in which the arrangement of the events leads us to/
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discover the author's arguments, are all in part expository fables;
but it is by engaging us emotionally with his characters in their
experiences that the author seeks to convince us. We agree with
Molotov not only because the structure of the story illustrates his
point, but because we are made to admire him and pity Nata'Sa; we
accept the views of the repentant father because we sympathise with
him in his sorrow; we believe the hero of Volk because we identify
with him in his sufferings at the hands of the mir. In a fable, where
characters and happenings are arranged to suit arguments, we see charac¬
ters only as devices of argumentation; in a story, where we are involved
with the characters in their situation, the argument emerges from their
actions and relationships and reveals itself in our response.
In many works therefore, we are led to infer from the fates of
the heroes and the trend of the events the publicistic views the author
seeks to convey. In V sutoloke provincial'noj zizni. the experiences
recounted by the narrator lead us not only to particular judgements on
provincial politics, scientific agriculture or narrow-guage railways,
but also the general conclusion about the role of the individual in
society. In their reactions to Kolpin's death, Lichusin and Gennadyc
give voice to this theme; Lichusin's wreath proclaims:
Ot oflHoro xopomero lenoBena h Beet MHp
jiyqme nenaeTCH (IV, 426),
while Gennadyc protests that society cannot be transformed by "kul'-
turnye odinoSki" like Kolpin. The impliet conflict between these two
views is illustrated by the changing experience of the narrator, not
only in V sutoloke. but also in Neskol'ko*let. Setting to work on his
estate, he had hoped through his own efforts to improve the lot of those
immediately dependent on him, and make the world a better place for them.
Events, however, gradually convince him that to be of real service to them/
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he must work in a wider way, to improve the welfare of the whole of
society by campaigning for better methods of farming and better means
of communication. At the end of V sutoloke. confronted by further
evidence of the ignorance and poverty in the world, he is forced to
realise how little his achievements mean:
Jla, XH3H&, nojiHan Mpana h yscacoB. . .KaKHe-
TO <5jieCKH, KaKHe-TO MOJIHHH npOpe3HBaH)T
HHoraa btot MpaK, ho ot hhx eme temhee
KpyroM (IV, 505)
Like the narrator, the reader is led by the facts of his career to
conclude that the social and economic problems of society can be
solved, not by the isolated philanthropy of a Kolpin or the "malye
dela" of a benevolent landowner, but by some profound and fundamental
reorganisation of society on completely new principles, towards which
all individuals must direct their efforts.
Na chodu is ostensibly the travel diary of an engineer travelling
through the Tatar provinces. In addition to the numerous observations
on specific topics, and despite the apparent indirection of his remarks,
there emerges from the narrator's experiences a general "social message".
Surveying the poor harvests of the area, the narrator at first attributes
them to the incompetence of the local farmers. Then one old man tells him
that their seeds were late in coming because communications are inadequate,
and corrects his view:
.Reno Hame MyacuHKoe c BHhy-TO npocToe, a
noHHMaTb ero Haflo. jMHeiomHM qejiOBeKOM
Haflo (5htb, ^tocSh sto cauo nejio coniJiocb (ill, 259)»
His words are echoed by the coachman who tells the narrator that the
muiik understands his own affairs better than the barin thinks (lll,260).
After he has seen more results of the disasterous harvests, the narrator
recalls the old man's words, and muses:
1
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H xoTeji <5k o(5naflaTb BOJimetfHOH chjiom, qTO(5
cocSpaTB cicwa Bcex yMHeiomux, qTo6 yBHjjejin
h pemnjiH, HaKOHeu, stot He TepnnmHH
OTJiaraTenbCTBa <5ojibho2 Bonpoc flepeBHH (ni, 266)
Later again, the narrator is impressed when the peasant Aleksej
declares that the poor should sell their grain for more and buy
their seed for less (111,274); in these words he sees evidence of
the peasant's instinctive knowledge of his muzickoe delo. and com¬
pares it with the attitude of the intelligent who knows of freight-
trains and granaries, but cannot see the need for them:
rpycTHHH KajieM<5yp: c ohhom ctopohh -
3HaHne <5es co3HaHHH, c apyroS - co3HaHne
<5e3 3HaHHH (iv, 274).
Sharing the experience and the impressions of the narrator, we are
thus brought to share the conclusion they reveal to him. The scenes
and conversations he witnesses show us not only the symptoms of mis¬
management and inefficiency, but also their underlying cause: the
ignorance among the landowners of the simple but urgent requirements
of the muzickoe delo. the ignorance shared by the young barin who
lives against his will on his estate, by the zemski.1 nacal'nik. by
the neighbour whose poor harvests have reduced him to bankruptcy, and -
until his experiences changed his view - by the narrator himself.
The events of the story will lead us not only to draw conclusions
but also to adopt attitudes, and sometimes the author will communicate
his views by manipulating these attitudes. As we become involved with
characters, our sympathy for them is aroused; when in the course of
events they are made to suffer or be unhappy, our sympathy is turned to
condemnation of the persons or factors responsible for their misery;
where this blame rests with Society, its institutions and laws, our
generous anger fires our social conscience, and we voice the author's
social message. Our compassion for the starving peasants in Socel1nik /
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v russko.i derevne or for the old soldier in Nemal' cev becomes con¬
demnation of the inadequacies of famine relief or of unjust conscrip¬
tion laws. Our admiration for the hero of Volk leads us to condemn the
mir that defeats him and the editor who will not believe him. In
Evre.iskii pogrom, the sufferings of the Jews at the hands of the rioters
indicts the anti-semtitism that inspired them; in the tragedy of Dim, it
is the legal and social attitudes towards illegitimacy that stand accused,
in the misery of Akulina and her fellow villagers, the whole rural estab¬
lishment of commune, kulak and zemski j na£al'nik is to blame. . When
Revekka laments:
HeT TOM $OpMM B COBpeMeHHOM HaneH XH3HH.
npH KOTOpOM MBI MOTJIH (5h (5jIH3MTBCH (IT, 59)
we are moved to condemn the prejudices and laws which prevent the marriage
of Jew and Christian. When the heroine of Fravda makes her final denuncia¬
tion of Society, we are moved to denounce with her the attitudes and forms
which make her the slave of her husband and leave her no escape but suicide.
By thus implying in the fates of his heroes and heroines his view of
the society in which they live q.nd suffer, by working on the sympathetic
involvement of the reader to communicate this view to him, the author
weaves his social concerns into the fabric of the story, and makes his pub-
licism an essential part of his reader's response.
IV
As Bykov observed, many of Garin's stories touch on many important
g
issues of topical and universal relevance . Sometimes, in presenting
examples of human unhappiness, he seeks to arouse a humanitarian protest
against social callousness and social injustice, against the
CJI02CH0CTB M 3anyT3.HHOCTB aCHTeHCKMX
OTHOmeHHM^
that cause the misery of the illegitimate child, the exiled Jew, the/
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desperate wife. Sometimes, in reflecting the realities he knows
at first hand, he shows the whole neustroennost' of Russia, the chaos
of her agriculture, the inadequacy of her roads and railways, the
sufferings of her peasantry, the lack of proper knowledge and husbandry
among all classes of her population, Sometimes he prescribes for the
maladies he diagnoses, suggesting specific remedies in scientific farming,
railway expansion, social and economic reorganisation. All the opinions
he expresses point to one general view of society, a faith in those human
and humane values which must always pity the unfortunate and condemn the
causes of their misery, a conviction that only "kul'tura" - technological,
social and economic progress = can bring justice and prosperity to Russia.
Asked for his profession de foi. the narrator of Neskol'ko let declares:
Bepio, qTO scene3Han nopora, $a<5pnKa, Kan-
htajinneckoe xo3hhctbo HecyT b ce(5e cauH
KyjitTypa, a c Hew caM0C0 3HaHne(lV, 425)•
This same belief is basic to many of Garin's works, and leads him to
champion industrialised agriculture, to praise industrial countries like
Japan and America, to satirise and refute the Tolstoyan and the Populist
who would reject industrial progress, to espouse the politics of Social
Democracy and its doctrine of social revolution through economic progress.^
His desire to make these views known to his readers point to a conviction
of the writer's social duty, made explicit in Novye zvuki. where the
prince can move others with his art only when he learns to express in it
the sufferings of the people - which informs all these works in which he
tries in whatever way to argue his views to us.
The "vein of publicism" runs through most of Garin's stories, and it
is strange indeed to find an early critic complaining about his failure to
express definite views and principles"'""''. He discusses topical issues,
reveals his own opinions, and seeks to colour the reader's view of the
world and society around him. How successfully does he integrate his/
publicistic "messages" and his artistic "images"? The means of
persuasion we have examined offer the author the possibility of
concealing himself in the story and conveying his views through it.
He may present them as the views of the narrator, dramatize them as the
conversations of the characters, imply them through the happenings of
the story; he_may hide behind the narrative persona, the persons of
the tale or the tale itself. The more ' he relies on the "contributory
effort" of the reader, and seeks to communicate by implication rather
than by explication, the more effective is his disguise, and the greater
his success in integrating argument and fiction. Yet the aim of the
publicist must be to present his arguments as clearly and forcibly as
possible, and this must conflict with the aim of the fiction writer, who
may convey his views only indirectly, in the story he unfolds. However
the author tries to conceal himself, his desires to convey his views
will always betray him in some measure, and show him speaking to the
reader ot sebia. A story in which events too clearly illustrate the
author's argument becomes a weak fable, a character who too obviously speaks
for the author's views becomes a transparentmouthpiece, and the narrator
who is too insistently a preacher becomes too evidently the author's
mask. In many of his stories, Garin must stand convicted of showing
himself too much the publicist.
If the author often shares the faults of the publicist, he sometimes
shares his fate also; his topicalities for the most part have lost all but
historical interest for future generations of readers. In his defence,
however, -it can be said that Garin is seldom publicist alone; although
he is not always successful, he usually tries to give his arguments the
form of fiction, to dress them in the shapes of characters and their fates.
Kol'cov is not simply a mouthpiece for propaganda about narrow-guage lines,
but an individual whose feelings about his work, his family and himself/
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engage our interest. The narrator of Neskol'ko let while presenting
his arguments and opinions is at the same time unfolding the story of
his life, of his changing relationships with neighbours and peasants,
of his own doubts and sorrows. In Kartinki Volvni we are presented not
only with an argument for industrial progress, but with the reflections
of a sensitive intelligence on the scenes and people around him. Burlaki
is not only a report on the hardships of migrant labourers and the unscru¬
pulous stewards who exploit them, but also the unhappy love story of Gamid
amd Mjalmure. In Yolk, the argument against the commune is set within
the biography of one man who tries to escape its hold.
Even where the narrator is obviously the author's creature, he is
given a character and a personality which make him an object of interest
in himself. Where characters function as the author's spokesmen, they
usually function also as persons of the drama, involved in actions and
relationships with other characters. Often they are too involved in
events to speak for more than a part of the author's views, and he must
imply his wider meaning through their words; thus Garin wrote of Burlaki:
BBicKa3HBaiOTCH moh repow, a He h, h h KaK
aBTop Bceii nocTaHOBKoii Bonpoca npHxoacy,
KaaceTCH, k tfonee nmpoKoii nporpaMMe, qe&i
KaacflHH H3 mohx repoeB. Toqeic Ha i h
HHr«e He cTaBJiio.^2
Where it is the pattern and shape of related events that convey the
author's publicistic intentions, the interest is usually as much in the
events themselves as in the social message they embody. Revekka is not
merely a condemnation of the laws of religious description, but, as we
have seen, a romantic love-story and a moral fable about personal integrity.
Even the densest passages of authorial argumentation may be illumined by
examples that describe human beings in their joys and sorrows; the story
of the village of Para^ina, with its sick and starving inhabitants, is a
more eloquent condemnation of the system of communal tillage than all the
arguments the narrator of V sutoloke can muster.
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The author is concerned above all with people, and this concern
is the foundation of all the views he seeks to convey. He tries to
convince us by making us care about people and involving us in their
stories, and so he is often able to give his works a value and an
interest that outlast the controversies and debates they reflect and
✓
achieve for the status of art. As Koifiej Cukovskij has written:
7 rapima xe He CTaTBH, hh nytfjinuncTHKa,
a cmiBHoe, opurnHajiBHoe xyaoxecTBO. Cboio
XO3HHCTBeHHyi0 6OJIB O BCeX H O pyCCKHX
cTpajjaioimix jhoahx oh BHJiHBae® b Tarae nonHO-
KpoBHBie o(5pa3H, uto BCHKaa CTaTBH noHeBOJie
npeBpamaeTCH y Hero b <5ejuieTpncTHKy...
TaKHe naM$JieTH, bo3BaHHH h nponoBeflH Hanoji-
HHJIHCB TOJinaMH HeHUHH , KynpOB, 0$imepOB,
aKTepOB, HHXeHepOB, MyXHKOB, HapHCOBaHHHX
sHeprnqecKHM, flep3KHM, HeOpexHHM, chjibhbim
mTpnxoM, HauHHajiH 3ByuaTB flHajiorH, nepe-
flaHHHe C apTHCTHHeCKOH HyTKOCTBH), BCe 3TO
otfjieKajiocB 3Jieme2, jihphkoh, WMopou - h
nytfjiHHHCTHKa Ha rjia3ax y HHTaTejiH npe-
BpamajiacB b npoH3Be,qeHiie ncKyccTBa.
NOTES
1. we have not discussed these explicitly publicistic articles,
which are listed in Appendix I, section IV
2. Bykov, Kritiko-biografi&eski.j oberk, p. V
3. see Introduction, III, above.
4. Judina, Zizn', p. 65
5. Aristotle, Rhetoric, Book I.
6. the story is echoed in Vokrug sveta, where the narrator tells
DuLong's story in greater detail to illustrate a similar
argument.
7. this short passage was censored in the first publication of
the work.
8. Bykov, op. cit., p. V
?. see"Russkaja mysl'", 1900, No 4> P» 149
10. cf K sovremennym sobyti.jam.
11. cf. an anonymous review in "Russkaja mysl'", 1897> No 3» P* 144
12. letter to Ivan£in-Pisarev, Nov. 2, 1894 > Literaturny.j archiv,
J* p* 51
13. 6ukovskij, Putevoditel' k scast'.ju, "Niva" 1915» No 45» P»875«
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CHAPTER VI:
THE AUTHOR'S VOICE, DIRECT, INDIRECT AND SECRET COMMUNION
CONCLUSION TO PART I
In the rhetorical view of fiction, therefore, the work: represents
the author's attempt to persuade the reader of his judgement of experi¬
ence, and in the preceding chapters we have examined the principal means
by which the "author's voice"'*' - the core of conclusions and values
embodying his judgement - finds its expression in the work. Communica¬
tion between the author and his reader is the essence of the literary
work} the writer of fiction must oommunicate both his story and the
judgement exemplifies, and he must persuade his reader of the validity
of the judgement and of the tale in which it is expressed. It will
always be the author's aim to achieve communion with his reader, to
converse with him, to shape and direct his attitude towards the work}
and the work will not be complete until it has found its audience and
elicited the proper response from it.
The communion between author and reader may on occasion be direct
and unmediated} the author may address the reader ot sebja. In a few
works he intervenes in footnotes to explain or elaborate on the text
of his story. In Genij, for example, his note proclaims the factual
basis of the tale (lV,56l)} in Karandasom s natury it defines the
precise area of his attention:
fl roBopw o TpeyrojibHHKe, BepmnHa KOToporo
Tomck, a <5a3a - cejio KpuBemettOBO^Ha petce
06h, rue Ha3HaueH 3Kejie3HOHopoxHHH moct
qepe3 06b, h ce;io TaMH Ha pane Tomh, acejie3H0-
flopojcHHH moct qepe 3 petty Tomb.(iii, 484)
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In Volk, he recounts an instance of popular superstition during the
cholera epidemics (lV,543)> in Pute^estvie na lunu, he refers to an
actual case where official statistics on the famine deaths fell short
of ttie number of new graves in tbe village cemetaries (ill ,456)* in
Derevenskie panoramy, authorial footnotes frequently explain dialect
words and expressions for the reader. But such direct authorial address
is rare indeed. In creating his fiction, the author has selected to
communicate with his reader through it, through its "artistio images"
and not ot seh.ja. He must look for his channels of communication with¬
in the story, its events and people} it is with these means of indirect
communion that we have here been concerned.
As we have seen, the author may express himself in the fiction
either by finding agents to make his views explicit or by organizing
his materials to make it implicit. The narrator and. the characters
who can comment on the events and their significance may function as
spokesmen for the author's voice, and it is to the first-person
narrator, who can talk with the reader and discuss with him the matters
that concern the author, that Garin most often turns in his effort.-, to
communicate his judgements indirectly. Such a narrator becomes quite
literally a "persona" for the author, a mask which will conceal him
from our view, but through which his voice may "sound through" to us.
By relying too heavily on the narrator to speak forth his views,
however, the author may defeat the purpose of the mask} the reader
will see through the device to the author speaking ot seb,ja, directly
to his audience, and this will, as Garin himself saw, weaken the
pioture presented by the work. By working to make his views implicit
in his tale, the author may more completely conceal himself in it,
and achieve a deeper indirect communion with the reader through the
words and actions of his characters, the shape and pattern of his /
events, the choice and. arrangement of his narrative and stylistic
devices. By manipulating his sense of involvement in the events and
the sympathy he feels for the characters, "by playing upon his feelings
and powers of reason, his appreciation of irony and his moral conscious¬
ness, the author may lead the reader to contribute to the disclosure of
the judgements and values he has made implicit in the fiction.
Indirect communion must always appeal to the reader's powers of
inference and rely on some implicit understanding between reader and
author; the reader must discover the author's intentions from his
"devices of disclosure" and signals of evaluation. Even where the
narrator is obviously an authorialmouthpiece, the reader must recognise
the "implied author" who has created him and speaks through him. Thus
indirect communion involves a covert direct communion between the author
who dresses forth his judgements in his "images" and the reader who
deciphers them. Even allusions within the text of the narrative will
deepen the secret understanding between reader and author, since the
reader will discover for himself the associations and implications the
narrator does not make explioit. When Bortov (in Klotil'da) mentions
that his father wrote for "Sovremennik" (IV,200), or when the mother
in Radosti £izni recounts her conversation with her small son:
MaMa, bh Bee Mapnc «a Mapicc, sto yuHoe
cjiobo?
- O^ieHb, roBopio, yMHoe (in, 612)
the knowledge we share witb the author leads us to draw the conclusions
he does not express - that Bortov is heir to the traditions of the radi¬
cal intelligentsia, or that the mother belongs to the most progressive
part of contemporary society. Sometimes it is the author's judgements
the reader must piece together from the hint3 and signals in the narrative
In V sutoloke, where the trend of events points to the inadequacy of the
"malye dela" philosophy and the narrator unconsciously furnishes proof of
In his own story, or in Babujka, where the reader's own reactions
to the old woman and her actions express the author's judgement of
her, the reader is brought to share the view of the implied author
and supply the conclusions the narrative does not state. Wherever.,
the reader through his inferences or deductions contributes to the
expression of the author's' voice, he participates in a "secret communion"
with the author.
Through this secret partnership with the author, the reader may
sometimes see beyond the immediate concerns and conclusions of the
narrator to the wider values and judgements they reflect. For example,
many works - such as V sutoloke, Neskol'ko let, and Kartinki Vol.yni -
deal with Russia's economio problems, the inadequacies of her agricul¬
ture and communications. It is only when we view these works together
as a whole that we perceive the general philosophy of progress informing
and uniting them all, the general view of the implied author embracing
the narrower views of individual narrators. Similarly, many narrators
comment on the evils of egoism and the virtues of altruism. In Val'nek-
Val'novski.1, the chief fault of the engineer who dismisses the hero is
his "insatiable 'I'" (lV,22)j in Zizn' i smert', Kolpin's chief virtue
is the
Henpo^HOCTB cBoero eotfcTBeHHoro "h" (IV, 68)
The war diarist praises an officer who puts his men before himself
(Marks, VI,127), the narrator of V sutoloke praises a zemskij nacal'nik
who discharges his duties without egotistic self-assertiveness, the hero
of Dva mgnoveni.ja remembers the danger that made him forget himself in
his concern for others (lV,74), the heroine of Pravda reproaches her
husband for his egoism and prays her children will grow up differently
(IV,516)} for the narrator of So6el'nik v russkoj derevne. Christmas is
a special time because the source of its joys is
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He arohcth^HHe hhcthhkth tfopttfn cymecTBO-
BaHHH, a paflocTB h ynoBOJiBCTBue npyrnx(HI» 290)
By collating and. comparing all these comments, we come to recognise
the author's voice speaking through them all, affirming the author's
"belief in the moral value of selflessness. The moral views of the
implied author emerge also when we compare stories like Staryj
cholost.iak, Vo.iceoh and Revekka, where romantic love is set against
a superior humanitarian love, or like Zian' i smert' and Re ot mira
where individuals find their fulfilment in serving their fellow
man. By responding to the devices of disclosure in individual works,
and by comparing the judgements which emerge from different works, the
reader may achieve communion with the controlling intelligence who is
the implied author, and share his vision and his judgement.
Where the author and reader are united in understanding, the
author achieves a means of communication that is independent of the
narrator, his ostensible representative in his fiction} he may enter
with the reader into a dialogue from'which the narrator may be excluded.
When the author addresses him behind the narrator's back in this way,
the reader may enjoy the irony of understanding the narrative better
than the narrator himself. In Evrejskij pogrom, the narrator recalls
childhood memories of anti-Jewish riotsand remarks:
Bee 3TO yxe jjaBHO nocTOHHue cefloS
CTapHHH (IV, 641).
For a contemporary reader living in the reign of Nicholas II and
familiar with such events as the Kisinev pogrom of I903 (which also
took place during Easter), the story might well have assumed a signifi¬
cance more topical than the narrator supposes. At one point in his
account, the war diarist mentions having read his own despatches in
the newspapers:
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fl c rpycTtio 3aMeTHJi b HeM nponycKH h
noraflHBaiocb o npmiHHe: oqeBHflHO Moe
Hepa36opiHBOe rracbMO... (Marks VI, 59)
The reader may feel that the author is hinting at another more sinister
reason for the omissions - the stringent military censorship imposed on
newspaper reports to holster morale on the home front. In such cases,
the reader will feel himself at a superior distance from the narrator,
appreciating authorial ironies that escape him.
By establishing such direct but secret contact with his reader,
the author may thus lead him to conclusions and judgements the narrator
fails to convey; and. in showing the narrator to be unreliable as his
spokesman, he may lead us to judge the narrator himself. The ironic
conspiracy between reader and author is here at the expense, of the
narrator, and he, innocent of this silent exchange, goes on to supply
further evidence of his ignorance and unreliability. In Klotil'da,
we sympathise with the narrator as he recalls the unhappy story of his
love, but gradually we come to see the cause of his unhappiness in
certain faults of character and conduct of which is but dimly aware.
The contradictory nature of his feelings for Clothilde springs from his
tendency to judge her, not according to her worth, but according to the
standards of conventional morality. He deoides he cannot marry her because
he fears the censure of family and society:
Pa3Be h Mory k CBoeii MaTepH, cecTpaM, hx
nonpyraM HapnUHUM, BecentiM, npnBe3TH
KjiOTHJibuy H CKa3aTB: BOT BaM MOH xeHa?
KOHeqHO, HeT (IV, 198);
even when his passion is at its height, this fear convinces him that
marriage is impossible. Fearing the opinions of others, he rebukes
Clothilde for kissing him in front of a crowd of sailors (IV,233);
judging her by outward appearances, he assumes she has no finer feelings
and puts no faith in her love. The reader understands Clothilde better,/
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and understands her pain when at parting he offers her a pursel'ul of
coins; Sablin attributes her distress to the smallness of the sum
(IV,233), and so reveals his insensitivity. Even when he at last sees
the truth of her love, he cannot shake off the fear of what others may
think of him, and is disturbed by thoughts of how his family will react
to the misalliance (IV,236). Congratulating the hero on his decision
to marry Clothilde, Bortov expresses some misgivings:
ECJIH XBaTHT TBepflOCTH HaruieBaTB Ha Bee IB
bch , <5y,qeTe cqacTJiHBH, ecjin tojibko sto
Bee is. bch He cHflHT yxe B Bac CaMHX (IV, 235)
The narrator's conduct demonstrates to us that he lacks this firmness,
this ability to defy society and convention and defend his happiness
with the woman he loves. The failings which mar his character and
destroy his happiness for the most part escape his notice, and we are
led to judge him without his knowledge as an unreliable spokesman for
and representative of the author's views.
In Neskol'ko let v derevne also the reader is led to judge a
narrator who does not speak reliably for the author in appraising his
own character or drawing conclusions from his own experiences. The
gentleman farmer is at a loss to explain the failure of his noble
experiment, although he is aware that some causes beyond his ken
doomed his efforts from the start (111,104). In his opening remarks
to the reader, he shows himself to be puzzled and disillusioned:
MoaceT dHTb, 3TO npoH3omjio b CHJiy Moen
Hecnoco<5HOCTH hjih HeyMeHtn b3htbch 3a
neno, a, MoxeT 6htb, b cmiy otfmwx npumiH,
pOKOBHM 0(5pa30M HOJIXeHCTBOBaBmHX BH3B3TB
Heyaaqy. (ill, 7)
Despite the narrator's bewilderment, however, the author oontrives
to suggest through the narrative what these "general causes" were.
First, we are led to examine critically the assumptions underlying the
whole experiment - the narrator's belief that the re-establishment of
the peasant commune will solve the agrarian problem. His arguments
themselves are framed in such a way thax, to a careful reader, they
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suggest the limitations of his understanding:
H OCTaHOBHJICH HCKBIOqHT£JI£H£ Ha CJieflyiOmHM (ill, 26)
..b CHJiy Bcero cKa3aHHoro, Bonpoc pa MeHH
CTaHOBHJICH HCHHM. . . (ill, 27)
the failure of his efforts demonstrates the impracticability of the
theory. Secondly, we are brought to look critically on his methods
as soon as he decides to force his scheme on the peasants. He him¬
self has reourring qualms about his own conduct, wondering whether
he has the right to order the dissident kulaks to leave the village
(lll,3l), and feeling when they return from their exile that he has
driven them from their native land (ill,94)• His own policies cause
him misgivings and doubts:
H (5hji (Sh HecnpaBeflUHB k ce(5e, ecjih <5h He
OrOBOpHJICH B TOM, 1TO B MOeS npHMOJIHHeH-
HOCTH, TaK CKa3aTB, C KpeCTBHHaMH, dHBaJIH
MOMeHTH H COMHeHHH. IIpH BCeil TBepflOCTH H
HenoKOJie(5HMOCTH, c kskhuh h npoBOflHJi b
XH3HB nyTeM SKOHOMHieCKOrO HaBJieHHH "hx
nojiB3y", h He mot He qyBCTBOBaTB, ito fleno
HfleT .qaneKO He TaK rjia^KO, Kan OHO
npeflCTaBJiHJiocB MHe B TeopHH (ill, 104).
And so, his own comments reveal those flaws in his character - his
pr.iamoline.jnost' and autocratic egoism - of which he is not always
aware, and which contribute to his failure with the peasants. His
behaviour after the burning of his barns makes these faults even more
evident; possessed by a desire to avenge his loss, he arrests not only
the peasant he decides is guilty, but also the officers of the law who
will not do his bidding.
Finally, the peasants'in their comments on and reactions to the
landowner's mistakes serve to convey the author's judgement of him.
Accepting his good intentions, they are nevertheless resentful of the
ruthlessness with which he pursues them. At one point they remonstrate
with him:
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3HEIM0 flJIH Hac, TOJIBKO nOfl CHJiy tfOHBHO (ill, 71);
and when he continues to force them along his chosen road, they
compare him to the tyrannical serf-owner Jumatov, whom they disposed
of long ago (111,104). Thus we come to see him from their point of
view, as the latest in a series of authorities set over them, to "be
endured, and overthrown when endurance becomes impossible^. To them,
*
his desire to punish the arsonists seems a sinful usurpation of divine
power. Old Pavel the gardener is the laconic spokesman for their view:
3aqeM B3<5yjiramiJi Hapofl? JlBHBOJia npa3HHTB?
ypHflHHK flejio roBopnji, cTaHOBOH npnexan h
pa3o(5paji <5h Bee no 3aKOHy. A He no 3aKOHy
co<5jia3H oflHH. A b nucaHHH nncaHo: "Ame kto
co6ita3HHT ennHoro ot uajiHx chx..." IIOMHIIIIIB?
To-TO...Bce ropflHHH Hama..TH ero b3hji, a
kto re6e BJiacTB nan? Tboh cHJia? A ecJin oh
TeC>H bo3BMeT? J[aBe-TO Ha TBoeS tSujia, a
ceStiac, MOsceT, Ha ero CTopoHy nepewfleT.. (ill, 156-7)
Although he does not realise it, this is a condemnation of the narrator's
whole approach to the villagers, the approach of a despot who seeks to
force his will upon those who are dependent on him. When the arrested
man is later discovered to be innocent, it becomes clear that the land¬
owner has been unjust and wrong, and Pavel's remarks are justified.
Another peasant, Prol Potapov, tries to explain to the narrator the
reasons for his failure by telling him a "basen'ka" about a man who,
lacking reins, tethered his horse to the cart by its tail, and was sur¬
prised when it did not move (ill,107). The narrator dismisses this as
obscure nonsense, but we can see the truth in it: the experiment failed
because it was based on a compete misunderstanding of the case, and,
as Onufriev has written, the peasant's fable
ueTKO xapaKTepn30Baji npHHUHH HeyflauH.^
Thus, the narrative conveys to us those "general causes" of his /
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misfortunes which elude the narrator's grasp - the "basic fallacy
of his views, which do not correspond to the economic realities, the
tyranny of his methods, and the short-sightedness of his view, "both
of the matter in hand and of himself. As one of the work's earliest
critics has remarked:
3jio 3aKJiiouajioci> irneHHO b tom, ito b Heu
/paccKa3^HKe7 cHjien TanoS BeTXHH vejiOBeic,
KOToporo oh coBceM He 3aMeuaji.5
The implicit judgement of the narrator offered in Neskol'ko let
is confirmed and made explicit in V sutoloke provincial'no.1 £izni.
Here the narrator leaves his estate in the hands of a steward whose
insistance on vlast* and avtoritet sounds as an ironic echo of his
master's past conduct. His contact with the progressive elements in
provincial society opens his eyes to new ideas and spheres of activity,
while thoughts of his unjust treatment of the villagers trouble his
conscience (lV,322). A visit to Knjazevo convinces him that his efforts
to resurrect the commune have failed: a new generation of kulaks has
grown up to replace those he ousted (lV,333)« With the "kompas samo-
soznanija" his experience of life has given him (IV,342), he can now
recognise how far his own conduct was to blame:
H C HOT flO rOJIOBBI H C rOJIOBH flO hot (5hji
KpenOCTHHKOM. . .H TamHJI CBOHX KpeCTBHH
cnepBa b icaKOH-TO cbom pan, a Koraa ohh
He noniJiH, hjih, BepHee, He moi-jim h npHMTH,
notomy, hto paw stot cymecTBOBan tojibko b
MoeS $aHTa3HH, h hm mcthji, Harjio Hapymaa
Bee 3aKOHH, nocnraH Ha caMue CBnmeHHHe
npaBa 3thx juoflew (IV, 342)
He stands revealed to himself, like a man who emerges from total
darkness into the full light of day (lV,342); and when he next tries
to help the peasants, he promises:
h He tfyjjy Bac <5onBme HeBOJiHTB h
HacmiOBaTB (xv, 359).
And. ao the narrator passes judgement on his earlier self, and gives
expression to the authorial judgement implicit in the earlier account#
In Neskol'ko let, therefore, the author takes the reader with him
in judging the narrator, and the two are joined in a secret union of
understanding and judgement, As Wayne C. Booth has observed, "to
collaborate with the author is providing the source of an allusion or
deciphering a pun is one thing. But to collaborate with him by provid¬
ing mature moral judgement is a far more exhilarating sport"^. To feel
that he not only shares but expresses the author's judgement, that the
author oommunicat^s not to him, but through him - this is the most
intimate, the most demanding and the most rewarding kind of communion
the reader may experience.
• • •
The rhetorio of fiction thus embraces the whole of the work and
includes all the devices employed in the telling of it. It consists
in the sustained manipulation of the reader's sympathies and anti¬
pathies, the subtlest as well as the most direct appeals to his under¬
standing, the warmest appeals to his emotions, the whole gamut of styl¬
istic and narrative devices that engage his interest in the series of
imagined events and convince him he is watching life itself, the strate¬
gies that lead him to participate in the discovery of the author's
meaning. It ranges from the detailed interpretive and evaluative
commentary of the narrator to the single adjective or adverb, from the
carefully-patterned fable to the slightest remark of the humblest
character, from the closely-reasoned argument to the subtlet disclosure
of authorial attitude. The events and characters, the scenes and similes,
the narrative perspective and the mode of presentation, all the parts that
make up the whole of the fiction are selected and arranged with the one
rhetorical and in view: to impose a fictional world on the reader, and
persuade him that the judgement embodied in it is truth.
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MOTES
1. the term is Booth's, in Rhetoric of Fiction.
2. cf Booth, op. cit., p. 300
3. the first chapter of the work, which describes the history
of the village, creates the perspective from which the reader
can see the narrator as he seems to the peasants.
4. Onufriev, Garin-Micha.jlovski.j, in U$. zap. Tambov, ped. in-ta,
1941, No 1, p. 121
5. Skabicevskij, in '^Novosti i birzevaja gazeta", 1892, No 117, P
6. Booth, op. cit., p. 307*
PART II
THE TETRALOGY
THE AUTHOR'S VOIUE AND THE AUTHOR'S PURPOSE
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CHAPTER Is AUTOBIOGRAPHY AND THE AUTHOR'S PURPOSE
The four volumes of "the Karta^ev cycle represent Garin's
life's-work as a writer; work on them spanned the whole of his
creative life (from I892 until his death, when Inzenery was left
unfinished), and for generations of readers and critics, they have
beoome the
3epH0 Bcex ero comtHeHnS,!
the reason why he is remembered and read.
Like any work of fiction, the tetralogy is a rhetorical construct,
organized to convey the author's judgement and to persuade the reader
to accept it. This judgement, the truths, views and values under¬
lying the work, we may term the "author's purpose"; the expression of
this purpose in the work we shall term the "author's voice". The
creative process will always be a search for those strategies of
communication and persuasion by which the author's voice may make
itself heard to the reader, and make known to him the author's purpose.
2
The work itself is "both barrier and bond" between author and reader;
the author may communicate with his reader and convince him of his
truths through its 'Images""^, but once he has elected to do so, he can
have no access to the reader outside it. He may talk only obliquely,
through the tale itself, for any more direct communication will
"weaken the picture" he presents. The author's problem is thus to
discover those "images", those events and devices that will give full
but indirect expression to his voice and his purpose, "to communicate
meaning to readers dearly and unambiguously, when the ideas to be
oommunioated would be more effectively presented in fictive,
symbolic or ironic modes".^
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In our study of Garin's shorter works, we have seen how the
various elements of the narrative may toe used toy the author to
reveal his judgements and convince the reader of them, and examined
the kinds of communication he may employ. As we turn to consider
the tetralogy, we will see how the various means of persuasion - the
devices of the author's voice - are made to serve a single purpose,
and how the narrative, its people, its events and its language are
arranged to communicate and embody a general, overall judgement of
life.
• • • •
The source of the material for the tetralogy is, as it is in
many of the shorter works, the biography and personal experience
of the author himself. Many writers have found the four volumes
5
a rich source of information about Garin's life , seeing in them
an "avtobiografi^eskaja letopis'"^, and tacitly accepting
Tchorzevskij's conclusion that, in the life of Karta^ev, Garin
7had set down the facts of his own life. The author's own
declaration:
B JetcTBe TeMii Bh npoqTeife mhoto HHTepec-
HOrO H3 HOeS"XH3HH•••TaM HeT M TeHH
BHMBicJia, h Bee paccKa3an 6e3 yTaMKH...
H (Je3 PMCOBKH.8
seems to justify such a view. Is the author's purpose then
autobiographical, and is it his intention to record in his work
the facts of his own life?
Judged as the biography of the hero, the tetralogy is seriously
incomplete. letstvo Temy begins only when Tema is eight years old,
and describes only a few memorable incidents in his life between
I
that first unhappy day and the death of his father, some five years
later - the rescue of his dog, his betrayal of Ivanov, his / ...
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failure in the examinations. Whole years are summarized in a
I
few words -
npoinen ro,q.. eqe nponien ro#...
and the experiences of a childhood are condensed into a few scenes.
Gimnazisty takes the story up some three years later, when Tema has
entered the sixth class (l,20l)^, and is in his sixteenth or severe
teenth years. Here again, only a few happenings - the newspaper
venture, Berendja's suicide - stand out from the
cepoe Mope rnMHa3nuecKoii
as the years pass. Christmas comes (Chapter V) and with it a new
year} Easter comes, and with it the examinations for the seventh
and final class. The volume ends some two years after it "began;
Tema is seventeen or eighteen, and has finished school. Studenty
continues the narrative after an interval of' a few months, just
"before the hero leaves for St Petersburg and the University; in
the original text he celebrates his nineteenth birthday before
his departure"*"^, but in the revised version we have no such exact
information about his age. The volume chronicles the main inci¬
dents of his life over two years, until he returns from St Peters¬
burg, disgraced and diseased. Ingenery begins some years later,
when Tema is twenty-five (11,236); his syphilis is cured and he
has graduated as an engineer. We follow him as, within the space
of two years, he finds success in his new profession and happi¬
ness in his betrothal to Adelaida Borisovna} the acoount finishes
some months before the wedding, when Kartasev goes to
St Petersburg to further his career.
Any biography must summarise and condense the small, rout-
ins events of everyday life to oonoentrate on the more interesting/...
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happenings} "but the biography of KartaSev - at least as it stands -
passes over whole years in silence, and neglects some of the most
important periods in his life. We know nothing of Tenia's earliest
ohildhood, and nothing of his early adolescence (the years between
Detstvo Temy and Gimnazlsty)} we do not know how Tema was cured of
hia disease, how he was reconciled to his mother^ or how he spent
his later years at the Institute*1} these "missing years" must
remain a closed book for us. And so, while the tetralogy sketches
the outline of the hero's life as he grows from schoolboy to
student to engineer, it is not a full biography.
By the same token, the work cannot be regarded as an accurate
record of the author's biography. Tema Karta^ev and Nika
Michajlovskij have much in common} both were sons of generals,
brought up in Odessa (the city is mentioned by name only in
Inzenery) by strong-willed mothers} both were unsuccessful students
at St Petersburg University and transferred to the Institute of
Communications, both served in the Balkans during the Turkish
campaign. General Kartasev and Aglaida Vasil'evna no doubt owe
much to General Michajlovskij and Glafira Nikolaevna, and Adeiaida
Borisovna is clearly modelled on Uadesfcda Valerievna, who has her-
12self remarked upon the similarities between them } it is likely too
that other characters in the novels are based on the schoolfriends,
teachers and engineers Garin met in the course of his life*^. We
have already observed that avtobiografizm - the use of the facts
of his life as material for his writings — is a distinctive feature
of many of Garin*s works, and the following schema shows the relation¬
ship between the life of the author and the life of his hero through¬












































Had Garin lived to continue his oycle up to the time of the
14
Japanese war , it is probable that it would have continued to
follow the shape of his own life.
But this general correspondence is not to be taken ae proof
of the author's autobiographic intention. If he included in his
story many of the facts of his own life, he excluded many also -
his early childhood, nis illness and convalescence, his experi¬
ences as an army engineer. If he portrayed real people from his
own life, he took pains to conceal their identity; his hero is
not Michajlovskij, but Kartasev, he has not two brothers, but
one, his sisters are not Tat'jana, Zinaida, Anna and Varvara,
but Zinaida, Natasa, Mar'ja and Anna, his fianoee is not Nadezda
Valerievna but Adelaide Borisovna^"^. In the absence of proof,
we cannot be sure of the degree to which the story is/ ...
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"autobiographic"! we cannot assume that Uiohajlovskij contracted
syphilis as Kartasev did (although this is possible), or that
his sister was an active revolutionary as Manja was (and this is
unlikely). Thus, when 6ukovskij declares:
B CBoeM JeTCTBe TeMBi H3o6pa3HJi OH ce<5H^6
or when F.D. BatjuSkov asserts that Kartasev is Garin's alter
egoV^we do well to remember the warning of D.N. NikoliS:
OTOXflecTBJiHTB aBTopa h repoH flaace b
aBT0(5H0rpa$HuecK0H noBecTn Heji&3H.^8
We do well to remember too that Garin has eschewed the form of
autobiography, the first person narrative, and has thus separated
himself from the tale} the story comes to us as a story, not as
the reminiscences of a man looking back at his own life.
For all its avtobiograflzm, therefore, the tetralogy is not
an autobiography, but a fiction in which a seleotion of facts from
the author's own life have been given a new form as the life-story
of another} it is an example of what has been oalled "that essen-
19
tially Russian form of imaginative autobiography" • Any biography
or autobiography must involve "a deliberate selection from the
20
multifarious incidents of a life" . In an "imaginative autobi¬
ography", the incidents are selected in accordance with some
artistic purpose, and arranged in a fictional design that will
make the purpose plain} it is in this selection and arrangement
that the author's voice makes itself heard.
Garin has thus sifted and reconstituted the faots of his life,
and "fictionalised" his own biography for a purpose. As a recent
scholar has pointed out, the best autobiography as a purpose more
profound than the recording of a life story} it is "a coherent/...
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shaping oi the past", it "imposes a pattern on life, oonstruots
21
out of it a coherent story" • Looking hack on his life with the
knowledge he has since gained, the writer seeks to discern some
meaningful pattern in it. This was no doubt Garin*s motive too;
he sought in his story to discover the meaning of the past and the
truth about himself. Impressed "by the warmth and simplicity of
Detstvo Temy, Bykov felt the story was in part an "avtorskaja
22
ispoved'" . We must not assume that the tetralogy is literally
Garin's oonfession, hut part of the intention behind it is certainly
"confessional": the experience of Artemij Kartasev is a reflection
of the experience of his oreator. As Tema grows up, his story
beoomes the story of his searoh for himself, and for an ideal that
will show him how to live as he feels he should. This vision of
the ideal remains with him even in his darkest hours in Studentyi
and in Inzenery. the new life he discovers brings him oloser to
the end of the search. In Kartasev's moral quest, the author has
perhaps depicted his own. Nlkolio has suggested that the tetralogy
was the result of some personal moral crisis which had given the
2~x
author some new perspective on life, and a new view of its purpose .
In Studenty, Kornev tells KartaSev that a writer is one *.o has come
to understand life, and who seeks to communicate this understanding
/ % 24 r
to others (11,131-2; | the implication is that Garin wrote the
tetralogy to share his moral vision with the reader. A letter
written to his fiancee shortly after their engagement throws some
light on the inner moral ohange that may have been the source of
his new knowledge:
IIpejKfle h CTapancH jjejiaTB BaBMcnmee ot
MeHH ,n;o<5po, TBepflO yBepeHHHH, ITO JIIOflH
ctoht, peHHT h noHHMaroT senaeMoe mm, Mano-
noMany h npoflojracaji nenaTh ,n;o(5po, ho Bee
(5ojiee h tfojiee y(5escflancb, hto jhoah He ctoht
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3T0T0 H He OHeHHT...MHe JfCaJIb CTaHOBHJIOCB
3THX JHOflHmeK , nOmJIOCTb KOTOpBIX h He-
rOflHBIH 3TOH3M - rjiaBHBie npHHHHBI hx CTpafl-
aHHH. Ojihhm cjiobom, h nepecTaBan jhoCihtb
jiiOfleM, a BMecTe c TeM h caMoro cetfn, h
tax KaK mcthtb , flejiatb 3 jio - BCe 3th
KaiecTBa He b Moen HaType, a co3HaTejiBHO
flejiaTB jio^po npn Taxnx B3rnnji;ax CTaH—
OBHTCH tfeCCMBICJieHHBIM, TO h BBIXOflHT , HTO
h o<5peKaji cetfn TaKHM o(5pa30M Ha KaKoe-
to rjiynoe (5ecco3HaTejiBHoe cyqecTBOBaHHH
HejiOBena, co3Haiomero ohho h npo^oji-
xcaromero flenaTB npyroe.
Prom this false position her love saved him*
Tbi cHOBa, cnjiBHee uem Korfla-HH^yflB,
bo 3BpaTHJia MeHH t3khm 0^pa30M k HCH3HH...
tbi ,o;ajia MHe Bepy b cetfe, nero y MeHH
npe^Kfle <5hjio Majio. TenepB h xouy xchtb sjih
Te<5n, Tpy^HTBCH, BenaTB #o<5po h npn-
hochtb nojiB3y jnoflhm, Jiio<5h h Hcajien hx.
51 Bepw b ce(5n - 3Ty Bepy b cboh cnoco<5-
hocth k Tpyji;y flan MHe onBiT, a Bepy b
JIIOfleH H b CBOH OTHOlIieHHH K HHM b03-
BpaTHJia h sajia MHe tbi.25
In personal happiness and in work, Garin found, that sense of
direction which enabled him to escape the prose of life, its
po^lost1 and egoism, and showed him how he might live and work
for others. In his tetralogy, he tried to show forth the truths
his own life experience had taught himf Kartasev too finds the
meaning of life through love and work.
The work is therefore "autobiographical" in this deeper
sense; the life of Kartasev is an image, not for the author's
life, but for his searoh in life. It is an attempt to convey
the coherent pattern he sees in his own experience.
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The "imaginative autobiography", as has already been suggested,
is a distinctive genre of Russian literature, appearing in suoh
forms as the "semejnaja ohronika" and the "avtobiografi^eskaja
povest' o detatve". Beginning in the eighteen-fifties with
Tolstoj's Detstvo (1852), Otro&estvo (1854) and Junost' (1857) and
Sergej Aksakov's Vospominani.1a (1856) and Detskle gody Bagrova-
vnuka (1858), the tradition continues into the twentieth century
with Gor'kij's trilogy (Detstvo, 1913-4, V ljudjaoh, 1914 and
Moi universitety 1923) and works like Korolenko's Istori.la moego
sovremennika (1906-1921), Andrej Belyj's Kotlk Letaev (19I7)
Aleksej Tolstoj's Betstvo Nikity (l92l) and Ivan Bunin's Zizn*
Arsen' eva (1927-3U)« The common theme of all these works is the
personality whose development through the years of childhood and
beyond they depictj in his character and in his experience of the
of the world around him, this personality has his origins in the
author's view of himself. The motives and purposes behind Garin's
tetralogy are in part those of the tradition to whioh it belongs.
D.N. Nikoli6 has suggested two kinds of intention and method
which distinguish the writers of this tradition} some, like
Tolstoj, concentrate on the inner development of the child, and
depiot the formation of his temperament and moral consciousness}
such an author makeshis account a psychological document. Others,
like Gor'kij, depiot the ohild's fate in the outer world, and the
influence on him of an environment that is often hostile. For
them, the tale becomes a social document, an indictment of society,
a powerful means - as Garin himself showed in Bvorec Pima - of
exposing and attacking the evils and injustices of the world:
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I TaK b cBoe BpeMH ocymecTBJiHJia noBecTt o
fleTCTBe CBoe odmecTBeHHoe Ha3Ha^eHne -
ocymecTBJiHJia fleMcTBeHee, Hexejin MHome
flpyrne JiHTepaTypHHe acaHpBi, nocKOJitKO
nepejiOMJinna nopoKH Bojiubero copwajiBHOro
CTpOH CKB03B TparH3M M3HH ji;eTeM.26
The difference "between the two "schools" of autobiographic
writers is one of emphasis, since both aspects of the child's
development must occupy any author who turns to the genre, and
NikoliS's account is an oversimplification of a rich and varied
tradition? but the general distinction between the "moral-psycho¬
logical" and "social" purposes is valid. For UIkoli6, who tries
to trace a general progress from the Tolstojan method towards
the Gor'kij method, with its greater possibilities for "socialist
realism", Garin's work stands at the crossroads of the two tend¬
encies. Like Tolstoj, he was moved to set forth in the story of
his hero the story of his own moral development; and like Gor'kij,
he sought to criticise the social environment - in particular, the
system of education in home and school - that caused the hero's
sufferings and downfall. The genre permitted him to study and
record the changing shape of the hero's mind as the experiences
of life leave their mark upon it, and to follow his moral progress
as he moves from ignorance through despair towards happiness and
fulfillment. It enabled him to show how Tema and his friends are
in a sense victims of an education and an upbringing that fails to
equip them for life. As Kartasev grows older, he becomes more aware
of injustice in the world, and of the need to combat it; he develops
as a sooial being also. Thus, Garin's purposes are psychological,
moral, social and "oonfessional"; traoing the development of his
hero in his inner life and in his relationship with fhe world around
him, he unfolds the pattern of his own life - and the pattern of/#..
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human life In general, aa the individual develops through the
27
formative years of "initiation and education in life" •
On this general level, the work has the charaoter and the
purpose of the olassical German Blldungaroman. which since Goethe*s
Wilhelm Meister has depicted the education of a hero by his own
experience of the world. The world beoomes "une ardne, un terrain
d'exercise ou l'homme se fortifie contre les revers de la fortune,
28 '
les al6as de la vie" ; as one student of the genre has remarked:
"La confrontation du heros aveo son milieu: voila le Bjldungsprinzlp
29
goethien" 7. This principle operated in Garin*s tetralogy also:
Kartasev's story is that of his confrontation with the world about
him, the history of his education as he makes his way through life.
The theme of education is a central one in these volumes. In
the 'eighties and 'nineties, the debates which always surround this
subject were particularly intense, and in the pages of "Russkoe
bogatstvo" alone there appeared works like Lesgaft's Seme.jnoe
vospitanie rebenka i ego zna£enie (1886, Nos 9-H? I887, Ro 5),
James Sully's Psychology and Eduoation (I887, Ros 1-9, appendices)
and Bernard Plrez* Systematic Investigations into the Psychology of
Children (I89I, Nos 9-ll)"^» all concerned with the influence on the
developing child of his environment. Detstvo Temy was viewed by many
contemporary readers as a contribution to the general discussion.
F.D. BatjuSkov declared:
/noBecT&/ ctoht pejioro TpaKTaTa no
nenarortra,31
and Skabi&evskij saw in the story of Tenia's childhood the
6opb(5a hbyx neflarorimecKHX cncTeM.32
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£he two systems are represented on the one hand "by General Kartasev 1
and Tenia's headmaster, wno regard discipline as the aim of education,
and resort to physical punishment to instil it in the ohild, and on
the other by Aglaida Vasil'evna, who has a more liberal view:
ecjin /pe(5eHOK/ jjejiaeT rjiynocTH, majiocTH,
to flejiaet tojibko notomy, uto he bheht
flypHOM CTOpOHLI 3toh maJIOCTH. JnasaTB eMy
3Ty flypHyio CTopoHy, He c CBoeM, KOHeiHO,
tohkh 3peHHH B3pocJioro ueflOBena, a c ero,
fleTCKoS, He cetfn y(5eflHTB, a ero y^eflHTB,
3afleTB caMOJiio(5ne, onHTB-Tara ero seTCKoe
caMoniotfiie, ero cjiatfyio CTopoHy, cynteTB
BO(5htbch 9Toro - bot 3a,n;aqa npaBHUBHoro
BOCnHTaHHH • (!f 78)
Tenia's career illustrates the effects of the disciplinarian view;
in its desire to discipline him, the gimnazi.ja negleots his moral
development and so contributes to his future unhappiness. In
Inzenerv. he is saved from his plight by a second eduoation,
learning from his work: the knowledge that enables him to steer a
new course in life.
The author's purpose is "pedagogical" in two senses; in a
general way, he seeks to show how far the child's development is
determined by his education, and how only an education based on
true knowledge can equip him with his kompas samosoznanija^ in
life. More specifically, he seeks to expose the evils of a
particular system of education, that of the tsarist gimnazi.la.
with its rigid discipline, arrid curricula and incompetent teachers.
The harshness and inflexibility of the system gradually destroys in
its pupils their enthusiasm for life. Garin's story condemns, as
Pomjalovskij's O&erki bursy had condemned three decades before, an
inhumane system of education and its tragic effect on human lives.
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Just as Tema cannot develop in isolation from his historical
and social "background, so his story cannot he told without reference
to this wider setting, and the author's purpose becomes in part
historical. References to historical events are scattered through¬
out the four volumes: the passers-by who meet Tema as he walks naked
through the streets are amused at the plight at this sone of the
"Hungarian hero" (1,115), and General Kartasev himself, describing
his war-time experiences to his family (1,189), alludes to the
. 34
Hungarian Uprising of 1849 * we know that the story takes place
some time after this. Gjmnazi3ty begins with the schoolboys dis-
oussing an imminent war (1,202), and ends with the eduoational reforms
that transform the gimnazi.ia - the new eighth class, the increased
emphasis given to classical languages, and the general tightening of
discipline (l,444ff)« We know that Tema and his friends leave school
the year the eighth class is introduced, and that, these "reforms"
were introduced by Count Dmitrij Tolstoj in 1871, and so we are able
to date the events of the novel, which opens in 1869 (the anticipated
war being the Franco-Prussian conflict of I87O). In Studenty, events
in the outer world have little impact on Kartasev's life, but the
riots at the Technological Institute in which his friend Lario is
arrested (Il,l8l) set the novel in the 1 seventies, when such disturb¬
ances were increasingly common. In Ini&enery, where the hero becomes
more aware of the life of his country, historical events come more
to the fore. KartaSev's first experiences as an engineer are set
against the background of the Russo-Turkish War of 1877-8, and at
the end of the story (as it stands), Manja meets her brother in
St Petersburg to tell him she has joined the new "Narodnaja volja"
group, the terrorist offshoot of the "Zemlja i volja" movement which
came into being in August, 1879 (H»519)"^.
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From these few historical faots, we can construct a chronology
for Tenia's life} and. if we assume that he is exactly the contemporary
of his oreator (i.e., in his twenty-seventh year at the end of
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However, the comparison illustrates also the incompleteness of
the tetralogy as a record of the years it encompasses. The Emanci¬
pation, the Great Reforms of the 'sixties, Karakozov's attempt on
Alexander II's life (1866) and the ensuing "white terror", the
Ne5aev scandal of 1868-9, "the "choSdenie v narod" of 1874 - all
events which made the greatest impression on the intelligentsia
of the time, and of which Garin and his readers would have been
well aware - find no place in the narrative. The tetralogy is
not an historical novel or a chronicle of events} rather, it is
an attempt to sketoh the intellectual history of Russia as it/
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la mirrored in the developing consciousness of Artemij Kartasev.
Garin does not stress the chronology of his happenings, "but refers
only to a few events, relying upon the reader to draw the necessary
inferences about the epooh of the story. Occasionally a footnote
specifies the period more exactly, but the purpose of these inteiv
polations is seldom so straightforward. For example, when the
narrator appends the following note to the scene in which Tema is
bullied by the headmasters
npomy iHTaTejin HMetb b Bnny, tTO peub
Hue*? o rHMHa3HH b OTHajieHHoe BpeMH, t.e.
20 JieT TOMy Ha3a.11 (l» 69)
The reader may detect irony, and conclude that the gimnazi.ia of
today is not as different as the narrator seems to imply. It is
the reader who reconstructs the historical background from the
few indications given by the author. The ideological views
expressed by various characters - Moiseenko's Pisarevian utilit¬
arianism, Satrov's slavophilism and populism, Ivanov's and Manja's
revolutionary terrorism, Savinskij's urbane Marxism, the "malye
delaH ideas Karta^ev himself espouses - are sufficient to give an
idea of the intellectual climate of the time. And so the tetral¬
ogy becomes the portrait of an age.
Against this historical background, KartaSev becomes the
representative of his generation as he makes his way through the
confusion of ideologies in an increasingly repressive atmosphere.
In his preface to Istori.ja moego sovremennika. Korolenko wrote:
h nurny He HCTopnio Moero BpeMeHu, a toji&ko
1
HCTOpHK) OHHOH 3KH3HH b 3t0 BpeMH, H MHe
X0H6TCH, htoc)h HHTETe Jib 03HaK0MHJICH
npeflBapnTejibho c toh npn3MOM, b KOTopoii
oho OTpascajiocB.
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In depicting the moral, intellectual and social development of
Artemij Kartalev, Garin has given us a prism through which are
reflected the history of an epoch and the fate of a generation#
N. Vorob'eva has written:
B CBoeM TeTpajiornn, H. TapnH pa3BepTHBaeT
nepe,q miTaTexieM cjrl6j noKOJieHun MOJiofleacn,
HcntiTBiBaromero Ha ce(5e TnacejinM MopanBHHH
THeT COHHaJIBHOTO CTpOH papCKOH Pocchh.
Kan JeTCTBO TeMM, Tan h nocjienyiomHe
laCTH XpOHHKH BO MHOTOM aBTO<5HOrpa$HHHH .
IIOBecTByH o ce(5e h o cbohx <5jih3khx, H. .
TapHH BOcco3flaeT h o(5o6qeHHyio KapTHHy
acH3HH pejioii rpynnbi pyccKoM HHTejumreHT-
hoh MOJiofleacH 60-70x h Hanajia 80x tobob
MHHyBinero CTOjieTHH,37
and other critics too have noticed this "generalized" dimension
of the work. Whatever their attitude to KartaSev, most critics
have seen him as a symbol of his generation and its fatej and
the very titles of the volumes - "the schoolboys", "the students"
and "the engineers" seem to stress the representative status of
the characters they portray. How faithfully Garin has painted the
picture of his age may be seen when we turn to the memoirs of an
39
actual schoolboy and student of these years, V. A. Maklakov .
Of the "tolstovskaja gimnazija", he has written:
ee aeepTBaMH <5mjih Bcerfla npeycneBiune,
nepBbie yneHMKH. Ohh iiotom MeHBiue JieHTHeB
OKa3HBajmcB npucnocoOjieHH k jkhshh.^O
Surely this characterizes the tragedy of Kornev, Ryl'skij, Berendja
and Karta^ev himself, whose high promise remains unrealised and
whose talents run to waste when they enter the wider world.
Looking back on his generation, Maklakov writes:
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7 Hamero iioko jighhh He (5hjio HfleHHHX
BOxfleK. He (5hjio Bepn: 6uno "3HaHne" h
"cKenTHKH3M". .Mh Ha Bee rjinflejiH rjia3aMH
CKeilTHKOB. iiomhk) JHOfleH , b KOTOpHX (JblJia
KanaH-to xax^a bo hto-to "nobepntb", h
KOTopbie npeflweTa Bepn He HaxofliuiH.^i
We can surely recognise Artemij Kartasev here; and to this extent the
tetralogy becomes a historical document, the intellectual history of
a generation, a "celaja epopeja"^2.
# • •
The chronicle of Kartasev, his family and friends is thus a
many-sided work, and the purposes of its author are multifarious.
It is in part a orypto-autobiography, a fictionalised version of the
author's life-story in which is depicted his personal moral and
spiritual quest, in part a fictional biography of the Bildungsroman
type, tracing the moral and social education of the hero as he con¬
fronts the world around him; it is partly a study in child psychology,
« partly an indictment of an unsound and unjust system of education,
and partly a roman a these in favour of an alternative system; partly
an expose of the gimnazija of the 'sixties and 'seventies, the por¬
trait of an age, the story of a generation trying to find its own way
of life.
But the general? overall purpose of the work is surely to be
found in the literary form it has been given. Whatever its affini¬
ties with the autobiographic genre or the Bildungsroman, the tetral¬
ogy is first of all a work of prose fiction. Judina has claimed
that Garin did not write novels "in the exact sense of the word"^,
but offers no justification for her view, and if we accept a broad
definition of the term - "the form of written prose narrative of
considerable length, involving the reader in an imagined world which/
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-is new "because it has "been created, "by the author"^ - we must regard t
the tetralogy as a novel. If, as Judina suggests,
HaMepeHHe npocjieflHTB b cootbotctbhh c
OCOOeHHOCTHMH H TpeOOBaHHHMH SnOXH HCTOpHK)
(JlOpMHpO BaHHH, flyXOBHOTO pa3BHTHH jihhhocth,
cjp,h6j pejioro noKOJieHHH nHTeJiJinrshljhii
onpepejinjio 0(5pameHne aBTopa k xcaHpy
<5M0rpa$nqecK0w noBecTH,^5
what intention prompted Garin to set forth his chosen sequence of
events as prose fiction in the first place? Surely his aim was
again to
- 0<5o<5mHTB rapHHCKHM (JaKT,
to construct from his own life story a generalised picture that
would not only outline the history of his generation, "but also
express his vision of life, to create from it an imagined world
in which he might show forth those truths of human experience
his own life had taught him, The true relationship "between
autobiography and fiction is perhaps best expressed in the nar¬
rative itself, when Kartasfev's first literary efforts are des¬
cribed:
oh nucaji o cetfe h o fflapKOM. Ho Kax-to
BBIXOfiHJIO , PTO 3TO BHJI He OH H He
UlapKHH. (H» US)
In writing about himself and his own life in this "obHirnaja
avtobiografija"^, Garin is writing about life in general.
Karta&ev is a representative of his generation, but he is also a
representative of human experience, and in the story of his for¬
mation, degeneration and resurrection we have depioted, not only
the history of Russian youth at the end of the nineteenth oentury,
but also the universal search of all generations as they struggle/
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against themselves and. the world to find an ideal to live by. This !
is the moving purpose of the work, and to its unfolding all the
devices of the author's voice contribute.
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CHAPTER lis STRUCTURE AND THE AUTHOR'S VOICE
The selection and arrangement of his "sequence of imaginary
happenings"^, as we have seen, forms the basis of the author's attempt
to give expression to his purpose, to shape and direct the response of
his readers. Of the processes of selection we can know little; we may
only point to the general similarity between KartaSev's life-story and
Garin's biography, or to occasional parallels between the incidents
depicted and events in other novels of childhood and youth. Like any
author writing in this genre, Garin must draw his "facts" from the
universal stock of boyhood experiences, and we will sometimes find in
his stories echoes of comparable works; for example, the episode in
which the schoolboys tease their drunken teacher (Gimnazisty, Chap. IV)
and found their own newspaper (ibid, Chap.V) both recall scenes from
Ivan Kus5evskij's novel Nikola.i Negorev (l87l). But we can never know
which facts Garin has borrowed from his own life or which he has
invented, or why he has included some biographical facts and excluded
others. However, the arrangement of the events in their fictional
structure reveals to us the author's rhetoric at work. He must dis¬
cover that structure that will at the same time unfold his events with
due emphasis and effect and make their meaning clear. By studying the
structure of his narrative, we can see how the author has worked to
engage and control the reader's interest, and how he has sought to
embody his purpose in the action of the story.
One writer has remarked: "the common structure of accounts of
p
childhood is given by their common theme - growing up" . The /
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structure of the Kartasev Qycle is given, not only by the hero's
growing up, but by the continuing story of his life beyond, child¬
hoods the four novels are organised as the chronological record of
his life. The "plot" that unifies the c^d.e is the biography of
Artemij Karta&evj by following this plot as it is developed through
the four volumes, we may see how the events have been arranged to
have their calculated effect, and how they have been organised within
the general biographical structure to serve the expression of the
author's voice.
I
The plot of the hero's life-story in Detstvo Temy is, as haa
been suggested, "episodic" in character. The narrative strings
together the most memorable incidents in Tema's childhood, isolating
them from their context of lesser events, and presenting them as
consecutive episodes. There are ten such episodes:
1. The "unhappy day". Tema destroys his father's flower and after
a day of misbehaviour is beaten.
2. Tema rescues Zudka from the well.
3» Tema gets into debt with the shopkeeper Abrumka, and lies to
his mother to get the money.
4* Tema takes revenge on a butoher who has wounded his self-esteem.
5» Tema loses his new school uniform when he is tricked by an old man.
6. Tema's first day at school ends in expulsion when he falls victim
to Vachnov's trick.
7« Tema is terrified by the headmaster into betraying his friend
Ivanov.
8. Tema tries to sail to America with Danilov and Kasickij.
9. He fails in his examinations and tries to commit suicide} then he
takes the examination again and succeeds.
10. Tema's father dies.
All these episodes are linked by Tema himself, and by their place in the
sequence of his experiences. Sometimes, oonsecutive incidents are closely/
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related In time} the rescue of &u6ka (2) takes place on the night
or the "unhappy day" (l), and Tenia begins school (6) one week after
the loss of his uniform (5)} sometimes, wider tracts of uncharted
time separate incidents which in the narrative follow on from eacti
other. A year passes between xhe incident with Abrumka (3) and the
incident with the butcher (4), and another passes between tbis and
Tenia's first day at school. Sometimes, different episodes are con¬
nected by relations of cause and effect; Tenia's betrayal of Ivanov (7)
is the ultimate cause of the abortive expedition to America (8), since
he is trying to escape from the unhappy memory of the affair; his prep¬
arations for the journey prevent him from studying for his examina¬
tions , and thus cause his failure and his attempted suicide, which
is an attempt to punish his parents for their condemnation (9)* Thus,
in its structure, Detstvo Temy is a succession of episodes connected
sometimes by proximity in time, sometimes by causal links, but always
by their place, one after the other, on the continuum of time that is
the hero's life. We might represent this diagrammatioaliy, using a
single line to denote xhe passage of time, and spacing events along it
according to their proximity to each other, and arrows to show causes
leading to their results:
1—2. 3 4 5—6 10
one one one one
, months 0 ^
day year year week: ? ? days ?
There is no overall chain of cause and effect that embraces
all the episodes, no confining time-struoture which brings events
to a head and demands an outcome, and their is no climax or resolu¬
tion to which the events inevitably move. Thus the novel does not
conform to the rasskaz structure found in many of the shorter narra¬
tive works (see Part I, Chap. i). The events of Tema's childhood/
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move in a linear, not a mounting progression, along a time-scale
which continues beyond the limits of the story; the principle of
construction at work is that of the chronicle.
This is not to suggest, however, that the movement of events
is directionless or uninteresting; the episodic structure has its
own metho s of creating emphasis and climax. As we have seen, a
writer will define the significance of his related events by using
the cbntrasting narrative modes of scene and summary; in a similar
way, the author who -unfolds his tale as a string of episodes arran¬
ges it according to "a scale of subtle gradations stretching from
the specific to the integrated"^. The important events are made
specific, presented as episodes and scences, while the minor hap¬
penings are integrated into the narrative commentary that links
the episodes and makes record of the intervals between them. Each
episode in Tenia's story is in fact a focal point in his career,
dramatised as a scene or series of scenes to stand out against
the background of his growing up. The connective narrative summary
depicts this background, marks the steady passages of time, and
takes note of events peripheral to Tenia's story - such as the
gradual onset of General Kartasev's fatal illness* which is des¬
cribed in a single paragraph (1,194).
The chapter "Naemnyj dvor" (Chap. V") shows the technique at work
in miniature. It encompasses more than a year of Tema's life, but
dwells only on a few scenes and incidents. First, Tema's parents
agree to let him play with the children on the yard next door; next,
we have a summarised account of his new past-times and friends, and
a scene in which Tema horrifies his parents with a story told him
by his new companion Geras'ka. There follows the chain of scenes
showing Tema's dealings with Abrumka; when Abrumka needs the money to
pay for his wife's funeral, he threatens to tell the General of Temds debt;/
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Tema gets the money from his mother, pretending his motives are purely
charitable, and pays the shopkeeper} but after a few days he confesses
his deceit to his mother. A year passes, and the next scenes unfold
the story of the butcher who saves Tema from a mad bull} Tema is insulted
by his rough manner, and throws stones at the man to avenge himself} he
is scolded by his mother. Whole months are thus compressed into a few
scenes which stand in relief against the unspecified events of every
day.
The episodic structure of Detstvo Temy arranges a few important
events from the hero's childhood into a linear structure in order to
convey the shape and rhythm of his life over these years. The structure
of the work throws emphasis onto each successive episode, each new link
in the continuous chain. As each episode is unfolded before us, its
own internal structure becomes more important} it must be organised to
produce that impact required by its place as a focal point in the story.
The individual events of which each episode consists are bound together
by causal links which give it cohesion} Tema is punished because he has
been naughty, he loses his uniform because he was foolish enough to
believe the old man's flattery, he betrays Ivanov because he is over¬
whelmed by the headmaster's bullying. These constituent incidents are
usually arranged to mount to a climax which is the crux of the whole
episode. Thus, Tema's betrayal of Ivanov or his attempted suicide comes
as the culmination of the events leading up to them - Vachnov's crime and
the headmaster's interrogation, or the examination failure and the sharp
words of Aglaida Vasil'evna. We might represent the events of the "unhappy
day" thus:
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where a stands for the "broken flower, b for the ride on the horse,
o for Tenia's rudeness to Fratilein, d. for his theft of the sugar, £
for his heating, the climax of these events, f for his hath and g for
his oonfession to his mother; or the incident witti Ahrumka thus:
where a is Tenia's first promiseof payment, h his second, c Ahrumka's
request for the money, and his threat to go to the General, d for Tema's
lie to his mother (the focal point), e his payment to Ahrumka and f his
oonfession.
Each episode thus contains its own climax, and it is from this inner
structure thatthe drama of Tema's story proceeds5 each inoident in the
story has its place in the mounting sequence of events that marks a
new crisis in his development. Each episode is a dramatic structure,
whose events lead us to participate in the little dramas of Tema's life.
At the same time, the place of each episode in the narrative leads us to
consider it not only as an event in itself, hut as a further stage in
the hero's development; and here the excitment gained from watching
events move towards their climax is replaced by another kind o±" excit¬
ment, as we see the hero grow through the events of his life.
And so, the structure of the story underlines the significance of
each happening in KartaSev's life; it also produces a certain pattern as
episode follows episode. After he is punished hy his father, Tema finds
solace in making a full confession to his mother and receiving her for¬
giveness (1,85); after he has deoeived her about his debt to Ahrumka,
his conscience gives him no rest until he has admitted his lie (l,10b).
After his encounter with the butcher, Tema again tells his mother every¬
thing (although here he is less contrite - 1,108-110); and after he/
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betrays Ivanov, he finis comfort in a further confession which thus
emerges directs our attention to the central concern of the author;
the nature of Tema's misdeeds - the results of pride, cowardice and
untruthfulness - and the fact that he always knows he has done wrong
indicate the interest in the hero's moral development, and the impulse
that leads Tema to confess to his mother after each misdemeanour reveals
to us that in this moral development, Aglaida Vasil'evna plays a crucial
role.
II
The same episodic principle of plot-construction is to be observed
in Gimnazisty, where we are presented with a series of scenes from
Kartasev's schooldays. Again, a single chapter exemplifies the tech¬
nique: "Gimnazija" (Chap. IV) depicts the general routine of school
life by presenting a sequence of individual scenes. We see how KartaSev
tries to make fun of the literature teacher Kozarskij, and is humbled
by his reproof; then we observe a lesson with the popular history
teacher Satrov. He has transmitted to his pupils his own enthusiasm for
his subject, but the inspectors are displeased by their lack of factual
knowledge, and he now enters the classroom with their criticisms in mind.
He punishes Kornev when he attempts their customary familiarity, but is
restored to his normal frame of mind when Karta^ev delivers a lucid and
\j
lively account of the crusades; Satrov is heartened by the results of
his labours. Finally we consider Vozdvi&enskij the Latin master, and
witness the scene in which the schoolboys take advantage of his drunken-
nes to stage a mocking celebration of his engagement. Carried away by
the hilarity, Kartalev is openly rude to "Mitja", and the class fears the
teacher will report them; but nothing happens, and thereafter Mitja's les¬
sons go on as before. These few representative scenes characterise the
atmosphere ot school lite, while the passages of summary connecting them/
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suggest an enclless succession of similar scenes, the "background
against which they stand out as specific examples. In the original
"Russkoe bogatstvo" text, where these incidents are depicted as occur¬
ring one after the other on the same day ("RB", 1893> No 2, Chaps viii-
xi), we have no such impression of the continual passage of time. In
Gimnazisty as a whole, the narrative summary which notes the advent of
the seasons, the transition from class to class, and a host of minor
events and circumstances serves to mark the continuing march of time,
while the selected dramatized episodes interrupt the flow and arrest
the narrative to have us consider the decisive moments in the hero's
career.
These moments are not always the emotional and moral crises
depicted in Detstvo Temy, and they are not always the centre of
attention; the episodes in Tema's career are set within a framework
of episodes and events which involve other characters also. Separating
\
the story of Kartasev from all the other narrative strands, we might
roughiy summarise it thus:
1. Tema is dissuaded from joining the navey.
2. He falls in love with Manja Korneva.
3. He becomes a member of Kornev's group, and at his mother's
insistence invites his new friends to a party.
4« He contributes to the schoolboys' newspaper.
5. He argues with his mother.
6. He cheats in the examinations.
7. He loses Korneva to Ryl'skij.
8. The KartaSevs go to the country.
9. Tema courts Odarka without success.
10. After a quarrel with his mother, KartaSev and Kornev return to
town.
11. Tama quarrels bitterly with his mother. /
12. He becomes the lover of Tanja the maid.
13. Tanja becomes pregnant.
14. Tema passes his final examinations.
Again, each episode is at the same time a link in the continuing chain
of events that is Kartasev's biography, and a separate, partly autonomous
incident, often representing a whole complex of events-, causes and effects,
For example, the party at which Aglaida Vasil'evpa meets her son's new
friends (3) is the outcome of her efforts to bring about the introduc¬
tion; it results in Tema seeking further independence from his mother,
in his new view of himself as an adult, and in Kornev's attraction to
Natasa. Karjiasev's bitterest quarrel with his mother (ll) is the climax
of a growing discord that has its origins in his desire for independence,
and in her desire to influence his life; more immediately, it is the out¬
come of the events on the estate, where Aglaida Vasil'evna fears that her
son and his friend have stirred up the discontent of the peasants. The
quarrel is precipitated by a disagreement about the room Tema is to sleep
in, and by his rudeness to Zina; its climax comes when Tema storms out
of the house and in a blind range sinks his teeth into his arm. Soon
he returns to apologise, but the results of the quarrel go far deeper,
contributing to Tenia's profound dissatisfaction.
A comparison with the original text snows how Garin has in later
revisions reworked the episode of the schoolboys' newspaper (4) in
order to introduce the structure of cause and effect that gives it
shape and meaning as an incident in itself. In the first version, the
incident is not developed beyond Kartasev's decision to write an article
on the harmful effects of studying dead languages. The revised text
takes this decision to its conclusion and describes the publication of
the newspaper, Kartasev's pride in his contribution and his dismay when
his mother and his friends pass it over in silence. The effect of the/
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inQident is the humiliation Kartasev feels, and he spends his spare
hours in furtive composition, trying to prove his own abilities. The
episode in which Tema is caught cheating "by the headmaster (6) also shows
how the author has developed and restructured events to recreate the
episodes of his tale. The early text reports only that Tema failed in
his Latin examination ("RB" 1893, No 3, llO-lll); in the work: as we now
have it, an entire scene describes how he was discovered copying the
answers from his exercise-book in the history examination; the headmaster
flung the book to the floor, and the humiliated Karta&ev had to retrieve
it (I, 296-8). The episode, dramatic in itself, shows yet another cause
of the discontent and dissatisfaction that mark Kaitabev's attitude to
his life. Thus each episode engages and sustains our interest and
contributes to the continuing story of the central character and his
development«
The episodes inKartasev's life-story are linked not only by their
sequence in the narrative, but also by their theme, by that aspect of
the hero's development to which they relate. In these years of adoles¬
cence, Kartasev's growing up is seen in two areas; in his attitude
towards and experience of home and school, and the increasing complexity
of his emotional life. Each episode illustrates his growth in one or
another of these areas. On one hand, Tema's story is one of increasing
conflict at home - particularly with his mother - and at school. We
might set out the episodes relating to this theme thus:
1 2 3 5 6 10—-11 14
The story begins with a dispute over Tema's career; he wants to join the
navy, but his mother disapproves and implies that his duty is to remain
with his family; with a feeling of self-sacrifice, Tema agrees to stay at
home (l). As he grows closer to Kornev and participates more fully in
the lile ol the -feru£ok, he drifts further away from that tight—knit/
family circle his mother seeks to maintain} the party (3) is her
attempt to "bring his friends under her scrutiny, but her son chooses to
spend more and more of his time away from home. Mother and son disagree
over Berendja's drunken proteges (5)} Aglaida Vasil'evna is dismayed by
her son's association with such derelicts, and by the new interest in
wider social issues it betokens. School is bearable for Tema only because
of the companionship it offers, and the incident during the examinations
(6) illustrates the bitter frustration he feels under the oppressive
weight of its discipline. The visit to the country brings freedom from
school but more family conflict, and, blaming him for the dissatisfaction
among the peasants, his mother insists on an early return to town (10).
The quarrel that ensues (ll) shows how deeply Tema resents the power his
mother can still wield over him. His collapse in nervous exhaustion
after the final examinations (14) shows the strain school has imposed
on him, and reveals to his mother the extent of his sufferings. Each
of these episodes shows how the hero grows more and more unhappy with
the life he is forced to lead, and each new conflict illustrates his
desire for freedom and independence; the final scene is thus the outcome
of the preceding years of clashes and disagreements.
The episodes which mark the development of the hero's emotional
life can be summarised as follows!
2 7 9 12 13
After his first meeting with her, Tema decides he is in love with Manja
Korneva (2), although he never makes an open declaration of his feelings.
With dismay he notices her growing attraction to Ryl'skij (1,298), and
when he sees the two so obviously enjoying each other's company during
the river outing, his conduct becomes outrageous. When Manja confides
the secret of their engagement to him (7), it is all he can do to offer
his congratulations. The visit to his mother's estate awakens memories/
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of the peasant girl Odarka, and., convincing himself that he loves
her, he proposes marriage, only to he rejected (9)> and at length
he recognises the folly of his passion. His thoughts now turn to
Tanja the maid, who he discovers is the mother of an illegitimate
childj he suspects that his mother knows the trend of his thoughts
when she insists he change his "bedroom (and so precipitates their
quarrel - ll). At length, excited "by a visit to the theatre, Tema
"becomes Tanja's lover (12). Some months later, she tells her mistress
that she is going to "bear Tema's ohild (13), and is sent away? the
matter is never referred to again. These few incidents, each aris¬
ing out of the other, thus show the hero develop from a lovesick
schoolboy to the sexually aware youth who fathers an unknown child
by his mother's servant.
The story is therefore held together not only by the time
structure supplied by Kartasev's life, but also by a thematic
structure which groups together various events into two unfolding
themes. A further factor for cohesion is the casual links which bind
the two themes together. Tema's emotional life is shaped by his chang¬
ing relationships with family and school, and:his sense of frustration
and repression in this environment finds its outlet in his sexual
awakening? his mother's desire to control his life plays its part in
bringing about the liaison with Tanja she had sought to prevent. And,
of course, the two aspects of his life are intertwined in his develop¬
ment from childhood to youth.
The effect of the structure of the story is again to focus our
attention on a few incidents and on their significance in the formation
o± the hero. The meaning ol the pattern that emerges from these events
is the development ol the individual in his relations with others? the
patterns ol conflict with home and school, the repeated search for an




The plot of Studenty is again a sequence of episodes which
represent and summarise the general trend of tde hero's life over a
number of years# However, since these everts fall into several succes¬
sive cycles, the principal element of structure is no longer the single
episode, hut the string of episodes which together delineate a new
phase in the hero's uevelopment and bring about a further change in hs
situation. Incidents are now related not only by their succession in
time or their contribution to a common theme, but by the turning-point
to which they lead the action. Each new phase in KartaSev's story
comes as the culmination of the episodes preceding it.
The first phase in the further adventures of Karta&ev takes him
up to the moment when he walks out of his first leoture, convinced
of his own stupidity. It begins in hope as he looks forward to and
prepares for life in St Petersburg, and reaches its climax in the
scene at the station, where he is torn between his love for his mother
and the fear that she will prevent his departure. It continues in
hope as he surveys the university and city, and ends in disillusion as
he worries about his finances and broods on his own inability to under¬
stand the lecturers. In the second period of his St Petersburg life, he
goes with Komev to visit a revolutionary group, but is repelled by their
animosity and decides to approach life without any preconceived ideas.
He stops attending olasses and befriends Sackij, and gradually falls in
with his idle way of life. He moves into Saokij's rooms and borrows
money from him, but soon their life together loses its appeal. It is
Komev who urges Kartasev to reform and begin life anew.
Thus the third phase begins. KartaSev resumes his studies changes
his lodgings and turns to serious literature. He writes a story, but
at Kornev's suggestion he studies more to improve his knowledge of life./
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He writes a second story, and, feeling he has discovered his path in
life, takes it to a publisher. It is rejected, and his despair is
deepened when he fails his examinations on the same day* Once again,
Tema decides to make a fresh start, and a new stage in his life begins}
he transfers to the Engineering Institute, works hard and distinguishes
himself in the entrance examinations. With this success behind him, he
returns home, and on his way back meets the beautiful Rachil'. His
fleeting affair with her marks the start of another phase. On his
return to St Petersburg, his enthusiasm for his new life is forgotten}
<J
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he returns to his old haunts with Sacfcij and their friend Poveneznyj,
becomes the lover of Verodka, and the foe of the "red" students in the
Institute. This way of life continues until suddenly he discovers he
has contracted syphilis. And so begins the sixth and final phase in
Kartasev's life as a student. Thoughts of his disease and almost
certain death bring him to contemplate suicide, and it is with difficulty
that his uncle persuades him to seek a oure in the warmer climate of the
south. Thus he returns to his mother, who is already broken by the news
of Marija's arrest} she is unable to conceal her disgust, and, angry
and resentful, he leaves home, determining to cure himself or to die.
(in the first editions of the novel (1895>1898), Kartasev's story is
continued: he is sent by Dr Dvoridenko to the Crimea, where he joins
the army and contracts a further disease} Natasa nurses him back to
health and then dies herself)^.
We might summarise the shape of the plot in its various stages
thus:
I II III IV V VI
hope—> search-* a new start-* a new start^decline"* diseasedisillusion^idleness^dashed hopes/Rachil' disease/*departure
Each phase is the outcome o±' the prec9eding phase - decline is
followed "by an attempt to start afresh, which in turn is followed
hy disillusion and a new decline - just as, within each phase,
each incident follows logically on from what has gone before.
Sometimes chance takes a hand: it is chance that KartaSev selects one
of the three examination topics he has not prepared} sometimes, others
intervene in his fate: it is Nerufcev's coachman Semen who brings him
together with Rachil*. But in general, the plot is a sequence of
causes and effects, and KartaSev's decline is the result of his own
actions. Nowhere is this clearer than in the symbol of this decline,
his disease. Whatever the source of infection (most probably the
actress VeroSka), the disease by its very nature must be the result
of Eartasev's own action} this is the most significant difference
between the revised version and the first published text, where the
5
disease is named as consumption . The diagnosis of syphilis, because
it is so sudden and so final, comes as the climax of the novel and
marks the nadir of Kartasev's career, but it is not the climax of
the events as a whole. It is the result of a single event, and only
indirectly the outcome of the whole chain of events that lead to Tenia'
downfall} it is not the final, cumulative issue of the events of the
novel. For, although events lead on from each other in time and logio
there is no ultimate direction in Tema's progress, and his disease is
bad. luck, not an inescapable conclusion. And in this way, tie structu:
of the novel parallels the meaning of the story it tells. Throughout
Studenty, the hero moves through life without a definite goal, some¬
times not even looking for one. His search is unconcluded, brought to
a halt by the acoident of his illness. The narrative, which moves
forward in time, but reaches no resolution, mirrors his fate - a fate
which is mirrored too in the recurrent pattern of the events. Disil¬
lusion follows hope, a search ends in aimlessness, a fresh start in




In2enery remains incomplete, part of an unfinished, whole, and
therefore we cannot know the final shape of the author's design in it.
Yet as the story stands, it has a structure which distinguishes it
from the proceeding volumes* its texture is denser, and the events it
records move towards a definite resolution. The incidents recounted
are more numerous and closer to each other in time, especially in the
latter half of the work, where scenes and actions from the hero's
professional life follow on from each other in rapid succession. The
emphasis here is on the specific happenings, ratherjan the continual
passage of time; the hero is shown to proceed from action to action,
and we seem to he following him more closely. The plot of the story
is more closely-knit, and this gives the events direction; we feel
there is some end to which they move as action follows action.
The two thematic strands in Kartahev's story as it is here
unfolded are his rapid success in his new-found profession, and his
growing love for Adelaida Borisovna; each new action marks progress
along one of these two axes. Karta§ev finds his vocation by accident,
when SiSkov urges him to give up his post as his uncle's agent and
finds him a place as a surveying engineer. Beginning as a lowly
foreman, Kartasev makes swift progress, and after a few months becomes
Sikorskij's assistant in a new construction project. He rejects the
offer of a contract, and devotes himself entirely to his work, taking
great pride in each new achievement. He is sent by the high-ranking
Savinskij on a mission to Bucharest, and is thereafter appointed assis¬
tant divisional supervisor to Masickij. After his success here, he is
promoted to be supervisor of the Trojanov Val railway, which he trans¬
forms within a few months into a model of order and efficiency.
The story of Tema's love for Adelja begins when the first meet.
Believing himself unworthy of her, and remembering his past, he rejects/
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suggestions that he marry her, and. they part. But the vision of
her remains with him, and his sister Manja urges him to propose.
At length he sends her a letter of proposal from Troyanov Val, and
rushes back to Odessa to become engaged and plan their future together.
On both axes, the events move towards their olimax and tlieir
oompletion. As soon as KartaSev discovers his feelings for Adelja,
we look forward to their marriage; as soon as he embarks upon his new
career, we look forward to his success. Thus, the events themselves
(
require and prepare us for a resolution. The apotheosis for KartaSev
comes on the day he entertains the Governor General at his station and
receives Adelja's acceptance; his success is: recognised, his happiness
is assured, and so the two strands in his story reach their climax, the
climax of his life to date.
However, the struoture of the novel is complicated by certain
incidents which work against the general movement of events towards
their satisfactory conclusion. Tenia's professional success is marred
by the Savel'ev incident, which causes him much soul-searching and
reveals how much he still has to learn: although he knows he is in
the debt of the bankrupt contractor, he feels he cannot help out of
his predicament, and his inflexible attitude is partly responsible for
the man's suicide.
'Mistakes" also threaten the eventual happiness of Kartaiev and
Adelja. Deciding he cannot be worthy of her, Tema consoles himself
with Darja Stepanovna, the telegrafistka, and even proposes marriage
to her. When he is refused, he swears fidelity to the still inaccessable
Adelja (11,459) - but within a few weeks has become the lover of a
Rumanian lady during his visit to Bucharest. Even after his engage¬
ment, he comes dangerously close to a flirtation with an attractive
travelling—companion. Such inoidents are obstacles in the path of
Tema's progress, reversals which introduce dramatio complication into/
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his story} aa he movea forward, he must struggle against these
setbacks, against hia own mistakes.
The two strands of the plot are in fact closely interwoven,
tied together by causal relations. It is Tenia's success as an
engineer that gives him confidence in himself and persuades him
that he might after all hope for happiness with Adelja} significantly,
after his first day's work, he feels for the first time that she might
become his wife (11,330). And i't is the image of Adelja which, despite
his transgressions, is ever before him, that spurs him on in his labours.
A full analysis of the volume's structure musttherefore take into account



















10. Apotheosis: recognition and
acceptance
11. Engagement.
Although these two themes move towardstheir conclusions and bring
the events of the novel to an issue, the story remains open-ended.
Tema's departure for St Petersburg points to the future trend of events,
and shows that he has reached only the first step in his new life} we
know he will marry Adelja and find new challenges in his profession./
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The turning-point in his lite described in Inlenery is only the first
of many experiences through which the author intended to bring his
hero to his ultimate goal. As it stands, the fourth volume depicts
the first phase in the career of KartaSev redux as he moves through
life towards the new objectives he has discovered: fulfilment in work,
happiness in love. His life has at last acquired a direction, and the
pattern of the story, which shows events moving towards their conclusion,
reflects this.
In all four volumes, therefore, it is the continuing story of
Kartasev's experiences that dominates the narrative, and gives it its
form; as we follow his progress from episode to episode, from phase to
phase, we come to discern the shape this progress is taking. By depict¬
ing a few "uzlovye momenty"^ in his life, the author focusses our atten¬
tion on this continuing story; by showing, in the final volume, the end
to which Kartasev is moving, the author gives the whole story its direc¬
tion, and makes the chronicle itself an image for the life_±t depicts;
at last we see the goal to which Tema has been moving ever since that
first day.
V
The story of the hero's life and progress is not the only one told
in these four volumes. As he moves through life, Tema comes into contact
with other people, and these people too have their stories, which are
unfolded before us. Even in Detstvo Temy. where our attention is largely
limited to Tema's experiences, we are aware of other lives being lived,
other stories unfolding. Aglaida Vasil'evna shares the joys and sorrows
of her son's childhood, and his experiences arepart of her experience.
Tema's eldest sister Zina also has her share in the events reoounted,
and her childhood is part of the background of her brother's story. '
The two "sub-plots" here begun span all four volumes. Throughout/
Kartasev's career, his mother shares his experiences} she tries to
keep him by her when he strives to be independent, she watches him
go off to university with apprehension and hope, she is orushed when
he returns degenerate and diseased, she takes pride in his professional
successes, she rejoices in his happiness with Adelja. She lives through
the experiences of her other children also} Natalia's death overwhelms
her, Zina's unhappiness distresses her, Manja's revolutionary activities
appal her} in her old age, she finds new life in looking after her grand¬
children. Zina's story develops independently of Tenia's, but from time
to time interweaves with it; remaining aloof from her brother and his
friends, she marries Nerucev while Tema is at university; he hears of
her unhappiness and visits her when he returns home on holiday; it is on
her estate that he meets Rachil' - who has been her husband's mistress
(11,197). After his graduation, Tema visits his sister again, and saves
her from attaok by her husband. Her marriage finally destroyed, Zina
leaves herchildren with her mother and goes to Jerusalem, where she
eventually becomes a nun. In her last letter to her family, she urges
Tema to marry Adelja.
In Gimnazjaty. Tema's horizons are much wider} he seeks the
companionship of his contemporaries, and their stories thus enter into
the chronicle of his experiences. Kornev, Semenov, Berendja, Ryl'skij,
Darsier, Moiseanko and Gorenko all act out their own stories, many of
whioh are continued into the third volume as they, like Karta^ev, seek
a new lite in the capital. Thus we follow Kornev through his school¬
days and beyond} he is the intellectual leader of his classmates, he
becomes Tema's friend, and is attracted by NataSa. In St Petersburg,
he becomes a medical student, and is for a time peripherally involved
in a revolutionary circle (an incident related at greater length in
the earlier text); he has an affair with his landlady's maid, he urges
Kartasev to leave £ackij and change his way of life} gradually, he loses/
his early idealism and fades from our view, and on his last appeai>-
ance in the novel he joins Kartalev in a drinking bout (11,212). His
sister Manja also figures in her own sub-plot; the unconscious object
of Karta&ev's affections, she is attracted to Ryl'skij, and becomes
secretly engaged to him; but Eyl'skij goes abroad after his expulsion
from school, and the marriage never takes place. She is surprised when
KartaSev confesses his love just before his departure for St Petersburg
and when (apparently as a result of the author's lapse of memory) he
makes a second declaration before his departure for Bendery (11,289);
then she too sinks our of sight. The path of Gorenko also orosses that
of KartaSev at different periods in their lives. Aglaida Vasil'evna
thinks she is in love with her son (1,458} Tema also comes to this
conclusion in retrospect - 11,225)t but in St Petersburg, Tema hears
she has married Moiseenko, Kornev's revolutionary cousin. She visits
Karta^ev when he is looking after SacKij, after her husband has been
exiled (in the 1893 text she helps Kartasev and his friends to nurse
&ackij); and when they meet for the last time, she is preparing to
join Moiseenko in Siberia; she urges Tema to leave home and find his
own way out of his predioament.
More secondary stories are unfolded in Studenty; for example,
Tenia's friend Lario becomes involved with the prostitute Surka and
tries to help her rival, Katja; he moves into ^ackij's rooms and
squanders his money, and is arrested for his part in the student
disorders at the Institute. In Inzenery, our interest is again
fixed for the most part on the central story of Kartasev, but the
experiences of Sikorskij, Darja Stepanovna, Borisov, and of oourse
Manja and Adelja all interweave with it.
The tetralogy is thus a mass of seoondary story-lines, relating
the actions and experiences of those who are involved in Kartasev's
life, organised as sequences of causally-related events which often/
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mount to their own climax. Thus the story of Berendja (in Gimnazisty)
culminates in the tragedy of his suicide, the outcome of two sets of
incidents. First, Berendja becomes involved with Fros'ka, a maid in a
neighbouring household, who at her lover's instigation extracts money from
the schoolboy by telling him she is pregnant. Berendja soon overhears the
lovers in conversation and discovers the deception, but promises to help
Fros'ka. When her lover robs and murders her employers, the girl flees
in panic, leaving a blood-stained suitcase by the sleeping Berendjaj
it is discovered by his landlady, who summons the police, and Berendja
is arrested for murder. He kills himself before the truth is discovered.
The second sequence of events leading to this denouncement concerns
Berendja's search for a philosophy of life. He spends the summer
holidays reading and considering various systems, evolving his own
idealistic view of the world. When he hears these views echoed by
Satrov, he is elated, and ehen he hears the teacher has been dismissed,
his indignant outburst leads to his expulsion. Dejected and downcast,
Berendja finds no support from his friend Verviokij, and seeks solace
in the company of the two drunkards. In the morning, he is awakened by
the polioe, and the memory of his despair and the hopelessness of his
position prompts him to confess to the murder and hang himself. His
suicide is thus the result and climax of two interrelating chains of
)
causes.
The various narrative strands weave together as character meets
character and path crosses path. In the original Studenty, a whole
oomplex of interconnected sub-plots centres on the character Gonda,
a neighbour of Kartasev's in his new lodgings. He is the son of a
wealthy peasant who studies privately because he lacks the necessary
documents to enter university. Tema attends his birthday party and
meets his friends Liberman, the engineering students Cholmskij and
Skra^evskij, and the unpleasant Choljava, who seduces Verocka the/
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maid (later to "be Karta&ev's mistress. ) Through Kartasev, Cholmskij
meets £urka, with whom he falls in love. They plan to get married,
hut ^urka is killed when a stray spark from the locomotive ^olmskij
is driving sets alight to her dress; Cholmskij kills himself in remorse.
Gonda tries to comfort his friend's family, accompanying them to Monte
Carlo, and falls in love with his sister Varvara. Her mother agrees to
the match on condition that Gonda takes his degree, and so he procures
forged document from Choljava. The forgery is soon discovered, and
Gonda is expelled and imprisoned. On his release, he returns to Monte
Carlo to risk his fortune at the tables, and shoots himself when all is
lost. Thus the diverse stories are knit together by the relationships
that exist between the characters. The sub-plots are linked also to
the central unifying story of KartaSev, unfolding simultaneously with
it and occasionally intersecting it. Thus Berendja's story and Karta¬
sev' s run parallel for a time, and the same scenes and characters figure
in both. Karta^ev plays his part in the events that lead up to Berendja's
death - he visits him on the evening before, hoping to cheer him up, but
finds him out Just as Berendja's misfortunes have their effect on Tema's
development.
The episodic, picaresque structure of the central story provides
unlimited opportunities for the introduction of sued secondary narrative
strands? as Kartasev makes his journey through life, there is no limit
to the number of people he may meet, and no limit to the adventures
that might befall them. The loose chronicle form seems able to accom¬
modate any sub-plot the author may wish to unfold, and Elpatievskij noted
of In£enery:
/noBecTi^ pa3flBHrajiaci> Bee nmpe, Bee
poena b cbohx pa3Mepax.8
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But the more narrative strands there are, the more the attention of
the reader is dispersed among them, and the less it is focussed on
the central story of Kartasev's lifej the result threatens to be
that rasplyvcifatost1 of which an earlier reviewer of Gimnazisty
o
complained . If be is to keep his main story at the centre of our
attention, the author must ensure that the sub-plots are subordinate to
it, and justify their inclusion by having them contribute to it. To
the early critics of Studenty, it seemed that Garin had lost control
of his sub-plots, and lost the main story-line in a tangle of second¬
ary intrique, The profusion of incident destroyed the unity of the
work - already suffering from serial publication and the irregularity
of the instalments"^ - and detracted from whatever merits it had.
Surveying the intertwined stories of Karta^ev, Gonda, Lario and their
friends, one critic noted:
BTopocTeneHHoe pa3BMTO b ymeptf rnaBHOMy
and Nikolaev concluded that Garin waw using his sub-plots to revive the
12
flagging interest of his readers . If we consider the first versions
of this volume, we must surely agree with themj the story of Gonda ana
his acquaintances occupy too large a place in the narrative and push
KartaSev's affairs into the background, the story of Surka and Cholmskij
has no bearing on the central plot, and the event contrived to bring it
to a conclusion, the sensational deaths of the lovers, show the pri-
"J ^ 1 yl
dumannost1 and the "nedostatok Suvstva mery" some critics have
complained of. But we should remember that in subsequent editions
Garin eliminated much of this superfluous material: in the definitive
text, Surka disappears quite naturally from view, and Gonda and his
friends do not even appear. The secondary narrative strands that
remain are thae because they serve the telling of the central story
in some way. The stories of Berendja, Lario, Sackij, Kornev and/
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Sikorskij show the paths Kartalev might have taken, and thus throw
into relief the distinctive aspects of his career and character.
He does not despair of life like Berendja, he does not give himself
v
up to debauchery like Lario or Sackij, he does not abandon his search
in life like Kornev, he does not pursue his own selfish ends like
Sikorskij. Throughout the first three volumes, the adumbrated career
of Ivanov contrasts with that of the hero. When Kartasev betrays him
to the headmaster, Ivanov remains steadfast; when Tema is looking for
his guideline in life, Ivanov, the leader of the revolutionaries, has
found his; when Tema is leaving to find some cure for his disease,
Ivanov is in a convict train bound for Siberia. On each occasion, the
contrast between their positions turns our judgement against Karta&ev.
The stories of Zina and Manja offer interesting contrasts with each
other, and with that of the hero. Zina renounces her children for a
life of religious contemplation, Manja renounces her family for a 'life
of revolutionary action; Tema must find his way between these two
extremes. Wheh Tema returns home with his disease, he learns Manja
has been arrested for her political activities; the contrast between
his state - the result of a life of self-gratification - and hers, the
result of her convictions, again implies a judgement of him. Through¬
out the final volume, Manja and her brother grow closer together; she
persuades him to marry Adelja, he tries to understand her political
views. But at the end of the novel, their ways must parts Manja
devotes herself to her cause, Tema to his work and wife; the contrast
defines the shape and direction of the hero's future development.
And so, Garin has worked most of his sub-plots into the fabric
of the novel; while enriching the work and widening its scope, these
secondary stories are also made to contribute to the pattern of events
from which the meaning of the whole emerges.
♦ • •
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As Judina ha3 written:
IIocjieHOBaTejiBHoe pacKpHTue xapaKTepa
rnaBHoro repoH h ero TOBapumeM, noKa3aHHNX
B CTaBJieHHH H pa3BHTHH, B HanpHXeHHHX,
nopoS uyuhtejibhhx noHCKax hcthh, npaB-
HJIbHOTO MHp0B033peHHH h pa3yMHOH "toikh
npHJIOxeHHH" CBOHX CHJI H COCTaBJIHeT^OCHOBy
CIOXeTHOrO pa3BHTHH H K0Mn0 3Him0HH0H « ?
CTpyKTypH Bcero npoH3BefleHHH.5
■^he central story shows us how Kart§isev develops through the various
"s»
episodes of his life, depicting the evolution of his moral character
in the experiences of childnoou, the desire for independence tnat marks
his adolescence, tde tragedy "6aa"o ensues when he embarks on his adult
life without proper preparation, the final progress towards the goals
revealed to him by work and love. At every stage, the structure of the
story underlines the meaning of its events, emphasising the episodes
and scenes that are the crises in the hero's life - the moral trials
and errors of childhood, the quarrels and clashes of adolescence -
mirroring the aimless wandering from episode to episode that is his
student life, following his final progress towards happiness and ful¬
filment. At every stage too, the stories of his family and friends,
interweaving with his own, offer a continuous, commentary of comparison
and contrast on his life and experiences. The author has fashioned the
loose and simple chronicle structure into a vehicle that dramatises the
events it relates, and into a shape that defines themj he has made it an
instrument of his voice.
Structural faults and weaknesses remain in the tetralogy. The
abrupt ending of Student.y leaves unexplained the question of KartaSev's
cure and so flaws the logic of the work"^. Inzenery shows obvious signs
of incompleteness, and the profusion of scenes and dialogues tend to
weigh down the structural framework. Yet the expensive revisions to
which the author subjected his works, particularly Studenty, shows the/
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importance he attached to their struoture, and his concern to have
17
ohia eventa "march in atep with the elucidation of the Idea" .
Irrelevanciea have "been removed, eventa have "been reconstructed, the
diffuse plot of the first Studenty has "been disciplined, and in the
final version it ia Karta^ev's story which stands always at the work's
centre.
Writing to N.K. Michajlovskij early in 1893, Garin complained
about the cuts made by the censor in the first instalment of
Gimnazisty, and gave his view of the story:
Bee woe reHBepcicoe iracaHHe npeflCTaBJineTCH
MHe nneTeHHeM icpyxeBa H3 nayTHHH...HyxHO
CJimnKOii ocTopoxHoe HacnoeHHe Bne^aTneHHH,
H3 aToro mieTeHHH Bootfme nojiyqHJicfl
onpefleneHHHH y3op, 3aueHHiomHii cotfoio
bneqatnehhe caiioS xh3hh.
The comment shows how conscious he was of the vital relationship of
structure to meaning, its importance as a device of the author's
voice. For him, the construction of a story was not the simple
piling up of event on event, or the simple organisation of events
to sdow fortb some direct moral statement. It was ratber a delicate
and demanding task; the various narrative strands and incidents had
to be woven together in a pattern that was for him the impression of
life itself. The structure of his stories may not always be as subtle
as his comment suggests, but he has succeeded in weaving his plots and
sub-plots into a meaningful pattern which gives a number of impressions
of life. Of these, perhaps the most important is the impression of an
individual life as it progresses through the dramas of childhood, the
turbulence of adolescence and the errors of youth towards the wisdom
and the purpose that at last stand revealed to him.
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NOTES
1. Leggett, The Idea in Fiction, p. 29.
2. Pascal, Design and Truth in Autobiography, p. 9.
3» Bentley, Observations on the Art of Narrative, p. 7
4* the omission of this ending in the 1903 version points to
a new conception of the novel; it seems that Garin originally
intended to bring his hero to eventual happiness through
marriage to Br Dvoriienko's sister-in-law.
5* this change has of course wide implications for the meaning
of the novel, and will be discussed further. Venereal
diseases were in general an unmentionable subject in the
nineteenth century, and this may account for the appearance
of "consumption" in the first publication of the text.
6. Judina, £izn', p. 85
7. cf II, 197 '
8. Elpaiievskij, Garin-Michajlovskij, "EB", 1906, No 12, p. 171
9. anonymous article in "Istorideskij vestnik", 1907, No 1, p. 39I
10. Garin was still writing the story as the first installments
appeared in the July, August and September numbers of "KB".
11. "Istorideskij vestnik", 1907, No 1, p. 591
12. Nikolaev, Voprosy zizni..., p. 158
13. Starodum, in "Russkij vestnik", I9O4, No. 12, p. 755
14. Bol'saja Sovetskaja Enciklopedija, 1929» vol. 14, col. 589
15. Judina, op. cit. p.85
16. the question of Kartasev's cure is not answered satisfactorily
even in the first versions of Studenty, where its cause seems
to be the second disease(typhoid) Tema contracts. According
to Gor'kij(Garin-Michajlovski.j, p. 318), Garin believed that
typhoid could cure syphilis; there is no medical support for
such a view. Tenia's recovery, however, is not incredible;
in the majority of cases, it is probable that syphilis
becomes latent without any further symptoms or ill effects.
17. Leggett, op. cit. p. 29
18. Literatumyj archiv, V, p. 16. The cuts Garin complains of
were probably made in his characters' discussions of relig¬
ious and political topics.
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CHAPTER III: THE HERO, THE NARRATOR ANB THE AUTHOR'S VOICE
KartaSev's life gives the tetralogy its subject and. its form,
and his story shapes and determines the reader's response. One
early critic observed:
noBecTBOBaHHH, MecTaMH Haxe He tforaTtie
no coflepxaHHio, npHO(5peTaioT b rjia3ax
qhtatejih 3HaqeHne no schbocth paccKa3a, no
yMeHHio aBTopa BH3BaTB co^yBCTBHe k repoio
h HHTepec k ero cynbOe.-1-
The author's attempt to interest and communicate with his reader
begins with the character and actions of the hero} in his effort to
convey his judgements and convince us of his truths, he seeks to con-
rol our attitudes to this character and his actions, to manipulate the
interest and sympathy we feel for him. By having us evaluate the actions,
thoughts and words of his hero, the author will lead us to discover his
own judgement, and the values on which it is based} as we sympathise with
or judge the hero, we are therefore aiding in the expression of the author's
norms, and our reactions become instruments of the author's voice.
Our reactions to any fictional character are determined not only by
the nature of his deeds and thoughts themselves, but also by the narra¬
tive commentary which describes them. The ways in which the author may
influence our attitude to his hero thus depends on the "point of view"
from which the tale is told, on the narrator who tells it. Where the
author's problem is "one of tracing the growth of a personality as it
reacts to experience" , as it is in Garin's work, we might expect to find an
"autobiographer", a narrator-protagonist sifting and evaluating his experi¬
ences as he recalls and recounts them} the reader identifies with him and/
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accepts his judgement of himself. There is evidence that Garin did
at one time consider such a narrator for his work: Sub ^ has dis¬
covered a manuscript in which many of the events of Studenty and In^enery
*3
are presented as the diary of one Nikolaj Pavlovic . Such a narrator,
whatever his powers of perception and self-analysis, must always remain
limited in his knowledge of others and himself, in his ability to judge
objectively: "he cannot see himself from the outside"^. As he looks back
over the years, he may laugh at or criticise his alter ego, but his atti¬
tude to himself must always be one of sympathy and indulgence, and the
knowledge that he later saw the error of his ways must always colour
our view. Our sympathy for the wiser narrator will thus always soften
5
our judgement of the protagonist .
The objeotive, undramatized and univolved narrator, on the other
hand, enables the author to comment objectively on his characters,
independently of their view of themselves? as Onufriev has remarked,
he gives the author the
bo3M02choctb coqeTaTB HatfnioneHiiH Han nepe-
acuBaHHHMH qejiOBeica c oijeHKOH nepexcHBaHHH,
HaeT B03M0XH0CTB cTaTB BHme repoeB h
aHajiH3HpoBaTB HX nocTynKH.6
He also gives the author the ability to shift and change the narrative
perspective, to depict actions, thoughts and reactions through the
consciousness of any of his characters and identify us with them, and
also to stand back and judge them dispassionately. In selecting such
a narrator for his tetralogy, Garin thus gained the ability not only to
comment objectively on his hero, but also to vary the distance the reader
feels himself fram him? through this variation he can control tbe reader's
responses more closely. For as we read tbe story of Karta^ev, the measure
of our sympathy and judgement is determined not only by our reactions to
his deeds or the commentary of the narrator, but also by the narrative
persPective which, as it identifies us with the hero or distances us/
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from him, discloses the evaluation the auttior wishes to convey.
I
Our reactions to the young hero of Detstvo Temy change as we
look at him now from within, now from without. The first sentence
of the narrative presents an external, detached, adult view of Tenia's
predicament:
ManeHBKHH BOCbMHJieTHHM TeMa CTOHJI Hafl
CJIOMaHHHM IJBeTKOM H C yxaCOM BHyMHBaJICH
b 6e3BHxoflHOCTB CBoero nojiojKeHHH (r, 55)
Then we look through his eyes, remembering with him the events of his
morning, sharing his joy on seeing the flower; tnus drawn close to him,
we share his view of the calamity and understand his distress. As
thoughts of his crime crowd in on him, our perspective is again changed,
and when, deciding that his hands are to blame for the misfortune, he
resolves to ask his father to cut them off, the narrator returns to his
adult view:
MajiB^HKy KaaceTCH, uto ero hobohh Tax
y(5enHTejiBHK, Tan microcspue^ihh h Tan
HCHBI , 1TO OHH BOJIXHH nQfleHCTBOBaTB (i, 57)
Thus we are identified by the child so overwhelmed by the catastrophe
that has overtaken him, and at the same time distanced from him by an
adult view of his plight; we are reminded that he is only a child, and
that his view is a child's exaggeration of an ordinary mishap; and we
recognise the poignancy and the irony of his needless terror. When Tema
enters his father's study to receive his punishment, our outside view of
the pale, trembling child, scarcely able to walk (1,76) increases the
compassion we must feel for him. When we enter his thoughts, our
identity with him in his suffering turns our compassion against the
father who is inflicting the pain. Our attitude and relation to the
hero change with the narrative perspective, and we wee him both subject¬
ively and objectively.
Wherever "the narrator considers his hero from a distance, he
leads us to some judgement of his actions. Observing the ohild's
terror from outside, we see that his panic is irrational and unneces¬
sary. When the narrator remarks:
Bee ero ciioco<5hoctii cocpenoTcmiinzcab Tenept
Ha tom, tito()h HaHTH bhxofl, bbixofl bo 1to
<5h to hh CTajio (I, 58)
we recognise that he is swept along by his own fear. When he sticks
the flower back in the ground and runs away, we know he is escaping
the inescapable; when he rushes headlong from prank to prank, we see
it is his secret fear of the punishment awaiting him that drives him
on. The sympathy we will naturally feel for an alert and attractive
child may be deepened when we see him from within, or tempered by
criticism when we see him from without.
At any point in the story, the narrator may set the hero's
thoughts before the reader, and reveal his complex reactions to the
experiences that befall him. Thus, when Tema oatches sight of the
body of Abrumka's wife in the next room, we see the profound impression
the scene makes on him:
KaicoH mpak h Tocna oxBaTHJiz ero ot cpopmyji-
npobahhoro b nepbhh pa3 iiohhthh o cmeptz(I, 105)
He thinks that he too will die one day, and ponders the contrast
between life and death, joy and sorrow - and we witness the growth of
a personality reacting to experience. When he conducts the narrative
through the thoughts of the hero, the narrator brings us to undergo his
experiences with him. As Tema olimbs down the well to rescue &u6ka,
we share his discomfort and fear, his joy when he is greeted by the
dog at the bottom, his sickness and exhaustion when he struggles back
up. He urges himself on -
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He haflo (5ohtbch. . .cthflho (5ohtbch! Tpycu '
tojibko (5ohtbchI Kto nejiaet nyphoe - (5ohtch,
a h «ypHoro He aejiaw, h SCymcy BHTacKHBaio,
ueHH h uaua h nana 3a sto noxBajiHT (r, 194)
- and the boy1a thoughts are directly before us* We live the scene
with Tema, and the memory of it remains with us throughout the story.
When Tema is browbeaten by the headmaster into betraying Ivanov, we
again share his thoughts and reactions} we have no outside view of the
scene - the narrative does not even record the words Tema uttered -
but follow it entirely through its effect on him. We feel with him the
crippling power of the terrible eyes, we hear with him the pleas and
cries echoing through his mind, and feel with him the anguish and
despair - the "smrad dusi" - as he realises what he has said (I,160-2).
7L.V. Krasnova has shown how this scene was reworked after the first
publication in order to increase our sense of identity with the hero}
phrases and words sounding unnatural in a child's unspoken thoughts
were eliminated - for example:
. . .UeJIOBeKa, b HOpMaJIBHOCTH KOTOporO
aaneKO He 6hji yBepeH b HacTOHmHH MOMeHT
TeMa...
detailed descriptions of the headmaster which distract our attention
from the child have been cut out, and explicit authorial appeal to the
q
reader's emotions and conscience has been removed . By limiting him¬
self to indirect communion through the thoughts of the child, the author
has discovered a more powerful means of ensuring our condemnation of the
headmaster. When Tema tries to poison himself after his disgrace in the
examinations, we again watch events through the prism of his thoughts -
he cannot believe what he is doing. In each of these cases, the narrative





We lose sight of the distance that separates us from Tema, and
follow his vicissitudes with sympathetic involvement.
But at other times, the narrator will qualify our feelings of
identity by shifting to an objective outside view and making some
comment - implicit or explicit - on the hero. Thus, with penetrating
irony, he analyses Tenia's feelings when his mother soolds him for his
failure in the examinations and his attempt to deceive her.
C OflHoii CTOPOHH, OH cuHTaji ce<5n yxe
cjihiukom ocKoptfjieHHHM. OtfuflHee Bcero (5hjio
to, qto Ha flpannpoBicy b tfjiaropojjHoe He-
roflOBaHHe y Hero He XBaTHJio MaTepHana, h
KpoMe $Hrypu xajiKoro ofiuaHmwKa HHiero
H3 Ce^H H BHKpOHTB HeJIB3H 6tIJIO (i, 179)
- the petulent, self-willed child, aware of his guilt but refusing to
admit it, nursing his wounded self-esteem stands revealed, and we must
criticise him. Sometimes irony and criticism are less direct, implicit
in the attitude of the hero to what he narrates. When he describes Tenia's
delight in his new school uniform, and relates how he walks down the bus¬
iest streets in the- town to show it off - occasionally forgetting him¬
self and falling into life with his ragged playmates, we can hear the
narrator's silent laughter at this outrageous pride. When he shows
Tema'a humiliating return through these same streets,-naked, shivering
and the object of ridicule, we recognise the poetic justice of his fate.
Here we are distanced from the hero and identified with the narrator who
passes judgement on him.
Throughout his story, Tema's actions bring to our notice the good
and bad in his character and lead us to assess him. At the same time,
the narrator's comments on these actions and characteristics, the tone
and tenor of his narrative, and the changing narrative perspective which
shows the hero in different lights underline and modify this assessment./
At the beginning of the story, the "child'a-eye view" we ahare with
the hero ensures our aympathy for him. If hia miadeeda lead ua to
judge him, our knowledge of hia secret anxiety and deaparation soiten-
the judgement, and the qualities of charaoter his pranks reveal - Tenia
is high-spirited, impulsive, courageous and affectionate - increase our
sympathy. When he is beaten by his father, we are moved to pity him}
when he confesses his misdeeds to his mother, we recognise the sincerity
of his desire to be good and "Che depth of hia love} when he rescues
Zudka from the well, we must admire his bravery and devotion. However,
by the end of this first day, we are aware too of less sympathetic
aspects of his character. The real cause of his misfortune is not the
destruction of the flower - which his father does not discover - but the
blind fear that drives him to run away from the consequences of his act}
as he admits to his mother, he was afraid to own up to his crime (l,85).
In his defiance of Fraulein and in his quarrels with Zina, we see the
failings of wilfulness and self-esteem. The events of the unhappy day
show both his strength and his weaknesses.
The episodes that make up the rest of his story show how his weak¬
nesses develop. Tema decieves Abrumka and his mother, he is ungrateful
and spiteful towards the butcher, he is absurdly proud of his school
uniform. The Ivanov affair is the most serious test of his character
to date, and he seen to fail it: despite his determination never to
betray his friends, he cannot withstand the headmaster's onslaught.
He deceives his parents about his examination results, and when they
discover the truth he tries to save his self-esteem by committing
suicide. We must recognise that there are serious flaws in Tenia's
character} as Sukovskij observed:
TeMa <5HJI HeacHHH H MHJIHH, HO HpaBCTBeHHO
HeyCTOMttHBHH MaJIbqHK •
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However, the hero retains our sympathy# He is usually aware oi his
faults, and anxious to correct them; he is consumed "by shame after his
"betrayal of Ivanov, he is contrite and eager to make amends after his
suicide attempt; he is above all affectionate and well-meaning. Because
we recognise these good qualities, and because we have shared in his
thoughts and experiences, we must sympathise with him, and hope much
of his future.
Reviewing Detstvo Temy, Petr Percov remarked:
HecMOTpn Ha cjioschoctb h TpyjjHOCTB 3anami
3anHTepecoBaTB qHTaTena XH3HBK>, TpeBoraMH
h paflOCTHMH BOCBMHJieTHero MajiBqHKa, 3a,n;atia
aTa BnojiHe yuanacB aBTopy.11
By selecting and varying his narrative perspective, by depicting the
moral strengths and weaknesses of a character as it forms, the author
has contrived, not only to interest us in his hero's life, but also to
lead us to share sympathetically in his joys and sorrows, and to analyse
and evaluate his actions.
II
Almost every episode in Karta^ev's career in Gimnazisty brings with
it some judgement of the hero and turns a critical light on his character.
His rudeness to Mitja is condemned even by his classmates (1,258) - arxl,
in the text as it stands, it is unredeemed by any apology to the teacher.
He cheats in the examinations, and when he is discovered, he accepts
humiliation at the hands of the headmaster, inwardly cursing his own
cowardice; the introduction of this episode in the revised text seems
specifically designed to make us judge the hero, and to remind us of his
earlier submission to the headmaster when he betrayed Ivanov. (it is
significant that in the original text, Tema remembers Ivanov as he is
on his way to apologise to Mitja, and thinks:
oh BHflaji Tor«a, ho TenepB, He roBopn flasce
o BHflaie, He <5hjio HHHero Ha cBeTe, uto
Morno <5h ynepxaTB ero caenaTB Tan, KaK
Bejiejin eMy nojir H uecTB
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("KB"> 1893, No, 2, p. 178)
an affirmation which contrasts ironically with the whole of his future
"behaviour). Jealous of Ryl'skij's success with Manja Korneva, he gives
vent to his feelings "by almost drowning his friends on the river-outing.
Fanoying himself in love with Odarka, he languishes in the absurd role
of a romatic lover. He cheats in his final examinations, and boasts of
his cunning in doing so. Although his offences might sometimes seem
unimportant, evidence of the hero's deceit, cowardice, falseness and
self-indulgence must always alienate our sympathy from him to some
degree. Karta^ev's most serious misdemeanour is his affair with Tanja,
which we must condemn not so much because it infringes the conventional
code of sexual morality - such lapses were not uncommon among young men
in KartaSev's position - but because it is based on adolescent frustration
and conducted in guilty secrecy, and because it is a sin against the mem¬
ory of the past: Tanja was the friend of Tenia's childhood, his comforter
on the "unhappy day".
By his own actions the hero is thus distanced from us, and the distance
is controlled by the narrator who is always judging him. His very manner
of referring to the hero - now no longer "Tema", but "Karta^ev" - and his
concern with the other persons of the story, who sometimes overshadow the
central character, indicate the detached and aloof position from which the
narrator looks down on and evaluates his hero. Sometimes his judgement
is expressed in explicit comments; thus, when Tema decides to stay at
home instead of joining the navy, the narrator mocks his feeling of
self-sacrifice:
moacet (Shtb, fljih aceptbh ero bhu (Jhji cjihihkom
cnoKoeH, ho TeM He MeHee, bto He Memajio
euj cHHTaTB ce<5n acepTBOH (j, 206)
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-when Kartasev is rejected, by OdarKa and wishes her happiness with Konon,
the narrator notes ironically that he looks on himself as the generous
and noble Don Quixote (1,379)* Sometimes, the narrator's judgement
must be inferred from the tone of his narrative, "the implicit evaluation
12
which the author manages to convey behind his explicit presentation" •
Thus, when he emphasises the hero's "youthful fervour" in an argument
with his mother (l,294)> or remarks on his eagerness to talk to her "as an
equal and an adult" (I,262), he underlines the immaturity that prompts
KartaSev to assume the airs and privileges of adulthood. When, wallow¬
ing in his imagined passion for Odarka, Tema declaims:
3to moh cy\m>6a! SCeHmHHa! B hhx napcTBO h
CMepTb, yacacHan CMepTb, CMepTB HCKynjieHHH.
CornaceH! (l» 578)
We perceive the narrator mocking his foolish attitudinizing. Sometimes,
by affording us an inside view of the hero, the narrator may reveal the
thoughts that lie behind his actions, and so comment on his hypocrisy and
falseness. When Tema stands listening in apparent contrition to his
mother's lecture, we know that he is really bitter and resentful, inwardly
comparing her to a tyrannical serf-owner. (l,415)*
Yet the author retains our sympathy for the hero with all his short¬
comings. Again, it is the narrator and the point of view that modify our
judgement and redress the balance. The narrator's commentary may be used
to comment as well as to condemn the hero; thus, taking stock of Tenia's
efforts to educate himself, the narrator expresses qualified but sincere
i
approval for his progress:
KoHeuHO, h iHTaa, no MHoacecTBy BonpocoB
oh 6hji eme, MoaceT <5htb, b (Sojibiiimu TyMaHe,
ueM paHBme, ho oh ysce 3Haji, qTO oh b
TyMaHe, 3Han nyTb, Kan BbitfupaTBCH eMy
noHeMHory H3 BTOTO TyMaHa 239)
A change in the narrative perspective can soften our judgement of the
hero by revealing the thoughts behind his actions and identifying our view/
f
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with. his. Because we know that he despises himself for his submission
to the headmaster, we can look; more sympathetically on his apparent
cowardice. Because we are aware of his secret feelings for Korneva,
we can understand his reaction when he sees her flirting with Ryl'skij
and make allowances for his disgraceful behaviour.
At several points in the story, the narrator brings us close to
the hero as he considers himself and his life, and we become privileged
witnesses of the inner impulses and developments that explain much of
his conduct. His natural desire to share in the intellectual life of
his friends brings him into conflict with his mother and tde sctiool
autaorities, and he feels confined by the pressures tdey place upon
him. After he has been humiliated by the headmaster, his thoughts turn
to some ideal life where he might enjoy the freedom he is denied;
3x, nepeneTeTB <5h Ky,ija-hh<5yflB k ciacTraBHM
JHOflHM, rue paflOCTB B TOM, ^TO C0 3HaiOT
CBoe hoctohhctbo. . .rue jiioflH nmyT ynoBJieT-
bopehhh he b yhhacehhh npyrhx, a b ybaxehhh
b 3THX flpymx Taicoro xe qejiOBeica, Kan ohh(I, 297)
As the pressures of home and school mount up, this ideal seems less
accessible than ever, and his dissatisfaction and frustration only
increase when he reads of it in books (l,41l). Rumours of an eighth
class which would prolong his unbearable existence are anough to make
him consider suicide (l,42l). Eventually, frustration turns to apathy,
and KartaSev rejects idealism to reconcile himself to a life that does
not satisfy him. He muses:
KHHra - nejio pyx HeontiTHoro HfleajincTa. C
OflHOH CTOpOHH, UTO-TO THHyjIO K 3TOM XH3HH,
THHyjIO MHpHT&CH C HeS, npHCIIOCOtfHTBCH c
Hen, c apyroS - <5hjio ckyhho, h yxe He (5hjio
TOTO HBeajiBHoro uyBCTBa, HH K M3HH, HH
k MaTepw, KaKoe <5hjio paHBme (I» 452;
it is in this atmosphere of ennui and depression that the affair witn
Tanja takes place} it is seen to be the result of frustrations which/
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are not entirely physical, the outcome of Tenia's inner tensions.
These internal monologues increase our sympathy for the hero not
only because they reveal his thoughts to us, "but also because they
show his desire to find an ideal and live by his conscience. Towards
the end of the story, Tema rediscovers an ideal? as he stands by Beren-
dja's graveside, he imagines how he will denounce to the tsar the evil
and injustice in the world (1,489)5 idealism asserts itself over
despair.
The hero's own words may also influence us in his favour; in a
series of conversations with his mother, the new articulate Kartasev
gives voice to his new interest in social matters, telling her that
these are more important than the immediate concerns of the family
(1,242), and suggesting that she do more to help the peasants on her
estate; thus he reveals a growing social conscience which must win our
admiration. And finally, the hero's faults are in part redeemed by his
ability to criticise himself. After his rediculous and self-deceiving
passion for Odarka is over, he sees through his own folly and condemns
it:
OTuero h boo(5pa3HJi, ^to Onapica Mena jho<5ht?
CxBaTHJi.. .rpy6o-.. .Ha<5pocmicH. Kan Bee sto
rjiyno h nonuio(x> 38I)
And so, while his actions, and the narrator's evaluation of them,
may often distance us from the hero, the devices which reveal his
thoughts, his inner life and his own view of himself may bridge the
distance and restore our sympathy to him. We see how his moral lapses
often have their source in his mental amd emotional confusion, in the
misery and frustration caused by the life he feels forced to lead. To
understand is not necessarily to forgive, but it is at least to judge
with tolerance. At the end of Student.y, when Tema collapses in nervous
exhaustion after his final examinations, we recognise the strain he has/
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"been living under. When he unburdens himself to his mother, we see
that despite his faults and errors, his desire to be honest and good
remains undiminished:
Ax, kak xotenocb 6h 6htb qecthhm, xopomnw,
tfeaynpetiHHM^ 501)
We must sympathise with his aspirations and hope well of his future;
but when the narrative admits us to his inmost thoughts, we must look
to his future with apprehension also:
Oh xoTeit (5h tojibko, ho Hmiero He qyBCTBOBaji
b ce(5e, ^to nabajio (5h chjih heth tbepno is
HeyKJlOHHO B CTOpOHy npaBflH is c*iacTBH(x, 501-2)
III
The author's problem in Studenty is similar but more difficult}
how to show the moral decline of his hero and yet retain our sympathy
for him, that we might continue to hope for his regeneration and believe
in it. It is not the author's intention to have us condemn KartaSev
outright, as several critics have done"*"^, but to make us sympathise
with him even in his darkest hour, and recognise the good that is
still in him, the qualities which might yet save him. The structure
of the story itself engages our sympathy for him, for it shows him
not in steep but in gradual decline, trying time after time to start
anew and conquer his weaknesses. The ways in which the narrator adapts
our perspective to set before us the ttioughts, words and actions of' his
hero and discloses his own evaluation of them are also calculated to
temper our judgement with understanding and our condemnation with
sympathy.
In the'first phase of Kartasev's story, our attitude towards him
alternates between hope and apprehension. His flippancy - the story
opens with him telling a risque story to his horrified mother (II,3) -
reveals his oynicism, and in a moment of self-analysis, he wonders/
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whether he has indeed lost all his idealism aa Natasa fears (ll,ll).
But he is confident that, once he gets to St Petersburg, he will begin
a new life, and free himself from
Bee to, ^to nonuiHT juoneii, uto <5epeT Bepx
Has ayxoBHHM tojibko b nycTOii, (5ecco«ep-
SCaTeJIBHOH 3KH3HH (II, ll)
The foolish pride he takesin his new clothes leads us to judge him, and
the author's description of his discomfort in the warm coat and squeaking
galoshes as he tries to impress Gorenko ensures that we laugh at him.
(11,14-15). Thus, although we must sympathise with his desire to live
a better, independent way of life, we are aware of limitations in his
character that escape his notice, and cannot share his confidence in his
ability to attain it. We see him carried away by his great expectations
of university life, and are thus prepared for the disillusion that follows
his first acquaintance with the reality. We must take pity on him in his
disappointment because we have seen his desires and hopes from within, but
we must also look critioally on that lack of self-knowledge which is
largely to blame for it.
In the second phase, we see KartaSev gradually sink into a life more
empty and meaningless than anything he has known before; our condemnation
of his idleness iajield in tension with the sympathy we must feel as he
struggles to get the better of himself. Rejecting university, he does
not yet abandon the search for the ideals he hoped to discover there
(in the earlier text he does, and loses a certain amount of our sympathy
with his idealism - "RB", 2,174,-9)* Repelled by the narrow dogmatism
and undisguised animosity of Ivanov's revolutionary group - here Garin
softened Kartasev's "decisive tone" to increase our sympathy for him"^ -
he decides to look to life itself to discover his ideals, deolaring to
Kornev:
Mom KOMnac - moh qecTb (II, 45)
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we may again look with, apprehension on his self-confidence. When
he convinces himself not to attend, lectures, we smile at, "but also
criticise the laziness he seeks to justify (ll,50); when he refuses to
accompany Lario on his debaucheries, we must respect his scruples (ll,5l),
but when he befriends Sackij and decides to overlook his faults, we must
suspect his judgement. We applaud his generous offer to help the prosti-
tue Katja reform, but the narrator is quick to change our view by disclos¬
ing his secret motives: he wishes to appease his conscience by spending
the money received from pawning his mother's gifts (ll,77)* After his
first visit to the theatre, KartaSev tries to return to the academic life,
but, repelled by the atmosphere of the university, he rejects it for good
(ll,8l) and adopts Sackij's way of life. He soon has qualms about their
idleness and aimlessness (ll,99)> but, like a drunkard with his bottle
(a simile which reveals the author's judgement - II,101) he is powerless
to give this way of life up. After a quarrel with Sackij, he tells him:
MeHH fleMCTBHTejIBHO MyUHT, 1TO MBI TaKyiO
3KH3HB Beaeu (H, 103 )
- but he is easily persuaded by his friend to spend twenty-five roubles
on a bouquet for the Italian actress. Rejected by her, he resolves never
to go to the theatre again - and stays away for one night. Thus, while
sympathising with his dissatisfaction, we must condemn the lack of
will-power and moral fortitude that prevents him from saving himself;
he is
tfecxapaKTepeH, <5e3BOjieH, nccMeH: KaacflHH
BeTep tohht, ky«a xoqet.^5
It is Kornev who opens his eyes to another way of life, and gives him the
desire and strength of purpose to persue it.
In this new stage of his career, Kartasev is assured of our sympathy;
again he persues the ideal he dreams of, and seeks an escape from the life/
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around, him; he sees in hia writing the possible means of his salvation.
His new strength of purpose enables him even to resist the temptations
of Vero6ka the maid. Despite moments of self-doubt, when he feels he
will have to reconcile himself to an earthbound existence, he tries to
improve and educate himself; the narrator comments on the real progress
he makes in a manner that recalls his earlier comment on the schoolboy
(II,13b; cf above p. ). He pins all his hopes to the story he submits
for publication, and when it is rejected, and when he has failed his
examinations, the ideal life seems forever closed to him. In despair
he asks:
eCJIH HeHB3H XHTB TaKv KaK xcmeTCH, to
ctoht jih shtb?!11*
Aware of his inner search and aspirations, we can understand his anguish
and have compassion on him in his failure. His generosity to the impov¬
erished Sackij must commend him to us, and his determination to start
his life again must win our respect and do much to redeem his past
errors.
Thus Kanta&ev grows in our estimation, working hard, nursing his
sick friend, discovering a new ideal in a malye dela philosophy (11,177).
In the earlier text, he has an affair with §urka at this point; now there
is no such episode to detract from our admiration. Thus carefully engaged,
our sympathies are turned to judgement by his fleeting affair with Rachil';
for, although we might sympathise with him in his brief happiness, the
circumstances of the episode — organised with Kartasev's tacit consent
by the wily coachman Semen - lead us to criticise him. Prom now on, Tema
sinks in our esteem. He returns to Sackij and their old way of life,
devoting himself to pleasure and scorning the idealism of the "red"
students who condemn him; he becomes the lover of Verocka (an affair
described at greater length in earlier editions) and continues in this
self-indulgent existence until the discovery of his syphilis brings him/
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to despair. Sympathising with him in his suffering, we must neverthe¬
less recognise that the disease is the:.-result oi his way ol liie, and
that he has brought it on himself. In the first edition, the consump¬
tive demanded compassion; in the text as it stands, the syphilitic
demands compassion and condemnation.
We must pity KartaSev in his despair and self hatred; when his
uncle comes to look after him, he is the first to condemn himself:
H cornaceH, ito h KpyrjiHM nofljieu: TaK
OTtiero bh MHe He jjaeTe ytfpaTBCH k qepTy? (n, 217)
As he moves from self-hatred to self-pity, sympathy is mingled with
judgement; when he describes himself as the victim of society, we
lose patience with him (11,217) - yet we also see some truth in his
words. His uncle laments the waste of his education, but we who have
witnessed the inner search for the true education denied him by school
and university must reoognise, as he does, the bitter irony of this
(11,216). We see him both as rogue and victim, both sinning and sinned
against. Viewing him from within and without, comparing his actions
and his thoughts, we cannot condemn Kartasev outright or forgive him
completely; our attitude towards him must remain ambivalent.
KartaSev leaves home full of self-pity, nursing bitter feelings of
resentment against his mother and Gorenko who have denounced him. But
as he ponders his situation, he realises that he too is responsible for
his predicament:
Pa3Be he caM oh he xoten jieuntbch, he
caM flOBeji ce(5a no Tanoro coctohhhh? (H> 230-1)
Discovering again the desire to live, to start his life anew, he sets
out on his journey; it is this recognition of his own fault, and this
inner resilience, together with our intimate knowledge of his sufferings
and disappointments, and our memory of the little boy who so bravely saved
his pet from the well, that must finally win Kartasev our sympathy, and




In Inzenery,where Kartasev progresses towards happiness and
fulfilment, he is assured of our sympathy. We take pleasure in
watching him discover the goals and the successes which have so long
eluded him, and from the beginning of the story we are privy to his
thoughts, and our view is identified with his. At the start of the
story, we witness his dissatisfaction with himself and with a life
that seems to have no future (ll,244)» As he leaves St Petersburg,
he looks back with regret to six wasted years, and we see he haa grown
wise enought to see the mistakes of the past; and his passing thought
for the dispossessed thousands at whose expense he lives points to a
renascent social conscience (which is not to be observed in the narra¬
tor of Veselye Ijudi or Nikolaj Pavlovi£)^. His declaration to the
ministry official that he will not take bribes (11,248) shows that he
has become a man of principle.
His increased moral stature is further illustrated when he speaks
to his brother of the need for an ideal to guide one in life (11,256 -
a contrast with his earlier determination to be guided by his honour
alone), and by his reaction to Adelaida Borisovna, of which the narrator
comments:
B nepBHH pa3 b sch3hh, KapTameB yBJieKCH
fleBynmoii, He yxaacuBaa (II, 299)
The memory of his past makes him feel unworthy of this angelic creature,
and he tells Manja he can never hope to marry her;
a Bce-TaKH, h oqeHt (JjiaroflapeH AfleJianfle
EopucoBHe, noTOMy hto ee o6pa3 HacTOJiBKo
3acen bo MHe, hto OHa ottohht Bcex npymx,
h h TBepxe noSfly no TOMy nym, no
KOTOpOMy flOJIXeH HflTH (il, 302)
We must admire his humility, but his faith in his ability to walk a
straight and lonely path in life contrasts with our knowledge of his/
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past, and. we may smile, as Manja does, at his ignorance of himself.
On the verge of his new career, Kartasev is aware of his past
errors, uncertain of his old attitudes, dissatisfied with himself,
eager to begin his life again. His discovery of work gives him this
new lease of life, shows him the way ahead, and allows him to rediscover
himself. G.A. Bjalyj has observed of the last volume:
KaacflHH xH3HeHHHM mar KapTameBa Ha hobom
nyTH Majio-noMajiy OHHmaeT ero ot rph3h,
nphjihnme2 k heuy 3a hikojibhh© h ctyneh-
lecKEe roflH.^7
He dovotes himself to his profession, takes pride in earning his own
bread and longs to exhaust himself in work (II,351-2). His enthusiasm
may sometimes seem excessive, and we must smile when he tightens all the
nuts and bolts on the line he has built before the first train passes
along it (11,446), but we must admire his conscientious dedication and
his sense of purpose. Our sympathies are engaged too by his honesty -
he refuses to become a sub-contractor - by his bravery (he helps rescue
a locomotive in an earthquake), by his humility (he is not too proud to
learn from a mere foreman), by his generosity to his workmen, and by
undoubted skill. He begins to rise in his own opinion, and begins to
think he might marry Adelja (ll,330)» And as he gets to know the work¬
men, and hears their stories of injustice and. hardship, his old "fanta¬
sies" return to himj again he looks for some ideal that will enable him
to resist and. combat the "grjaz1 &izni" he sees around him, and affirms
his determination
C OTKpHTblMH rna3aMH HflTH H CMOTpeTB H
HCKaTB HCTHHBI (II, 339)
Throughout the volume, therefore, the hero's actions and thoughts, the
narrator's comments, and the narrative perspective all portray a
KartaSev we can sympathise with and admire.
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But it is the author's intention that we should, also judge Karta-
hev; certain of his actions reveal the faults which still remain in his
character and which we must condemn# He must hear part of the responsi¬
bility for Savel'ev's death, because, as Borisov later points out, he
was too concerned with his own integrity to help the man out of his
difficulties (11,455)• He breaks his own vow of fidelity to Adelaida
Borisovna when he becomes the lover of the telegrafistka and considers
marrying her. For a time he moves back; and forth between Savel'ev's
camp and Darja Stepanovna's cabins
KaK mclhthhk, KaqaJICH Mescfly. . .flByMH co-
<5oia3HaMH flHH h Hoqn, Bcer,n;a TBep«o^3a-
peKaacB ycTOHTb h Bcerjta <5eccHJitHHH b
cbohx 3apOKaX (II, 426)
The simile implies a judgement of his helplessness, and we are reminded
of the student who could not resist the temptations of a life that did
not satisfy him# Yet, because we are brought to see his thoughts from
within, we do not judge Karta^ev too harshly; we know he feels responsible
for Savel'ev's death, and we know he feels guilty about his relationship
with Darja. And we know too that he has not ceased to worship the image
of Adelaida Borisovnas it is only because she seems so unattainable that
he gives way to the temptation of the accessable (ll,457)« When the
affair is over, Kartasev resolves he will marry Adelja or no one at all,
and again pledges fidelity to her (II,459)* His desire to master his
own weaknesses and his dissatisfaction with himself again redeem many
of his faults.
Yet his faults persist. He succumbs to the charms of a Rumanian
lady and enjoys their brief, pragmatic relationship. He is attracted
by Sikorskij's younger sister, and by the wife of the stationmaster at
Trojanov Valj and even after his engagement, he has the greatest diffi¬
culty in resisting the temptation of an affair with a beautiful travel¬
ling companion, and is sorry when they must part (11,312). While we /
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rejoice at his happiness with Adelja, we must recognise and condemn
the fickleness which might one day threaten it. And here our judge¬
ment of him is not modified by our knowledge of his thoughts. He
recognises his inconstancy in conversation with Elizaveta Andreevna:
Ha cBoeu Beicy, h oieHB jiio<5hji, a HHKoraa
3acTpaxoaaH He <5hji (ii, 363),
but he does not criticise it, and his various escapades do not give
rise to any feelings of remorse. Comparing his actions and his words,
we must condemn his failure to keep his resolution and be true to the
ideal he has set himself} and because our inside view of his thoughts
shows the comparison escapes him, we must condemn his ignorance of
himseif, and judge his failure to judge himself. The story of Karta&ev's
moral progress is not yet over.
• • •
As we read the tetralogy, we are made to identify with the hero
and to stand back from him, to engage with him when his qualities of
character attract us, to judge him when his faults and actions repel
us, to view him and his story through his own eyes, and to look at
him dispassionately with an objective narrator wlio assesses and
comments upon his actions. As our responses and perspectives change,
as the distance that separates us from the hero is widened and narrowed,
we come to discover and to share the author's evaluations of the life
he has presented.
Because our reactions to him and our view of him are constantly '
changing, our final attitude to Kartasev must be mixed. We must judge
and condemn his errors and his faults - the self-will, self-pride,
cowardice and irresoluteness apparent even in the child - but we must
also pity him in his sufferings and admire virtues which in the end
redeem him - his vitality and resilience, his unlimited capacity for
love and his boundless desire to be good. We must judge him and/
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sympathise with him, and. in the end the "balance is tilted in his
favour; for, with all our knowledge of past and present weaknesses,
we still look forward to the eventual triumph of his better nature.
As one early critic wrote:
repoii noBecTeS npuBJieicaeT CBoeii acH3He-
CnOCOtfHOCTBK), CBOeS, TaK CKa.33.TB, 3CH3HeH-
HOH CTpeUHTeJIBHOCTBK); h cautiH CTpOrHH
qHTaTejiB He MOxeT 6e3 HeicoToporo nioOoBaHHH
cjneflHTB 3a nopHBawn h yBJieqeHHHUH nofl-
xBaueHHoro XH3HBKJ KapTameBa.^S
The techniques by which the author controls our attitude to his
hero are common to all fiction; we will always judge characters by
their actions, and we will always be influenced by the narrator's
comments and point of view. Garin's methods are to be judged, not
by their originality, but by their results. Through his use of a
mobile narrative perspective, he makes the reader the author's partner
in judgement, for it is the reader's changing attitudes that give
expression to the judgements of the author's voice. And by maintain¬
ing the balance of sympathy and judgement in our view of the hero,
he makes the story of his decline and regeneration more credible than
19
some critics have "suggested , Prom the first we see his vices and
his virtues, and follow their development; his fall and his rebirth
are thus both seen as the results of his character, and, always
sympathising with him and always judging him, we can believe in them
both.
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CHAPTER IV: SECONDARY CHARACTERS AND THE AUTHOR'S VOICE
KartaSev does not live his life in isolation; at every stage in
his story, he is shown in interaction with the people around him, and
it is his relationships with them, as well as the events and experiences
of his life, that shape his development. The people of Kartasev's story
function to mark his progress through life and to illumine his develop¬
ing consciousness of the wider world around him. As the cast of char¬
acters grows from the close-knit family circle depicted in Detstvo Temy
to include first Tenia's schoolfriends, then his university companions
and finally his professional colleagues, it comes to mirror his inner
progress from childhood to maturity, and throws into relief his mental
and emotional development"'".
However, the secondary characters of the tetralogy are also
identities in themselves, playing their part in the hero's story "but
also acting out their own stories, and making their own appeals to the
reader for his sympathetic involvement in their fate. As one early
critic remarked:
okojio rnaBHoro repon noBecTBOBaHnw
BHCTynawT acuBbie $nrypi>i caMHx pa3HOo6pa3Htix
no nymebhomy conepxaHnio n hpko
onepueHHHx jihii.^
The .1,reader reacts to these people as he reacts to the hero, and they
become part of the "implied dialogue" by which the author reveals his
truths, and function, like the hero, as the means of persuasion by




Oyr attitude towards the secondary characters depends on our
knowledge of them, and thus on the narrator who presents them to us.
Unrestricted in his knowledge and in his ability to impart it to the
reader, the omniscient and undramatised narrator of the tetralogy is
able to describe with equal ease the outer appearance and inner thoughts
of all his characters. However, in presenting them to us, he chooses to
restrict himself, and is selective in his omniscience; by thus limiting
our knowledge, he exercises closer control over our responses.
The narrator's descriptions of the outward aspect of his characters
are almost always highly selective, recording only a few features and
characteristics to convey the appearance of the character concerned.
As in the shorter works, we often find physical descriptions constructed
from a few details of stature and colouring - usually of the eyes; for
examples
-
. ero KpacHoe jihiio tfjiecTHT, MajieH&KHe,
qepHHe TJia3a <5necTHT(of the peasant Jakov, I, 111)
tojictom, KpacHOmeKHM, MOJlOflOH HeMeij (of a teacher,1,153)
HeKpacHBHM, c 3anjiHBniHMH rjia3aMH, <5eno-
tfpHCHH (of Kornev, I, 201)
xy^OH HHxeHep c uepHHMH, orHeHHHMH rjia3aMH(of Pach-
omov, II, 319)
The effect of this "impressionistic" technique is to keep a check on the
importance secondary characters assume for the reader. In comparing the
first with subsequent editions of Detstvo Temy. we can see how the des¬
cription of the irate headmaster has been reduced so that he no longer
overshadows the figure of the little boy trembling before him. In the
revised text, most of the "naturalistic" details have been omitted, and
only the man's terrible, ferocious eyes are described; this is sufficient
to suggest his brutality, yet brief enough to keep the terrified child
to the fore in our thoughts^. Thus, by limiting his physical descriptions/
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,of characters, the author ensures that they play a subordinate role
to the hero} we may have a vivid impression of their appearance, but
they are never allowed to become complete physical presences who might
challenge his place in our attention.
More than this, the author's impressionistic tecnniques may bring
us closer to the hero, since we often feel that in regarding the other
characters in this way we are sharing his impression of them. When our
view of the headmaster is confined almost exclusively to his eyes, we
see him as he seems to Karta^ev, who is quite overwhelmed by his terrible
stare. When the portrait of the young Ivanov is also dominated by his
eyes (1,154), we come to share the fascination they hold for Kartasev.
The impression of seeing the characters as they seem to the hero is
strongest when the various women in his life are described, for here
physical description points us to underlying qualities of character,
the qualities that have attracted Kartasev. Gorenko's eyes, for
example, suggest hidden depths of knowledge and emotion (l,217),
Elizaveta Andreevna possesses an aetherial quality (11,360-361),
V
Kartasev's beautiful travelling oompanion has the charm of a fairy¬
tale and the freshness of spring (11,512), while the Rumanian lady
has quite another ambience:
rna3a cuoTpejin 3Ho2ho, Ka3ajnoct HeMHJio-
cepflHO acrno roxHoe cojraiie.. ./ot Hee BeHJio7
xrytiHM xteTOM h HCTOMeS ero (II, 469)*
Rachil', whose senuous physical beauty is described most fully of all
(albeit in the cliches of romatic fiction - snowy complexion, chestnut
hair and rose-red lips (11,193-5))> impresses the hero also by the
subtler charm of her personality, her fairy-tale demeanour. As for
Adelaida Borisovna, we are told almost nothing of her appearance, for
Karta^ev is attracted, not by any outer beauty, but by the inner beauty
of her spirit.
Although hia reactions may not be stated, explicitly, although
we may not be conscious o±" looking through his eyes, Kartasev is most
often the lens through which we see other characters, and his attitude
towards them determines our view. It is significant that we come to
picture Aglaida Vasil'evna only when the changes in her appearance
impress her son} in Detstvo Temy, she is so much a part of his world
that he takes her appearance for granted, and it is only when he notes
with surprise the effects of old age on her (11,224) that we know what
Bhe looks like. His impressions and his reactions thus dominate the
picture.
In affording us inside views of his characters, the narrator is
again self-restricting. He is able to enter whatever mind he pleases,
whenever he pleases, and his horizons are never limited to those of
Karta&ev. Even in Detstvo Temy,. he leaves the child's eye view to enter
the consciousness of the mother, as when the headmaster's behaviour fires
her indignation at an unjust system of education (1,227)} thus, throughout
all four volumes, the narrator is able to lay before us the thoughts of
any of his characters. He can tell us what Berendja and Vervickij are
thinking as they lie in the latter's room (l»278-9)> he can tell us
1/
what Surka thinks when she discovers Katja in Lario's room (ll,73), he
can tell us what Kornev thinks when he sits contemplating his own life
(11,46)} the words and thoughts of secondary characters are woven into
the fabric of the novel, and often afford us our perspective on its
events. However, the author's vantage-point is always determined by
the story itself, and, where we do share the thoughts and reactions of
one of the secondary characters, the central story of Karta^ev remains
uppermost in our thoughts. We may know the secondary characters intim¬
ately, and care about them, but they always serve some function in the
tolling of the central story, and contribute in some way to our view
of the hero.
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We turn now to consider the roles the secondary characters
have been created to fulfil and the ways in which they influence our
response to the work aa a whole.
II
Because the narrator may at any time know and reveal the thoughts
of any of his characters, he may choose to conduct parts of his narrative
from within the consciousness of any of them. As we have suggested, the
narrator's view is usually identified with that of Kartaslev, but any
other character may function as the "centre of consciousness", the
angle of vision from which the tale is presented, whenever it suits the
author's purpose.
A few characters function as story-tellers in their own right, taking
over the narrative from the narrator and unfolding secondary stories of
their own. General Kartasev recounts his experiences of the Battle of
Hermannstadt, describing scenes of valour and action in short, staccato
sentences that underline the excitment of the events:
Mapm—Mapm, b Kap&ep! M-htb! Beet acKaupoH,
KaK OflHH UeJIOBeK. . . TOJIfcKO 3eMJIH flpOXHT...
iihkh HanepeBec...jiomaflb bpacthxky, touho
ha mecte ctohiiib...A tam xflyt...j[a xotb 6u
cTpejiHJi. • • SCjjeT • • • b ynop xoqeT.. .Cmotpht,
rna3 bhflho! Tonmo, nphmo touiho, C>eH, He
tomh! ITjihII! (I, I89-94)
- with his family, we listen enthralled. Lario in Studenty tells Sackij
and KartaSev of his arrest for the attempted murder of his employer
(II,148-50)| his racy account is disjointed and incomplete, for he is
recalling events through an alcoholic haze. Father Daniil, the parish
priest at the Kartasevs' estate is another such secondary narrator,
recounting for Tema and Kornev the history of Aglaida Vasil'evna's
family over five generations (I,385-391)* In the original text of
Studenty, the student Liberman reads to his friends his unfinished
4
story Revekka - which is in fact a fiction within the fiction.
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By handing over to these secondary narrators, the author is able
to incorporate into his story peripheral and extraneous material he
could not otherwise include, but this has both advantages and dangers.
The digressions may expand the range of our interest and knowledge, but
they may also distract our attention from the matter in hand. All of
these subsidiary stories digress from the story of Kartasev, but in
almost every case, they contribute to it in some way. The General's
reminiscences tell us much about his character we would not otherwise
know, and the priestb account gives us much important information about
Kartasev's family background; even Lario's story is relevant to Karta&ev's
because of the contrast it offers with it. The only "pure" digression
is Liberman's tale - and this has been removed from the revised text.
Thus, by including these secondary narratives, the author seeks not
simply to diversify the facts he preserits to Us, but to diversity our
perspective on the events of the main story, and to widen our understand¬
ing of the hero.
Most often, the author makes use of secondary characters, not as
narrators, but as vantage-points from which he unfolds different parts
of his story. By looking at certain events, not with Kartasev, and
not with the distant, aloof narrator, but with some reflecting mind
involved in them, he can gain a special perspective that enhances our
response. Thus, when we see Tenia's punishment through the horrified
eyes of his mother (l,77)> our sense of compassionate indignation is
deepened. When we watch with the mother as her children troop down
the garden path to the bath-house, our view of them is influenced by
her love and understandings
BOT BnepenH HUST 3nHa - Tpe<5oBaTen&HHM
k cetfe h flpyruM, cypoBufi, xryuHH HcnojiHHTent
bojih. jleboqica, 3aranotiho, HenpeKJioHHO ;*•
cmotpht cbohmh lephhmh, KaK ho^b wra, rna3aMH,
H TOIHO BHflHT Tfle-TO KaKOM-TO eM OflHOM
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BeflOUHH MHp.
Bot THxafl, cocpeflOTO^HaH, (Soxte3HeHHaH
HaTama cmotpht cbohmh b^m^hbhwh rjia3aMn,
nuTJiHBO qyn h OTHCKHBan Te TOHKne, He-
yjIOBHMHe 3ByKH, KOTOpiae, CO(SpaHHHe
TepnejiKBO h HesHO, qyflHO 3a3ByqaT co
BpeMeHeM (Sjih3khm cjiaflKOK) necH&io jiio<5bh h
CTpaflaHHH...
...A bot npoMejitKHyjia b jjeBHqBeS $nrypa
ee Ha<5eflHOKypnBinero <5ajiOBHH - XHBoro, KaK
otohb, nosBMHoro, KaK pTyTb, HeypaBHO-
BemeHHoro, BeiHO B3<JyflopaaceHHoro, BneqaT-
jiHTejiBHoro, <5e3paccyflHoro CHHa...(l, 81-2)
When, much later in the atory, we consider with the ageing mother she
lives of her three eldest children (11,266-8). We share her joy and
sorrow at their successes and tribulations. It is through the eyes of
Kornev that we first survey the Karta^evs' estate (l,348ff); with the
son of the customs official, we come to see them in a new light, as
provincial landowners. Our view is moulded by the character with whom
we look.
Whenever we watch the action of the story with one of the characters,
our view may be turned inwards, so that we see the reflection of the events
in the thoughts we are sharing; the centre of consciousness becomes an
object for contemplation in itself. Thus we enter the mind of Berendja
in the hours before his suicide; we follow his thoughts as he begins to
see death as the way out of his despair -
KaK npntfoS h ot(5oh Bee mhcjih OTXJiHHyjiH Ha
MTHOBeHne H3 ero tojiobh. "yuepeTB" — TaKHM
nnecKOM yjjapujiocb b ronoBy (SeflHoro
$HJioco$a. M cpa3y KaKan-TO cHJia BHXBaTHJia
ero H3 6e3flHH h noflHHJia Ha HeflOCHraeMyw
BHcoTy. nCMepTB!r - HBepB b riapcTBO
CBO(5oflH!n. C1* 481-2)
Even in the last moments of his life, as he fixes the noose around his
neck and prepares himself for the end, his thoughts are set before us
in a rushing stream of consciousness:
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0! HaflO cnemHTB, nona he oct&bhjih chjih (*» 483)
We lose all sense ol" a separating narrative distance, and identify
with Berendja as we identified with Tema in the crises of his child¬
hood. In Student.y, we penetrate Kornev's thoughts to see from within
the moral crisis he is passing through. Like Karta^ev, he is torn between
the life of the city and the dim awareness" of another, higher kind of life}
V v
he is attracted by the idleness of Kartasev and Sackij, but also by the
high seriousness of Ivanov's revolutionary idealists (ll,4b). Troubled
and unsure of himself, he succumbs to the charms of Annucka the maid -
the embodiment of the life of the moment. In the morning, he hears within
himself two voices:
TOHHO B HeM cHfleno flBa nejioBeKa, H OBHH
iihtjihbo h 3JiopaflHO cnpamHBaji: A TenepB
ito? HpyroH se, paBHOflymHO, npeHetfpex-
HTenBHO, OTBeqaji: Hnqero. (n, 48).
This dialogue between conscience and impulse symbolises his inner struggle
with himself and the defeat of his aspiration to the ideal by his attrac¬
tion to the real, (in the original text, the dialogue continues at improb¬
able length, with the first voice finally victorious - "RB", 1895» No 2).
In thus filtering his narrative through the thoughts of selected
characters, the narrator reveals their inner life and suggests something
of the complexity of human life and emotions. From time to time, we are
reminded of other worlds lying beyond KartaSev's horizons - the inner
worlds of other people - and drawn into them. Even a character as
inconsequential as Kornev's mother is discovered to have unsuspected
depths of thought and feeling when we view her life through her eyes and
share her attitudes towards her husband and her family (1,303-6).
However, the narrator is always discriminating in his use of
secondary reflectors, always guided by his central purpose. In Inzenery,
he makes almost no use of these centres of consciousness} the narrative/
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ia not reflected through the minda of Adelja, Sikorskij, Boriaov or
Darja Stapanovna. We look almost exclusively through the eyes of
Kartasev himself, and so his view of the event is always dominant, and
his inner life remains the foous of attention.
By using secondary characters as narrative points of view, the
author is able to diversify his facts and vary our perspective, and,
more than this, to manipulate our response to individual characters.
Momentarily identified with an individual, witnessing his'thoughts,
we must take an interest in him and make some judgement of him. By
leading us to judge his secondary characters, and by presenting their
judgements of the story, the author makes them devices for the disclosure
of his values.
Ill
In their thoughts, words and deeds, characters will always be
candidates for our sympathy or judgement. We will judge them for good
or ill according to the characteristics - mental, physical and moral -
they display, and we will measure them by our standards of human
conduct. We will deplore the behaviour of JaSka, who deceives Fros'ka,
dujes Berendja and finally commits murder} we will condemn Nerucev when
he drives Zina from his house} and we will deprecate Sikorskij's unscrtt-
pulous ambition. We will sympathise with §ihkov, who tries to save
Karta^ev from the corruption of the railway contractors} we will
applaud the Petrovs for their generous hospitality to the hero} and
we will admire Borisov for his honesty and forthrightness. Of course,
the issue will not always be so clear, and we will sometimes have to
respond to a character with mixed sympathy and judgement. We must
condemn Lario's debaucheries, but we must comment the generous impulses
that prompt him to help Katja and avenge the governess his employer has
seduced. We must disapprove of Saokij's way of life, his affectation
and his harmful influence onKartaSev, and regard with suspicion the/
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materialistic views he expounds (ll,155ff)j "but we also see the
other side of his character, his profound unhappiness, his passionate
desire to triumph over life, his distress at Karta^ev's complacent
generosity to Katja -
ecjin TH xo,Ten noMoq&, to jconxeH 6mi
BaTB Bee 77);
and we recognise the despair underlying his last farewell to Kartabev
(11,252). Our judgement of him must take into accountthis complexity,
our sympathy must surely be engaged for him in his suffering - and at
any rate, we cannot dismiss him, as Judina does, as a
THnnqHHM npeacTaBHTejiB 6ypacya3Ho2
MOJiofleacH.5
Often the author will try to guide our judgements by manipulating
our attitudes and responses to his characters! as one writer has suggested,
he will employ a number of "formal variables", including "the author's
choice of diction when he describes the activities and thoughts of his
characters, the point of view from wbich a character is presented, the
effect of any act upon those characters with whom our sympathies have
already been identified" . Thus, when the narrator describes how Semen
the coachman introduces Rachil* to KartaSev like a man throwing meat to
a wolf (11,193)» he leads us to judge Semen as a cynical rogue. Just
as our opinion of KartaSev ohanges with the point of view from whioh we
regard him, so our attitude towards the other characters is determined
by the narrative perspective! where our point of view is identified
with that of a particular character, our sympathies usually are also.
When we view General KartaSev's punishment of his son through his own
eyes, the condemnation we must feel is softened by the knowledge that
he believes he is acting for the boy's good (l,95). We judge characters
too according to their behaviour towards other characters, and in partic¬
ular towards the hero} we condemn the General when he causes his son pain,/
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-we condemn Sackij when his influences demoralises his friend, and,
by the same token, we sympathise witb SiSkov and Savinskij when they
help the hero, and approve of Kornev when he urges Tema to reform#
Thus the "formal variables" of diction, point of view and action are
all signals pointing our way in judging the characters.
The author employs other "signals of evaluation" also. The
narrator is always a crucial factor in forming our opinions, and he
may influence us in various ways. He may comment directly on the
characters as he presents them - thus, at one point, he describes
Aglaida Vasil'evna as a
HaTypa HenocpeflCTBeHHan h BneqaTxtHTejibHaH (I, 97),
and, at another, declares the teacher Chlopov to be a tyrant (1,245)*
He may colour our views of the characters less explicitly, by imply¬
ing his judgements in the tone of his descriptions. Thus, when he
describes the attitude to the schoolboys to Satrov -
H CBOefi MOJIOflOCTbK), H MHTKHMH npneMaMH,
H TeM OflyXOTBOpeHHHM, <ITO TaK THHeT K
cede MOjioflBie cep,mja, JleoHHfl HnKOJiaeBim
nocTeneHHO npuBJieic k ce(5e Bcex (l» 248)
we can sense his approval for the teacher who oontrasts so sharply with
his colleagues. Physical descriptions too can betray the narrator's
evaluation of the characters. The outward attractiveness of Gorenko
and Elizaveta Andreevna suggests their inner worth, and when we read
of Vero6ka's large, velvety and empty eyes (II,115), we conclude a
similar emptiness in her character. Finally, the narrator may affect
o^r attitude to the characters by supplementing and amending our picture
of them. In the first edition of Gimnazisty, part of one chapter is
devoted to the life-histories of Petr Semenovic and Vasilij IvanoviS}
we learn that the latter was a schoolteacher who was wrongly accused
oi theft and dismissed from his post, and that his companion too has/
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has seen better days ("KB", 1893» No 4> 187-90)* With this
knowledge, we are disposed to look on the two drunkards more toler¬
antly, and see them sympathetically as the victims of misfortune and
7
injustice .
The hero too may guide us to the author's evaluation of the
secondary characters. In his words and thoughts about them, and in
his reactions to them, Kartasev influences our judgement of the people
he meets. When he declares of §ackij:
opHrnHanBHHM (5ojiLino2, ho oneHB CHMnaTHiHHH
...a (5epy cHMnaTHiHoe, a no ocTajiBHoro,
MHe nejia HeT. fifae laijKHH cuMnaTHueH, h h
He BH3Ky ocHOBaHHH yHH^TOSHTB b ce(5e 3Ty
CHMnaTHio. (ii, 59)
he persuades us there is much good in his friend - while the pains he
takes to justify his new friendship to himself indicates there is much
in it to be uneasy about. Our admiration for Gorenko and Adelaide
Borisovna is determined not only by KartaSev's expressed opinions - he
calls them both "angels" - but also by the high regard his conduct
towards them alwys implies. We are led to condemn Sikorskij's unscrup¬
ulous self-interest because KartaSev finds it distasteful (11,435)*
However, Kartasev's opinions are not always our own} when he condemns
the radical students at the Institutes
oh c^HTaji Bcex bthx KpacHtix MaJiBmnnKaMH,
a ce(5n qejiOBeKOM, yaee hohhhbhihmch Ha
BHciiiyio cTyneHB nejiOBe^iecKoro caMOco3HaHHH(lI, 202)
he does so without the support of the reader or the narrator, who both
look sceptically on his claim to self-knowledge. Here the hero's
comments are turned against himself, as we perceive the faults in his
judgements.
Finally, the author may control our attitude towards his characters
by revealing their views of each other. The opinions they express in
their thoughts or words will influence our view when they are seen to be
supported by the facts of the case, by the narrator's comments, or by the/
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ooaimenta of otter characters. When Aglaida Vasil'evna upbraids her
husband for punishing Tema, she voices the judgement the description
of the scene calls forth in us (l,77)* When Sackij remarks of KornevJ
BacBKa HHKorfla Himero He cuejiaeT, noTOMy
qTO b Heu He ohhh, a flBa h saace Tpn qejiOBeica
CHflHT: OflHH - 3aBHCHMHH OT BCerO OCTaJIBHOTC
o(5mecTBa, npyroii - 3aBHCHMBi2 ot KpyxKH, a^
TpeTHH - OH CaM, pa3flB0eHHHH, paCCTpoeHHHH (II,
155)
we recognise his judgement as the truth because it corresponds to what
we have seen of Kornev's struggle with the opposing tendencies in his
own personality. When Aglaida Vasil'evna declares Father Daniil to be
greedy, her remarks are corroborated by the other villagers Kornev and
KartaSev talk to (1,395)* Odr high esteem for Adelaida Borisovna is
partly the result of the admiration many of the characters express for
her; Aglaida Vasil'evna praises her
yflHBHTejiBHan leAOBeiecKaa KpacoTa (II, 262)
Anja considers her a
HaCTOHmHH, XOpOIHHM HeJIOBSK (II, 261);
Manja takes to her like a sister, and Zina tells her brother he will
never find another like her (ll,308) - and Kartasev worships her.
Two characters may sometimes confliot in their judgement of a
third; Father Daniil describes Nerucev's father as a tyrant (11,391-2),
while Aglaida praises him as an enlightened man (i,393-4)* Since we
cannot judge him for ourselves, we must consider both points of view,
recognise that each contains part of the truth, and reject Kornev's
out-of-hand condemnation of the man (1,394)*
Our sympathy for and judgement of the characters are thus manipu¬
lated as our view of them is modified and influenced by the characters
around them - who are themselves subject to these same shirting perspec¬
tives and evaluations. This is illustrated most clearly of all in the /
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case of Aglaida Vasil'evna, our attitude to whom changes as we come
to view her with mora and more characters. In Detstvo Temy, we see
her through three pairs of eyes: those of her son, for whom she is
almost the embodiment of conscience, always loving, understanding and
forgiving} her own eyes, as she seeks to direct and influence her son's
moral development, and the eyes of the narrator, who leaves no doubt of
his sympathy for her:
B 3Ty MHHyTy, ecjiH <5h kto 3axoTeji HanneaTi.
xapaKTepHoe BHpaaceHHe qejiOBexa, xHBymero
uyaeoii 3CH3HBH) - nimo ArJiauflH BacHJiteBHOH
(5HJIO (Jh BHCOKOtfjiaropOflHOH MOflejIBK). . .(!» 187)
We must admire her selfless maternal devotion, and priase with Bykov
g
her rare qualities of mind and heart . In the second volume, however,
we come to see her through other eyes, and perceive different aspects
of her character. Ryl'skij notes the reverse side of her motherly
devotion in conversation with Korneva:
)
jmhan (5a<5a, jiobko 3a hoc bobht cBoero
CHHa...OHa flaBHT ero h yMOM h xapaKTepOM 323)
This new opinion of her is corroborated when we see her foroeful
personality in action, urging her son to put his family before his
friends, and when Tema himself reveals his resentment of her domina¬
tion, comparing himself to Gulliver in the Lilliputians' snare (1,423).
And so we are brought to agree with another critic that Karta^eva is
6eckoheiho jhotfnmah, h b stoh jik><5bh <5ec-
KOHeiHO THpaHHHeCKaH.9
Looking at her with her son, we become critical of her policies as a
landowner: her only aim is to provide for her family, and she rejects
his suggestion that she help the peasants on the estate} we recognise
the ironical paradox when she denounces Tema as an egoist (l,40G-l).
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As she stands "by Tichon's deathbed trying to forgive the man, we watch
the instincts of the landowner struggling with her Christian beliefs,
and must conclude with Tema that his mother's character is flawed by
her materialistic concerns (1,4^9). At the end of Gjmnazisty, Aglaida
seems to recognise her faults, realising that she is responsible in some
measure for her son's sufferings and failures, and condemning her way of
life:
h h, MOsceT 6bitb, tan ace bhhobata, Toace
noMorjia KOBepicaHBio!.. .Ax, Kax MHe HCHa
Bflpyr cTajia bch 3Ta ypofljimbaa KapTHHa
HameS XH3HH...0, kakaa ranocTB, ckojibko
jiacn, $anBniH (I, 501)
This gleam of self-knowledge (which does not occur in the earlier text)
must surely restore our sympathies to the woman we have judged.
Throughout the rest of the tetralogy, our feelings for Aglaida
Vasil'evna are held between s,ympathy for her endless love and condemna¬
tion of her loving tyranny; and in the end, it is her love that shines
through. We look on her with compassion when the son she had expected
so much of returns home in disgrace, and when she overcomes her own
sorrow to comfort NataSa; we share her joy in Tema's regeneration.
When her prayers for him are at last answered, and he becomes engaged
to Adelja, we feel we should share her delight, and when the narrator
fails to record her reaction to this good news, we feel he has suddenly
neglected a character we have known so intimately. This must be judged
a flaw in the author's portrait of one who, whatever her faults, always
lived for and through her children.
Thus, by giving signals of his own evaluation in the words of the
narrator, hero and other characters, the author has us judge all the
secondary characters - although the task of judgement is seldom so
complex. In responding to these signals, and forming for ourselves the
judgements they point to, we discover the author's values; and so, in/
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toth eliciting and shaping our judgement, the secondary characters
play an essential part in expressing the author's purpose.
IV
The secondary characters are used also to elicit and shape our
judgement of the hero, and reveal the values by which he is to be
measured. They function in various ways as the "ethical agents"10
who point us towards the correct evaluation of him. Several characters
at different times express in word or thought their opinion of Kartasev,
and the author will often endorce these opinions by showing how they
correspond to the facts. When Korneva comments on the mixture of the
adult and the child in KartaSev's character (1,323), we see in her
words the accurate reflection of his situation as he aspires to adult
independence yet still submits to the dominion of his mother. When
Kornev considers his friends
Bee TaicoM ace H36anoBaHHHH h pacKHHyTHH,
H CnyTaHHHH H HCKpeHHHH, yTO—TO pa3MamncToe
h HeycTo2qnBoe, h Bootfme tot xe KapTameB,
KOTopaH MeH&me Bcero caii 3Haji, xyna h
Kan TKHeT ero cjRb6a hjim tot uto-to, uto
pacnopnxajiocB nil Bcerna h Be3ae(li, 40)
— we must recognise the truth about the character we have seen develop
from childhood. We will always accept as reliable judgements made by
characters for whom our sympathy has been one, and one of the ways in
which the author preserves our esteem for her who does not always merit
it is by having characters we respect praise him. Because Borisov,
whose integrity is beyond question, ana Savinskij, whose intelligence
is praisea both by Manja (11,396) ana her uncle (11,399) think highly
of KartaSev, we are convinced there is much to admire in him. Mme
Korneva takes a special like to Tema when they first meet, and praises
him above all her son's friends| we can accept her judgement because
the narrator commentss
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OHa HHKorna He omztfanacB b cbozx cziinaTZHX
z Bcerna roBopzna z nezcTBOBana HaBepHHKa (r, 304)
Our judgement of Kartasev Is controlled too "by several characters
who at various times assume the role of his moral preceptors, reveal¬
ing to him his weaknesses, and pointing him along the path of self-
improvement. In Detstvo Temy, this role is performed by Aglaida
Vasil'evna, who hears her son's confessions and tries to instill in
him those moral strengths - courage and truthfulnsss - that will over¬
come his failings. As he grows older, she tries to impose on him not
only her values but her views, and this aspect of her tyrannical love
finally alienates him. Later, it is Kornev who tries to show Tema the
V
error of his ways, urging him to disassociate himself from Sackij and
change the manner of his life (ll,110). Gorenko too judges Karta^ev
and seeks to influehce him for his own good. When he tries to impress
her with his new clothes, she makes her disapproval plain (ll,15)j
when she visits him in St Petersburg, she roundly condemns the life he
has been leading (11,179)J and when he returns home with his disease,
she is there to condemn him, and to urge him to become a better man
(11,225).
In Inzenery, it is chiefly Manja who undertakes the task of moral
evaluation and guidance. She recognises her brother's self-ignorance
and egoism (11,302), but also the sincerity which might be his salva¬
tion. She even thinks he might one day be a writer -
ho tojibko He cKopo, oueHB He cKopo. Korna
nepetfypjizT, Korna bch rpH3B ra3HH cozneT,
Korna Mzmypa 2CZ3HZ tfyneT c03HaHa, z necTO-
nrotfze — y TeCm ero 6e3flHa - Bce-TaK
OCTaHeTCH. . .ecjiz TBOH 3ez3hb cjioscztch TaK,
hto (SyneT mojiotom, flpo(5nmzM aTy Mzmypy,
a to TaK z pacnjihbetch b hew (5e3 ocTaTKa.
M Tor.fla tu (jynemB OKOHHaTejiBHan uphhb...
Bch Hanexna, noBTopaw, Ha tboio zcKpeHHOCTB,
KOTopan,npocBinanCB ot nopn no BpeMeHz,
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6ynet, iiomhmo , MOaceT 6htb, h TBoeS bojih,
pa3pymaTB to, ^to yxe tfyneT c03HaH0
ro6oii (n, 303)
Her efforts to bring him together with Adelja and to foster his political
consciousness also indicate her concern for his moral development -
although, at the end of the novel, she recognises that he must mate
his own decisions.
It is not only in voicing their opinions of him that the characters
influence our judgement of the hero. We have already suggested that the
secondary stories which interweave with the main plot offer contrasts
and comparisons between Kartasev and the other characters, and thus form
an implicit commentary on his progress. Thus, when we compare it with
Kornev's affair with Annu5ka, Lario's adventures with Surfca or even
Berendja's relationship with Fros'ka, Temds liaison with Tanja seems a
lees heinous offence than it might otherwise do. When we contrast it
with Berendja's escape from life, Sackij's resignation to it and Kornev's
capitulation to it, KartaSev's resilient determination to find an ideal
to live by must inorease our admiration for him. In juxtaposing the
fates of Kartasev and his friends, the author points to the general
pattern emerging from them all. Berendja kills himself while still a
schoolboy, §ackij considers himself an old man before ha is twenty-five,
Kornev loses his idealism, Ryl'skij flees abroad, Karta^ev almost des¬
troys himself before he finds the way to live: from all these facts the
"typical", "generational" significance of Kartasev's story emerges. The
critic Nikolaev thought Garin meant to depict the young generation as
"idiots, animals and decadents"^} a closer study of the parallels
between these different life-stories leads us to conclude that his real
aim was to show how a generation is destroyed by a society that undex^-
mines its will to live. However, the recognition of the parallel must
not obseure the difference that sets KartaSev apart from his contempor¬
aries. He alone sUcoeeds in finding happiness ar£ fulfilment in life -/
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and. the contrasting stories of his friends must again lead us to
recognise and admire his resilience, determination and moral purpose#
By juxtaposing KartaSev and the other characters, the author also
highlights the failings which for so long stand in the way of his happi¬
ness. We have already seen how Ivanov's path crosses the hero's at
various points to emphasise Karta^ev's weaknesses. With each new
encounter, the words uttered by Aglaida to comfort her son after his
betrayal of his friend gain in ironic significance:
Korfla-Hn(5y,m> b xh3hh, kor^a th bhhflenib
xopofflHM, qecthhm qejiobekom, 6or flacT, th
BCTpsTnmi> c HHM/PlBaHOBHM/ h CKaxemB eiiy,
hto ecJiH th BHmeji takhm, to ottoto, qto
ace qecTHHM,
Gorenko, Moiseenko and Manja Karta&eva also lead the life of ideals
which the hero aspires to but cannot attain. When Tema returns home
with syphilis, Manja is in prison, Moiseenko is in Siberia and Gorenko
is on her way to join him. The contrast is clear: Tema suffers for his
self-indulgence, the others suffer for their ideals} we must acknowledge
the hero's inferiority. Because these "positive" characters share the same
general ideal of social justice through revolution, several critics have
assumed that this is the author's ideal, and that they are his real heroes.
Not surprisingly, they have complained that Ivanov and his friends are too
much in the background for their heroism to outshine the flawed character
of KartaSev"^. A letter from Garin to the former revolutionary IvanSin-
Pisarev shows the error of such a view. Writing of Gimnazisty, the author
remarks:
XOTeJI (ShJIO Bac BHBeCTH, ho b3hji tojibko
KpynHHKy, qTotf tfojiee HfleiiHO h Ha tfonee
mnpoKOH noiBe octajibhhm bamhm ocbothtb
TeMHHe MOTaHHH Moero 3a(SyjiflHrH ApTeMHH
KapTameBa.I^
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Prom this, It is clear that he means not to create paragons of
political virtue^ or to expose the hero as an enemy of revolution
(as Bjalyj has suggested1^), hut to use the seoondary characters as foils
to throw into relief the errors of a hero who for so long lacks their
idealism and strength of purpose.
In what they say, think and do, the secondary characters are thus
one of the principle devices which disclose the author's judgement of
the hero.
V
Among the secondary characters are a number of individuals who
express definite views on speoific topics of general relevance. In
addition to their various other roles, therefore, these characters have
a function to fulfil as spokesmen for the various opinions the author
wishes us to consider. In Detstvo Temy, Aglaida Vasil'evna puts for¬
ward her views on the aims and methods of education, holding that its
aim must be to nurture the child's moral sense (1,78-9). She remonstrates
with the headmaster when he puts forth his disciplinarian view (1,126-7),
and denounces to Tomylin a school system which is based on fear and
repression (1,146-7). In Gimnazisty, we are confronted with a wider
range of artioulate characters. Kornev's cousin twice delivers his
opinions at great length, dilating upon the task of altruistic work
facing the young generation (i,288-9) and explaining the duty of litera¬
ture to serve this same aim (i,319-21). Berendja has his say on a variety
of subjects - he decides that education must.be geared to the real needs
of life, and that the individual must serve the general good (1,426-7);
V
and the teacher Satrov in hispublic lecture touches upon similar questions,
discussing in particular education and its duty to serve social progress
(1,464-6).
In the final volumes also, various characters advance their opin¬
ions: Saokij sets forth his materialistic philosophy of life (11,153-7),/
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Manja summarises for her "brother the objectives of her political group
(11,385) and justifies its terrorist tactics (11,520)} Savinskij speaks
for Marxist Social Democracy (11,394), and Borisov is the spokesman for
the methods and principles of cheaper railway construction (11,448-9)•
The secondary characters are thus used to set before us a range
of opinions on life, society and politics, on matters general and
specific. I"g is a mistake to assume, however, that these are always the
opinions of the author himself, or that any single character is' the
author's mouthpiece. Some of the views expressed by different charac¬
ters conflict with e^ch other - Manja and Savinsfcij represent opposing
ideologies, and Jaackij's views are plainly inconsistent with the values
exemplified inKartasev's story. Moiseenko's arguments are discredited
to some extent by his youthful assurance, his patent indebtedness to
Pisarev and the- irony implicit in the author's description:
Ha Bee, ^to hjih KOMnaHHH npeflCTaBJiHJiocB
HeacHBiM, j MoHceeHKO Bcer.ua (5hjih onpe#-
eneHHue h tohhhe pa3BHCHeHHH. Oh oxotho
nabaji hx, ctabhji hh bo uto cboio bpynnhnio (x, 280).
Such mouthpieces are seldom wholly reliable as spokesmen for the author's
views.
Many such characters do represent the author's effort to impose
his views on the readerj Aglaida surely speaks for his idea of education,
and Borisov voices the authorial opinions expressed in V oblasti billjonov-
i trillionov. The device of the mouthpiece is an obvious one, and Garin
must again stand accused of overworking it, of interpolating too .frequen¬
tly into his story disquisitions on matters external to it. Moiseenko's
soliloquies grow tedious, and Manja's conversations sound too much like
\
political speeches. In the author's defence, it may be said that he is
not the first to resort to the device, and that in most cases he tries
to motivate these tendentious digressions in terms of character and/
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situation. Berendja's reflections are natural enough in one of his years
and intelligence1"^, Satrov's opinions are plausibly disguised as an address
to a public gathering, and Manja Karta^eva's speeches are the credible
outcome of her fiery and forthright nature. And the author's views
are seldom expressed by one character alone; they are revealed rather in
the views expressed by several characters together, or in the action of
the story itself. Berendja, ^atrov and Moiseenko all share the view that
education must prepare the individual to live and work for the general
good, and their agreement implies the author's endorsement of this.
Aglaida's theories of education are only the explicit statement of the
moral to be drawn from Detstvo Temy, where the child develops not
through the punishments administered by his father, but through the
gentler moral influence of his mother. In the final analysis, the
author's view is expressed in the words and actions of characters as
they react with each other.
VI
In addition to their functions as reflectors, judges, comentators
and mouthpieces, the secondary characters have their part to play in
the structure of the tetralogy. We have already suggested that the
work represents a complex of interweaving story-strands, as eaoh new
character encountered by the hero brings with him a new narrative
thread that is worked into the tapestry. The characters and the rela¬
tionships that bind them together not only serve to mark KartaSev's
development through life, but also provide the framework that holds his
story together.
Thus, the author's attempt to tighten the structure of the work
is reflected in his disposition of the characters. The loose and
rambling pioaresque form provided by the hero's life-story can embrace
a multitude of secondary characters, and, as their number increases, the/
narrative threatens to disintegrate into a mass of separate stories.
To avoid this, the author excluded from Gimnazisty and Studenty a
number of characters. Zlobickij, who makes a brief appearance as the
Kartasevs' travelling oompanion, disappears from the revised Gimnazisty,
while Gonda, Skra^evskij, Choljava, Cholmskij and Liberman find no place
in the final version of Studenty. Another casualty of revision is Marja
Vasil'evna Kolpina, a member of Ivanov's group who attracts Kornev and
repels Kartasev by her cold disdain} Garin1s letters indicate that he
l8
had worked to reduce her significance even before the first publication .
Elimination and revision often have their effect on our attitudes to the
characters who remain: in the amended text, iaurka no longer dies her
sensational death, and there is no last-minute conversion and tragedy
igto transform her into a martyr of fate . and because her death no
longer figures in the narrative, lataSa KartaSeva becomes a more shadowy
personality than she was in the first Studenty. Lario, who in the revised
teat of that volume takes the place of SkraSevskij in being expelled on
him a role which is strangely at variance with his earlier character and
conduct.
The structural significance of the secondary characters is seen also
in the author's use of them to strengthen the unity of the work. Only the
figures of Karta^ev, his mother, brother and sisters remain with us through¬
out all four volumes} the others, even close friends like Kornev and Sackij,
drop out of sight after they have played their part in his story, and are
replaced by new acquaintances and friends. The constant and oasual
appearance of new characters, and the often sudden disappearance of familiar
ones emphasise the changing world through which Kartasev moves, but also
tend to impair the unity of the cycle. Thus, when Kartasev suddenly
acquires a maternal unole at the beginning of Studenty. we wonder why we have
not seen him before, and why he was previously excluded from a family circle
we thought complete. The author may work to sustain unity by somehow /
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linking new characters to what haa gone before. Thus, Fros'ka's lover
JaSka turns out to be the brother of the Geras'ka who once played with
Tema (l,43l)> and the leading spokesmen of the "red" students at the
Institute is discovered to be Avgustio, one of Tenia's old schoolfellows
(II,204,cf.1,141). But this method of tying in loose ends can be used
to excess, and the author's efforts to promote unity can become too
obvious. When Sikorskij too is discovered to be an old school friend,
we immediately wonder why we did not meet him in Gimnazisty (although
we are told he took little part in the life of his classmates, his
family history - his father was hanged, and his mother killed herself -
must surely have brought him to their notice - II,32l). When his sisters
are introduced, the author somewhat lamely accounts for Karta^ev's ignor¬
ance of their existences
H He 3Haji, qTO y Bac ecTB cecTpa.
- ttejiBix flbe - ohh y schjih paHtrae (h, 357)
- although the older of them knows Zina and Natasa. Our credulity is
finally strained when the young married woman who so attracts Kartasev
on the train proves to be none other than Sikorskij's cousin (ll,51l).
Characters and their relationships oan thus function to unify the
work; but when we catch the author constructing these relationships
ad hoc, as it were, the device is exposed and the strategy fails.
• • •
Through the secondary characters, the author engages our attention
more fully in his story,, diversifies the picture of life he sets before
us and enriches our experience as readers. As we respond to them, our
response to the work is deepened, and the author's control over it is
increasedf" a novelist not merely may, but must subtly control our
feelings about the characters, acts and thoughts presented at each stage
of a novel is to have a coherent effect"^.
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The characters have their part to play in unfolding the hero's
atory, and fulfil a variety of functions as instruments of the author's
rhetoric. Acting our their parts, sharing their thoughts with us, they
widen our understanding} they elicit our judgement for themselves, or
direct it towards each other, they form our judgement of the hero and
point us towards the wider significance of his career, th^express the
opinions the author wishes us to consider, they help to hold the story
together. They are above all the devices of which the author discloses
to us the values on which the work; is based and the purpose embodied in
it} they offer him a range of means of commenting on the story of his
hero, and provide the background against which it takes.:on its special
meaning. As Bykov has written:
KapTameB...He BHflBHHyT BroHCTnuHO Ha
nepBHH nnaH, oh npoxoflHT b rpynne Bcex
neiicTByromHX JIHU, HHoma ocTaeTCH Kan
tfyflTO b TeHH, a Ten He ueHee ero $«rypa
BHnyKJIO BHfleJIHeTCH, H 1HT.3.TeJIB h6bojibho
cneflHT 3a Hero, HacTOJiBKO OHa xapaKTepHa
bo Bceii cBoeS npocTOTe h npHBJieKSTSJiBHOCTJi.
NOTES
1. thus, we recognise in several persons of the story the arche¬
typal characters found in other works of the genre. Aglaida
Vasil'evna in particular recalls the mothers depicted in the
"autobiographic" tales of Tolstoj and Aksakov.
2. Granat Encyclopaedia, col. 522-3
3. Krasnova(Realisti6eskoe masterstvo jazyka i stilja Garina-
. Michajlovskogo, p. 177) records the "naturalistic details"
of the original description of the headmaster.
4. cf. "EB", 1895» No 5, 165-9.The story is the basis of
Revekka.
5. Judina, £izn', p. 100
6. .Sacks, Fiction and the Shape of Belief, p. 65
7. in the final text, the story of Vasilij Ivanovic is reported
to Gorenko by a bystander at Berendja's funeral - I, 491*
8. Bykov, Kritiko-biograflSeskij' ogerk, p. XXVII
9. "A.B.", in "Mir bo£ij" 1895, No 5, p. 243
10. Sacks, op. cit., p. TO
11. Nikolaev, Voprosy zizni.., , p. 139
12. the irony is increased if we remember the hero's determin¬
ation, in the first edition of Gimnazisty always to act
according to his conscience as Ivanov did (see Chap. Ill)
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13. cf, the articles of Nikolaev and Bjalyj(see Bibliography).
Judina has compared Ivanov to the character Overin in Xvan
Ku3£evskij 's novel Nikolaj Negorev. Both are only secondary
characters in the respective fictions, but both are seen
by Soviet critics as the "ideological? heroes.
14» see Literaturnyj archiv. V , p. 34
15. Judina(Zizn*, p. 98) suggests that Garin rejected the pol¬
itical views of the "revolutionary" heroes.
16. Bjalyj, Istori.ja russkoj literatury, p. 523
17. a letter to Michajlovskij in Dec, 1892(Literatumyj archiv,
V, pp. 113-4) shows how Garin edited Berendja's philosoph¬
ical reflestions to make them seem more plausible in a
schoolboy
18..apparently at the suggestion of U.K. Michajlovskij - cf.
letter to Ivancin, Feb 1895 > Literaturnyj archiv, Y, p. 34
19. a letter to Ivan6in(June 8, 1895) mentions another character,
Marja Ivanovna, whom the author incorporated into the char¬
acter of Surka - Literatumyj archiv, V, p.35
20. Sacks, op. cit. p. 65
21. Bykov, op. cit. p. XXYII
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CHAPTER V: SPECIAL DEVICES OP THE AUTHOR'S VOICES
IMAGES, SYMBOLS AND REPETITION.
The author'a attempt to "shape the viewpoint of hia readers"'1'
is not confined to' his selection and arrangement of the "formal
variables" of plot, narrative perspective and character; it is to
be seen also in the selection and arrangement of "words, images,
structures, paragraphs and larger units so as simultaneously to
2
define and enrich the action as it is unfolding" , in the style
of the work, in the whole range of devices and features which
might be termed - in Garin's words - the author's "artistic
images". Every element of the narrative is a means, not only of
depicting the characters and their actions, but also of conveying
the author's judgements about them, and influencing the readers
response. We cannot identify all the means by which Garin has
tried in his tetralogy to shape the viewpoint of his readers; but
in this chapter it is our aim to recover some of the most important
devices, and to see how he creates from his "artistic images"vehicles
for the expression of his voice.
I
As he tries to communicate his judgements through the words and
sentences of his narrative, the author will look for images that will
embody them, formulae that will convey them to the reader. The most
usual kind of formula for the author's view is the comparison, the
simile or metaphor which illumines and evaluates events and characters
by drawing parallels and suggesting similarities. For example, when/
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the ailing General Kartasev is compared to an autumn sun that reoalls
distant summer days (1,196), the natural analogy conveys the poignant
oontrast "between the sick man and his former self, and colours our view
of him with sympathy. When Kartasev's feeling of shame after his betrayal
of Ivanov is desoribed as a "smrad du£i" (1,164), the image conveys the
intensity of his suffering and guilt, and increases our understanding
of him. When, walking in the corridors of the university, the hero
smells the
3anax Kaicoro-To cTaporo Tena, cothw neT
otfuTaiomHH 3fleCB (II, 125)
we realise the extent of his disillusion with an institution that seems
divorced from the real problems of life, and share his view of it. In
each case, the comparison defines and enriches our view of the person
or object it describes.
Similes and metaphors are often used to convey the author's view of
his hero. After his rescue of 2uftka, Tema falls ill, and his life seems
to be in dangers
XojioflHoe flHxaHHe cmspth npno KOJietfneT
bot-bot roTOBoe HaBcerfla noracHyTB pa3-
ropeBmeecH miaMH ManeHBKoS CBeiKH. BticTpo
TaeT bock, tfucTpo TaeT otfojioqKa Tena, h
yace ctoht nepefl BceMH ropanafl, jno(5HmaH
flyma TeuH, ctoht otfHaxeHHaH h THHeT k ce<5e(r, 96)
The image not only conveys the child's nearness to death, but also
reveals the very core of his personality - his ardent, affectionate
soul shines like a flame and draws us to him. When the adolescent
disregards his mother's sermons and is attracted more and more to the
company of his schoolfriends, he is likened to a departing pilgrim who
hears the hells of his native village but continues on his way (l,242) -
a comparison which illumines his desire for independence. After he has/
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passed his final school examinations, Tema is viewed as a young
swimmer who has reached the first sand-bank (1,502)} the image serves
both to convey his state of nervous exhaustion, and to suggest that he
has come to his first resting-place on his journey through life. Later,
when he is said to swing like a pendulum between the telegrafistka's
cabin and Savel'ev's camp (11,426), the simile sums up the moral weakness
that makes Karta^ev powerless to resist these temptations of the day and
night.
The author is not always successful in his choice of metaphors and
comparisons. When, musing on his relationship with his mother, Karta^ev
concludes it will be as difficult to remove the traces of past bitterness
from his heart as to lift a heavy carriage from a deep rut (11,16), the
pedestrian comparison fails to illumine his feelings. To describe the
effect of ^atrov's speech on the schoolboys, the author calls it a
"refreshing bath of the spirit", and continues!
yiiHTHe b 3tom BaHHe, ma3a MOJiOfleacn ropexiH,
yflOBJieTBOpeHHHe, C^aCTJIHBHM OTHeM (£» 468)
The images of fire and water are in conflict, the metaphor is mixed,
and its effect is comic confusion. Seeking to depict Kartasfev's com¬
plex reactions to his failure at university and the rejection of his
manuscript, the author again turns to metaphor;
Tenept Bee 3TO erne b Hew, to sto Bee (foicTpo
ySueT H3 Hero, icaK kophh Kaicoro-To $aHTac-
THiecKoro pacTeHHH, KOToptie BiuieTyTCH
CncTpo h CKopo bo Bee, bo Bee OTHOieHHH ero
3KK3HH H HaBCerfla OCTaHyTCH, CBH3aB Bee
KaKHM-TO HenpeodopHMHM, npO^HBIM HeMeHTOM.
M hihito yxe He nepeiieHHTCH, Beet CTpoM ero
2CH3HH npoKneT JX OT 3TOTO 3aJI02CeHH0r0 npO^IHO
$yHnaMeHTa...KapTameB to^ho ctohji Ha
otfHaaceHHOM otfpiiBe CBoew XH3HeHHOw nocTpoKKH (II, 169)
The images of the plant, the cement and the building are at odds with
each other, and the result is again confusion. In his search for/
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illuminating analogies, the author has o"bscured the meaning he
sought to highlight.
Metaphors and. similes are thus not only devices of description,
"but also devices of evaluation and interpretation} comparisons repre¬
sent the author's judgement of the object compared, and descriptive
images become images for the significance he wishes to convey. The
hero himself uses metaphors in a similar way, to convey to others
his own view of his situation and impress on them his judgement of
himself. Thus he tells Korneva he is ensnared by his mother as
Gulliver was by the Lilliputians (l,423), and later describes himself
to Manja as a rotten log -
HeroflHoe b cTpoiiKy, b jiyqmeM cnyqae -
roflHoe Ha jiy^HHH, ito6 b h3becthue urHOBeHHH
nocBeTHTB npw cnyqae KOMy-Hn(5yflB H3 Bac (n, 302)
However, his opinion of himself is not to be accepted without reserva¬
tion. Korneva cannot imagine Aglaida Vasil'vna as a Lilliputian (I,
423), and she implies that Kartasev is not altogether a Gulliver} he
is ensnared less by the wiles of his enemies than by his own inertia.
Manja makes fun of her brother's lofty view of himself as a torch
lighting the way for others} with her, we conclude that his metaphor
does not correspond to the truth of his situation. In both these
cases, the author expresses his own view of the case by revealing the
faults in the hero's vision.
Where figures of comparison are repeated in different situations,
they create patterns of imagery which act as extended metaphors for the
author's judgement. Thus, Karta&ev's various romantic adventures are
often described in terms of the magical and the fantastic. Rachil'
seems like a fairy-tale princess (ll,194)» Sikorskij's cousin looks
like a rusalka, and Kartasev tells her:
KaK b CKa3Ke...MH c BaMH JieTHM Ha KpHJIBHX (II, 513)
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Elizaveta Andreevna has the air of a magician (11,364)* The repeated
comparison suggests the similarity "between all these relationships -
as F.D. BatjuSkov noted:
jikxSobb - aJiH TapnHa, bto otfnacTB mshtei
H CKa3KH.3
an,d implies a judgement of them: a love that is magical and fairy-tale
is also one that is illusory and unreal* By contrast, the true and
lasting love of Kartasev and Adelja is described in metaphors drawn,
not from the world of fantasy, but from religious idealism: she is the
bright angel who will transport him to some higher world (11,498)* and
he tells her:
H. .. tfyny Te(5n BeiHO JIKXSHTB, Be^HO
tforOTBOpHTB, BeiHO MOJIHTBCH Ha TetfH (II, 500)
Thus, as it is repeated, a metaphor is expanded, it "accretes meaning
4from a succession of contexts" , and its range as an image for the
author's meaning is extended.
II
Others of the author's artistic "images" may also function as
images for his judgements and interpretations. For example, descrip¬
tions of the natural setting of events may, as well as enriching our
imaginative response to the work, define the author's view of it in
several ways. The description of a scene can interpret that scene
for us, and point us towards the meaning the author seeks to convey
in it. Thus, the Karta^evs' estate is described when Tema and his
family arrive for the summer holidays:
Ehjio BpaMH, tfyineBajia 3«ecB BOJiBHan 3anopoac-
CKan 2ch3hb. Ho flaBHO ysc 3TO (Jbijio. To^ho
nocJie oceBmeH ot hoxhh iihjih ciiht Ha 3ape
HCHan, cnoKOHHan, yMHTan CBoefi Ka3aqKofi
cTapHHoii najieKan Bhcb c cbohmh <5ejiHMH
XaTaMH , BHmHeBHMH CaflOIKaMH, C KOJIOKOJIHHMH
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Ha flaneKOM ropn30HTe. M3 nycToro ca.ua yxe
CKB03HT KpacHan KpHma rocnoflCKoro flOMa,
bhrjihflhbaex me 30hhh c kpbijibijom b Ty CTopcmy,
rue 3a npynoM jishtoh CBepKaeT b rycTHx
KaMHmax Bbicb. IlOKa eme henoflbmho cmotpht
b Bony KaMHin, noKa eme ciiht cejio a to^iho
3aji;yMajiHci> ero (5ejrae xaTH, noxa rocno#cKn3
flom nyCTHMH OKHaMH rJIHflHT b 3 epKaHBHyio
noBepxHOCTB po30Boro ot 3apH npyna -
octopoxho BunnuBaeT H3 Kaiinma Ha rnaflKyio
peqny to .quicaH ytka c BHBOflKaMH, to hhpkh,
a to h napa cepnx ryce3.(i, 347)
The description not only sets the scene, "but conveys the mood of the
scene, its imaginative significance. The whole picture evokes an
atmosphere of serene tranquility - emphasised by the reference to the
stormy life of early times - that permeates all of this dvor.janskoe
gnezdo and reflects the ancient, undisturbed feudal order it represents.
Nature is not merely a decorative backdrop, but an emotional presence
that influences our response to the work as a wbole.
The imaginative interpretation of the setting may also reflect
the inner thoughts of the characters who perceive it, and so enhance
our understanding of their thoughts. When we regard the moonlit garden
in Detstvo Tem.y, with the wind playing in the trees and the summerhouse
casting a thoughtful eye over the magical scene (1,23)» we are in fact
seeing the scene as it seems to Tema, and viewing the picture his imag¬
ination paints for him.
The author may use the setting to comment on his characters, expres¬
sing his view by pointing to the contrasts and comparisons between the
natural world and their inner state. Young Kartasev's pride and joy
in his new school uniform seems mirrored in the balmy summer's day
around him:
Oh mext CHHioimiM h cqactjihbhii.
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Ehjio aBrycTOBCKoe BOCKpeceHte: npKHe nynh
3ajiHBajiH CBepxy, rna3a TOHyjm b MnrKOM
CHHeBe qacToro He(5a. Alcanna, OKanMJiHBiwie
KnafltfiimeHCKyiQ CTeHy, tohho cnajiH b chhhhh
Becenoro, Jiacicoro hhh(1» m)
Many years later, when the hero la on his way to discover the fate of
the manuscript he has offered for publication, the bright spring
morning around him reflects his own happiness and hopes
PaflocTB, BnpoqeM, He Moma He oxBaTHBaTb;
BeceHee yTpo 6hjio nojiHO KpyroM Henepe-
HaBaeMOH npenecTH. B napice yace tohkoh,
npo3paqHOH nayTHHOH HeacHLix jihcto^kob
OKyTajiHct nepeBbH, npo3paqHHH TyMaH <5hctpo
Hcqe3an b mojiohhx Jiyqax conHija, Bflajin
CBepKaJiH KaKne-TO HencHBie o(5pa3H - cuiecb
HeWCTBHTeHBHOCTH, apOMaTa BeCHH, HpKoro
yTpa, KanjiH poca eme ropenn Ha BH(5eraBmeii
mojiohoh TpaBe (II, 161)
When he hears his story has been rejected, this joyful scene throws
his despair into relief. When General KartaSev dies, the bright
spring day which seems alive with all the joys of life (1,198) empha¬
sises by a similar contrast the cold finality of death.
The description of nature may thus define and enrich our knowledge
of the characters, their thoughts and feelings, and reveal to us the
author's view of them. More than this, it may symbolise and external¬
ise events in their inner lives, and express the author's interpreta¬
tion of them. When, on that first day, Tema realises that punishment
is inevitable, he notices the gathering thunderclouds in the evening
(1,72). Soon the storm breaks, and soon after that, Tema is
beaten by his father. The threatening storm, the downpour and the
return of calm thus parallel the events of the child's day - the suc¬
cession of misfortunes culminating in the brief and terrible punish¬
ment, followed by the peace that comes with confession and forgiveness -
and symbolise their significance in his emotional life. The heavy clouds/
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and. moaning winds that greet the young man when he comes out of the
doctor's surgery come to represent the "black; despair into which he
sinks as he contemplates his disease (11,209). As he leaves home
after his painful meeting with his mother, this depression gives way
to a growing will to live which finds an outward expression in his
reaction to the scene around hims
7Tpo, nojmoe 3CH3HH CBepnaeT, oxBaTHBaeT,
H TaK MytiHTeJIBHO XO^eTCH cjihtbch ohhtb
co BCeM 3toh npeJieCTBH) 2ch3hh...0, KaK
xoTejiocB bflpyr khtb! (ii, 231)
The parallel "between Kartasev's emotional state and his surroundings
is sometimes more subtle. During the night he spends with Rachil' ,
the very air seems to share his intoxication (11,198); as he rides
away, however, the light of the morning is more sober:
ymna naneKO b Hetfo JiyHa h, yBHflaB Bjjpyr
Ha ropn30HTe (JjieflHyio po30Byio nonocicy,
toiho paCTepHBfflHCB b CBOe2 BHCOTe, cpa3y
noTepnjia becb cboh bojimetfhhh (SnecK (II, 199)
If the night represents his heady passion, the daylight shows it in
its reality, as a "brief, drunken dream, and the natural parallel
judges for us the quality of his feelings. (True, lasting love is
represented by a different parallel: the love of Tema and Adelja is
set against a spring background that suggests joy and hope (11,509)).
In his natural descriptions, the author may also find the images
for those deeper truths he wishes the reader to perceive. On several
occasions he shows characters responding to nature, and discovering
in it the truths of life. Admiring a beautiful sunset, Kornev is
reminded of the stories told him in childhood about an enchanted
tower in the rays of the setting sun, from which he would one day
rescue a beautiful princess (1,328)^. Watching another sunset on
the Kartasev estate, he has similar thoughts:
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KaKHe-TO HencHHe, cjiajjKHe rjuu HecnucB
jierKO, jiacKann jiymy h pncoBann xh3hb b
KaKoii-TO cKa3oqHo2, BOJime(5Ho2 nepcneKTHBe (r, 375)
Thus, nature reveals to him a world of ideals and visions, and
contemplating it, he loses all sense of himself in the "vyssij
poryv celoveceskogo organizma" (l,375)* Adelaida Borisovna has
-a similar experience; moved by the natural beauties around the
estate, she feels that the doors of some wonderful temple have
been opened to her, and that she has become one with nature:
h 3Ta qawKa, h sto He<5o, h nanB, h 6necK,
H Bee 3TO - B He2 H B hhx, 3TO - OHh(II, 297)
Nature becomes an image for the ideal, eternal world that is
accessible to men wben tbey forget themselves.
Finally, because we come to view nature as a repository of
truth, natural descriptions may serve to express the author's
evaluation of his hero - for we will judge him according to his
perception of the truth. Kartasev is susceptible to the charm of
the steppe (e.g. 1,377) and the beauty of the south (11,162), but
for a long time he is unaware of any deeper meaning in nature.
Where Kornev sees in the sunset a vision of the ideal, Karta&ev
sees in it only a vision of Odarka (1,377)* Making only passing
mention of this aspect of Kartasev's character, G.A. Bjalyj regards
his response to nature as another sign of the hero's moral inadequacy:
ijejiBHOro nepescnB3.HHH npwpoflH y KapTameBa
yac het; ejih ero ymeptfHoro MnpoBoenpuHTHH
b OrpOMHOM MHpe npHpOflH OKa3HBaeTCH
flOCTyriHo2 jihuib KpacoTa ot^ejiBHUx "mtho-
behh2", <5jihkob, pa3po3hehhhx "bneqatjiehn2n,
he coeflHHHiomHxcH b otfmyio KapTHHy•
A general picture of nature and an understanding of its truths come
to Kartasev only after his new career reveals to him the ideals of
altruistic work and the values of responsibility to and for his fellow
men. Resting from his labours, he admires a beautiful sunset and/
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experiences that same aspiration towards the ideal that once moved
Kornevs
XoTejiocB Toxe jiacKH, xoTenocB schtb,
xoTenocB, qTotf sch3hb nponuia HeflapOM(jxt 339)
Wondering at the "beauty of a magical night, he recognises that life
is like a fairy-tale, and affirms his "belief in it (ll,34l); he sees
he must persue his vision of the ideal. On several occasions in his
life, Kartalev longs to forget himself in nature. Standing "by his
father's coffin, he wants to merge into the spring day, to melt like
it into the sky above (1,198); leaving home to find a cure for his
disease, he feels the desire to fly like a bird into the "magical dis¬
tance" (ll,23l). But it is only when his new path in life opens his
eyes to nature's truths and teaches him to understand its language
(as he tells Elizaveta Andreevna - II,36l) that Karta^ev can lose
himself in the world around him:
H KapTameB qyBCTBOBaji npuniiB k cepflpy
Tenjioii KpoBH, esiy <5hjio paflOCTHO h xopomo
Ha flyme. Oh mypHJicn ot hpkhx Jiyqeft,
cwoTpeji b flajieKyio na3ypB to^iho yMHToro
He<5a, mypmicH HHorsa TaK, ito Bee He<5o
qTO noKpHBajiocB 30J10THMH HCKpaMH, h nepe-
xHBaji to cocTOHHue, icorna KaxceTCH, ito
HeT yxe Tena, uto Bee oho h oh cau pac-
TBOpHJIHCB <5e3 OCTaTKa B 3TOH HCKpHmeHCH
paflOCTHOH CHHeBe (II, 435)
It is thus by responding to nature that Kartasfev learns the truth
about life, and as he does so he wins our sympathy.
Descriptions of nature thus serve the expression of the author's
voice in many wqys, by evoking moods, revealing the character's thoughts,
conveying their emotions or suggesting the ideals and visions that move
them. In each case, the description shows forth the author's implicit
evaluation of some aspect of his story, and becomes the image that
summarises this evaluation for us.
- -
Another special device which may serve as a vehicle for the ,
author's meaning is the quotations from external sources which are
sometimes incorporated into the narrative. They may evoke the mood
of characters - Kartasev's mood of expectancy before he leaves for
St Petersburg find expression in the song of a peasant on the steppe
(ll,ll) - or reflect their feelings: considering his secret love for
Manja Korneva, Tema recalls a song of unrequited love that underlines
his own unhappiness. Sometimes a quotation represents the shape of a
character's thought. Thus, when Karta^ev at last sees the folly of
his imagined passion for Odarka, the truth is expressed for him in a
poem by Heine:
PacnjacaHN <5hjih KyjiHCH necTpo,
H TaK aeKJiaMnpOBaji CTpacTHO,
M iianTHHK tfjiecic, h Ha nuiane nepo,
H qyBCTBa - Bee (5hjio npeicpacHO
• • •
Ho bot, xotb yxe ctfpocmiCH sto Tpanbe,
Xotb HeT TeaTpanBHoro xjiaMy,
Jlocejie 60jiht enje cepjme mh,
Kan (5yflTO nrpaio h flpamy (i, 381)'
The poem implies judgement of his ridiculous romantic pose - and his
recognition of its aptness indicates a progression in self-knowledge.
Similarly, the hero's desire to end the way of life he has been leading
V
with Sackij and start afresh is crystallised for him and for us in a
verse he reads from Kornev's copy of Faust:
.E[aH TOT nOpHB MHe <5e3yCJIOBHHH ,
CTpasaHH^ cnaflOCTHue hhh,
H MonjB bpaacflh h nun jhoCjobhhm:,
Mow TH MOJIOflOCTB BepHH 1 (II, 112)8
These quotations become images which both show forth the inner thoughts
of the hero and convey the significance the author means them to carry
for usj they interpret the hero's inner life as they illustrate it.
Apposite quotations can also show forth the author's judgements.
Visiting his reformed friend in his new surroundings, Saokij comments
on the change in Kartasev by quoting God's words to Mephistopheles in
Faust -
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Ho ycTHflnct, y3HaB Korfla-HH(5yfl£,
Hto flo(5pu2 uenobek b cboem cTpeMiieH&e
TeMHOU
HawTH cyMeeT HacTonmHM nyTB ^xx, 120)9
For all Sackij's irony, his words oonvey the author's view of
Kartasev's effort to mend his ways} for a time at least, a good man
has found the strength to seek; his true path in life. In the first
volumes of the tetralogy, Aglaida Vasil'vna frequently quotes from and
refers to the New Testament in judging her son and his friends. On
that first day, she urges him to follow the example of Christ, who
valued the truth above all aril gave His life for it (1,86). After
his quarrel with the butcher, she teiis him the parable of the talents
(l,109) in order to impress on him his duty to those who have been
given less in life than himself. Like his mother, we come to measure
Tema by the standard of the Christian virtues she tries to instil in
him. Later, when his interests turn to wider social issues, she tries
again to turn his eyes towards Christ, using His example to refute
her son's suggestion that in the struggle with evil and injustice
violence is justified (1,295)* And throughout tne novel her conversa¬
tions are interspersed with scriptural references and quotations.
In leading us to pass judgement on Aglaida herself, the author
makes use of the religious quotations which come so readily to her.
When she tells Kornev that peasants must be treated as carefully and
as firmly as children (1,400), we remember, as he does, the inscrip-
_ tion in her family chapelt
Ecjih He (jyflete kak neth, He boknete b
iiapcTBO He6ecHoe (1, 367)
and judge her attitudes by it. When she condemns the two drunkards
and tells her son that the truth is too holy a thing to be found in
an inn (1,292), we may remember that the Christian truth she venerates/
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could, once find no room even in an inn, and conclude that her
judgement ia at odds with her beliefs. As we watch her struggle to
forgive the dying Tichon his trespasses, we see the Christian and the
landowner in conflict within her. The contradiction between her pro¬
fession and her practice is most clearly expressed when, repelled by
her son's indifference to the welfare of his family and his readiness
to sacrifice it to help the peasants, she turns fox comfort to the
Gospel of St Matthewi
Hncyc cKa3aji eiiy: "Ecjih xouemt (5htb coBep-
ineHHHM, noSflH nponan HMeHue CBoe h pa3naS
hhmrai; h tfynemt hmstb coKpoBHme Ha Hetfecax:
h npnxonH h cjieny2 3a mhoh." JcJiHmaB cjiobo
cne, wHonia OTomexc c neqanBio, noTOMy ito y
Hero (5bijio 6onbmoe HMeHne.
JlmjeMepH! xoporno npopoqecTBOBan o Bac
Means, roBopa: nphdjinacaiotch ko mhe jhohh
chh yCTaMH cbohmh h ^TyT ughh h3hkom i cepffiie
ace hx flaxteKO otctoht ueHH.. .BcHKoe pacTeHne,
KOTopoe He OTeif moh ecHHH hacanhji,
HCKopeHHTcn: ocTaBBTe hx: ohh cjienue boxhh
cnennx; a ecjin cjienon BefleT cjienoro, to
06a ynajiyT b HMy.
He (5epHTe c co<5oh hh 30jiota hh cepetfpa,
hh meflh b nohch cboh, hh cymh ha nopory,
hh flByx oflesn, hh o(5yBH, hh nocoxa. M<5o
tpyflhmhhch hoctohh npOIIHTaHBH . . .M BparH
qejiobeky uomammie ero. Kto jiio<5ht otpa
hjih m3tb <50Jiee, HeaceJIH MeHfl, HeflOCTOHH
mheh...m kto He <5epeT KpecTa CBoero h
cneryeT 3a mhoh, tot henoctohh mehh.
C(5epermHH flymy cboio, noTepneT ee. (I, 401)
(Matthew, 19, 21-2; 15, 7-8, 13-15; 10, 9-10, 26-7,N
37-9. )
These verses, selected and arranged in this way, amount to a direct
condemnation of Kartaseva, setting her conduct against the words of
Christ. Where He urged His followers to give away their possessions
and abandon their families, Aglaida Vasil'evna loves her family above
all, and for its sake prizes her property. She is seen to be a hypo¬
crite, a blind leader of the blind, and we judge her as she judges
others. She remains blind to the truth about herself, and we appreci¬
ate the irony in her words wheh she tells Nata^as
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HeT OTBpaTHTejiBHee h rnynee uejiOBeKa,
KOTOpHM XOflHT C flO(5pOBOJIBHO 3aKpHTHMH
rjia3aMH (l» 404)
Th.ua the quotations inoluded in the narrative become part of
the rhetoric of allusion and. implication by whioh the author transmits
his judgements to us, and act as the images which convey his indirect
I
commentary on the story and its people.
HI
By making the "images" of his narrative the verbal images for the
judgements he wishes us to share, by speaking to us through them, the
author achieves secret communion with his reader and influences his
viewpoint without that direct communication which "weakens the picture" -
although his "images" do not always avoid explicitness. To give his
judgements significance, and to express the values that underlie them,
he will sometimes crealeThis "images" symbols that will show forth
the meaning he wishes to convey.
His symbols may be elaborate allegories. For example, before he
J
goes to sleep on the night of Satrov's lecture, Berendja remembers an
inoident from his childhood. One day he stood in the garden enjoying
the beauty of the scene before him. Charmed by the sight of a mosquito
flying towards him, he held out his hand to it, and, to his aggrieved
surprise, was bitten (1,471-2). This memory prefigures and interprets
for us Berendja's subsequent experiences; like the child in the garden,
he is now happy and content, for his beliefs have found support in
v
Satrov's words. The mosquito bite that will end the idyll comes in the
*
morning, when he goes to school and learns of Satrov's dismissal; his
confidence is undermined, his hopes are destroyed, and within a few
hours he has hanged himself. The childhood memory sums up the signifi¬
cance of the events that are about to befall Berendja.
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More often, however, the author's symbols are metaphors which
convey his meanings in the comparisons they offer. Aglaida Vasil'evna
compares her small son to a young tree, whose shoots must be tended and
nurtured with care (1,79). Much later, Berendja compares youthful minds
to fertile ground and education to the seeds planted in it (l,46l). The
thoughts they convey and the images they employ are different - Kartaseva
argues that the child must be tended like a plant, Berendja that he must
be cultivated like a field - but the general area of their concern is the
same, and their analogies - both very common ones - are drawn from the
same general source: the mental development of the child is associated
with the organic growth of nature. The metaphors both define our view
of education, which is a central theme in the work. They are echoed
later in the workj for Satrov, education is a cornfield continually pro¬
ducing new crops (1,463), while Kartasev reiterates Berendja's comparison.
Contemplating his sorry plight, he blames his inadequate education for
his decline, and compares himself to a field sown carelessly with
unhealthy seed. He asks his uncle:
A He <5HBaeT TaK, hto, Koraa njiH 3ace»T
thhjihmh ceueHaMH h tfyptHH HauHeT rJiymHTb
hx, roBOpaT: He to cenjiH? Bent nojie-TO
cenJi He h. (H> 217)
Each of these images repeats the general parallel between education and
agricultural cultivation, and thus directs us towards the author's
interpretation of the subject that interests him.
When Berendja describes the predicament of their generation to
Kornev, he:takes an image from the realm of navigation:
Kopa<5nb (5e3 HKopn, p..pa<SoTa (5e3 ycToeB..
KyttKa bo3htch, cTpoHT, a...a npHmjia
BOJiHa, m..Mpana, h Bee k nepTy (I, 439)
without the anchor of a proper education, they cannot survive in the
sea of life, ^atrov employs a similar parallel when he speaks of the/
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need, for a kompas aoznani.ja and an observatory from which one can
survey the whole of life and chart one's course through it (l,463)»
Berendja seems to combine the two metaphors when, equipped with the
knowledge Satrov has described, he can lock on life as though from
the top of a lighthouse (l,470)« Even with the noose around his neck,
he feels he is looking down from his high vantage-point:
Taw, bhh3y 3tom otfcepBaTopHH, myMena h
BOJiHOBanacB KaicaH-to Teaman, pa3BHpeHHan
<5e3«Ha (I, 483)
Together, these metaphors become a symbol for the author's view of the
relationship between education and life. Life is a stormy sea, educa¬
tion is alternately the lighthouse, the compass or the anchor that will
guide the individual safely through its dangers. Again, the underlying
image is a commonplace} but the various metaphors and their various con¬
texts expand its significance, and it becomes a symbol for one of the
main themes in the work.
Symbols of another kind are used to define the various factors in
the story of KartaSev's moral progress. An eagle glimpsed through a
church window (l,310) becomes the symbol for his desire to escape from
an unhappy life. Later, the image of a tower oomes to represent his
desire to find another, ideal way of life} after his graduation, he'
thinks of this life as a high tower which must remain inaccessible
because he cannot find the ladder (11,249), and, after he has found his
purpose in life, he pictures with Elizaveta Andreevna a magical castle
in which everyone is happy and good (ll,371}408)} and, like Kornev,
KartaSev remembers his nurse's stories about a fairy—tale castle in the
sunset (11,442). There are symbols too for the vanity and self-delusion
that stand in the way oi Tema's progress. His clothes are frequently the
outward manifestation of inner weaknesses. On a warm night he dons fur
coat and galoshes to impress Gorenko} when next he sees her, he is dresse
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in a housemaid's dressing gown. For Gorenko, the change signifies thai:
his pride has been cured (11,178). The gold pince-nez he buys in
St Petersburg also symbolise his affectation. Adelaida Borisovna is
distressed by the vanity they point to (ll,229)» and, at Sikorskij's
brusque suggestion, he throws them away the day he starts work (II,330);
so signalling the change in his character. And there are also symbols
for the life Kartalev seeks to esoape, the lire without ideals and wider
perspectives} for him, this "organic life" is represented by the crowds
he sees walking in the Letnij Sad. He asks himself:
^to Jiyqme - <5htb b 3tom otfmecTBe, hjih
iito(5h npHHHJiH b peflaicijiiH pyKonncB? (II, 6)
his only chance to escape this life into another is his writing.
Literature itself becomes a symbol for Kartaiiev's moral progress.
V
The idleness of his existence with Sacicij is reflected in his reading
material - light French romantic fiction - while his decision to change
this way of life is symbolised by a turn to more serious works, like
George Sand's Consuelo (11,117). Sir Walter Scott comes to represent
the ideals to which Kartasev aspires. Aglaida Vasil'evna at one point
remembers how she wanted her son to be like Scott; Tema's rejoinder:
- A BUmeJI TOEBKO CKOT (II, 8)
indicates how he has fallen short of her ambition. Later in the story,
it is through reading a life of Scott that Kartasev recovers his ideal¬
ism; he realises that it is possible to live a life of worldly cares and
yet also be a ma,iak for others (ll,177)» All these symbols illumine and
evaluate KartaSev's life story, not because they offer any extended analogy
for it, but because eaoh of them externalises some aspect of his inner
struggle, and delineates the significance some event or experience
assumes in bis continuing story.
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Symbols are created by repetition. Metaphors become symbols
for the author's meaning when they recur in different situations.
Literary references acquire special meaning when their repetition
creates a significant pattern. The operetta too comes to have a
symbolic significance when reference is made to it on several succes¬
sive occasions in Kartasev's life. After attending a performance of
Offenbach's La Belle Helene, Karta^ev finds his sexual instincts
aroused, and makes love to Tanja the maid. At the beginning cf
Studenty, Kornev quotes from the same works
EHCTpO MOJIOflOCTB npOMHHTCH,
Taic He Jiynme jih nona,
JKH3HBK) BflOBOJIB HaCJiaflHTBCH ,
3KH3HB yacaCHO KOpOTKa (II, a)
and gives expression to the hedonism that characterizes much of
Kartasev's way of life in St Petersburg. This life consists in
nightly visits to inferior operettas in shabby theatres. The
operetta is thus consistently associated with the pleasure-seeking,
self-gratifying side of Kartasev's character, and comes to represent
it; his moral struggle with himself is externalised in his attempt
to stay away from these performances. Because the operetta is
invested with this symbolic significance, the higher art-form of
opera also becomes a metaphor, representing the higher aspirations
of the hero's nature. It is a visit to the opera that reveals to
him again a vision of the ideal and persuades him to change his life.
(His later moral decline is again symbolised by a return to the operetta
and the music-hall). It is thus through repetition that images and
metaphors acorete significance and become symbols for the author's
values.
Repetition is, like the various forms of image, one of the principal
ways in which the author defines the meaning of his story as it unfolds.
By the device of image, he gives expression to his meaning and his judge¬
ments by making his words and incidents formulae and symbols for them./
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By the device of repetition, he embodies his meaning in the patterns
that emerge as his "images" recur and echo each other.
IV
The repetition of individual words and phrases makes them special
vehicles for the author's meaning. Moiseenko speaks of the happiness
that comes with samosoznanie (1,285) and altruistic work. Berendja
later echoes him,- deciding that education must teach the individual
to be a
pa3yMHNM, caMOC03HaiomHM ce<5a ^enoBeKOu^Ij
and speaking of the "altruistic struggle" of work for the general good
(1,427)9 Satrov defines the aim of such work as the creation of a
"narod samosozna jusci. j" (1,466). The repetition of the key words
samosoznanie and al'truizm and their various cognate forms underlines
the values the author is advocating - knowledge of the self and the
world, dedication to the service of humanity. Similarly, the repetition
of the words egoist, egoizm etc emphasises the author's condemnation of
this failing. Moiseenko feels that, because she lacks Gorenko's inde¬
pendence of mind, Nata^a will always be an egoist (l,459)« Gorenko
herself denounces Kartasev as an egoist (11,225), and she is later
echoed by Manja (11,302). Borisov attributes Savel'ev's suicide to
the
npoKJiHTan BeiHan cuenoTa aToro aroHCT-
HUHOrO "h" (xi, 455)
which distorted Kartasfev's judgement.
The repetition of kindred concepts in different words will similarly
create emphasis and convey the author's view. Berendja's idea that the
root of evil lies in social conditions and not in the character of the
individual (1,435) is echoed by Kartesev when he thinks:
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Saeculi vitia /non hominis7 (H» 177)
Moiseenko tells his cousin that theirs is a "remeslennoe vremja"
(1,319), and Kornev later echoes him in conversation with Aglaida
Vasil'evna (1,365) • Kartasev himself seems to repeat them when he
deoides after his failure at universityj
bjrj peMecneHHHKOM (11, 169)
Samoljuhie is a word much repeated in KartaSev's story. It is
the weakness that the mother seeks to correct in her son, hut also
the strength that she means to cultivate; for her, education must
convert self-esteem into self-respect, and so lead "che child to
correct his own faults. The punishments of her husband and the harsh
discipline of the school destroy that proper sense of "6elove5eskoe
dostoinstvo" (l,77J of. 1,146) which education should nurture. When
Tema feels himself humiliated hy one of his teachers, he echoes her
words:
OH CJIHmKOM He ma#HT CaMOJUO^HH (I, 249)
Later in his story, it is his samol.juhie that leads Tema to overcome
his weakness, and in his enthusiasm for his new profession we see the
result of his self-respect, his desire to prove that he too is worth
something (ll,35l)» From its various successive contexts, the word
acquires a special meaning that points to its place in the author's
scheme of values. In the same way, the repetition of the words
"pre^nyj Tema" or of the idea they represent - the notion of Karta&ev
as he might ideally he - conveys another of the author's themes to us.
As he tries to kill himself after his disgrace in the examinations,
young Tema suddenly feels
Kan <5h OTopBaHHtiM ot npeacHoro TeMN,
jiwtfHmero, HeacHoro (I, 182)
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and. longs to be like him again. Aglaida Vasil'evna, contemplating
her adolescent son, notes with sorrow that he is growing more and more
unlike the "preznyj Tema" (1,342), and Natasa too fears that her brother
has become q.uite unlike the ideal Tema she used to love (11,8). The
notion of another Tema is echoed at various points in the story - for
example, when the schoolboy thinks wistfully of what-he might have
become in a different environment (l,41l), or looks back over his unhappy
career and sobs:
Ax, KSLK XOTeJIOCB (JM <5fcITI> UeCTHHM, XOpOfflHM ,
(5e3ynpeqHHM (I> 501)
we again catch sight of the other, ideal Tema.
Just as repeated references to the "pre£nyj Tenia" remind us of the
ideal against which the hero is to be measured, so echoing allusions to
the "inaja iiza' " keep before us the vision with whicli the reality of
his life is always being compared. The disillustioned schoolboy
deoides that the "other life" he reads about in books is inaccessible
(l,41l), the youth about to leave for St Petersburg imagines a new
- and different way of life that will transform him (ll,ll). Sickened
by the "organi6eskaja 2izn'" (11,118) he leads with Sackij, he believes
his writing will open the door to the other, higher way of life he dreams
of} when his hopes founder, he asks bitterly:
3a^eM no3Haji oh HaneK Ha Kanyio-To HHyio
3CH3HB? Ees 3Toro h oh (5hji (5h TenepB
ynoBJieTBopeH, h HHKyfla <5H He THHyjio(Hf 127;
Soon he abandons all thoughts of the other life and gives himself up
to the life of the moment} but when he at last discovers his new path
in life, the vision of the "other life" returns to him, and he sees
Adelaida as the angel who will lift him up to it (ll,498)» The echoing
image of the "other life" thus beoomes a commentary on Kartasev's moral
progress, a symbol for the values he is to be judged by.
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By repeating not only words or images or ideas, but whole
incidents, the author may construct significant patterns from the
successive events of his story and illumine their place in his
unfolding purpose. By echoing in subsequent scenes the earlier
actions of his characters, he can mate entire episodes the images
for his judgement, and have the narrative define itself. Echoes
of this kind sound throughout the hero's story as new incidents
call up the memory of past incidents, and each defines and enriches
our view of the other. For example, after his first months as a sur-
veyor, KartaSev takes a bath at the Petrovs' (11,359)? we are at once
reminded of an earlier occasion, wtien Tema took his bath on the night
of the "unhappy day". When the youth dresses himself up in the fine
clothes made for his journey to St Petersburg, we are reminded of the
swaggering schoolboy who paraded through the streets in his new uni¬
form. Such echoes have meaning not only because they repeat some
aspect of Karta^ev's situation, but because they repeat it with vari¬
ations. The scene recalled differs in some way from the scene in hand,
calling our attention to the differences as well as the similarities,
and leading us to some conclusion about them. Engineer Kartasev
bathes to scrub off the grime of months of hard work} Tenia's earlier
bath was a means contrived by his anxious mother to draw him out of
his depression after the traumatic events of the day. The echo under¬
lines how Kartasev has developed from a highly-strung child into a
mature adult engaged in serious work. Conversely, the comparison of
the intervening years, Kartasev has altered little in the matter of
personal vanity.
When after an embittered quarrel Kartasev apologises to his
mother with the same formula he used to excuse his misdeeds in
childhood:
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<5oji&ine He 6jrj (I, 414; cf. I, 104) i
"the echo implies that, for all his desire to "be treated as an adult,
there is still much of the child in Kartasev, as Korneva has suggested.
When Gorenko visits Kartasev in St Petersburg and reminds him ironically
of the change in his attire since their last meeting (11,178), the echo
leads us to compare his present situation - he has lent his clothes to
* J
Lario and become Sackij's nurse - with his former foolish pride, and we
conclude with Gorenko that the change is for the better. At his work on
the railway, Kartasev is approached by a policeman who cannot distinguish
this dirty ragged figure from the rest of the workmen (ll,350)« The
change in his appearance since he first reported for his new duties in
shiny boot3, elegant suit and pince-nez underlines the change the inter¬
vening months have wrought in him.
As he sits with his workmen in the fields and listens to their
conversations, Karta^ev learns that one of them comes from his uncle's
estate and knows Konon L'vovio the steward (ll,350). At one he is
reminded of another scene in the fields, when he and Kornev were witness
to the dispute between the steward and the peasants. The past is set
against the present, where engineer and workmen sit together as friends,
and the contrast highlights for us the new pattern of social relations
Kartasev has discovered. As he leaves home at the end of Student.y with
the words of Gorenko -
He csaeMTe!
ringing in his ears, Tema is reminded of his mothers injunction about
the revolutionary groups of St Petersburg 1
TeMa, He cwen (II, 229)
(although these were not the words she uttered - cf.II,12), and the
echo brings his career full circle. By obeying his mother, he has/
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earned. Gorenko's recriminations and arrived in his sad predicament,
he decides that, in future, he will live his life as he wants, and
rejects the pressures of his mother and Gorenko alike. As we have
seen, every new appearance of Ivanov in the novel echoes the scene of
Tenia's betrayal and serves to underline his moral inadequacies. Even
when he sinks into the embrace of Tanja, we are-reminded of his earl¬
ier failing (for the image of Ivanov flashes through his mind -
I>459) and so brought to judge him.
By an elaborate system of echoes and cross-references, the
author thus uses the events of his narrative to influence our view
of the action. Echoes can bring to light hidden ironies; thus,
Berendja's death recalls a comment he once made to Petr Semenovic,
trying to convince him that there was yet hope in the world;
H3 aToro He cneflyeT, ^ito neTJiH jiymne
xoMyTa (I, 427)
Seen in retrospect, the metaphor becomes an ironic foreshadowing of
his own fate. Echoes may also shape our attitudes to characters, by
suggesting similarities and differences between them. Adelja's
favourite view on the Karta^evs' estate - the old church (11,296) -
recalls Natasa's (l,36l), and so identifies her with this wholly
sympathetic character. On the other hand, her insistence on a cheap
engagement/(11,506) contrasts with the Rumanian lady's delight in
KartaSev's extravagant gifts, and underlines the difference between
the two women.
The juxtaposition of past and present events is thus an important
vehicle for the author's implicit commentary on his story. Occasion¬
ally he may be seen creating echoes ad hoc, to define the significance
of some particular scene for us. As he prepares to face his mother's
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wrath after his return from St Petersburg, KartaSev is reminded,
of how, as a child, he saw the servant Akim tremble in anticipation
of Aglaida Vasil'vna's anger (ll,223)j the memory illustrates his own
feelings. Later, when he realises he is to blame for Savel'ev's pre¬
dicament, the hero's feelings of humiliation and guilt are summed up in
a memory from his schooldays. Given a rouble to buy a textbook, he
spent the change on sweets, and then told his father that the book had
cost the whole amount. To teach his son a lesson, General Kartasev
took him back to the shop to demand an explanation, and so humiliated
him into confessing his deceit (11,441-4). But however successful such
"flashbacks" may be in conveying the hero's state of mind, they must,
like the characters from the past we have not met before, remind us that
our knowledge of the hero and his life is incomplete, and so impair our
sense of total involvement in his fate.
The scene which is echoed most throughout the subsequent course of
the narrative is that in which Tema rescues £u6ka from the well. The
memory of this incident, which reveals the child's courage, generosity
and affection, returns to us and to him again and again, influencing
our view of many of his later experiences. The shame of self-hatred
he feels after his betrayal of Ivanov reminds him of the stench of the
disused well (l,l6l). The ragged Vasilij Ivanovi$ reminds him of the
grimy dog after its rescue, and it is only this memory that helps him
overcome his distaste for the man (l,29l). Later, Kartasev compares
himself to the unfortunate Zucka? after his visit to the doctor, he
tells Sackij:
Tenep& h, KaK JKy^iKa, b BOHiotteM KOJiojme,
H HeKOMy UeHfl BHTamHTB.•.XH3HB TaKOH
BOHK51HH KOJIOfleil (jj 212)
Leaving home to find a way out of his predicament, he again remembers
Zudka, and draws a parallel between their situations:
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Torna Toxe ^to-to cjiy*nuiocB c hum, ero
HaKa3ajiH, h eMy bo cHe eiphchhjiocb Torjia,
KaK BHTamHTB )KyHKy...OH TaK h BHTammi
hotom ... (5hji 6oneH.. h. . EtaK jik)6hjih ero
Torna...Torna hjih KaKo2-HH<5yflB KyHKH oh
He 3anyiiajicH pHCKHytb xh3hbm, a TenepB?
Hjih HeT yx b Heu wyxecTBa, h oh <5ohtch
CMepTH? Ho pa3Be oh He TenepB He pncicyeT
M3HBH), H Ha 3TOT pa3 flaxe He flJIH SyHKH?
Pa3Be He caa oh He xoTeji jiequTBCH, He
caM flOBen cetfn no Taxoro coctohhhh? (II, 230-1)
tf
The diseased Kartadev is, like Zu&ka, at the bottom of the well}
he must find that courage and strength that enabled the boy to
rescue his pet to rescue himself. His moral disgrace and down¬
fall, and his regeneration, have been foreshadowed in that mem¬
orable scene} we are reminded of it again when Kartasev takes his
fiancee to see the scenes of his childhood. The well which once
seemed a bottomless pit now seems small and insignificant (11,504)}
now that he has dragged himself out of the mire, he can look back
on his past sufferings with assurance and equanimity.
Through echoes and foreshadowings, the significance of events
reverberates throughout the whole novel. It is this mode of implicit
evaluation, in which the memory of preceding scenes defines and
enriches the story's events for us, that makes the most demands on
the reader's contributory effort, and perhaps leads us to the centre
of the author's attempt to establish secret communion and under¬
standing with his reader. After his misfortune with the flower,
Tema has a glimpse of his other self, a good, clever and happy
little boy who would never have been guilty of such a crime. He
longs to be like this other Tema, but -
hto(5 notfpaTBCH ho 3Toro npyroro, Ha«0
npoMTH <5e3flHy, pa3nejiHK>myio ero ot stoto
Hpyroro, Haflo nepexHTB hto-to CTparaHoe,
yxacHoe^ 57)
Herein is contained the whole of Karta^ev's story, foreshadowed
in the events of this unhappy day. The cause of his misfortunes/
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is the impulsiveness that lead him to reach out for the flowers
BeflB 3T0 CJiyHHJIOCB OTTOrO, HTO OH He
yuepaeajica, h ynajiv1* 56)
and the fear that made him run away. It is this same impulsiveness,
this inability to withstand temptation, and this same laok of moral
courage, that cause his misfortunes in later life. We may see the
■whole of his experiences in Studenty summed up in Zina's words as
she tries to reason with the caprioious child*
ctoht Te(5e pa30HTHCB, Torna tu yac He
ynepacumB cetSn h HanejiaemB qero-HH<5yflB
TaKoro, neMy h caM He tfyflemB pan noTOM (i, 66)
Before he can find happiness, and be the man he wants to be,
Haflo nepesoiTB qTO-TO cTpamHoe;
he must climb into the well to rescue Zucka, he must climb into a
pit just as dark; to rescue himself. Then,
Koraa nepetfypjiHTo, Korna rpH3B 2CH3HH
<5yneT co3HaHa (n, 503)
he may discover the other Tema, and lead the life he dreams of.
• • •
The devices of disclosure by which Garin seeks to define and
enrich his narrative as he unfolds it, and speak to the reader
through its "images" are manifold. Similes, metaphors, descriptions,
quotations, symbols, repetitions, echoes - all serve as vehicles for
his view and judgement of the story he tells. The two general prin¬
ciples underlying all these devices, the principles of image and
repetition, operate in ail works of fiction, and ail the devices Used
by Garin may be observed in the works of almost every novelist. He is
not always skillful or successful in the techniques he employs - his
symbols are sometimes commonplace, his metaphors are sometimes mixed,/
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his repetitions may "be too insistent, his echoes may seem too
contrived, and his effort to influence our view may sometimes show
through his devices. But in his use of a single, memorable scene
to symbolise the meaning of the whole work;, he combines the tech¬
niques of image and repetition, achieves a secret and subtle
communion with his reader, and perhaps makes his greatest contri¬
bution to the rhetoric of fiction. The whole of the tetralogy is
an echo of the first "neudaSnyj den*", and as the image of this
scene is repeated, it becomes a metaphor for the judgement embodied
in the story.
NOTES
1. Winterowd, Rhetoric, p. Ij6
2. Daiches, A Study of Literature, p. 44
5. F.D. BatjuSkov, Kritiko-biografideskij oderk, p. 14
4. Brown, Rhythm in the Novel, p. 9
5. the text here echoes a passage in Stary.j cholost.jak.
6. Bjalyj, Istori.ia russko.j literatury, p. 522 . It is interesting that
Bjalyj's remarks recall the observations of other critics on
Garin's "impressionism".
7. "Nun ist es Zeit, dass ich mit Verstand.., translated by A.K. • V •
Tolstoj.
8. from Part I, Prelude at the Theatre; the translation is Fet's.
9. from Part I, Prologue in Heaven.
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CHAPTER VI: THE AUTHOR'S VOICE AND THE AUTHOR'S JUDGEMENT:
CONCLUSION TO PART II
In our study of the tetralogy, we have sought to illustrate
"the theory that novelists' ethical beliefs, opinions and prejudices
are expressed as the formal signals which control our response to the
characters, acts and thoughts represented in their novels"'''. We have
examined some of the purposes that moved the author to write, and some
of the means by which he has tried to communicate these concerns to us -
the "formal variables" of plot, narrative technique and style designed
to guide our reactions to the people and happenings of the tale. We
have attempted to recover the main devices of rhetoric in Garin's fic¬
tion - structure, point of view, contrast, image and repetition - which
together constitute his implicit commentary on the meaning of his story.
Finally, we must now consider this meaning, the judgement of reality, the
"ethical beliefs, opinions and prejudices" these techniques and devices
have been organised to convey.
To discover the author's beliefs and judgements, we must consider
his "signals", not in isolation, but in interaction, and see how they
control our response from chapter to chapter, from page to page. We
must relate one to another those reactions to characters, actions and
thoughts to which the fiction persuades us; for the author's judgement
of life emerges from our total response to his fiction, and his voice




A.A Volkov, expressing the general view of Soviet criticism,
has written.of the first two volumes of the tetralogy:
3TO paccKa3 o tou, KaK <5ypxya3Han cewBH,
a 3aTeM n mMHa3HH, yponyioT co3HaHns
pefieHKa w. lOHomH, KajieqaT ero jraqHOciTB.2
In this "ideological" interpretation of the work, the author's social
purpose is dominant, and the tetralogy is above all an "indictment of the
age"^, a condemnation of a corrupt and corrupting social system which,
in its attempt to cast the hero in its mould, does irreparable damage
to his mental, moral and social development. We must decide whether
this is indeed the judgement embodied in the story of Kartasev's child¬
hood and youth.
Another critio of the same school, N.A. KurySeva, has observed
of Detstvo Temy:
mar 3a maroM nucaTejiB npocjieacHBaeT, KaK
yponyeTca cpefloS n BOcnuTaHnen qncTan
nyma petfeHKa.^
There are scenes in the first volume which tend to justify her view.
General Kartasev beats his son to instil in him the virtues of manliness
and rectitude, but he succeeds only in rousing the child's hatred and
resentment} fear, alienation and deceit are the only results of his
educative system. The scene in which the headmaster terrorises Tema
into betraying Ivanov shows the effects of an education similarly based
on fear: the boy's self-respect is destroyed, his instincts of loyalty
and friendship are crushed, his spirit is cowed. We must thus condemn
the influences of home and school which together perver the natural
oourse of the hero's moral development.
But this is hardly the picture which emerges "Sag za Sagom" from
the story as a whole. We have seen how the structure of Detstvo Temy/
concentrates our attention on a series of episodes which, reveal the
hero's shortcomings and weaknesses. Time after time, we see Tema
put to some moral test and found wanting: when Abrumka threatens to
go to his father, he lies to his mother} when the headmaster "brow¬
beats him, his determination to be true to his friends crumbles} when
his parents reprove him for his deceit, he tries to avenge himself by
attempting suicide. Each incident points to some weakness of his
character - untruthfulness, self-pride, cowardice. Cowardice is the
ultimate cause of his sufferings on that first day, for it is fear
that leads him from escapade to escapade in an attempt to delay the
consequences of his action. As his mother remarks,
cau ace roBopumb, *ito (Sohjich, 3Ha^nT -
Tpyc. A TpycuTbCH, <5oht&ch npaBflH -
CTHflHO. (I» 85)
His cowardice must be held responsible for his failure in the "first
battle" (1,164) of his life, the stormy interview with the headmaster:
he betrays Ivanov because he lacks the courage of his conviotions.
Environment and education are to some extent to blame for the
flaws in Tema's oharacter. He runs away from the broken flower because
he pictures'the punishment that will befall him (l,57)} His fear is due
to some earlier experience of his father's discipline. He betrays
Ivanov because the headmaster's brutal methods overwhelm him. We must
sympathise with the child in his fear and condemn those who have caused
it. But wuen he later deceives his parents, there is no threat of phy¬
sical punishment to excuse his actions: his mother will never again
permit his father to beat him (1,77-8)• And while he trembles after
his ordeal with the headmaster, he hears Ivanov, unperturbed and unshake-
able in the face of even worse terror. We must thus recognise the faults
in his character, which are exacerbated, but not caused by the harmful
influences of home and school. It is therefore misleading to speak;
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of the child as a "pure soul" corrupted by the world around him;
the story shows us there is both good and bod in the hero, and that
he is capable of good and bad alike*'. His moral development is
determined not only by his environment, but also by the strengths
and the failings of his character.
Kury^eva's view of the story ignores those signals of evaluation
by which the author leads us to judge, as well as to sympathise with
the hero. Seeing in the work only a condemnation of the bourgeois
family and school, she overlooks yet another indications of the
author's judgement. For the dominant influence on Tema's moral
education is not his father, but his mother, and through her the
family exerts a consistently beneficial influence on him. For critics
like Kury^eva, Aglaida Vasil'evna is, like her husband, the representa¬
tive of an evil social system bent on imposing its false values on the
7
young hero. Volkov suggests that she hinders her son's moral growth ,
and Judina accuses her of training him to accept without question the
8
existing order of things . In reality, however, the mother is devoted
to the boy's moral welfare, and her aim is always to cultivate in him
that self-respect and fortitude which alone can overcome his weaknesses.
When she tells him that he might one day be a loyal servant of the tsar
(1,110), it is not to indoctrinate him in the support of autocracy, but
to give him an ideal to aim at. When she urges him to pray after his
betrayal of Ivanov, it is not to reconcile him to his faults (as Judina
suggests), but to show him how to overcome them. She is the severest
oritic of the educational system practiced by her husband and the
headmaster, for she sees in it the antithesis of what education should
be. If General Karta^ev shows how the family can harm the child's moral
growth, his wife shows how it can nurture it.
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The structure of the story, the pattern of its events, and above
all the author's control over our response to the hero and the other
characters direct us towards a judgement wider than that represented
by Kuryleva's view. We sympathise with Tema, but are never allowed to
forget his faultsj we condemn his father and the headmaster and their
principles of education, but we are also led to sympathise with them.
We know that the General believes he is acting for his son's good in
beating him, and we see how the headmaster is moved by Tema's sincerity
in his final examination (1,186). And we must sympathise wholeheartedly
with Aglaida Vasil'evna, who lives for her son and seeks always to
guide his moral consciousness towards the truth.
Kury^eva's interpretation is based only on some of the author's
devices of disclosure} by attending to them all, we discover that
Tema himself is as much to blame as the society around him for the moral
weaknesses that develop in his character. The author's view of the
relationship between character and environment is perhaps illumined by
the writings of a contemporary educationalist, P. Lesgaft. He distin¬
guished between the child's temperament - his innate characteristics -
and his "type", the effect of eduoation on these characteristics:
Twn petfemca onpeflejineTCH CTeneHtro ero
OTHomeHHH k OKpyscaromeH cpefle h HpaBCTBeHHHM
ero pa3BHTHeM, t. e. OTHomemieM ero k
npaBfle ?
Self-pride, deceitfulness and cowardice are the faults of Tema's
temperament. Aglaida Vasil'evna seeks above all to correct these
faults by education, to foster his moral development and to develop
his attitude to the truth. The influence of his father and his school
harms the child, not by creating in his character weaknesses which were
not there, but in negleoting to mould his attitude to the truth, to
teach him to recognise and fight the faults of his temperament. The
judgement embodied in Detstvo Temy is not thatthe individual is the/
helpless victim of his milieu, but rather that his ability to
overcome his own failings depends on his education giving him a
true picture of himself and the world he lives in.
• • •
Developing Kury^eva's thesis, Judina has seen in Gimnazisty
an expose of the tsarist school, which developed in the young gener¬
ation those faults and weaknesses that must inevitably lead to moral
decay"^. We must; again consider how far the devices of the author's
voice in the novel support such a view.
Our analysis of the volume has shown that the episodes of the
plot often present Kartasev in conflict with the world around him.
A series of clashes and quarrels alienates the son from his mother
and shows his growing desire to be independent of her. This desire
for independence is linked with his increasing interest in the wider
world: with his schoolfriends he studies social and political thinkers,
and through them he has his first encounter with the "common man" -
Berendja's drunken philosophers; with Kornev, he sets out to explore
the "peasant question"'on his mother's estate. At every stage, his
mother tries to curb this interest; she urges him to spend more time with
his family, she deprecates his association with the drunkards and for¬
bids his interference in the affairs of the estate. Her constant
effort is to direct his attention away from these wider issues back
to his family duties. By showing this ideological conflict between
mother and son, the story leads us to take sides, and we naturally
sympathise with the adolescent struggling against parental pressures.
Other incidents show how the frustration and depression caused by this
struggle cast their shadow over the young man's life; his wretched
affair with Tanja is in part the result of his mother's effort to
curb his social interests. The trend of the novel's events ... .. /
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thus turns our judgement against the family than seems to impede
the hero's natural development towards adulthood.
We are led to a similar conclusion "by our changing attitude
towards Aglaida Vasil'evna. The views of other characters, the
apparent contradictions in her own thoughts and actions now show
her to be no longer a wholly sympathetic character; she is flawed
by wilfulness, self-deception, hypocrisy and greed. She seeks to
impose on her son those views which will ensure his safety and
success in life, and cannot see that this amounts to tyranny.
Korneva and Ryl'skij both note the negative aspect of her love,
and Tema himself tries to open her eyes to it:
MaMa, moset <5htb, bh He co3haete cawn, ho
bent bh neiictbhtejieho xbataete mehh Taic
3a ropjio, ito h flhinatb He uory(l, 413)
At the end of the volume, she herself at last seems to realise that
she is in part to blame for the "koverkan'e" (l,50l) she observes
in her son.
The events of the story also lead us to blame the gimnazija for
Kartasev's unhappiness and frustration. As he grows older, the conr-
trast between the school's concern with external discipline and its
neglect of the internal discipline of the mind becomes more apparent.
Mediocre teachers and boring curricula (both KartaSev and Berendja
protest against the deadly routine of Latin and Greek) do nothing to
stimulate inquiring young minds, and the restrictions grow more rigid
d ll
with the advent of the tolstovskaja gimnazi.ia. Deprived of intellectual
guidance, the schoolboys try to educate themselves, reading and discussing
amongst themselves writers like Pisarev and Darwin. The result is dis¬
illusion: dimly aware of some ideal life referred to by these authors,
Karta^ev only becomes more aware of the "proza dejstvitel'nosti" (I,
33b) around him, and loses all faith in idealistic visions. As Vorob'-
eva has suggested"'"''', his internal turmoil is the result of this disparity/
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between vision and. reality. In the country, he writes poems expressing
his dissatisfaction with himself and his need for some "delo", some
faith and task: in life; in the town, he broods on his apathy and
boredom (l,41l)» Reality seems' unbearable, and the ideal illusory;
by neglecting his deepest inner needs, his education has sickened him
life.
The parallel stories of his friends all underline the failure of
the gimnazija. Like Tema, they are all unprepared for life and unaware
of their purpose in it. Berendja sees death as his only escapte into
the world of ideals, and Kornev, Ryl'skij, Semenov and the others show
the gimnazi.1a to be a "school of morally inefficient and nervously
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unstable men" • The standards by which theschool is to be judged are
made clear by Moiseenko, Berendja and £>atrov, who all condemn the exist¬
ing system of education and discuss the purposes education should serve.
Berendja and Moiseenko hold that the individual must be taugnt that
knowledge of himself and the world that will enable him to work for
the general good, and Satrov, relating these ideas to the specific needs
of the oountry, affirms that individual must be educated in those skills
that will serve Russia's progress. Set againstthese ideals, the faults
of a system which restricts and neglects the social and intellectual
development of its pupils become evident.
The greatest condemnation of family and school is their effect on
the hero. Torn between his emotional dependence on his mother and his
desire to find some guiding principle for his own life, Tema at length
accepts a compromise in the shape of the populism expounded by Satrov:
3TOT B3HHH He men TaK Bpa3pe3 co bstjihuou
uaTepa — pa3pe3, kotophm cTaBHJi ero b
<Je3BbncoflHoe nojioKeHne KaKoii—to onnosimim,
OtfpetieHHOH XHTB neU-TO TaKHM OTBJieueHHHM,
k KOTopoiay HiiKaK He noAMOCTHnb hh cepnua,
hh Becenoro, nTO HanojiHHeT noBcenKeBHyw
SH3HB, nTO TpetfoBano otfmeHHH, irpHMIipeHHH,





At school, the oppressive tedium and humiliating discipline an length
exhaust the boy and undermine his faith and hope in the future; at the
end of the story, Tema can find nothing in himself that will bring him
to the other life he so desires to lead (1,501-2).
The structure of the narrative, the chains of cause and effect
linking each episode, the changes in the narrative perspective, the
adjustment and control of our sympathies, the various authorial
mouthpieces and "ethioal agents" - all lead us to blame society,
school and family for Tenia's moral inadequacies. But we must recog¬
nise too other signals of evaluation neglected by Judina's view.
Karta^ev is a victim of his environment, but he is also an object for
our judgement, sometimes for our condemnation. We must sympathise with
him as he suffers under the pressures put upon him, but we cannot sym¬
pathise with his petulance during the river-outing, his folly over
Odarka, his deceit in the examinations, his consistent moral cowardice
in his relations with his mother. Resentful of her despotic rule, he
lacks the strength to break free of it, and after his only open protest,




H TpnnKa, hphhb, Tpyc (l> 425)
and we hear the echo of his mother's words on that distant "unhappy day".
His old faults are still in evidence, and they too are to be blamed for
his misfortunes. Again, home and school have failed to give him a proper
attitude to the truth and to himself, and this is the greatest damage they
have done him. While acknowledging with Nikolaev^ that his upbringing
and education have undermined his will, self-dependence and individuality,
we must also recognise that in his weakness, his inability to withstand
the influences of his environment and to overcome the faults of his
temperament, Kartasev himself has contributed to the process. As another/
- ££
critio has observed,
no fleTCTBy TeMH, TpyflHO eme cica3aTB, ^to
CTSLHeT H3 MHrKOM HO nOpHBHCTOH h CTpaCTHOH
HaTypH MaJIB^HKa, OCBeTHTCH JIH HfleilHHM co-
AepxaHHeM ero noptiBHCTOcTB h xn3HeHHaa
CTpeMHTeHBHOCTB; ho uano no-Many Heonpen-
ejieHHOCTB crjiaxHBaeTCH, TyMaH jjeTCTBa h
paHHew iohocth paccewBaeTCH, h bot mhtkoctb
nepexojiHT b 6e3BOJiHe, cTpacTHOCTB yBJieicaeT
Ha nyTB HpaBCTBSHHOH 6e30TBeTCTBeHH0CTH.
The judgement embodied in Gimnazisty is a judgement of KartaSev
and his milieu. The author's purpose is wider than any narrow,
"ideological" view has suggested? he shows thatthe individual's
moral growth depends both on his upbringing and on his inner resources
of character. KartaSev's future fate will depend on his ability to
conquer his own weaknesses and resist the harmful influences of the
world around him; it will also depend on his ability to struggle
against these influences, against the education that has contributed
to his unhappiness. For, as Berendja tells Petr SemenoviS*
B OflHOM CaMOyCOBepraeHCTBOBaHHH. . . . T.•
TOUKy HeT (I, 427)
The individual must not only work to improve himself? he must also
try to fight against the evils of a system which has failed to give
him the vision and the purpose to cope with life.
Karta^ev's moral decline as it is depicted in Studenty is the
logical outcome of his schooling? in it we see the consequences of
the faults of his temperament and of an education that has failed to
correct them and to develop in him a proper attitude to the truth.
For critios of Kury^eva's views, this volume is the final, damning
condemnation of a society that has destroyed the hero's innate good¬
ness and turned him into a worthless scoundrel who embodies for her
the
peaKHHOHHyw cymHocTB <5ypxya3HOH MOJioflexH"^
But the eventa of the story, and the light in which the hero is shown
to ua must lead us rather to condemn him for those failings which are
in evidence at every point, and wliich play their part in causing his
downfall#
At the Beginning of the story, Karta&ev looks forward to the new
life that awaits him in St Petersburg, a life that will at last give
him a sense of purpose and an ideal (ll,ll). Within a few months,
however, he has forgotten these hopes and embarked on a life'that
has no ideals, no purpose. As Borisova has pointed out, it is
precisely when he is freed from the pressures of his environment and
left to his own devices that the faults in Kartasev's nature come to
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the fore . It is his own indolence that leads him into Sackij's way
of life, it is hiw own weak will and infirmity of purpose that prevent
him from breaking with this life after it has ceased to satisfy him}
it is his lack of fortitude that undermines all his efforts to reform
himself and leads him eventually into the debauchery that at length
threatens to kill him. Kartaiev alone must take the responsibility
for his disease, and he stands condemned by his own actions.
But again we must attend to other signals of the author's evalua¬
tion and sympathise with the fallen hero. The narrative perspective
which reveals his inmost thoughts reveals too his desire to break away
to some better way of life, his thirst for an ideal. He makes repeated
efforts to change his ways, and once makes a complete break with the
past because
bch 3CH3H& KaaajiacB TaKOH nycTOH, rjiyno8(n, 104)
At the end of his story, the desire to begin life anew triumphs over
despair and morbid self-pity. Because we recognise these good inten¬
tions, we see that his education is to blame for the la3k of strength
and self-reliance that prevent him acting upon them. In failing to give
him a proper relation to the truth, to the world and to himself, home,/
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school and. university are partly responsible for his predicament.
Throughout the volume, Kartasev is shown in search of a mirovoz—
zrenie, and his failure to find it is another indictment of his education.
The young student decides confidently to learn from life the ideals school
has failed to teach him, and to rely on his honour alone to guide him to
them. It is this faith in himself and in life, as much as his mother's
injunctions, that persuades him to reject the doctrinaire revolutionism
of Ivanov's group. But his honour soon proves an inadequate compass in
the ways of the world, and his search for an ideal is abandoned. The
vision of some other, ideal life never leaves him; and when he discovers
a talent for writing, he believes that this will give him access to it.
Under Kornev's guidance, he searches for some philosophy tOiexpress in
his writings, but -
Cogito, cogito , a hh nepta He bhxohht (ii, 157)
When his story is rejected, he feels he must accept for ever the life of
the crowds around him; there is no way out of it without the ideal he
cannot find. The ideal Karta&ev is looking for is one that will explain
his place in the society he lives in and guarantee his integrity amid
its corruption. According to Kornev, the first story he wrote was about
a man who sought to remain pure in a corrupt world (11,132). Kornev tells
him that self-perfection is impossible without some effort to fight the
evil in the world, and KartaSev seems later to discover this truth for
himself when he ponders the problem of the individual and society. The
view that human vices are due to the social environment alone - saeculi
vitia non hominis - seems to deny the value of the indivudual's actions}
the opposing idea that
ot OflHoro xopoinero qejiOBeita yace beet
Mwp aenaeTCH JiyHme(ir, 177)
-
denies the individual's duty to com"bat social evils# In the life
of Sir Waiter Scott, Kartasev sees his way towards a synthesis of
the two views that acknowledges the value of self-improvement and
recognises the need for action - on however small a scale - in the
wider worldt
Beet mhp He nepenenaemB, ho b cBoeM ,
yrojine mokho MHoro flejiaTB (n, 177)
Thus KartaSev gropes towards an ideal that will guidehis life} the
solution he finds is not enough to change his way of life, and it
is soon forgotten in his renewed pursuit of self-gratification.
Our insight into Karta^ev's thoughts shows us the idealism he
is capable of} his failure to find an ideal illustrates again the
failure of his education. Kornev asks his friend:
ckaach, Teiaa, *ito th hjih h moacem ocmbicjihtb^
flpyrHM? Mbi, cTyKaiomHecH cairn JidaMH b KaKOH-
to temhote flpyr o flpyra! Mbi, jiiohh He-
CHCTeiiaTHiecKoro o<5pa30BaHHH (II, 132)
In the plight of Tema, Kornev and even §ackij, who are all torn
between a life that does not satisfy them and a life they cannot
reach, this "unsystematic education" is to blame.
By arousing our sympathy for the wayward Kartasev and his friends,
by revealing their inner aspirations and thoughts, the author turns our
judgement against the society that has failed them, and we see them as
its victims. When Karta&ev compares himself to an ill-sown field, and
blames his education for his troubles, he is partly right. But we must
hold him responsible too} for, at the end of the volume, Ivanov reappears
to turn our judgement against him. Ivanov has overcome the disadvantages
of education and upbringing to live for his ideals} KartaSev, like the
small boy on that first day, has, by his weakness, cowardice and unres¬
trained impulsiveness, been the chief cause of his own misfortunes.
'
b In the original text of Studenty, Kartasev finds the way to
spiritual renewal when he decides to stand on his own feet, to shake
off the efforts of his mother to influence his life, to assert his
samosto.iatel'nost1. In the revised version, however, his regenera¬
tion is not yet in sight, and we see that he must follow a more diffi¬
cult path. It is not enough to he self-sufficient} he must find a
personal ethic to govern his moral development, and a social ethic that
*
will show him how to wrestle with the evils of society.
• • •
As we have suggested, the structure of events in Inzenery shows
the hero ascending to personal happiness and professional suocess.
At the beginning of the volume, Kartasev is weary of life and expects
nothing from the future} he has abandoned his earlier "fantasies", and
although he impresses on his brother the need for an ideal in life,
he remains without one. He considers himself the "grjaz* zemli" (II,
302), and is convinced that the angelic Adelaida Borisovna must forever
remain outside his reach. Within two years, all has changed: he has
found a sense of direction and purpose in life, he has rediscovered
hope and idealism, he has found love and happiness with Adelja.
Clearly, we have been witness to an inner transformation, a moral
rebirth.
The cause of the transformation is the job of work that KartaSev
has at last, found to do. His profession brings him inner satisfaction,
and acquires a spiritual significance for him: it develops in him a
proper attitude to himself, to the world and to the truth. He acoepts
the position offered by his uncle because he believes he can remain
unsullied by the corruption of the other contractors - although
instinct causes him to doubt this (II,30b). He is glad to escape from
this corruption into his new profession, and here he learns that the/
only way to withstand the world's evils is to fight them. In building
railways, he is working against the evils of ignorance, poverty and
backwardness; in devoting himself to this cause, he feels the moral
change taking place within him. At the end of the first day's work,
he feels he is no longer a parasite and a wastrel -
oh, KapTameB, nojiyuawinHH Tenepb naxe
MeHtrae patfoqero, (5ojibme He flapiaoen (it, 329)
and begins to think he might yet find his happiness with Adelja. His
labours reawaken in him his interest in ideals, and he reconsiders his
old "fantasies", his attitudes to the problems of evil and injustice.
Sympathising with Manja and her friends, who are working for revolution,
he cannot accept their terrorist methods. Rejecting all political dogmas
he decides again to base his conclusions on his observation of life itsel
His conversations and contact with the workmen open his eyes to the injus
tices they have suffered - even at the hands of his mother's steward -
and convince him he must help them as far as he can (11,346); again he
decides on action "v svoem uglu". Finally he recognises the need for
some political creed to help him oombat evil and serve his fellow men,
and donates money to help those who like Manja are waging a wider battle
against injustice. This change in outlook is acoompanied by a change in
the inner man; work has oured him of his vanity, and in it he has found
new strength of character.
The two aspects of KartaSev's regeneration, the personal and the
social, are interdependent; his love for Adelja inspires him in his
labours, and his success as an engineer makes him feel -less unworthy
of her. Union with Adelja is not just the reward tor his victory over
himself; it is the impetus that will carry him on to further victories
over the evils of the world. His happiness opens the door to the ideal
world he has always dreamed of, and he looks on his fiancee as an angel/
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who will take him to a higher world, of love, "beauty and truth.
The judgement embodied in In^enery is not that work has purified
Kartasev, hut that it has given him the knowledge of himself and the
world with wdich he can sight the goals he has "been searching. Neither
in his moral development nor in his growth as a social being is Kartasev's
progress complete. We can still 3ee in his conduct those faults of temper¬
ament that were apparent in childhood. Each new romantic episode - with
Darja Stepanovna, the Rumanian lady, Sikorskij's cousin - is fresh evi¬
dence of his inability to be true to his own resolve and faithful to the
image of Adelja. If his future happiness - and that of Adelja - is to be
guaranteed, he must recognise and correct this weakness in himself. In his
attitude to the world, he has progressed from indifference to the conviction
that he must take his stand against injustice, but he remains undecided as
to which stand to take. Borisova and Bjalyj argue that Kartasev is incap¬
able of finding true regeneration because he rejects the way of revolu-
17tion represented by Manja } Judina is probably nearer the truth in
suggesting that Garin intended to bring his hero to accept his own brand
of social Democracy. We can only judge the tetralogy as it stands. At
the end of Inzenery, Karta&ev decides he cannot accept the doctrine or
the terrorism of the narodovol'cy, although he must admire their dedica¬
tion, he sees the hope for social progress in "samosoznanie" and "obrazo-
vanie" (ll,52l) - in the proper education of the people, that they might
understand themselves and the needs of the world. This is the turning-
point in the development of his attitude towards society, and this will
determine the future trend of his thinking.
Ifenja once prophesied that her brother might find his true
vocation as a writer
- Korna bch rpH3B combst, Korna Murnypa
3CM3HH t CQ3HaHa (ll> 302)
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The individual will achieve fulfilment only when he sees the truth
about life and finds his place in society. Education - true education,
not the education of the gimnazija - holds the key to human happiness
and progress, because in understanding themselves and their world,
individuals will see how to correct the faults in themselves and in
society. Thus, KartaSev will achieve fulfilment only when he has con¬
quered the faults of his temperament and discovered an ideal to guide
him in his struggle against societyls ills. The judgement embodied in
Inzenery is that these two goals embrace each other. Only through work
in and knowledge of the world can the individual know himself and improve
himself} and only in personal happiness and self-perfection can he find
the inner strength that enables him to work for the good of his fellow
man.
Ill
An interpretation of the tetralogy which sees KartaSev only as the
innocent victim of an evil society not only neglects those faults in
the hero which the author intends us to judge, but also takes no account
of the final volume. For if education and society have systematically
destroyed Karta^ev's good qualities, it is difficult to see how he can
recover these qualities and find the strength to challenge society.
Thus Borisova, Onufriev and Bjalyj cannot accept the regeneration of
the hero, seeing in him an "antihero"1® and a bourgeois "renegat"1^
incapable of reform. Their view of the novel ignores the author's
purpose in the final volumes to show his hero, under the influence of
a new environment, discovering within himself the moral qualities his
education failed to develop.
A truer view of the meaning of the tetralogy as a whole must take
into account the events of all four volumes and the whole range of
"signals of evaluation" by which the author manipulates our sympathy
and judgement. We must oondemn the social system that brings KartasSev
to despair, but we must also oondemn his own faults of temperament/
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that "bring him to the verge of self-destruction. He is demoralised
by an unsound education which cultivates his weaknesses^; he is regeneiv-
ated by a new education of work which shows him how to overcome them.
The tetralogy is indeed an indictment of a social system which created
a "lost generation" without beliefs and hopes, and Garin has given us,
20
as Ettore LoGatto remarked, "une bonne documentation sur son temps" ;
but this is only part of the author's purpose. The story of Kartasev
shows a man struggling against himself and the social order that mad
him to find a proper relation to the truth, to find an ideal to live by
and disoover happiness and fulfilment; it is a story of universal
implications. It shows thatthe individual will find his happiness
not in Tolstoyan "samousoversenstvovanie" alone, but in work within
society for the general good; he must fight both the evil within and
the evil without, and his moral and social development are inter¬
dependent and inseparable. Writing to Ivan&in-Pisarev in September
1895» Garin wrote:
M BuJibrejibM MeiiCTep BejiHKoro TeTe h
KapTameB HnqToacHoro TapnHa - o<5a mtfHyT
H HaXOflflT CBOe OtfHOBJieHKe , KOHeiHO, He
Ha Jiyae h He BHe o(5mecTBa.2I
KartaSev discovers strength and self-knowledge only when he finds his
place in working to build anew the society that so long kept him in
ignorance. By comparing his hero to Wilhelm Meister, Garin places his
tetralogy within the tradition of the Bildungsroman, defined by one
recent critic as "the story of the formation of a character up to the
moment when he ceases to be self-centred and becomes society-centred,
22
thus beginning to shape his true self" . Kartasev finds his fulfilment
as an individual only by finding his place in society. The author's
ultimate purpose is to show the individual in search of his true self.
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IV
The means of persuasion by which the author has communicated
his judgement of life through the tetralogy are varied and numerous.
There are the more explicit appeals to the reader, the characters who
speak out to us the author's views - Aglaida Vasil'evna, Berendja and
Satrov in their remarks on education, and the hero himself when he
condemns the corporal punishment of children (11,503). But the author
makes less use of sued mouthpieces than in the shorter works, and relies
more on the subtler ploys of structure, style and the manipulation of
sympathy to achieve oommunion with his reader. Finally, he uses the
story itself, the selected sequence of imagined facts, to exemplify
and enbody his judgement and truths. All the elements of the fiction
are devices of the author's rhetoric, for all of them draw forth some
response and direct us towards some judgement. The author's voice
is to be heard both in the matter of the story and in the manner of
its presentation.
The tetralogy has many faults besides those of incompleteness.
As the narrative stands, it fails to explain the mystery of Karta^ev's
23
recovery , and leaves a serious gap in our knowledge of the hero.
Several critics have condemned the carelessness and inattentiveness to
matters of style evident on many pages2^, and it is not difficult to
find in Inzenery the traces of hurried composition and lack of revision.
Carelessness of another kind is to be found in the unintentional repeti¬
tion of incident - Kornev (1,328) and KartaSev (11,442) have the same
visions of fairy-tale castles in the sunset - in the confusion of names
and relationships of characters (ios'ka in Detstvo Tem.y becomes Zos'ka
in Inzenery, and Jaska and Garas'ka, playmates in the first volume, have
become brothers in the second), in other minor inconsistencies and
contraditions. The rasplyv&atost' noted by some critics has been modified/
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by subsequent revisions (particularly in Studenty) , but in the latter
part of In^enery we find the same undisciplined profusion of incident
and character. And we have seen that many of the author's devices fail
because they are to obvious - our credulity is strained when the lady on
the train is discovered to be Sikorskij's cousin, our patience is tried
when Manja expounds the policies of "Narodnaja Volja". And similes,
images and symbols are sometimes no more than literary commonplaces.
With all these faults, the tetralogy is yet successful as rhetoric.
As we have suggested, the author's judgement is the accumulative result
of all those judgements elicited from us by the story and the way in
which it is told. No single device of disclosure, not even the most
transparent mouthpiece conveys the whole of the author's judgement} it
is only by responding to the work; as a whole that we come to discover
that. Some devices are more direct than others, but all are equally
essential to our proper understanding of the work. The author attempts
to communicate his judgement by involving us imaginatively in his story,
by having us respond to it, and by varying and manipulating this-response}
his attempt to communicate is thus inseparable from his attempt to interest
and entertain.
The ultimate expression of the author's purpose is of course the
career of his hero, and in judging his achievement, we must decide how
well the incidents of Karta^ev's story exemplify the meaning the author
seeks to convey. S.A. Vengerov felt thatthe hero's story - particularly
in Studenty - was too "untypical", too close to the author's own biography
to express any general meaning:
abto6horpa$hqeckhh bjiemeht cjihiiikom hu
BJianeeT: oh 3arp0M02cnaeT paccKa3 3nn30naMH,
HapymawmHMH nejiBHOCTb xyfloxecTBeHHoro
BneuaTJieHHH. 25
We cannot judge the degree to which the tetralogy is "autobiographic",
but we must recognise that the story's meaning transcends the aim of/
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autobiography. It is true that the first version of Studenty was
overloaded with incidents, but there is no reason to suppose that
this was the result of the author's "autobiographic" purpose, and the
unity of the artistic impression has been enhanced by the later revisions.
On the whole, Vengerov's criticisms must be deemed unjust — and indeed,
it is likely that they are directed towards the ideological ratner tnan
the literary shortcomings of the work. Garin is perhaps being criticised
for his failure to give in the work what another critic has called the
BcecTopoHHau xapaKTepHCTHKa HflewHoro h
HpaBCTBeHHoro o<5jiHKa Mono.qexn.26
Nikolaev suggested that his interest inKarta§ev's moral lapses prevented
the author from describing more "typical" and "positive" representatives
of contemporary youthf Vengerov has attributed this interest to Garin"s
autobiographic intentions. Underlying these criticisms is the belief,
27
shared by not a few Soviet critics , that Garin should have written,
not about Karta^ev, but about Ivanov and his revolutionaries5 they are
not valid criticisms of the work as it is.
I
Bjalyj ba3 suggested that Inzener.y fails because Kartasev's regen-
28
eration is "untypical" and miraculous . As we have seen, Kartasev's
regeneration is by no means complete, and his transformation in Inzener.y
is the result of work and self-discovery, not of any miracle. Yet in one
respect, his moral rebirth remains unsatisfactory as a vehicle for the
author's purpose. Kartasev comes to grief through his own actions} such
a judgement is implicit in the nature of his disease. If we are to believe
in his regeneration, it too should be the result of his own action. But
in fact, Kartalev owes his new life to the chance intervention of a
kindly stranger, the old landowner Siskov, who urges him to leave his
uncle's employ and finds him a place onPachomov's staff. This is surely
a flaw in the novel's structure of values; without this deus ex machina.
Kartasev would not have found his redemption at all.
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But apart from this, KartaSev's story does embody the author's
judgement, and the hero himself, always an ambivalently human character,
involves us in the tale, and ensures that we respond to its meaning.
Sometimes the devices of the author's voice are inadequate or too
obvious, but usually they serve their purpose without showing him at
work;} and sometimes, they fulfil their function so well that we lose
sight of them altogether. The events of Tema's childhood, described
with "une grande chaleur humaine et une rlmarquable simpiicite de
29
style" , elicit a response so immediate, a judgement so direct, that
we forget the rhetorical devices employed to produce them.
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Taking as our point of departure the view that a work of fiction
is "something designed, or at least suited, to impose itself on us""'',
we have examined the works of Garin-Michajlovskij to discover the
methods and techniques "by which the author has sought to impose upon
us his fictional world, and the judgement and truths embodied in it.
We have seen that "every separate piece of literature has an architeo-
2
tural design" , that every element of the story - jlot, narrator, hero,
characters, language, style, imagery - plays its part in the author's
rhetoric to influence our viewpoint and convince us of his truths.
Our investigation has not only shown the wide range of devices
which Garin employs as he strives, consciously or unconsciously, to
impose his view upon us, and revealed how these devices interact to
achieve his effects, but has also enabled us to assess his abilities a
and methods as a literary craftsman, and so to reach a fuller view of
his success and standing as a writer than emerges from the studies of
earlier critics.
In many respects, Garin belongs to his age, and represents a
generation of gifted but now forgotten writers. His desire to express
in his fiction his views on the problems of the time, and to offer
solutions to them, is characteristic of many of his contemporaries.
The problems that converned him - education, the place of the intel¬
ligent in society, the plight of the peasantry, the future of the
country - are the problems we find reflected in writers like Gleb
Uspenskij, Timkovskij, Amfiteatrov, Boboykin, Korolenko, even /
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h ko Bceuy 3T0My, kakoh tanaht hyxeh,
HTO()H Bee 3TO C5HJIO H He y3KO h (5e3 BCHKOH
CKyqHoS MopajiH, 3aKOHHO, (5hjio <5h BKycHO,
H nOHHTHO, H, HaKOHeu, HaCTOJIBKO npaBflHBO,
qTOfJBI C TBOHMH BHBOflaMH He MOT He CO-
rJiacHTBCH qHTaTent (il, 132)
Garin is at his "best as a writer when his skill as a rhetorician
enables him to achieve this objective, when his warmth and. immediacy
of tone, his ability to engage the reader emotionally and imaginatively
in his tale and his subtle control of the reader's responses are so
convincing that the reader is persuaded to accept the author's view
without realising it. In stories like BabuSka, Dvorec Pima and
Derevenskie panoramy, in most of the tetralogy, and above all in
Detstvo Temy, which Judioa has rightly called
oflHH 333 meseBpoB pyccKoS KJiaccuqecKOw
HHTepaTypH o ueTCTBe^
Garin shows himself a master of the rhetoric of fiction, and proves
his right to the recognition which literary history has been so long
in according him.
NOTES
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Lev Tolstoj. The solutions he offers are seldom profound; the view
of the moral and social education of the individual, and of his duty
to society offered in the tetralogy has universal relevance, hut for
the most part, the ideas he advocates - technological progress, agrar¬
ian reform or political action - are the ideas of the age, now only
of historical interest. If the themes he discusses often detract from
the permanent value of his works, so too do the methods he employs to
express them. His rhetorical devices are most often drawn from the
common stock of literature, and his application of them is not always
original or distinctive. "Mouthpieces", narrative commentary, even
the subtler devices of image and style are the methods by which any
writer of fiction seeks to make his purpose known. And Garin's
rhetoric is not always successful. The more "explicit" devices -
"mouthpieces" and commentary - are often too explicit, the implicit
devices of style and metaphor are sometimes too obvious. Judged in
his own terms, his belletrlstika often suffers from his publicistic
motives, the author is too frequently to be seen talking ot sebja,
the picture he paints is often weakened by his desire to make his
meaning clear. But because of these shortcomings, even his less suc¬
cessful works are not without interest or value for students of a
literary tradition which shared his view of the social duty of liter¬
ature, and whose greatest practitioners were not always free from his
faults.
Garin's rhetoric is not always his weakness, and where his
handling of the means of persuasion is most skilful, where he speaks
through his "images" and conveys his judgement without weakening the
picture, his literary gifts come to the fore, and his literary stand¬
ing as something more than a representative figure is assured.
Discussing with KartaMev the writer's task, Kornev remarks:
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APPENDIX I : THE WORKS OF N.G. GARIN-MICHAJLOVSKIJ,
Details of Composition and Publication
(§ indicates works not included in the Soviet edition of
the collected works.
+ indicates works we have been unable to locate,
(p) denotes works known to have been published after the
author's death.)
The following abbreviated titles indicate the earlier
collected editions of Garin's works:
Znanie - riojiHoe codpaHVie covHHeHHM, h3A-bo j-Ba "3HaHne",
cne 1905-11
0svobo2denie - nojiHoe codpaHne coiHHeHH, h3A-bo
"OcBOdoacfleHne" M, 1914
Marks - nojiHoe codpaHwe covHHeHWM, H33-bo A. $. Mapxca,
nr 1916
In addition to "RB" for "Russkoe bogatstvo", the follow¬
ing abbreviations have been used for the titles of
several journals and newspapers:
"SG" - "Samarskaja gazeta"
"SV" - "Samarskij vestnik"
"W" - "VolSskij vestnik".
(See also Appendix II).
I THE TETRALOGY
fleTCTBO TeMti: H3 ceMewHOH xpohhkh: written 1891-92;
first published in "RB" 1892, 1-5. Revised in
1895 and republished in Offerki i rasskazy, I.
rMMHa3MCT£i: H3 ceMenHOM xpoHHKM: written 1892-95* com-
pleted in September 1895* after the first chap¬
ters had been published; first appeared in
"RB" l895» 1-4, 9, 11, 12. Extensively revised
for separate publication in 1895* revised again
in 1902.
CTyaeHTti: TeMa k ero flpy3bg: H3 ceMenHow xpohhkh :
written 1894-1895* first published in "RB",
1895* 1-6* 9-11* and supplement extensively
revised in 1898 and 1905 for republication.
MiraceHepH: (p): written 1904-6, unfinished at the author's
death. Published (together with Gor'kij's Mat')
in Sborniki tov. "Znanija" za 1907* nos. 7, 8
and 9.
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II SHORT STORIES AND NARRATIVE WORKS (in alphabetical
order)
Aflogica: first known publication in the Znanie Collected
Works, 1911j vol. VI dated in Marks 1898.
AicyjinHa: flepeBeHCKne naHopaMBi
Eadymica: first published in "RB" 1904, No. 2. An
earlier, undated MS version is entitled
Ha OoroMOJiBe
EadyniKa CtenaHHfla: - flepeBeHCKHe naHopaMH
§Epoflg3CKn (p): written in 1892, at same time as Karan-
da^om s natury. First published by
I. M. Judina in "Sibirskie ogni", 1966,
Eypjiatcn: written in 1894 at the same time as Derevenskie
panoramy. First published, not in
"RB" as planned, but in "Mir Bo2;ij",
1895* No. 1. Referred to by Garin in
his letters as Tam\R, CTapBiw Am3h.
BajiBHeK-BajiBHOBCKnn; written in 1895* and published in ■
that year in Sbornik v pol'zu
nedostatoSnych studentov universiteta
sv. Vladimiral
BapwaHT (p): written 1888. MS rescued by the author's
wife and published by her (incomplete)
in "RB", 1910, No. 2.
BepoHHKa: - TeHH 3eMJin
BeceJisie jikah (p): first known publication in the Osvo-
bozdenie Collected Works, 1913* vol.
XII. Dated in Marks 1897* An un¬
dated MS version is entitled
HlaJionan.
B odJiacTH dHJiJinoHQB n tpmjijihohob : pa3roBop b noe3ge y
QKHa BaroHa: first published in "Russ-
kaja gizn'", 1894, No. 191.
§Bomuex: first known publication in Marks Collected Works,
1916, vol. VIII, where it is dated l895«
BoKpyr CBeTa: first known publication in 1904, in a
single volume with Po Koree... pub¬
lished by Znanie; dated in Marks 1902.
Bojik (p): dated in Marks 1902. First known publication,
under the title TpgcnHa in the
- 3$l -
OsvoboSdenie Collected Works 1913* vol.
XII. Published in vol. VIII of the
Marks edition as Bojik.
BcTpeqa (p): dated in Marks 1902; first known publica-
tion in "Novoe Slovo", bk. 12, M. 1907.
Has affinities with various MS frag¬
ments -- noTepgHHBie, Ha oahom CTpyHe,
HypMaH.
B cyTOJiKe npoBMHUMajiBHOM to3hh 1886-1896: written 1895-6,
rewritten 1898. Refused by N.K.-
Michajlovskij for publication in "RB",
it was first published in "Mir Bo2ij",
1900, 2-4, 9* 11* 12.
B ycaflbde noMeinnu&i RpBimeBOw: first published in "RB",
1894, No. 11.
reHHM : - TeHH 3eMJin
flBa MrHOBeHM: first published in "SV", 1897* No. 1.
flBopeu flHMa. Poa:flecTBeHCKHM paceKa3 H3 m3HH aeTew :
first published in "2izn'", 1900, No.
1. Shows affinities with the earlier
Mai' dik.
/lejia. HadpocKM KapaHflamoM.: first published in 'SV",
1897* No. 27.
flepeBeHCKne naHopaMBi:
1 EaQymKa CTenaHHga ) flrsfc publlshed ln
2 AtcyjlHHa j "K0"' l8^' No" 1
3 Ahkhh qeJiOBeK "RB", 1894, No. 2
4 Ha eejie "RB", 1894, No. 3
5 MaTpeHHHH geHBTM "RB", 1894, No. 5
The Panoramy were revised before being
published in the second volume of
Ocerki i rasskazy, 1895.
Hmkhm qeJiOBeK : - flepeBeHCKHe naHopaMBi
§flHeBHMK bo BpeMg bomhbi : written in 1904 for immediate
publication in the Moscow newspaper
"Novosti dnja". Published in the
QsvoboSdenie Collected Works as BowHa:
flHeBHHK oqeBMflua (1914, vol. X-XI).
§ZIonoTonHoe qyAQBwme : first known publication in the
Marks Collected Works, where it is
- m -
dated 1898 (vol. VIII).
EBpeMcKHH norpoM :
3iH3Hb VL CMepTb
first known publication in vol. XIII
of the Osvobogdenie Collected
Works. (1914)
first known publication in vol. VIII
of the Marks Collected Works (1916),
where it is dated 1896.
3aan (p) : the two fragments, perhaps dating from 1905*
were published in the Znanie
"Sbornik" for 1910, Book XXX.
§3jine JiKiflu (p) published from the MS by Judina in
"Nedelja", 1962, No. 46, 18-19.
143 Moero flHeBHHKa : first published in "SG", 1895, No. 1.
§143 OKHa BaroHa: ot neTepdypra go TpnecTa : fragment of
a travel account first (?) published
in vol. VII of the Marks Collected
Works (1916), dated 1899.
I4cnoBeflb oi^a first published in "W", 1896, Noi 24, "
as rope k cqacTbe paccKa3 oina, the
day after the author had read it at
a meeting in Kazan in aid of higher
education for women. Revised and
republished in "SV", 1896, No. 50,
and in "2urnal dlja vsech", 1899*
No. 3.
HcTopnfl QflHOH mKOJiH. HadpocoK c HaTypn : first
published in "W", 1893, Nos. 6, 8.
MpjKa m RaBBUKa.
§Ka3Hb (p)
OqepK : first published in "RB", 1892,
4-5- Revised for publication in
0&erki i rasskazy, vol. 1, 1893.
Republished in 1894 in Dobroe delo.
Sbornik povestej i rasskazov, XXVIII
(Posrednik, Moscow).
(arbitrary title). Probably written in 1906,
unfinished; published from the MS
by Judina in "Russkaja literatura"
1962, No. 2, 215-214.
KapaHflamoM c HaTypu. no 3anaflHon Cn6npn : first pub¬
lished in four parts in "Russkaj
2izn«", 1894, Nos. 209, 217, 221,
250 (August 8, 17, 21, 30). A pro¬
jected fifth part did not appear
because of a dispute with the
editors. The oSerki were repub¬
lished in "SV" 189b, No. 274, 1897*
Nos. 4, 16; in 1897, No. 55*




continuation was prevented by the
closure of the paper. The work is
published in vol. VII of the Marks
Collected Works as ho 3eMJie CubMpn:
KapaHgamoM c HaTypn.
first known publication in the Marks Collec¬
ted Works, vol. VII.
Vlz aeTCKOH M3HH : first known publication
in the 0svobo2denie Collected Works,
1914, vol. XVII. "
KapTHHKH Bojibihm written 1894-1896. Announced as a
forthcoming publication in "SV"
(Dec. 1896), but published in "Mir
BoSij", 1897, No. 2.
KjiOTWJiBfla : first published in "NaSalo", 1899* No. 1.
Koraa-TO : intended for the Znanie "Sbornik" of 1903*
but rejected by Gor'kij as not being
in keeping with the tone of the
volume. Published in 1907 in
Literaturno-chudogestvennyj
al'manach izd-va Sipovnik, Bk. 1,
Spb. 1907. The work is dated 1898
in the Marks Collected Works.
KopencKMe CKa3KH
KopoTeHBKaa m3Hb
collected and recorded in 1898.
Apparently published soon after the
author's return from the East.
First known publication in the Marks
Collected Works, 1916, vol. V.
first published in "W", 1894, No.
241.
KypovKa Kya : - Cica3Kn fljia geTen.
§MajiBqwK : first published in "Nigegorodskij listok",
1896, No. 166; and later in "SV",
1896, No. 134. Apparently the
basis for Dvorec Pima.
§MaMeg : written 1905-6. First known publication in





first known publication in "RB", 1912,
No. 12. Dated in the Marks Collec¬
ted Works 1899.
Ha Hoqjiere : first published in "Mir Bogij", 1892, No. 2.
- 3?f4 -
Ha npaKTHKe : originally an incident in Studenty before
1898 revision. First published in
journal dlja vsech, 1903* No. 10.
Republished with final chapter in
vol. V of the Znanie Collected Works.
Ha cejie : - flepeBeHCKne naHopaMBi
§Ha CTaHLthh : dated in the Marks Collected Works 1901.
First known publication in the Osvo-
boSdenie Collected Works, vol. VI,
T9U~.
HaTama : first known publication in Znanie Collected
Works, vol. VI, 1911. Dated in
Marks Collected Works 1901.
Ha xogy : first published in Put'-doroga, an anthology
in aid of the Society for the
Assistance of Needy Settlers, SPb,
1893.
HeMajibLtes : written in 1894, referred to in letters vari¬
ously as CojiaaT, PaccKa3 cojiflaTa.
Intended for "RB", it was not pub¬
lished there, nor in the second
volume of QSerki i rasskazy,
although the author asked IvanSin-
Pisarev to include it. First pub¬
lished in "Mir BoSij", 1896, No. 1
as /Kh3h& fieccjioBecHafl.
He ot MMpa cero. C HaTypu first published in April 1895
in "SG", No. 71.
HecKOJibKQ JieT b gepeBHe : written between 1889 and 1891.
First published in "Russkaja Mysl'",
1892, Nos. 3-8. Revised for in¬
clusion in vol. I of QSerki i rass-
kazy, 1893-
HoBfcie 3ByKH. CKa3Ka : first known publication in vol.
VIII of the Marks Collected Works
(1916), where it is dated 1897-
§0Ha nodeflHTeJiBHnqa : first published in September 1894
in "SG" (according to a letter from
the author to IvanSin).
OceHb. CTKXQTBopeHne b npo3e : first known publication
in the OsvoboSdenie Collected Works,
1914, vol. XIII.
IiepenpaBa vepe3 BoJiry : first published in "Russkie ved-
omosti", 1894, No. 348. In the
OsvoboSdenis edition of the Collec-
ted Works, it appears as the second
- 34-5 -
part of a work: §Eovkom, rycbKOM
H yTOVKOH. IlyTeBBie 3aMeTKH 6e3
BCflKoro nJiaHa.
nog Beqep. OvepK : first published in "KB", 1892, No.
6.
nog npa3gHWK : first known publication in the Marks
Collected Works, 1916, vol. VIII,
where it is dated 1901.
Iio Kopee, MaHbqxypwn k JlfloayHCKOMy nojiyocTpoBy : first
published as KapaHgamoM c HaTypu
in "Mir BoSij", 1899, Nos. 2-7, 10-
12. Published by Znanie in 1904
in a separate volume with Yokrug
sveta. In the 0svobo2denie Collec¬
ted Works (1914, vol. VI-VII) it is
entitled CTpaHa acejiToro jbaBOJia.
npaBfla : first known publication in the 0svobo2denie
Collected Works, 1914, vol. XVII;
dated 1901 in Marks.
nyTemecTBwe Ha JiyHy. CbhtovHag $aHTa3Hfl : first known
publication by Judina in the 1957
Collected Works, vol. Ill; she
suggests it was written about 1894.
PajocTM M3HH : first published in "SV", 1895* No. 189.
PeBeKKa. CBflTovHaa JiereHfla : first published in "SV",
1590, No. 275. Revised for pub¬
lication in the sbornik Ssyl'nym
i zakljuSennym, SPb 1907- Part
of the story is related by one of
the characters in the 1895 version
of Studenty.
CKa3Ku flJia aeTeM :
§Bojiffle6HMua AmaM.
§MCTOPHfl OflHOM AeBQqKH.





§XnTpaa jeBOVKa. BepoHHKHHa CKa3Ka. N
- 3#6 -
§HepHBiM npH^-Kanpn3yKa. HnKHHa CKa3Ka.
Published together in "Junaja Rossija" in February
1908, as previously unpublished
works. However, earlier publi¬
cations have been traced for
Kni£ka sgast'ja ("Russkaja 2izn'",
1894, No. 103) and KuroSka Kud
("SG", 1896, No. 275)3
CogejiBHMK b pyccKon flepeBHe~; first published in the
sbornik Put'-Doroga, 1893-
Cxapi-in eBpen : first published in the sbornik PomoSS1
evrejam, postradavSim ot neuro^aja,
SPb, 1901.
CTapBin xojiocTflK : first published in the newspaper
"Kamsko-VolSskij Kraj", Feb. 22,
1896, No. 52. Published a week
later in "SV" No. 47, with minor
changes.
§CyMepKH : first known publication in the Marks Collected
Works, 1916, vol. VII, where It is
dated 1913-
CgacTJiHBBiM fleHB : first known publication in the Znanie





Published as a group in "Obrazovanie" 1903, No.
4: other stories were apparently
to follow. ChudoSnik is dated
1897 in Marks, the others 1901.
Xyfl Q3CHHK - TeHH 3eMJIH
§0mjioco4) Hoh : first known publication in the Marks
Collected Works, 1916, vol. VIII,
where it is dated 1893•
3ckm3 : an unfinished sketch. First known publication
in the Osvobozdenie Collected
Works, 1914, vol. XIII. The MS
is entitled KomeJieK nponajx.
- w -
III DRAMATIC AND POETIC WORKS
+§)KoHrjiepH qeCTH. B MeflBeaibHX yrjiax : An unpublished MS
dating from about 1897•
Opxuflefl. flpaMa b 4-x aencTBHHx w 5-m KapTHHax : written
lb9fc,-7- First performed in St.
Petersburg on Dec. 7, 1897 by the
Theatre of the Literary Arts
Circle; soon afterwards performed
in Samara, Odessa and Ni^nyj
Novgorod. Rejected by N. K.
Michajlovskij for publication in
"RB", it was revised and published
in "Cosmopolis", 1898, No. 1.
§flepeBeHCKag apaMa: b 4-x aencTBHax : first published in
1904, in the "Znanie" sbornik for
1903. No performance is recorded.
§3opa : npojior h 2 flencTBua : first known publication in the
Marks Collected Works, 1916, vol.
VII, where it is dated 1909. Per¬
formed in Cuvag in the 1920's.
riOflpOCTKH. flpaMaTHqeCKHM 3T3Dfl B OflHOM fleMCTBHH (p) :
first published in "Vestnik Zizni",
1907, No. 1. Written shortly
before the author's death.
§Tpn dacHH. I BaHBKa II Cbhhbh III /KepedeHOK : (three
verse fables). First known pub¬
lication in the Marks Collected
Works, 1916, vol. VIII, dated 1902.
IV PUBLISHED ARTICLES
A. TECHNICAL ARTICLES AND MONOGRAPHS
+§HecKQJiBKo noJie3HBix npeflJioareHHH no yaenieBJieHMK) coopyKeHMg
a:eJie3HBix gopor : published under the pseudonym "Praktik"
in "Zeleznodoro^noe delo", 1888,
No. 44.
+§HecKQJiBKo cjxoB 06 yaenieBJieHMM nocTpomn a:eJie3HBix aopor b
Pocchh 1 published under the pseudonym "Praktik" in
"Zeleznodoroznoe delo", 1889, No.
22.
+§06mn'e npHHUHnMaJiBHBie ycjiOBHfl, b bi 3 biba&mHe HeofixoflUMPCTB
Ka3aHCKQ-MaJiMBi3:cKOH 3ceJie3HOH aoporn : Kazan, 1893- (l8pp)
+§TexHHqecKoe onkcaHHe jiuhhh Ka3aHB-MaJiMBDKa : Kazan, 1893•
(4pp)
- ysp -
+§3anncKa o 3HaqeHnn UepKaccLi-Cepri-ieBCK-UHCTonojiBCKOH
3ceJie3HOM floporn : St . Petersburg, 1894 (12pp).
+§OTqeTH qjieHOB oKcneflMHWH l898r. b CeBepHoft Kopee : SPb
18^8: "
+§CeBepHag Kopea: cQophhk MapinpyTOB. Tpygn oceHHew
aKcneflmiHM 1898r. : (edited by Korf) SPb 1901.
B. ARTICLES APPEARING IN THE POPULAR PRESS
+§Cn(5HpcKafl 3cejie3Hag gopora : published anonymously in
"Novoe vremja", 1891, Nos. 5599*
5609.
§HecKOJiBKo cjiob 06 ojieBaTopax : published under the
pseudonym "N.G." in "RB", 1892,
No. 1.
+§nncbmo b peaakquio : signed "Engineer (2nd Class)
Michajlovskij", published in
"Novoe vremja", 1892, No. 5790.
§riHCbMa H3 gepeBHH. I.: the first of a projectecl series
of articles cut short apparently
by the intervention of the censor.
Published in "RB", 1892, No. 2.
§HecKOJiBKO cjiob o CndnpcKon 3£ejie3Hon gopore : published
—
under the pseudonym "In2ener-
Praktik" in "RB", 1892, No. 9-
§nncbmo b peflaKn;nro : signed "N. Garin"; "RB", 1892,
No. 9.
+§K Bonpocy o Ka3aHQ-MaJiM£i3ccKon a:eJie3Hon gopore : signed
"Engineer (2nd class) Michajlovskij,
"W", 1892, No. 162.
+§PyrnHa b acejiesHoaopoacHOM aeJie : signed "N. Garin";
"Novoe vremja", 1899* No. 6155.
+§jlemeBafl y3KOKOJienHag aopora : iihcbmo b peflaKLtnio :
signed "Engineer N. Michajlovskij
(Garin)", "Russkaja 2izn'", 1894,
No. 229.'
+§Ilo6oJiBme CBeTa. K BonpocaM UepKaccBi-UncronojiBCKon u
EyryjiBMa-HHCTonoJiBCKQM 3:eJie3HMX gopor : signed
"Engineer N. Michajlovski j ", "W",
1894, No. 197-
+§nhcbmo b peflaklthio : "RB", 1894, No. 10 (written to
refute charges made by Petersen in
"GraSdanin", 1894, Nos. 290, 259





written at the NiSnyj Novgorod Exhibition
of 1896. First known publication
in the 1957 Collected Works.
+§riHCBMO b peflakqwa
He 3hajo, kak koto,
first published in "Vestnik Man'SSurskoj
armii", 1904, No. 2.
"Peterburgskie vedomosti", 1904, No.
191. Written to refute Ignatov's
allegation ("Russkie vedomosti",
1904, No. 124) that Derevenskaja drama
was plagiarised from Tolstoj.
first published in V zagSitu slova,
sb. 1, 2nd ed. SPb 1905.
K CQBpeMeHHtiM codBiTnaM : first published in "Novyj kraj"
(Harbin), 1906, No. 11.
APPENDIX II: EDITIONS OF GARIN'S WORKS PUBLISHED DURING
HIS LIFE
OqepKH m paccKa3H T. I, end 1895
2-e H3fl., 1895
OqepKw M paccKa3H T. II, end 1895
HeTCTBO TeMH 011(3, «nocpeflHMK», 1894
rnMHa3HCTbi one 1895
CTyfleHTH end 1898
hetctbo TeMH. HecKpJiBKo jie'T b aepeBHe.
one 1899
rnMHa3MCTH one 1892
CeMeMHaa xpoHMKa: fleTCTBO TeMH, rnMHa3MCTH,
CTyaeHTbi
end, «3HaHKe», 1905
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VIII BIBLIOGRAPHIES
NOTE - Section II seeks to be as comprehensive as possible
and to this end includes several works we have been unable
to consult. These are indicated by the symbol +.
The order of entries in Sections I and II is chronological
elsewhere, it is autobiographical, with works in Russian
preceding the English entries in each section.
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I THE WORKS OF GARIN-MICHAJLOVSLIJ
i Editions Consulted
IlojiHoe co(5paHne comiHeHiiH. 19 tt.
M/IIr, H3H-BO "OcBO^OKfleHne", 1913-14
IIojiHoe coflpaHxe coqHHeHM. 8 tt.
ITr, h3«-bo A.$. Mapnca, 1916
KpMTHKO-(5Horpa$HuecKHH otiepK n.B. EbiKOBa.
M3 flHeBHHKOB KpyrocBeTHoro nyTemecTBeHHHKa. ITo Kopee,
MaHB^ixypHH h JlnoflyHCKOMy nonyocTpoBy.
nofl pefl., co BCTynwTejiBHoM cTaTBeM B.T. 3ax-
UHKOBa
M, reorpa$H3flaT, 1952. 3-e h3b.
PaccKa3£i h ouepKM.
M, rOCJIHTH3flaT , 1955
Co^paHne coqHHeHHK. 5 TT.
M, Toejihth3,naT, 1957-58.
BcTynnTejiBHan ctbtbh: B.A. BopwcoBa
IIpHMeiiaHHH: M.B. BopotfBeBa - t. I'
E.M. Illy(5 - T. II
W.M. lOflHHa - t. Ill-"9"
fleTCTBO TeMBI. rHMHa3HCTH.
CTyaeHTBi. MHaceHepH, - 2TT.








(for other editions, see Appendix II)
ii Published Collections of Garin's letters
IlHCBMa k H.K. MHxaKjiOBCKQMy h A.M. MBaHqxHy-
riHcapeBy,
nop;roTOBjieHO B.H. rpe^HeBbiM
JlHTepaTypHbiM apxHB AH CCCP, 5» M/JI I960, 9-50
ITticBMa QflHoro roga. K 60-JieTMio co ahh CMepTH H.r«
rapHHa-MnxaMJiOBCKoro. M3 nuceM H.T. rapHHa-MHxaw-
JIOBCKOTO K H.B. MHXawJIOBCKOM .
IlytfjiMKapMH H KOMMeHTapnH: M.M. KtaHHa
"CH(5HpcKHe OTHH" , 1966, N? 12, 142-62.
IlHCBMa H.r. rapuHa-MxxaMJiQBCKoro xeHe h cbmy c
PajiBHero BocTQKa.
Ily(5jiHKapHH H npHMeqaHHH: M.M. lOflMHa
"CHtfupcKwe orHHu, 1970, N° 12, 152-63.
- -
~
IT BIOGRAPHY AMD CRITICISM
i Articles and Monographs on Garin's Works
Ee3 noflnncH M3 pyccKMX HSflaHHH. Eme H3 Ha<5jiw,qeHHH
flepeBeHCKOro HHTejuinreHTa
Khhxkh "HefleitH", 1892, N? 5, 1-2
GKaGHueBCKHH, A. JlHTepaTypHan xpoHHKa. HeTCTBO
TeMH: H3 ceMewHOM xpohhkh H.TapHHa.
"Hobocth h EnpaceBan ra3eTa", 1892,
N? 117, 2 -
CKa^HueBCKHH, A. JIxTepaTypHan xpoHHKa. Ilo riOBony
paccKa3a H.TapHHa HecKOJiBKQ JieT
B gepeBHe.
"HOBOCTH H EwpxeBan ra3eTa", 1892,
N? 193, 2
Be3 noflnncn HoBBie khhth. H.TapHH: OqepKH h
paccKa3Bi.
Miip 6ojkhh", 1893, N° I, 209-10.
HwKOJiaeB, n.<$. BonpocBi m3hm b CQBpeMeHHOH
jiHTepaType.
M, H3fl-BO H.TI. E$HMOBa, 1902.
7-8, 45-8, 104-6, II5-6, 139-42,138-9.
cm. T03Ke +"PyccKaH mbicjib"^ 1893,N9 II,
1894, N° 4, 1895, N9N? 2, 3, 6, 8.
Ee3 noflnHCH nepnoflHHecKHe H3flaHra.
"PyccKan mbicjib" , 1894, N° 2, 102-3
MBaHIOKOB, M. O^epKH npOBHHHHaJIBHOH 3KH3HH. *-
"PyccKan mbicjib" , 1894, N? II, 199-200.
A.E. /BorflaHOBHi, A.M.J7 KpHTHuecKHe 3aMeTKn•
"Mnp 6oxhh", 1895, N? 5, 239-41.
Ee3 noflnwcH M3 pyccKHx H3,qaHHH.
Kbihsckh "Heflejin", 1895,. N° 4, 223-4.
Ee3 noflnncn H.TapHH: OqepKH h paccKa3H, t. II
"Mnp 6o3CKh" , 1895, N° 8, 1-2
+CeMeHTKOBCKHH, P.M. Hto hoboto b nwTepaType?
EaceM. jbht. npjiox. k scypH. "HHBa", 1896,
N? 2, 407-24.
Ee3 noflnwcH nepnoflHuecKHe n3flaHHH.
"PyccKan mbicjib" 1897, N? 3, 143-6.
+0TKpOBeHHBIM IIHCaTejIB . /CTaHK)KOBHq , K. ?7
CoBpeMeHHBie napTHHKH. Opxunen.
CBIH OTeqecTBa 1897, N? 340, 2
+CeMeHTKOBCKHM, P.M. Hto hoboto b jiHTepaType?
ExeM. jiht. npujiojic. k xypH. "HHBa", 1897,
N? 6, 415-8
Homo novus/T KyrejiB, A.P._7 0 JaceHTjiBMeHe, OpxHgegx
caMO^ypcTBa h npyroM.
"TeaTp h MCKyccTBo", 1897, N? 50, 931.
- -
+EypeHHH, B. KpHTHuecKne ouepKH.
"HoBoe BpeMH", 1898, N? 7876, 2;
N2 7883, 2.
+CainHH/Kjia$TOH, A.K._/ JlerKOMBicjieHHan JiKTeparypa.
"CaMapcKHH BecTHHK1', 1898, N? I, 1-3.
Be3 nonnncH M3 pyccKHx acypHajiOB. KapaHnaniOM
c HaTypn H.TapHHa.
"PyccKHS BecTHHK", 1899, N? 4-, 696-7«
Be3 noflnncH nepHOflimecKHe HSflaHHH.
"PyccKan mbicjib" , 1900, N? 4-, 14-8-9*
Be3 noflnHCH nepHOflnuecKne H3,n;aHHH.
"PyccKan mbicjib" , 1900, N? 10, 397-8.
H. M. JInTepaTypHan jieToni-icB. B cyTOJiOKe
npoBHHiiHajiBHoS acn3Hh H.TapHHa.
"BeCTHMK BCeMHpHOH HCTOpHH1', 1900,
N2 5, 239-4-1.
Ha3apBeBa, K. JlHTepaTypHoe o<5o3peHne.
JInTepaTypHBie Beyepa "Hoboto MHpa",
1900, N° 3, 188-9.
A./AHxeHBajiBj];, I0.H._7 SypHajiBHoe o(5o3peHiie.
"PyccKan mbicjib", 1903, N? 5, 239-4-0.
KpaHnx$ejiBfl, B. SypHan&HBie 3aMeTKH.
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